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My dear Edwin Markham,

You will remember our parting by the Golden Gate,

more than two decades gone—you to the crowded East, I to the

blue Pacific ? It returns to me now, as of yesterday, when we

had finished our academic pilgrimage through the Plaisance of

Sonoma, where, beforetime, ive had strayed arm in arm among
the fragrant vineyards and sweet orchards that nestle beneath

brown, austere mountains. Your hand still seems warm in

mine, your voice alive in my ear /

You will remember ive were a trio—you, dear old White, and

I—who dabbled in strange love, dreamed strange dreams, and

sometimes seemed to catch glimpses of shadowy visions that

awed us while they lured. . . . Now, this cry comes to you

out of a far sea—from one of earth's pleasant, silent places—
where memory hath remained quick, though the tongue may
have succumbed to the spell of the lotus ; but I have never

forgotten, nor have you.

Those days of youthful communion have passed beyond the

reach of our halloo, yet they have not utterly vanished, and I

know that these lines will be conjuring rods to raise them here,

until the author of ' The Man with the Hoe ' will bend his ear

and hark again to the hum of lazy summertime of long ago,

when three youths wandered hand in hand through ' The Valley

of the Moon,'

A.J.
Nduanu Valley,

honoluld,
August, 1904.
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PREFACE

The writer entertains the hope that the following pages

may add interest to a subject that lies near the hearts

of the many readers in England and the United States

who justly hold Stevenson and his works in high esteem.

The volume contains only the cursory record and brief

comment implied by the title-page ; the primary object

being to preserve certain floating facts, episodes,

sketches, and anecdotes of the novelist, with as many
of his views and opinions as could be collected in a

desultory way, during his residence in the Pacific.

The facts related by Stevenson, or by others, after

July 1888, have been omitted, except where further

statements have become necessary
; this plan has dis-

turbed the usual method somewhat, so that narrative,

anecdote, and comment may be found jostling in

places ; otherwise, it brings a number of the isolated

facts of his island wanderings into better relation with

time and place.

Some of the chapters have been made to reflect to an

extent the views and estimate held by the Islandfolk

throughout the Pacific of Stevenson's life and writings

during his exilian da^^s and since.

ARTHUR JOHNSTONE.
Honolulu,

April 1905.
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'
. . . The truth is, I was far through (if you under-

stand Scots), and came none too soon to the South Seas,

where I was to recover peace of body and mind. . . .

Remember that, the next time you think I regret my
exile.'

—

Vailima Letters.

Vlll



R. L. S.

Within tiie circle uf the Fabled Sea,

Where golden galleons once ploughed their way,

He dwelt in exile ; here with Princely sway

He ruled a realm of brave Romance, which he

Begat with wizard pen. 'Twas not to be

Again to roam his Scottish moorlands gray,

Nor wear the garlands won till close of day ;

Yet, to the end, he smiled at Fate's decree,

And, smiling, drew new magic from the West

To charm the stranger's ear. Now memory hath

Communion aye with him where he was guest

In many a star-girt Isle, until the path

He trode, with manly patience yet with pain,

Reminds us how his exile was our gain.
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ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

IN THE PACIFIC

CHAPTER I

IN THE FABLED SEA

When Robert Louis Stevenson sailed into the Pacific

in the summer of 1888, he came hke some hterary

kniglit-errant with fame victory-winged. Upon his

arrival no formal introduction was needed, for the

Islandfolk were already acquainted with the man
through his writings, and the brief announcement of

his coming by the press served to awaken curiosity and
speculation ; but these soon became merged in a deeper

personal interest in the author and his work, which
followed him to the grave and will long survive his

passing.

Romance surrounded his coming. A chartered

yacht, swift-winged as a gull, bore him South, out-

stripping a great revolving storm that followed his

bark to the entrance of the new fairy-land. Thereafter

the vessel clave the mystic sea of which he long had
dreamed. Strange beauty clustered around him

:

even the stars were larger and brighter than in the

temperate zone, and seemed fallen nearer the earth
;

islands and atolls sprang unexpectedly from the sea, as

at the command of invisible genii ; and his mind was
held in amaze, while surprise and wonder bound his

eyes as with a spell. His imagination was stricken as

by a gift of the gods ; thereafter the woof pi his life

I



2 ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

in the Pacific was infilled by the enchantment of locality

and the magic of circumstance ; in a wink, and with
the first plunge of the Caseous anchor, he awoke from
the subjective phase to find himself an actor on the
living stage of island romance.

In some degree this experience is shared by all

visitors to the South Seas ; a few may break the mental
glamour and view the new world with the natural eye,

but most come to dream, and, dreaming, depart. In
this fabled sea temperament too easily vitiates the
judgment, where the siren's song is heard from every
white-lipped reef, and the colours of sea and sky weave
themselves in the mind's pictures. Here the old saying,
' Live a year and a day in a new land before speaking,'

is translated, ' In these islands abide thou a decade and
a day if thou wouldst speak wisely.' And so true is

this that the natives of the different island groups use
specific words to distinguish newcomers ; while the
epithet is always applied, as a reminder, whenever
the stranger expresses his opinion on local affairs,

during a probation that lasts until he becomes more
fully identified with his adopted home. Even civiliza-

tion has failed to modify materially this native custom
;

and the recent arriver is still regarded askance if he
prematurely proffers advice, or offers to interfere in

public matters.

Yet when Stevenson arrived the custom was par-
tially relaxed by reason of his prominent literary

standing and general popularity ; in fact, before the
white residents of the Pacific became personally
acquainted with him, most held his literary work in

keen appreciation ; they were yet to experience those
personal eccentricities which were to be found some-
what emphasized by his peculiar habit of thought
and observation. It is true, perhaps, that this trait

in the author was more sharply outlined by the new
and strange conditions of life that he now met ; but
it also is true that Stevenson proved a surprising study
to the Islandfolk with whom he mingled ; in fact,

people discovered few of the characteristics that
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tallied with those of his literary brethren who had
preceded him in Oceanica.

Nor were the dwellers in the more advanced island

groups without standards for comparison ; for, bringing

to the pleasant task a marked degree of intelligence,

isolation had led as well to wider reading and study
among the majority, and developed a more general

taste for literature than usually is found in the thick

of men, where necessity drives or pleasure cloys.

The islands lying upon steamship routes, or within

sailing courses, have been visited frequently by well-

known writers of various nationalities ; but of these

Mr. Charles Warren Stoddard is perhaps the only one
of wide reputation who took up residence for a length

of time sufficient to make a thorough study of Poly-

nesian life, character, and manners. To those knowing
both men—and who in the Pacific does not ?—Mr.
Stoddard's sojournings and travels, which covered a

period of some twenty years shortly preceding Steven-

son's time, will be found to fit the requirements of a

fair comparison. Although the authors possessed

traits of character in common, Stoddard remains the

literary antipode and mental foil of Stevenson. A
dreamer, likewise the consummate master of English,

he differed from Stevenson in methods of work and in

the process of thought. Stoddard gathered his facts

slowly and after the most painstaking mental scrutiny

—often laboriously
;
yet he never failed to use them

solely as a mental product, with which he dealt prac-

tically and dispassionately, after excluding personal

sympathy and prejudice.

Here, then, at hand, and still fresh in the memory, the

Islandfolk of Stevenson's new world found the criterion

for judging well and truly of his later life, wherever his

presence fell in the Pacific, or his writings reached.

With the exception that Stoddard wisely refrained from
meddling in the semi-barbarous field of politics, he
had overgone most of the islands recently visited by
Stevenson ; and either in the Pacific-island press, or

in his works, Stoddard has written without passion
1—2
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about the Polynesians—of their good quahties and

defects—under conditions very Uke those met by
Stevenson ;

yet, unUke Sir Edwin Arnold, he refrained

from a hasty judgment on island affairs, and, unlike

Stevenson, he permitted his head to control his heart

as well as his facts. In all that he wrote, Stoddard was

able to see and appreciate the poetry of a South-Sea

existence without overestimating the Polynesians or

underestimating the domiciled white men ; but while

he fully appreciated and loved the amiable Islanders,

and, like his literary successor, had a streak of the

anti-civilization feeling in him, still, he clearly saw that

the docility and indolence of the natives were sprung

from inherent weaknesses of character quite beyond

remedy. As a consequence, he justly estimated their

faults while sympathizing with their amiable traits
;

but he admitted there were controlling necessities

which demanded that the Islanders, under present

conditions, should be treated as children, taught as

children, and ruled as children, because they were

unfitted to care for themselves when not reposing in

an undisturbed state of savagery. Stevenson's error

was antithetic : at most times he overestimated the

Polynesian race, however keenly he would delineate,

upon occasion, individual characters that fixed his

attention by filling him with surprise ; but of the white

man in the Pacific he spoke and wrote repeatedly,

often offensively, and with an ironic scorn not wholly

merited. By thus becoming at times a partisan, he

ceased in instances to be a calm and judicious observer.

But in the flowery field of literature Stevenson is not

the first able writer who has failed to consider the

lurking previous question before drawing conclusions
;

and yet the laying of that insidious tripper-up of argu-

ment and opinions lies at the root of every safe mental

process : its neglect has proved fatal aforetime, as it

will hereafter, to defective generahzation and un-

warranted presurmise. Everyone will remember how
frequently in the past the coddled theories, queer

beliefs, or fine-spun conclusions of notable writers have
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vanished at the call of the previous question, made by
some keen-eyed mental analyst, who quietly demands
a veriiication of the premises. May we not here find

that which will serve to explain much of the seeming

inconsistency in Stevenson's career, during the last six

years of his hfe ? And may not timely consideration

now furnish us the clue for leniently interpreting those

portions of his Pacific work which otherwise would
merit more or less censure ?

His first landing in the South Seas was at the Mar-

quesas Islands, among savages scarcely touched as yet

by the leaven of civilization ; in the Low Archipelago

a like condition prevailed ; but when he reached

Tahiti, a few months later, he beheld how the transla-

tion of the Polynesian had reached the stage of semi-

barbarism
;
yet it was not until he reached Hawaii

that he was to see tested, under favourable circum-

stances, the first thorough attempt to elevate the

Polynesian to the social and political standards of

civihzation. And yet this well-meant and long-nursed

Hawaiian experiment was, even then, upon the verge

of national collapse that came with a crash shortly

after the novehst's departure for the Gilbert Islands

and Samoa.
The period he saw first thus included most of the

phases of race transition, from success in savagery

to failure under civilization. For Stevenson this

period contained, if heeded, evident and numerous
suggestions of Polynesian advancement and retro-

gression, all presumably new to him. These awaited

his judgment : it remains to be seen how well he ob-

served the strange world around him, and how justly

he interpreted the facts gathered in the comparatively
brief space of time remaining to him.
The past seventy-five years may be justly called a

period of experiment and transition throughout
Polynesia, during which the forces at work have been
brought to bear through the efforts of the pioneers of

the Pacific ; these forces, active in whole or in part

at different periods, have expended themselves in
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commercial exchange, religious instruction, and in the

establishment of new systems of government, or in the

reconstruction and modification of old ; and these

changes have been followed necessarily by new political

methods, and, to the Polynesian, a strange system of

economics. Stated more generally, the unequal forces

of savagery and civilization were brought into conflict,

and the irresistible working of racial readjustment at

once began its course. That the end involves the

extinction or absorption of the weaker race may be

deplored or not, as the sympathy or education of the

observer prompts. But the result is inevitable : the

destiny of the Polynesian cannot be lured, by this or

that, so much as the span of a needle's point, spin we
our theory never so cunningly.

With but few exceptions, it is here that the practical

good sense of the Christian missions has been manifest

since their establishment early in the nineteenth

century. In the main the missionaries have turned

attention to the physical, moral, and rehgious welfare

of the native tribes and tribal remnants as found,

wisely ignoring impractical theories for the preserva-

tion of Polynesians as self-sustaining and self-governing

island nations. The sincere missionary realizes there

is not time in the busy life of the South-Sea mission-

worker for fighting the stern facts of savage decadence

with either social or religious theories. At different

times, and for various reasons, much has been urged

against the Christian missionary in the Pacific ; but

whatever may be said, in candour it must be admitted

that he is generally sincere and always uses practical

methods in his work. There are, of course, exceptions,

and there is one in mind. The benevolent face of that

aged missionary arises in memory, as he has explained

upon occasion, with painstaking and enthusiasm, how
the Polynesians could be preserved to civihzation if

certain plans, which he had carefully thought out, were

followed. Perhaps it is unnecessary to add that this

line old optimist received few nods of approval from

his more practical brethren. But it is well to make
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note that this exceptional missionary and the novehst
had traits in common, not the least noticeable being the

latter's overwhelming sympathy and love for all Poly-

nesians, irrespective of their real merits and savage
defects.

Into such new field of observation and action he
came with strong predilection for savagism ; in the

cause of the Polynesians he was no laggard, and, from
the moment of his arrival until the end, he remained
their steadfast champion. Wisely or unwisely, he was
always up and active in their behalf, as his sympathies
led or prejudices urged ; and while one of his first

traits was his love of fairness, yet there were times

when neither his conclusions nor actions were free

from bias. This always came out sharply where
native interests fell into competition, or came into

conflict with the white man's vanguard. His love for

the natives, and his pity for their helplessness under
the conditions in which he found them, seemed to

obscure his keener realization, shown elsewhere, of their

precocious faults and unvarying instability ; he be-

lieved that, under an ideal leadership and the fostering

sympathy of the right kind of white men, the racial

defects of Polynesians could be reformed. His plan,

if such it can be called, was noble and humane ; but
it was wholly theoretical and everywhere impractical,

as it finally proved : the forces already somewhat
rudely at work in the Pacific entirely excluded a
theory that demanded either their withdrawal or

quiescence, thus permitting retrogression in a large

part of the new empire civilization was upbuilding
in the western sea.

By comparing his well-known political views and
his experiences in Samoa with the commercial, racial,

and social conditions then existent, more than sufficient

evidence of the untenableness of his position becomes
manifest. Especially clear will this be to those of

long residence, or to those who otherwise have become
more fully acquainted with the aggravating com-
plexities of island affairs during transition periods.
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There can be no doubt, for example, that the diplomats
of America, England, and Germany reached juster

and more humane conclusions to all concerned in the

Samoan affair (after the many difficult and perplexing

circumstances are considered), than possibly could
have resulted, if Stevenson's hasty and somewhat
one-sided advice had been followed.

In politics, as elsewhere, the contest between
fitness and disability is severe ; and this can be seen

most plainly where semi-savagery meets the necessary
cruelties that attend the establishment of a new
civilization. This factor he largely ignored, and the

omission vitiates his tacit proposal for the establish-

ment of a political and moral nursery for Polynesians.

As already stated, an experiment on the large scale

had been tried to failure ere he arrived ; and when
he revisited Hawaii in the fall of 1893, he was present
shortly after the second collapse and final extinction

of a Polynesian monarchy ; and yet he misinterpreted,

or rather failed to interpret, the warning facts before

him. In like manner he has failed to rightly interpret

those causes which have placed the Polynesians,

without exception, in a position of social, financial,

and administrative dependence. That this condition

is the result of certain natural and racial tendencies

inherent in the whites as well as the Polynesians, none
will deny who have opened their eyes to the evidence
of ethnographic experience. Of these it is unnecessary
to speak at length. The struggle between the moral
and antimoral forces involved has been of secondary
importance and incidental largely, too often spec-

tacular ; and too frequently this conflict has been
marred by a variety of rampart prejudices, intensified

by isolation, and often embittered by the bigotries of

religious sects : it is unnecessary to add that such
disturbing influences must be placed aside before a
just and equitable solution of the Polynesian problem
can be reached.

It was at this point that Stevenson's analysis failed,

and in consequence he reached theoretical conclusions
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without considering all the factors of the case. The
view that he took of Polynesian character and nation-

ality would have formed a splendid mosaic in a South-
Sea romance ; but by the earnest practical pioneers

in the Pacific, the existing social and political con-

ditions were more strictly construed under a riper

experience. But against his affinity for savagism is

to be placed his contemptuous attitude (sho\\ii in

different ways) toward some of tlie domiciled whites

;

and this is harder to understand, because it was an
attitude conflicting with his love of fair play.

It is possible that his prejudice against civilized men
originated in caprice, just as his indiscriminate love

for Polynesians likely sprang from another personal
mood. Both eccentricities have been referred for

explanation to his sympathetic nature and great love
for justice ; but with what reason it is hard to see,

after the necessary facts have been brought into the
mental focus. It is more probable that a composite
cause lay behind his attitude toward his white
brethren in the Pacific, whose roots were sprung
in divers places at different times ; some of these
influencmg elements may be traced in his writings after

the year 1888, and a perusal at once becomes filled

with suggestions for those acquainted with the medley
of life and international cross-purposes existent in

Oceanica.

But while on the whole it is unfortunate that he so
frequently gave place in his writings and correspon-
dence to unfriendly opinions upon the domiciled
whites, yet most will be loath to believe that he
formed these conclusions deliberately and from con-
viction, or that his attitude is to be taken at any time
as the legitimate sequence of normal observation in

the South Seas. And although at times his expres-
sions appear to be extremely rude and quite uncalled
for by the facts, yet it is more charitable to assume
that he was placed by circumstances in a position
where he was overwhelmed with the incongruities
found among many new and strange phases of life.
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It is quite possible that such conditions led him to

assume the false position that he took on both sides

of the case, wherein he failed, in the limited time
before he wrote, to complete a mental digestion of

the perplexing subject in hand. For this reason it is

pleasant to be able to say that by the end of the

year 1893 his views, upon more than one subject

concerning Oceanica, had changed materially for the
better, and certainly without subtracting from his

sympathy and regard for the Polynesians.

But here the strange personal fascination of the

man enters the case, to be considered before delivery

of judgment, for it scarcely need be said that, in

nine cases out of ten, private opinion will be favourable
to the man, although it may not entirely accord with
his views, and inquiry will not fail to disclose the

fact that throughout the Pacific he left few enemies,
although at times he may have raised a number of

critics ; on the other hand, he drew around him
many friends, and, scattered throughout the island

world, he has left a host of admirers, yet these will

disagree, where necessary, with many of his views
on island affairs, or, upon occasion, will fence with
a fact any hasty or groundless statement made during
his residence here. The personal attraction of the

man and the allurement which hangs around his pages,

like the magic elixir of his mind, have been referred to

frequently, and their influence was so widely felt and
welcomed during his last years in the Pacific, that he
was wont to commit with impunity deeds of the pen
which would have placed any other author in the

pillory of local opinion for the rest of his days.

In looking back ten years after, there seems to be
little, if any, doubt that the feeling of the foreign

residents of Polynesia was, during the first half of his

exile, far kindlier toward the novelist than his attitude

warranted, and it will not be venturing too rashly by
saying that the better feehng exhibited by him, during
the two years preceding his death, was largely due to

his correction of former misjudgments and errors

—
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the result, doubtless, of a closer study of the facts,

supplemented by a more extended experience. Per-

haps it will fall within the limits of a fair probability

to say that had fate allowed him his decade and a day
in the South Seas, instead of a lustrum and a year,

he would have grown into still closer touch with his

white brethren, and would have held a clearer and
perhaps a juster view of the Polynesian as a social

and political element, to be dealt with as gently as

might be under the somewhat strict requirements of

our civilized code.

His characteristic chivalry was quite as likely one
of the traits which shaped his attitude upon Island life

and affairs during the first few months after his arrival

;

at most the hasty stand that he took, together with
the methods he adopted in beginning a defence of

the Samoans on hearsay testimony, served to place

him where it seemed that he courted public comment,
if not criticism. In the thousands of islands dotting

the Pacific, he found a savagery probably as old as the

civilization whose pioneers (from his point of view)

marred the life and abodes of the primitive tribes. Not
satisfied with a literary protest against what he
thought was the intrusion of the white man, he
hastened without discrimination to grasp the literary

cudgel in defence of Polynesians ; and, without
hesitation or misgiving regarding his facts, he threw
himself into the fray with the ardour of a boy, yet with
the strength of a giant. But unfortunately, from his

actual plan—nay, from his entire policy—on behalf of

the Polynesians, he excluded the facts that justified

the white man's presence in the Pacific, as well as

those numerous counter-facts which prove the Islanders

to be largely responsible for their present condition

and future prospects.

As a part of this excluded evidence is to be found
in one portion of his writings, while similar testimony
is quietly set aside, or delicately ignored, in other
pages, contradictions real or seeming will be met
most often in that part of his writings (excepting, of
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course, his tales) published during his residence here.

Some of these incongruities seem to have impressed

Mr. Balfour, his biographer, as well as Mr. Colvin,

his friend and editor, for both gentlemen appear

more than once, in the able work done by them, as

friendly apologists ; but Mr. Colvin's want lay in a

dearth of personal knowledge of the Pacific Islands
;

Mr. Balfour's lay in the fact that his knowledge, like

his gifted kinsman's, was too recently acquired to

afford a satisfactory explanation of some ver}^ stubborn

facts that frequently appear in the novelist's Pacific

writings.

Yet it is fair to assume that Stevenson wrote without

knowledge of shortcoming in his treatment of these

new phases of Island life, even though he throws out

an occasional warning on this point
;
yet the com-

placency which alwa3^s accompanies successful author-

ship will prevent the careful reader from taking the

caution too seriously. A like literary complacency
stands guard over the partial observation and hasty

interpretation to be found in ' Across the Plains,' and
elsewhere in his record of first impressions of the

United States. The habits and manner of the new-

world, especially as exhibited on the Pacific coast,

were largely foreign to his European experiences, and,

naturally, they became the cause of several of his

early errors of observation, which were followed by
the usual misjudgments of the stranger. To the

novelist, in a new country, the unusual at once became
offensive, and wherever the manners and customs of

the new world failed to conform with those of the old,

he would write unfairly and unjustly in criticism or

in condemnation of individuals or classes. A few years

after, when he reached the Pacific, he faulted a second

time before similar obstacles by criticising harshly,

prematurely, and certainly somewhat indiscriminately,

the actions of the white residents of the principal

island groups. But in the Pacific he added another

lapse to his habit by falling recklessly in love with the

Polynesians, despite the danger-signals flying at every
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turn ; and the fact that he has recorded quite a number
of these warnings in his later pages in no way substracts
from his repertorial indiscretion.

These pecuhar traits of Stevenson have been dis-

cussed frequently by the Islandfolk, yet always in a
kind and friendly spirit. The writer remembers being
one evening in company with a number of gentlemen,
who were all personally acquainted with Stevenson
and all admirers of his work. The conversation
finally turned to the novelist's life in the Pacific, and
dwelt upon some of the inconsistencies of his course,
with special reference to his acts and utterances in

Samoa and Hawaii. Captain Otis, who sailed the
yacht Casco to the South Seas in 1888, was present,

and said, when requested to express an opinion :

' Well, gentlemen, it seems this way to me : Stevenson
was first and last a man of convictions—in fact, he
always acted promptly and vigorously when he reached
a conclusion that satisfied his own mind—but his

mental make-up was such that he always took the side

of the under-dog in any fight that arose, without
waiting to inquire whether the under-dog had the right

of it, or was in the wrong. That was the man, gentle-

men ; and I know from personal experience that he
did not understand what fear was, when he defended
what he thought was right.'

Another side-light comes from the novelist himself,

and shows that he had a glimmer of the weak point
in his mental make-up, if not full knowledge of his

shortcoming. Mr. Graham Balfour relates the anec-
dote in his life of Stevenson. ' One day, his stepson
tells one, they were sitting on the deck of a schooner
in the Pacific, and Stevenson was reading a copy of
" Don Quixote." Suddenly he looked up, and, with
an air of realization, said sadly, as if to himself, " That's
me." '* In commenting, Mr. Balfour, whose book gives
evidence of a full understanding and appreciation of
his peculiar but talented kinsman, says :

' In spite of
his knowledge of the world and his humour, and a vein

* ' Life of Stevenson' (Thistle ed.), vol. ii., p. 212.
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of cynicism most difficult to define, many were his

quixotries and many the windmills at which he tilted,

less often wholly in vain than we thought who watched
his errantry.'* This well - authenticated anecdote,

direct from Stevenson, and containing an expression

of his mental experience under a certain mood, will be
fully appreciated in Oceanica, where many were for-

tunately able to study at first hand the phases of his

peculiar and somewhat erratic character.

During his six years of travel and home-life in the

Pacific Stevenson did much excellent work in litera-

ture ; and it is the world's misfortune that he was
unable to perform more under his misguidance in

Samoan affairs that soon followed his coming ; but
Fate cast, and he couched his pen at an imaginary
windmill, which a riper experience, or the magic of a

keener glance, would have transformed into an ordinary

condition of Island life and politics in the second stage

of transition. Like conditions are inevitable under
like circumstances ; and there can be no doubt to the

experienced Islander, that these will continue to be
better solved, as in the past, through the logical and
necessary sequence of events following the forces at

work.
A calm review of the facts and evidence will show

that Stevenson was no better fitted for Polynesian

politics, than he would have been for that other

extreme—the pursuit of pure science ; for while he
was at all times a sympathetic, he proved to be quite

frequently an inaccurate, observer in new fields of

fact. This defect of the brilliant Scot has been
often noted and as often regretted by his friends and
admirers throughout the island world.

* ' Life of Stevenson ' (Thistle ed.), vol. ii., p. 312.



CHAPTER II

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE CASCO : MARQUESAS
ISLANDS

A MONTH or six weeks before Stevenson finally deter-

mined on voyaging to the South Seas, in order to

prolong, if possible, his portion of life, two gentlemen
sat one evening in a private residence near San Fran-
cisco. Both were men who loved yachting and the

sea ; one of these was Captain A. H. Otis, who after-

wards sailed the yacht Casco, which brought the

novelist and his family through storm and sunshine

to the South Seas, and through the perilous channels
of the Low Archipelago. At that time Captain Otis

was a guest at a friend's house, not having been to

sea for three years ; but when last afloat he had
caught glimpses of the South Seas, which made him
anxious to return and examine the great island world
of the Pacific with more leisure than hasty trading-

trips had permitted. In reply to the inquiries of his

companion, the seaman said that in all probability he
would not go to sea again ; no, he had not seen as

much of the world as he wished : for instance, he
longed to return to the South Seas. At the same
time he bluntly refused the friendly offer to secure

him a captain's berth in the island trade, through
the influence of Dr. Merrit, replying, that he did not
choose to go that way.

' Then how in the world would you like to go ?'

came the surprised rejoinder.
' Well,' said the skipper, unconscious that Fate was

a-weaving in his words— ' well, I will tell you. When
15
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I return to the South Seas, if I ever do, I would like

to have a yacht, like the Casco, fitted to my taste,

with a congenial party of friends aboard. Then I

would sail into the South, going and coming as I

liked, casting anchor where nature pleased us, and
for as long as fancy might detain.'

The subject was then dropped ; but at dinner the
next day the talk about yachting was renewed, and
during the meal Captain Otis was handed an invita-

tion to dine on the next Sunday at Dr. Merrit's resi-

dence, across the bay from San Francisco. ' Well, I

went over,' describes the Captain, ' although I came
near putting it aside to attend some sporting event set

for the same day. However, I decided for the dinner,

and went ; and it was not long after we left the table

before Dr. Merrit cornered me in the billiard-room and
began talking of yachts and yachting. Then he asked
me if I would put the Casco into commission and sail

her for the summer. I remember that I answered
somewhat brusquely that I would not, for I disliked

fashionable yacht-sailing with strangers aboard ; but
after urgent solicitation by the doctor, I consented to

partially forego my prejudice, and agreed to fit the

Casco up for him and sail her one trip in the bay, and
one at sea. After that, if I so decided, he was to

engage another sailing master.
' About the time the Casco had made two trial trips

and was nearly ready for sea, Stevenson's agent in

San Fransisco (this I learned afterwards) was trying

to secure a suitable vessel to cruise among the South-
Sea Islands. But available yachts were few in the

Bay of San Francisco at that time, and an application

for the yacht Lurline, owned by John D. Spreckles,

had just been refused. As the matter stood the Casco

was the one remaining sea-going yacht that there was
a reasonable chance to hire ; and even this depended
largely upon how Stevenson's necessity impressed the

wealthy but genial owner.'

Fortunately Dr. Merrit took a kindly view of the

circumstances in which the famous novelist found
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himself, and determined to forego his own smnmers
yachting for the author's benefit, if he found him,

upon his arrival from the East, to be a man to his

liking, and, as the doctor expressed it, ' not too cranky
to be trusted with so valuable a vessel.' All, however,
turned out satisfactorily, for, after an hour's conversa-

tion with the novelist, the bluff old doctor turned to

Captain Otis and said with hearty naivete and good-

will :
' Why, Captain, Mr. Stevenson is all right ; he

seems quite as sensible a man as either you or I.'

At the expiration of the yacht's second trial cruise

the skipper made up the vessel's accounts, and called

on the owner to resign and turn the yacht over to his

successor. ' After handing in my statement,' says

Captain Otis, ' I told Dr. Merrit of my determination
to retire, and asked him to get a new master as soon
as possible. The doctor eyed me in silence for a time,

and then asked me to go over to his cabinet and fetch

the bundle of papers I would find there. When I

returned he handed me a telegram accepting " the

proposed terms for the Casco.''' Tlie telegram was
signed " R. L. S.," but at that time the initials failed

to inform my ignorance, so I returned it to the doctor
without comment further than to query, " Well ?"

Dr. Merrit smiled at this, and took from the papers a
charter-party, with a blank left for the name of the
sailing-master, handed it to me, and asked my opinion
of its merits. This charter-party—the one under
which Stevenson afterwards sailed the yacht—gave
the sailing-master full control of the vessel, and all

the points to be visited were made subject to his

approval. For the use of the yacht there was to be
paid a flat rental of five hundred dollars a month, and
the vessel was to be provisioned and manned at the
expense of the charterer. Dr. Merrit further reserved
the right to name the sailing-master for the trip.

Under the circumstances and the dangerous risks of

the voyage, I considered it a fair contract, and so said.
' Well, by the time I had read and returned the

charter-party, Dr. Merrit had more fully informed me
2
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of Mr. Stevenson and his works, one of which, ' Treasure
Island,' I had read with much pleasure. The doctor
then looked over the contract again, and, after making
some alterations, returned it to me with my name filled

in as sailing-master, and demanded an immediate
answer—whether or not I would make the trip—so that
he could telegraph a final answer to Mr. Stevenson. I

hesitated only a moment ; the conditions were ideal

—

such as I had idly called for when there was little

prospect of realization—so I took the service and began
the few alterations in the yacht's rigging made neces-

sary for cruising in squally seas.
' This was in the latter part of May, 1888, and during

the first week in June Stevenson arrived in San Fran-
cisco, and rested at the Occidental Hotel until the
yacht was ready. I first met him at Dr. Merrit's house
in Oakland. To say that I was favourably impressed
with the great author would be stretching the truth.

Imagine a man of medium height, so painfully thin

that his clothes seemed a burden to him, his brown hair

falling to his shoulders around a face of deathlike

whiteness, but alight with the most fascinating brown
eyes T had ever seen. It took me some time to discover

Nature's purpose in giving the man such an unusual
pair of eyes ; but I finally determined that they were
indicant of strength of character, accompanying
absolute fearlessness. This discovery created so deep
an impression on my mind that I forgot for a time the

startling physical weakness of the man. But as soon
as I was alone the thought returned to me with some
force, that before sailing I had better make the necessary

arrangements for his death at sea ; in fact, as I looked
him over in my mind, without the tonic of his sustaining

eyes, I did not believe it would be possible for him to

make the trip and return alive. But there was one thing

that I liked about him from the first : he never referred

to his calling in his conversation—never talked shop to

strangers ; one might have taken him for a lawyer, or

a secretary, or a musician, or a man of any other occupa-
tion, if you depended upon him to enlighten you.'
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It was some three weeks after his coming before the

yacht was ready for sea. At different times there had
been some comment upon the over-rigging of the yacht

Casco, but this seems to have been founded in mis-

apprehension, or from lack of information. It is well

known to those who sailed the yacht that more than

once it was her splendid sailing qualities, aided by her

sail-bearing capacity, that extricated the Casco from
dangers unknown to Stevenson or to members of his

party ; and these were of that kind of dangers that

were sufficiently realistic to sailors accustomed to

those treacherous seas. With perhaps the exception of

the fisherman's stay-sail, all canvas was in due propor-

tion to the yacht's measurements ; she was not over-

sparred, nor was her sail excessive, says practical

authority. There was, however, a danger which
threatened during the run from San Francisco to the

Marquesas Islands which has been overlooked by the

critics ; in fact, it was not fully appreciated either by
Dr. Merrit or Stevenson before the yacht sailed from
San Francisco : the vessel was at first undermanned,
having a crew of four men only. This defect was more
fully realized with the first rough weather, when it was
found there was no one to relieve the skipper, whose
watch by necessity lasted until good weather returned,

with or without his snatch of sleep, as the case might
be. Assistance was secured in the South Seas ; but
the fact that the sailing-master was the only navigator

aboard points to where the danger lurked : suppose
Captain Otis had been lost in the night, swept over-

board in an unexpected squall—what then might have
been the fate of the Casco none can venture to say,

further than that destruction in some shape almost

certainly would have overtaken her.

It was during the afternoon of June 28, 1888—a day
of cloudless Calilornian weather—when the yacht
dropped under the muzzles of the batteries on island

and shore, and, spreading her great white wings, swept
through the swift push of waters that guards the Gate
of Gold. Once over the bar, with her bow pointed for

2—

2
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the Farallones, she raced like a freed prisoner into the

south-west. A few hours later, and she stood to the

south, with Point Reyes fading through the haze, and
the sunset sky covering sea and yacht like a great

swinging lid. This was Stevenson's first experience

aboard an American yacht, with low rails and towering
masts ; and when the wind freshened later in the day,

the Casco was soon sailing at a steamer's rate, and
frequently putting her rail under water in what seemed
a threatening way. Tlie first time this happened it

caused some apprehension, if not consternation, among
the members of the party ; but Stevenson, who proved
a thorough sailor, only smiled, but said nothing.

During the first twenty-four hours out the yacht ran
two hundred and fifty-six miles, which, considering the

wind, was thought to be fair sailing.

For nine days there was good weather, but on the

tenth sky and barometer showed disquieting symptoms
that increased through the following twenty-four hours

;

by this time Captain Otis became convinced the yacht
was saihng uncomfortably near one of those great

revolving storms frequently encountered in the Pacific
;

these disturbances are always dangerous and often

difficult to escape, if the vessel is once drawn within

the outer rim. In the present instance it was found
next to impossible to tell on which side of the storm
the yacht lay; in fact, the navigator was unable to

venture an opinion for another day and night ; even
then his decision was much of a guess, but luckily

Captain Otis guessed right, when he gave the order to

run to westward. This course the Casco was put to,

with every stitch of her canvas drawing. Thirty hours

after things became so much more comfortable aboard
that the spirit of the party rose again, and the skipper

felt that he had sailed the yacht out of the dangerous

radius ; so she was again put about with her bow
seeking the Southern Cross.

But for three and a half days those aboard had en-

joyed none of the comforts of yachting, the captain

and crew in the meanwhile getting but few snatches of
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sleep. The bark Tropic Bird, which had sailed from

San Francisco two days later, met with a different fate.

Upon comparing notes with Captain Burns in the South
Seas several months after, it was learned that the

Tropic Bird had likewise attempted to clear the storm

by running westward ; but, as she lay on its eastern

margin, she ran into its centre instead ; the conse-

quence was that in less than half an hour the vessel

was stripped of an entire suit of sails worth several

thousands of dollars, besides sustaining other serious

injuries. Here was a vessel with her full complement
of men under a captain of long experience in the South
Seas, barely able to avert disaster, after a wrong guess

in a sea that seems to defy the mariner to sail by rule.

It makes the friendly heart leap, even at this distance,

to think on what might have happened to the Casco,

undermanned as she was, if her skipper had erred, as

Captain Bums did, in locating the storm's position
;

at best the vessel must have been disabled, and it is

not unlikely that she never would have reached another
anchorage.

But the perils that lurked in the Casco course were
not yet past ; for shortly before the Marquesas Islands

were sighted, the vessel was struck by a ' freak squall,'

the like of which even the captain never before had
seen. In describing the incident, he says that ' the

squall, which was as black as a black cat, first passed
the yacht to leeward ; when well off the quarter, it

suddenly turned and came down upon us, like the

dropping of a cloak. All whips were let go, and the

wheel was put hard down ; but before the Casco could
be brought into the wind, she was struck and knocked
down until the wind spilled out her sails, and the edge
of the house was under water, with the sea pouring
over the cockpit in a torrent. It looked dangerous for

awhile, and I can imagine that those below, except,

perhaps, Stevenson, must have been in a pretty tremor.
Then it was that the usual funny thing happened,
which the ladies of the party insisted on taking
seriously

; yet it only served to illustrate the old saying
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that in every loss may be found some gain. Since

leaving San Francisco I had found it impossible to

convince some of those aboard of the necessity for

keeping the dead-lights closed on the lee-side of the

yacht ; and this precaution is especially necessary

when sailing in the tropics or doldrums. Well, when
this squall struck the Casco and she laid down, two
dead-lights (each 12 inches across) were wide open

;

and when the edge of the house went under the water
the dead-lights were at least 18 inches below the

surface of the deep salt sea. The vigour with which
two streams of water, under great pressure, poured
into the cabins proved a new and startling experience

to the inmates, who were now speedily convinced that

there may be a grain of reason even in a " seaman's
crankiness " about dead-lights.'

They were now well within the tropics, and the

bracing trades of the North had been replaced by the

variable airs which wind the Southern seas, now drench-

ing with rain, now covering the yacht with steam.

The nights, between squalls, were entrancing and fairy-

like, or flooded with silver, or dusk beneath a half-

hidden moon. By sun-up on July 21, and about
three weeks out from San Francisco, the look-out hailed

land, and soon the island of Ua-huna could be seen off

the port bow ; Nuka-hiva lay abeam, and to the south

ghmmered Ua-pu's sharp peaks, hooded in great cloud-

fleeces. By noon the Casco had worked her way, by
aid of currents and light winds, well along the coast of

Nuka-hiva, where she soon came to anchor in Anaho
Bay. The iirst leg of the cruise was run, and the yacht
was swinging at dangerous moorings, near one of the

intermittent blow-holes, which are frequent in the lava-

bound coasts of volcanic islands.*

A tattooed native chief and a white beach-comber
were heralds of the coming canoe-loads of scantily

clad Polynesians of both sexes who soon crowded
every part of the little vessel. Here at last was one
of the novelist's day-dreams realized, and here he beheld

* Note B.
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for the first time the original picture of primitive

savagery, done in hving brown upon a variegated,

tropical background, where Nature's tints lay half

hidden in an ever-changing haze of gold by day, or

wrapped in silver shades at night. The novehst's

impression of Anaho and its stalwart cannibals have

been humorously—nay, almost pathetically—described

in the opening chapters of his South Sea voyages.

By this time he was in comparatively good health,

and Captain Otis, who had watched him narrowly,

says that he noticed a change for the better by the

end of the first week out ; from this on his health

improved steadily, and by the time of their first

landfall the colour was returning to his face, and he

stepped with more physical energy, and spoke with a

greater vivacity. The earlier part of the voyage was
taken up largely by those aboard in becoming better

acquainted with their surroundings, and in gauging

the capacity of the sailing-master to bring them again

safely out of the sea. Occasionally they would be

alarmed at the seeming eccentricities of the American
yacht, which was as sensitive as a watch and fleeter

than a deer ; but soon their very natural timidity

disappeared, to be followed by confidence and enjoy-

ment to the end of the voyage. But later, after he

began mending under the tonic of the South and the

nursing of the waves, Stevenson quite often would
be at work from dayhght until breakfast, at eight

o'clock, and sometimes he would work during the

forenoon, dictating to Mr. Osbourne, who used the

typewriter. The remainder of the day would be
spent practising the flute, in which he was persistent,

or in lounging on deck talking to whomsoever
was there. Frequently he would stand long spells

watching the inteiTninable rollers as they seemed
to rise by magic under the stem of the yacht, to rush

with silent, resistless sweep toward the far rim of the

sea.

Once during the voyage, after the Southern Cross

had been raised and the novelist's face was iast losing
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the hues of an invahd's, an incident occurred that

clearly illustrates his dislike of shams and hp-service.

' It was the first and last time during the voyage that

he made mention of his writings,' says Captain Otis,

in whose words the anecdote is best given. ' I have

told you that before meeting Stevenson the only one

of his books that I had read was " Treasure Island "
;

but knowing I must now be for several months aboard

the yacht, where conversation must often drag for

want of a subject, I determined to spend a part of my
spare time in Dr. Merrit's library, becoming better

acquainted with the novelist's writings before we
sailed. I was not afraid that he would bother me,

but I felt that it was a part of the duty of the sailing-

master of a litterateur on a cruise of this kind to be

ready for the inevitable that I believed his admiring

friends or relations would spring on me sooner or later,

namely, " Now, captain, what do you think of

Mr. Stevenson's works ?" or " Which of his books do

you like the best ?" or some other fond allusion, which

affection excuses even though the effect is tiresome.
' It was some time first, but at last Fate pointed,

and Stevenson's aged mother took me to task. I

stood her questioning as long as possible, and finding

myself unable to avoid some sort of an opinion on

the points raised, I at last blurted out in self-defence

:

" My dear madam, I have already told you that I have

read but one of your son's books, and since you have

urged me to express an opinion, I will say that, from

the casual examination I have given some of the

others, I do not think I would care to read them."

Need I say that his mother was highly offended at

my words ? which at the time were only the truth, and

that she took little pains to conceal her feelings is not

to be wondered at. However, the conversation on

literature remained closed between us thereafter.

Well, it seems Stevenson overheard us through the

skylight, and coming on deck at once, he said to me

:

" Captain, you have raised yourself in my estimation

by your frank statement to my mother that you had
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only read one of my books through, and that you did

not care for the others ; if you had told her that you

had read them all and liked them, as most people tell

me whether or not, I will be as frank and tell you that

I would have thought you lied !" '

During the three weeks that the yacht lay in Anaho
Bay there was little doing. The anchorage in the

miniature harbour was not good ; at the best place,

where the Casco first lay within a nook at the south

end, she was continually threatened, should she drag

anchor, by a great sharp tooth of lava that pierced

the sea just ahead. The night before it happened the

novelist and the skipper stood on deck discussing the

threatening danger. Upon several occasions Stevenson

had speculated grimly, and in a somewhat blood-

curdling manner, on the probable result to the yacht

(and incidentally to literature), if the vessel rolled

herself loose and was spitted upon the tooth of lava,

and on that evening, being in fine mood, the author

anticipated a string of horrors which caused even the

seamen to shake with apprehension. However, as

her moorings held about a week longer, confidence was
partially restored ; but one evening, while all were at

dinner, the Casco tripped her anchor, as though with

vicious intent bent upon their destruction, and drifted

rapidly towards the fatal point. ' Prompt action and
a second anchor,' says Captain Otis (others aboard
called it Providence), checked her course just in time,

and the crew were soon working her across the bay
under a jib-sail. Some two score of natives offered to

aid the crew in this labour, and Stevenson afterwards

gave them much praise for securing the vessel's

safety ; but, in the opinion of the captain and crew,

it seems the natives were mostly in the way, although

quite willing to aid, and it is a fact that the officers

were forced to throw several of the Polynesians over-

board before the yacht could be moored again in safety.

But the new anchorage proved uncomfortable, for

whenever there was a breeze outside the vessel lay

in the path of the swell, where she would roll heavily
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for hours at a time. It was here that the author's

stepson ventured to his undoing. Since they had
cast anchor Mr. Osbourne had taken great interest

in native canoeing, and one day, seeing a native boat

fastened to the boat-boom, he attempted to board
the canoe by crawhng out on the boom. In describing

the misadventure the captain says :
' His ambition at

this point overcame his usual good judgment, as there

was a heavy swell running, and the yacht was rolling

as for a wager. I was sitting in the cockpit reading

and smoking at the time, when suddenly my attention

was attracted by a splash in the water ; I looked

forward, as the vessel rolled heavily to port, in time

to see the boat-boom swish into the air at an angle

of quite forty-five degrees, bearing an unusual attach-

ment that I soon made out to be Mr. Osbourne, with

his feet under the under side of the boom, and his

hands grasping the life-line, which was slack. As the

yacht rolled to starboard he took another plunge in

the bay, but was almost immediately withdrawn by
the vessel's next roll to port. His involuntary bath
was repeated several times, greatly to my amusement,
but how it struck Mr. Osbourne, who was only learning

yachting, I am unable to say. Finally he was rescued

by the crew upon a vibrant alarm given by his mother,

who happened to come on deck.'

During their stay at Anaho frequent trips were

made around the bay, or there were shooting parties

to the mountains for wild chickens. These fowls had
been first brought to the island about the year 1845

by a Russian warship, and, having been allowed to

run wild, had increased wonderfully. They are very

game birds, and are considered delicious eating by
strangers ; but they are difficult to find, even after

killing, unless accompanied by a hunting dog, owing

to the fact that they have put on for protection a

plumage that it is next to impossible to distinguish from

the rocks and foliage where they live. This calls to

mind another evolutionaiy statement by Stevenson

concerning a Samoan wood-bird, said to have regained
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its nearly lost power of flight since the introduction

by the whites of pigs and cats into the island.

The first time the gentlemen of the party went

chicken-shooting they were joined at the beach by

the chief Taipi-Kikino, who recently had been

appointed Governor by the French, and was conse-

quently held responsible for all failures to enforce the

French laws. Taipi-Kikino was a typical Marquesan,

some six-feet-four barefoot, broad in proportion, and

tattooed from crown to heel. The chief formally

insisted on the guns and ammunition being given to

him, and these he afterwards carried, accompanying

the hunters to the mountains in search of chickens.

At the time all supposed the chief's kindness was a

form of native courtesy, but later it was discovered

that it was necessary for strangers to take out a permit

to carry arms ashore, and that the proffered courtesy

was but the chief's ruse to secure possession of the

guns, and thus prevent a violation of the French

statute. The sportsmen agree that it was probably a

lucky thing that they did not see a chicken during the

trip, and consequently found no occasion to dispute

Taipi-Kikino's nine points of law.

Before sailing for Tai-o-hae, which lies on the other

side of the island along the beach of a picturesque bay,

a gentlemanly beach-comber, named Regler, was

engaged to pilot the vessel, and eight hours later the

anchor was dropped before the village, where the

yacht lay for the next ten days. Here the Chinese

steward was discharged, and Ah Fu, frequently men-

tioned by Stevenson, was shipped instead. Captain

Otis fortunately secured here as well the service of

an old ex-trading captain, named Goltz, who shipped

as first mate and pilot to take the Casco through the

dangerous Low Archipelago.

Tai-o-hae displayed all the characteristics of the

tropics : there were capricious changes in the weather
;

the monotonous moaning of the surf, which made the

island silence seem more oppressive ; the variegated

background of plant-life, and the sheer-running steeps
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trembling in the heat, or steaming in vapour ; the

feathery trees storm-tossed by the confusing draughts
of the wet season, or drooping languidly between
gusts ; all of which, with the thatched dwelHngs half

hidden in the greenery along shore, made up the

picture of a typical Polynesian village reposing in

primitive manner and habitat. Yet there were signs

that told the story of foreign occupation with its

significant corollaries—a long pier thrust itself through
the breakers and into the green of the sea, the ilag of

France flew above the Commandant's white house
near the beach, a small revenue schooner lay below at

anchor, with her tricolor broken out like a cluster of

jewels against the white surf. Here Stevenson found
much to his liking, and the picture that he has penned
of the convict life of the island is of much importance,

if correctly interpreted, so typical is it of Polynesian

gaol-life during the early stages of civilization. While
here the novelist was often ashore, as the guest of the

French Commandant, or abroad in search of informa-

tion from the natives, and once during the visit

M. Delaruelle was entertained on the yacht.

Taahauku is on the island of Hiva-oa, that lies

ninety-five miles dead to windward. Before sailing

thither Stevenson had offered passage to Michel

Blanc, the missionary lay-brother often mentioned in

his volume on the South Seas. The novelist had been

a frequent visitor at the Catholic Mission, and when
the yacht sailed a present of sheep and pigs had been

sent aboard by the good Fathers ; but, as it proved,

this provision was not to fit Christian stomachs at

Hiva-oa, for long before the Casco reached the lee" of

that island all the pigs and most of the sheep came
aft in a bunch before a heavy sea, the sheep and pigs

being swept overboard, while the mate, who was in

the jumble, brought up with a sailor's luck head-first

against the companionway with bloody foretop, but
alive. The voyage was exceedingly rough, and it was
fully twelve hours before they reached the shelter of

Hiva-oa. The skipper declared it to be the roughest
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yachting in his experience. On that trip he was sea-

sick for the first time, and he adds that during the

trying day Stevenson was the only person aboard the

yacht who was not sick. The next day the vessel

beat through the Bordelais Straits, between Hiva-oa

and Tauata (Santa Christian), coming to anchor in

Taahauku Bay at three o'clock in the afternoon, just

opposite another blow-hole.

After the yacht had been made snug, and dinner

was over, it was nearly dark, and a drizzle of rain

was falling ; then came the landing which Mr. Steven-

son has already described, but with some inaccuracy,

owing to his not being present. The yacht's boat took

ashore Mr. Osbourne, Brother Michel, and the skipper.

Before they reached the landing-place it became quite

dark, and a hght rain was now falling steadily. On
approaching the beach, lights were seen at the head of

the bay, and the voice of Mr. Keane, the island trader,

was heard warning them to come in bow on, the boat

at the time being stern on. In the South Seas there

are sometimes four rollers in succession, instead of

three, as farther north, and the boat went in on the

third, which they thought to be the last. But they

found the beach so steep that the bow of the boat
took the sand instead of being carried forward by the

wave, and a glance backward showed Captain Otis

that the fourth roller was almost upon them, so he
called to the rest to jump for it, and himself set the

example. He and Mr. Osbourne escaped with wet
feet, but Brother Michel, being a heavy man, was not

so successful, for before he could land the tardy roller

struck the boat, which at once stood on her nose and
dumped the good brother with the crew into the surf.

His more fortunate companions hastened to the rescue,

and found Brother Michel volubly expressing his dis-

approval in a no very choice mixture of French and
Polynesian epithets. However, the good brother lost

his patience only a moment under the trying circum-
stances, and no sooner was he out of the reach of the

waves, and his eyes and mouth were freed -from the
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sand and salt water, than he was jovially smiling and
jesting at his misadventure.

It was now the height of the rainy season. The
anchorage where the yacht lay was narrow and un-
comfortable, and the vessel was tossed without ceasing

by the choppy swell caused by the pushing of the sea

througli the narrow entrance formed by two promon-
tories. While here the yacht Nyanza, of the Royal
Northern Yacht Club, ran in and anchored near by,

having on board Captain Dewar and a small party of

friends. Frequent days of rain now interrupted the

short trips from the Casco. By day and by night the

dripping clouds were borne down from the mountains
by the strong currents of air which continually swept
the narrow bay. Yet, notwithstanding the boisterous

inclemency of the weather, Mr. Stevenson went often

ashore in search of information, or to take long strolls,

when the rain permitted, under the storm-clad summits
of the Atuona Mountains, that rose green and pre-

cipitous, like the setting of some gigantic stage. The
excursions of the rest of the party were made mostly
on horseback, and were confined to visits to an old

Scot, or to the house of a Yankee whaler-captain, who
lived at Hanamate Bay to the eastward, and to the

quarters of the former chief, Moipu, or of his successor,

Paaaeua, in the native village hard by.

Stevenson has briefly referred to one of these visits

made at night by Captain Otis and Mr. Osbourne,
which turned out quite a mixture of comedy and
adventure. He treated their experiences of the night

as a great joke for a long time, and never wearied of

slyly reminding those gentlemen of their failure to

see the sights of Atuona by night. But as it is doubt-

ful whether or not the novelist ever heard all of the

facts of that night, the tale will bear repeating as

Captain Otis relates it.

' My remembrance,' he says, ' is that we went ashore

on another quest, and not to see the sights of Atuona.
But as the night was very dark, and it was raining

hard, we soon found we were lost. It was some time
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before we were rescued bj^ the natives, who naturally

supposed we had come ashore sight-seeing, which is not

an unusual thing for strangers to do at night in the

tropics, in order to avoid the heat and discomforts of

the day. The facts, as I remember them, are about

as follows : On a bluff above the village grew a large

banyan-tree that was tabu to all foreigners, and it

was always closely guarded as long as strangers were

around. The reason of this was that visitors were

for ever in search of native curiosities and relics, and
within the protecting arms of this giant banyan were

located several peculiar repositories for the native

dead. These were formed by the down-growing of

the aerial roots, which formed numerous cavities in

the composite and widespreading trunk. Most of

these cavities had openings near the foliage, where

the roots were less perfectly grown together, and it

was through these openings that the bodies of the dead
were deposited within their sepulchres of growing

wood. Owing to the peculiarities of the climate,

together with the preserving qualities of the living

tree, organic changes in the dead take place slowly,

until the flesh finally crumbles, leaving the harder

parts of the body intact. The natives say that the

eyes remaining in the skulls soon become petrified,

and it is a fact that they are often sought as curiosities

by strangers. Knowing this, the natives guarded the

place so closely that it was impossible to approach the

tree by daylight.
' Well, Mr. Osbourne and I talked the matter over,

and determined to adventure by night to see if we
could secure a few of the coveted eyes. We selected

the night in question owing to the darkness and the

rain, thinking we would be able to find the place after

making a careful visual survey of the lay of the land

by day. At the time we landed we were unaware
that high jinks were being held at Chief Moipu's
bungalow. Therefore, as soon as we could do so

without raising suspicion, we slipped away, and took
the narrow road, or rather pathway, which we.belie\'ed
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led to the banyan on the hill. The darkness was
intense, and to make matters worse the rain was
increasing to a downpour. The pathway had a ditch

on either side, and, as we floundered along, we found
ourselves as often in the water as upon the road-bed.
We were certainly in a pickle to be escaped as soon as

possible, but we "had gone so far by this time that we
were afraid we would be unable to find the way back
while the rain lasted. By good luck we soon saw a
light ahead, so we plunged along until we came oppo-
site ; and, being afraid to leave the path lest we
should fall into deeper mire, we here raised a shout,

and were soon surrounded by the household of Paaaeua,
the successor and rival of the rightful chief, Moipu,
who had been removed by the French. Lights were
soon brought, and we were taken into our place of

refuge, where we were relieved of our dripping clothes

and made comfortable. Native hospitality was fully

extended to us, and the customary cocoanut-water
and native pipe were soon passing around the circle

where we sat exchanging formal compliments after

the Island manner.
' It was not a great while before the rain ceased

and we prepared to depart ; but this, we soon learned,

was contrary to the purpose of Paaaeua and his buxom
wife. These good people e\'idently knew of Moipu's
entertainment, and thought very likely that we were
on our way to visit the rival chief ; and this we found
they objected to when we made another attempt to

leave. We were told by actions that spoke as plainly

as any words might—but polite withal—that our good
name and reputation were not for a moment to be
entrusted to the seductions of Moipu's revelry ; and
it was not long before Paaaeua firmly, yet with great

dignity, led us into a large room and made us comfortable

for the night. By now it was clear and bright outside, as

we could see through the lattice walls of bamboo ; and
we could hear full well the smiting of drums, with the

fun and laughter of the revellers at the stronghold of

the upstart Moipu, who dwelt in the neighbourhood.
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' These sounds were enticing, and flattered the

imagination, as unseen sights always do. How to

reach Moipu's without offending our jealous host was
the question to be solved. After consultation, we
decided that I should lead the way through the main
room to the entrance, holding Mr. Osbourne by the

hand to prevent a mistake in the dark. The door to

our room swung in, so this I opened softly, and we
proceeded ; but we had moved only a step or two
before my foot came against an obstacle. I cautioned

my companion and stepped over, but before my foot

reached the floor my ankle was seized by an unseen

hand, and the dignified Paaaeua sat up, asked in

native where I was going, and if I wanted another

drink of cocoanut-water. A light was then brought,

and we were politely returned to our room, where

another drink was handed us by Mrs. Paaaeua. After-

wards our host strongly remonstrated with us upon
our impropriety, and we were put safely to bed again.

By this time you can conceive that we were as fully

determined to visit Chief Moipu as Chief Paaaeua was
to keep us in lodgings for the night ; but, after a

whispered consultation, made necessary by the open

structure of the walls, we agreed to wait until sleep

overcame our guards before venturing again.
' Our bed of mats was against the outer wall, which

was made of bamboo slats, and we could hear plainly

how the revelry rose and fell over Moipu way ; but at

last, while listening to the forbidden pleasures of the

night, we both fell asleep. It was not long, however,

before I was awakened by a sharp poke in the back

through the open lattice. At first I was at a loss, but

a moment later I heard a suppressed feminine giggle,

and the riddle at once resolved itself into a delegation

of village damsels, who brought us an invitation from

Moipu to join the revellers at once.
' This I readily agreed to, and awoke Mr. Osbourne,

and again we essayed to desert our host ; but it seems

that both the giggle and invitation had been over-

heard by Mrs. Paaaeua, who quickly aroused her hus-

3
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band. While we dressed, our host quietly slipped

around the house and effectively dispersed the dusky
delegation. Therefore it was that, when we again
attempted to pass the door, I was promptly seized by
the chief's big wife, and held until we were made to

understand that we must give up all thought of visiting

the wily Moipu so long as Paaaeua ruled the island

under French prestige. Afterwards we both became
better acquainted with Moipu, and were often visitors

at his house, much to Paaaeua's chagrin ; but we never
succeeded in securing samples of the petrified eyes,

nor came near reaching the great banyan on the
hill.'



CHAPTER III

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE CASCO {continued):

PAUMOTUS AND TAHITI

It was several days after the departure of the yacht
Nyanza before the Casco was towed out by a whale-

boat, ran through the Bordelais Straits, and laid her

course for the Low Archipelago. On the fifth day out

land should have been sighted near sundown ; but,

owing to unsatisfactory observations, the captain was
obliged to depend on dead-reckoning, which was more
or less influenced by the doubtful currents present

;

this caused him to miss the expected landfall, and it

was not until sun-up the next day that the anxious pilot

picked up Taiaro, and the navigator was heard to

complain that, according to the French chart in use,

they had overrun an island in the night.

After another day of light and variable winds the

island of Raraka was sighted about sunset ; but
throughout the night they experienced a succession

of calms and heavy rain-squalls, very annoying and
most dangerous, owing to the vessel's uncertain posi-

tion. In recalling the trials of that night the skipper

declares that from the moment darkness fell they
seemed to be dodging, alternately, the islands of

Raraka and Kauehi ; this was kept up for a weary
time, but after playing the dangerous game of naval
tag until nearly midnight, the vessel was laid to and
day awaited.

It was a night filled with perils for all, but it turned
out to be their lucky night. Only occasionally the

look-out could see ahead to advantage ; andwhen the

35 3—2
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surf could not be seen they had to depend on the

sharpness of their ears for the vessel's safety. One of

the crew was kept until midnight with ear to the main-

mast, as the water conveys the sound of a threatening

surf farther and more clearly than does the air. During

the rain-squalls the darkness was intense ; and it

seemed to the anxious crew that they were picking up
the surf dead ahead about every ten minutes. Later

on it was learned that their confusion had been caused

by the variable currents running through a channel,

formed by the two islands, which lay nearly at right

angles to each other, and about six miles apart.

Happily, when daylight came they found the yacht

lying quite in the centre of this channel and out of all

danger. It was not in this instance only, but through-

out the voyage, that the French chart proved quite

unreliable, so that those aboard had to keep a very

sharp look-out indeed, while threading the dangerous

archipelago, in order to supply the deficiency and
correct the errors.

During the next forenoon Fakarava was raised, and
ere long they ran through the north-eastern pass,

falling at once among dangerous coral-heads, sharp as

knives, that stud the lagoon for five miles before the

harbour of Rotoava is reached. But once there, the

yacht was soon anchored in seven fathoms of smooth

water. Rotoava is the port of entry of the Paumotus,

where the French Commandant resides ; he was absent,

however, when Stevenson arrived, and they were made
welcome by M. Donat, the acting vice-resident.

The native village nestles among avenues of tall

palms and various tropical greenery, from which it

peeps quaintly through unexpected openings ; but in

one respect it was very unlike a Polynesian village, for it

was filled with silence, caused by the absence of the

natives, most of whom were gathering pearl-shell along

the shores of the lagoon or on the other islands, agair st

the coming of the yearly trading schooner. In the

Low Archipelago none are allowed to fish for pearls and

shell without the consent of the French Government,
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which draws much revenue from the fisheries. But the
natives have learnt some of the tricks of Pacific

commerce from their Latin rulers, or their frequent
Anglo-Saxon visitors, and are quite as able as the
French to estimate the value of the lagoons of the group
and divide the spoils taken therefrom with the transient

traders who are barred by the Government. The
inefftciency of the little guard-schooners that spend
much time idly lying in one place, or plying between
others, was probably one of the defects of French rule

that impressed the novelist when he wrote in the
prologue of ' The Wrecker ' that it was considered a
good job 'to strike a tabooed pearl island, say about
the fourth year, skim the lagoon on the sly, and up
stick and away before the French get wind of you.'

It was in this spot, surrounded b}^ a delightful

solitude that would have charmed the soul of old

Johann Zimmermann, that the author tarried for a
fortnight. The amusements were few : hunting shells,

fishing in the surf by moonlight for mullet, or visiting

the little native church, where frequent services were
held after the Polynesian manner. It was here that
Stevenson met another of those curious yet not in-

frequent anomalies of life to be met throughout the
South Seas. He found that the quaint native church
at Rotoava was presided over by a Polynesian pastor
who was a ticket-of-leavc man ; but in the island of

Fakarava the incongruity of putting aside a convict's

garb to don the cloth of the Church passes without
comment, with not so much as notice ! Crimes and
misdemeanours do not affect Polynesians as their

commission does civilized men ; and a misbehaviour
that would cause a white man to be shunned by his

friends and brethren does not convey to the minds of

these simple children of nature the first hint that moral
obloquy is attached to evil actions.

But too soon there came the unfortunate cause for

their hasty departure to Tahiti. While living ashore
in the hired cottage, which he has so quaintly described
in his volume on the South Seas, Stevenson contracted
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a severe cold, and was at once taken down. The night

before the yacht sailed, there were severe thunder-

storms and almost complete darkness ; and, as the

novelist seemed to be growing rapidly worse, his wife,

who was exceedingly anxious for his safety (that now
seemed to depend on securing medical attendance as

soon as possible), demanded in her bewilderment that

the yacht should go to sea at once. But this course

was quite out of reason, and Captain Otis was obliged

to refuse to take the risk, as there was no wind, except

during the squalls, when it meant instant destruction

to weigh anchor ; but had it been possible to get under
way, it would have been impossible in such weather to

have avoided the coral-heads that lined the tortuous

channel to the sea. The next morning by daybreak
the yacht cleared the dangerous neck, and was soon

headed for Tahiti. Papeete was reached after a iine

passage of forty-eight hours of hght winds, the dis-

tance sailed being about two hundred and fifty miles.

It was daybreak when they arrived before the town.

The invalid was immediately taken ashore, where
he took up a temporary abode at the Hotel de France.

Tlie local physician, who was called in attendance,

evidently thought the author's condition was grave,

for it was given out on the next day that should the

patient have another haemorrhage before bedtime that

night, it would in all probability prove fatal. With
his usual courage and forethought, Stevenson began
arranging his affairs. ' That evening,' says Captain

Otis, ' he sent for me. When I arrived at the hotel

he sat propped in the bed ; he appeared to be quite

weak, but he greeted me cordially, and I remember
that he was smoking a cigarette as usual. He was, in

fact, the only one present who did not seem anxious

and distressed—but then, his nerve never deserted

him ; and he was facing death as he had faced life and
sickness, with a smile and a jest. He told me in his

ordinary tone, and without a flicker of excitement,

that he had sent for me, fearing that he might take a

turn for the worse ; if he did, he said, the doctor had
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told him he probably would not live until morning.
Then he added with a smile, " You see, the doctor does
not give me much time ; so I have divided what there

is left into three equal portions, one for each, only
reserving the last for Mrs. Stevenson." He then
proceeded to inform me, as calmly as though he had
had a century to spend, how I was to dispose of the

yacht and settle the business, if disaster fell—which
happily it did not. After that he bade me adieu as

quietly as if no danger threatened his life and hopes.

The man did not seem to realize that he acted the hero
in the little things of his life, as well as where he stood
face to face with life's greatest evil—Death.'
But the next morning, as the patient was much

better, he was removed to a comfortable cottage,

situated in a garden just opposite the main entrance to

the harbour, in the neighbourhood of the fortifications.

Here he rested quietly for some three weeks, and until

he had practically regained strength. During this time
he did not leave the house except to enjoy strolls in

the garden, to call on Mrs. Brander (the widowed sister

of Queen Pomare), or to make the few official calls

necessary. But before the Casco was taken round to

Taravao, on the windward side of the island, the three

gentlemen of the party made a short trip to Eimeo
(Murea) Island, which lies out about seven miles, and
opposite the grand pass. Soon after returning the
yacht left Papeete with a French pilot aboard ; but,

in returning by the pass, they were obliged to beat
through the channel lying between Tahiti and Eimeo,
where the trades suck through the high bluffs on either

side with terrific force ; this caused a heavy head-sea,
and gave them seven hours as hard sailing between
reefs as the most enthusiastic 3^achtsman could desire.

Early the next morning they ran into the big bight,

on the windward side, at whose centre lies the enclosed
harbour of Taravao, or Port Phaeton, as it is otherwise
called.

The entrance to the '^harbour is through a narrow
break in the reef, marked by beacons placed on the hill
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behind, while beating up to the passage heavy seas
with variable winds were encountered ; this made it

quite uncomfortable and somewhat risky, as the
plunge was to be made through a line of heavy surf.

While there was actuall}/ little danger to be anticipated
from the sailor's point of view, yet here, as elsewhere,
wherever there was a possibility of an accident, the
skipper had the boats properly cleared.

When the tr3nng moment came and the Casco's bows
pierced the seething belt of spray and fume, she appar-
ently stood on end for a hesitating moment before she
leaped, like a thing alive, through and over what seemed
certain destruction ; and, before the breath could be
indrawn, she fell again into the smooth basin inside,

hardly having wet her decks in the passage. After a
run of half a mile, the yacht \\as moored in a beautiful
land-locked harbour, nearly a mile wide, that was
wooded to its shore. When the anchorage was reached,
suppressed excitement was still visible among those
on board ; even Stevenson, who seldom made
comment, felt constrained to ask in careless manner,
and with the ghost of a smile on his lips, ' if Captain
Otis did not think such yachting gymnastics were
rather risky sport for invalid authors to indulge in.'

The next day the party, including the skipper,
started overland for the native village of Tautira,
about fifteen or twenty miles distant ; a waggon was
hired of the Chinese in the district, so that they would
be able to return the same day, if necessary. There
were three small streams found on the way that they
were obliged to ford some thirty times before the
end of the journey was reached. Owing to sudden
floods after heavy showers, they had some exciting
experiences on the way ; once the waggon stuck in the
middle of a stream, and the ladies of the party were
carried ashore by their escorts. The novelist immedi-
ate! 3^ liked Tautira, where he met the genial Ori-a-Ori

;

and it was here Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson soon returned,
after having secured a suitable dwelling from their

friend, the sub-chief. It was in this retired spot, under
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the protection and friendship of Ori-a-Ori, that the

author remained until after tlie Casco was repaired and
they were ready to sail for Honolulu.
The yacht lay a few days more at Taravao, and then

sailed for Tautira, situated near the end of the island,

but before leaving two of the crew who had been taken

sick were sent to Papeete, whence substitutes were
brought back. But taking the yacht out of Taravao
proved to be even more exciting than her incoming had
been ; Mr. Stevenson, however, missed this adventure,

only Mrs. Stevenson, senior, Mr. Lloyd Osbourne, and
the French maid, Valentine, taking passage. The
vessel was taken out by another channel, which, at one
point, had a coral-patch running diagonally almost

across it ; this necessitated jibing the yacht twice

during the run out. The second time this occurred

the vessel was at the outer edge of the channel and
almost in the heavy surf ; from this point to safety the

yacht must depend upon the headway already gained
to clear this surf in a heavy and dangerous sea, and to

carry her far enough to give room to tack away from
another dangerous lee reef. It was after this nerve-

trying passage had been made in safety that Captain
Otis, while lying on a boat-cover to windward, noticed

that the main-topmast was out of line ; but, owing to

the excessive motion, he was unable to make a further

examination. By earU^ the next morning they were
anchored inside the reef off Tautira, where the passen-

gers were landed and the masts overhauled. On
removing the copper sheeting from the masthead of

the mainmast, it was found to be far gone with dry-

rot ; it had, in fact, already given way to the hard
strain of surf-riding and the heavy seas since leaving

Papeete.

There now fell on all the annoyance of one of those

delays which are invariably met with in odd corners

of the earth. The oversight had been caused in the
first place by the hurried preparations made for sea,

owing to the low state of Stevenson's health when^^he
reached San Francisco. This had persuaded Dr.
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Merrit and Captain Otis to rely too fully on the assur-

ance of the former sailing-master that the masts were
sound. There was, however, a redeeming feature to

the misfortune that made the time pass profitably and
more quickly to Stevenson, who was anxious to reach

Honolulu, where the ends of his business and his mail

awaited—namely, he found himself during the delay

in comfortable quarters, and in the congenial society

of Ori-a-Ori at the primitive hamlet of Tautira, where
the dreaded semi-civilization of Papeete had not yet

penetrated. Here his loss of time was fully compen-
sated by the store of information and legends which he
gathered for future use in story or song.

In the meantime the Casco fared as best she might
to Papeete, where the troubles of the yacht's skipper

began. You who have not sailed over the edge of the

sea, leaving the outports of civilization far astern, may
wonder that it took five full weeks to fish a mainmast-
head, and yet this is not an improbable length of time

for such a job in the great Pacific, where ship's timber

and ship's carpenters are often scarce as good luck to

the deserving. In all Papeete, where Charles Warren
Stoddard had once swung idle heels, and longed for

home, there was to be found but a single stray beach-

comber, who admitted he once had been a ship's car-

penter, and who, after considerable urging, and the

promise of very good wages, at last consented to do
the job ; but he held control of the situation, and,

like all his class, did the work when he pleased, and in

what manner he pleased, and just as slowly as it

pleased him ; time and money were not incentives to

the beach-comber of Papeete. His first objection was
that there was not a piece of mast-timber in Tahiti

fit for the job, but this was overcom.e by Captain Otis

buying a sound topmast out of a wrecked French
barque. ' There was not in tiiith so much to be done,'

says the skipper. ' The mainmasts, of course, had to

come out and have new mast-heads cut, upon which
pieces of the new topmast were to be spliced. This

should not have taken more than a week, but owing
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to the " cussedness " of the beach-comber, it took all

of five weeks before I was able to return to Tautira

and pick up Stevenson ; but when I got there at last,

I found him in fine health, and as brown as a berry,

yet I am certain he had grown tired of Tahiti, and cer-

tainly he hailed the Casco hke a welcome friend.'

The party had now been cruising for five months in

the South Seas, having arrived at Anaho Bay, as re-

corded in the log of the Casco, on July 21 previous.

Quite a portion of this time Stevenson had been

enabled to spend ashore in the role of travelhng, note-

taking author ; but to this is to be added his regular

instalment of work on hand, or alread^^ contracted

for. His task maj^ therefore, be called burdensome,

however pleasant and fascinating it was to a man of

his temperament and mental endowment. But what-

ever the condition might be, his habit of hfe was quiet

and unobtrusive always, and he worked as his strength

permitted, or enjoyed frequent strolls, sometimes alone,

but often with Mrs. Stevenson, or witli a native guide,

as his mood inclined. Frequently he would be away
a good part of a day, or most of an evening, in com-
pany witli Polynesian friends, searching for informa-

tion, or paying visits after the native way ; then work
again, with a definite time set apart for receiving social

calls. The delays at Tahiti were both irksome and
expensive (as new yacht's stores became necessary),

and the author was in much haste, from business

reasons, to reach his mail at Honolulu
;
yet there was

still a further delay after the vessel's arrival, and it

was not until Christmas Day that anchor was weighed
and the Casco sailed for Honoluhi.

The entire population of Tautira was assembled on
the beach when the yacht sailed. ]\I. Tebeau, a French
gendarme stationed there, fired a salute of twenty-one
guns with his army rifle, which was promptly returned

from the yacht with a heavy-tongucd Winchester, and
within an hour the peaks of Tahiti were sunk in mist

and rain-clouds. The only land sighted before the

lee shore of Hawaii was reached was an outlying
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island of the Paumotus that was raised some forty-

eight hours after leaving Tautira ; thence to the
equator was a succession of calms, or light winds
with the intermittent onfall of the usual tropical rain-

squall ; but with all the bluster the 3^acht was able to

make but seventeen degrees of headway in as many
days, which made her an average of some sixty-five

or seventy miles a day. And now came one of those
trying times at sea that test the stolid habit and homely
philosophy of the sailorman, but which always make
wreck of the landsman's temper. It is not surprising,

then, when Captain Otis declares that this was the
most exasperating time of the whole cruise, and that,

with the exception of Stevenson, all the party were
clearly in the dumps ; and it was the novelist's per-

sistent good-humour which served to add tension to

the general discontent. That he should keep the peace
where all had turned sour was quite as tantalizing as

the monotonous calms and intense heat at the earth's

zone. Yet, when their cup was full, Mrs. Stevenson
made play of womanly resources, and suggested a
method for relieving the tedium of delay. The
skipper, behind a claim of timidity, describes her

suggestion as a ' blood-curdling proposition that left

him in a tremble of anxiet3\' The plan was that
each member of the party, from the novelist to the
sailing-master, should in turn write and read on deck
after dinner some short story or sketch of the cruise,

the daily selection to be settled then and there by
drawing lots.

These were at once prepared, and Stevenson drew
the chance for the first story ; one of the ladies drew
the second chance ; Mrs. Stevenson drew the third

;

and Mr. Osbourne took another chance. This much
the skipper, who drew the last chance, remembers,
and he remembers as well the anguish of mind through
which he passed as the fated day for his literary per-

formance drew near. Already the novelist and his

wife, with another, had read excellent skits on the

cruise of tlie Casco, aU of which had received merited
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applause. ' Then Fate, or the sailor's angel aloft,

once more stood my friend,' says the skipper, ' for

before the last turn came I was taken with a sudden
cold during a change in the weather, went on the sick-

list, playing sojer for the first and last time in my life

on board a ship, and so escaped. But in my case I

believe the end justified the means.'
About the same time came along the north-east

trades, and the voyage to Honolulu was resumed.
From the equator until port was made the amuse-
ments of those aboard were limited to a new game
of cards that had been introduced by Stevenson. It

had a queer name not remembered, but the skipper

insists to this day that it was as full of excitement,

and quite as fascinating, as the game of American
poker described by the actor, W. J. Florence. But
even this amusement was interrupted by the annoying
discovery that the supply of cabin provisions, laid in

at Tahiti, was nearing the bottom. The consultation

which was at once held disclosed that ample stores

had been purchased at Papeete to carry the yacht to

Honolulu, yet those in the cabin now found them-
selves parlously near a diet of salt beef and factory

hardtack, of which there was more than enough.
The extra consumption at Christmastide and during
the seventeen days of calm, together with some over-

liberality to the crew by those aboard, made up the

account of the shortage. The captain at once ordered
stock to be taken of the remaining cabin stores, when
it was found that they would not last, under ordinary
sailing, until Hawaii was reached. Someone of the

party—Stevenson, the skipper thinks—still had the
presence of mind and courage to frame an epigram,
and declared the case to be one in which ' it seems,

then, that we are between the devil and salt-horse,

and the deep green sea.' It was at this point that

the novelist turned to the captain with a some-
what distressful smile, half quiz and half inquiry,

which the skipper promptly answered by saving
that he had already determined to crowd ,on all the
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canvas the yacht would carry and make a push for

port.

The breeze was now running free, and just abaft the

beam, and the Casco soon was flying northward at

racing speed ; but now came another danger of the

sea, for both wind and waves increased hourly. The
question to be decided, and at once, was, should sail

be reduced, increase the time of short rations, and
reduce the danger of accident to the least ? or should
sail be crowded on, the risk taken before a rising gale,

and the comforts of port reached, if successful, in half

the time ? Captain Otis, with the usual daring of the

American sailor, decided on the latter course, and it

will be needless to repeat that, when his determina-

tion became known in the cabin, it caused some tre-

pidation among the passengers. On the other hand,
the sailing-master knew more of the qualities of his

vessel than did those more recently aboard. The con-

clusion was that the yacht was soon under double-

reefed fore and main sails, with the bonnet off the

jib, flying from a gale that swept her like a toy across

the sea. During the remainder of the voyage, and
until the yacht was well under the lee of the island of

Hawaii, none of the passengers came on deck, and none
but the crew, well lashed, could have stayed there.

The hatches, in fact, were made fast, for the deck was
continually swept by on-crowding seas, and the cut

of the spray on the exposed face was sharp and un-
pleasant.

' Was there danger ? Yes, a httle,' says Captain
Otis, ten years later. ' How did Stevenson take it ?

Why, man, he never turned a hair ; in fact, I am con-

vinced that he enjoyed it. And once, when I was in

my state-room for a few minutes, he came in, holding

against the walls to avoid falling, and told me in a

tone of enthusiasm, and with sparkling eyes, that it

was " a new experience and a desirable one which he
would certainly find a place for." This he afterwards
did in " The Wrecker." But it was trying to all, and
especially to the crew, who faced that sea and gale
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night and day. Yet throughout the trip from the

equator to Honolulu, the Casco thoroughly made good

her claim as a sea-going yacht, and for the last twenty-

four hours before we made the lee of Hawaii, I doubt

if there are many craft that could have followed her

in safety through that tremendous water-course.
' And here,' continued the skipper, ' it may not be

beyond propriety for a sailor to make brief correction

of some erroneous statements, hkely unintentional,

written about the Casco by Mr. Graham Balfour.* The
boat was not a topsail schooner ; she was a fore-and-

aft schooner, built for cruising, and not for racing, and
she was fitted in crimson plush, with panels in white

and gold. As a vessel, she was perfectly safe, and
during her long cruise in the South Seas the water

never came into the cockpit but once. This record

by itself, when the bad weather encountered is con-

sidered, seems to be a very good record indeed from
the seaman's point of view. Her sail-plan was wholly

laid for a cruising yacht, and was fully suited to the

conditions to be met in open seas. Now, did the Casco

fulfil her requirements ? She certainly did, and she

filled them well. About fifty miles north of the equator

we picked up what the sailor calls " a leading wind,"

which gradually increased to a gale. The storm soon

worked around abaft the beam, with the sea following

the wind. During the last two days the run became
thoroughly unpalatable, the yacht being forced to lie

in an uncomfortable sea in order to safely clear the

southern point of the island of Hawaii. In an experi-

ence of several years in high and low latitudes I never

before experienced such lively and various motions in

a vessel at sea, and have no desire to do so again.

There was some danger, to be sure, but certainly no
more than always accompanies a small boat running
in a heavy quartering sea in a gale.f

' By this time (my digression over) we found our-

selves quite out of provisions to serve to those in the

* ' Life of Stevenson ' (Thistle ed.), vol. ii., p. 46.

t Note A.
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cabin, which fact by itself was enough to urge me to

take every reasonable chance, and perhaps a httle

more, in order to reach port speedity. However, I am
not sure that even the prospect of a good meal to a

hungry stomach would have been a temptation to

endure another twenty-four hours like the last experi-

enced before we reached the lee of Hawaii. While
crossing the channel to Honolulu we had light variable

winds that were exasperating, but we gradually crept

to port, and after picking up a pilot, came into the

harbour before a fine breeze at a thirteen-knot clip.

The Casco, under this speed, proved a handful for

the pilot, and I have no doubt he was as well pleased

as we all were when he found the anchor taking

bottom, after rounding to, without the Casco running

over the seaward reef.

' As we passed the lighthouse near the entrance

we picked up Mr. and Mrs. Joe Strong. There was-

not much difficulty in getting the gentleman aboard,

but when it came to his wife, it was perhaps as lively

and exciting an adventure as the lady ever partici-

pated in, and I imagine that Mrs. Strong must retain

a vivid recollection of the scuffle that ensued. That
evening the yacht's party went ashore to rooms in the

hotel, and soon after we all met at table for the first

good meal we had eaten for more than a week.'

It has been said that while in the South Seas Steven-

son was much given to solitude and day-dreaming, yet

this view is likely an opinion founded upon casual

acquaintance, for Captain Otis says that during the

seven months he sailed with him it was not the author's

habit to separate himself from his family, or even

from his friends, except when his literary duties

demanded. As for day-dreams, the idea is to be

scouted. Never was there a more matter-of-fact

author in the details of his work, and he would take

infinite pains while collecting material, often spending

hours among the natives delving, through an inter-

preter, into the lore of the Islanders.
' It is true that Stevenson was sometimes absent-
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minded when he was deeply engaged in work, or in

reading a book,' concludes Captain Otis ;
' for this

much he told me himself while at Papeete. It hap-

pened in this wise. After he had taken the cottage,

and was somewhat recovered from the severe sickness

that had brought him to Tahiti, he would often take

a book and read in the shade of his garden. Owing to

the great heat in the daytime, his usual dress was a

suit of pyjamas, which he was in the habit of rolling

up graduall}^ on legs and arms as the sun grew warmer.

Well, one day before we took the yacht around the

island, a half-dozen of us were sitting on the veranda

of the consulate talking and smoking. At last Mr.

Doty, the United States Consul, touched me on the

arm, and directed my attention to the queerest figure

imaginable coming down the highway, but some
distance off. A glance told me who it was, so I

slipped away and up the road as quickly as possible.

Of course it proved to be Stevenson, barehead and
barefoot, walking along in the deep dust, with the

sleeves and legs of his pyjamas rolled up as high as they

would go, reading a book, and absolutely unconscious

of his surroundings. When I startled him by speaking,

one never saw so surprised a man ; it was some time

before he could realize where he was, or what had
happened ; then he laughed, and, hastily unrolling

his pyjamas, returned to the cottage. On the way
he told me that he had been walking in the garden
while he read in order to avoid the heat, and thought

he was still there until I spoke to him on the highway.'

But the amount of literary work that he was able

to perform, in spite of frequent sickness and the

disabilities of language, remains to this day a surprise

to his friends among the Islandfolk. He was not

satisfied with the mere gathering of material for stories,

as his predecessors had been, but he went deeply into

the habits of savage life and tribal customs of the

different groups. In the Marquesas Islands and Low
Archipelago, beside the native side of the question, he
made a careful study of the French laws in force, and

4
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examined as closely as his time would permit into their

effect on Polynesian customs and nationality. Folk-
lore, with the customs concerning death, marriage, and
adoptions, he examined quite fully, and took great

store of facts with him for future use. He was
especially interested in that revolting and somewhat
obscure habit of cannibalism which lingers in a few
of the southern islands of the Pacific. And to him no
sacrifice was too great where there was knowledge or

a fact to be gained ; he would traverse an island or

cross a sea to secure such in his notebook. How he
would have handled this fund of information, which,
up to the hour of his ill-fortuned death, he had scarcely

drawn upon, must now remain unknown. But the

unfortunate state of affairs in Samoa, which occupied
so much of his time, has cheated literature of much
that all are loath to lose.



CHAPTER IV

AT THE NORTHERN LIMIT

Stevenson's sojourn of five months at Honolulu in

1889 clearly proved that the Hawaiian Islands were
to mark the northern limit of his future wanderings. It

was here that he worked patiently and laboriously
to finish 'The Master of Ballantrae' within the time-
limit imposed by its publication in Scribneis Magazine ;

but it was not until the middle of May the last sheets
were sent forward. As soon as he found himself free

he began casting about for passage to the Gilbert
Islands, for by this time he discovered that Hawaii
was even colder than his health would bear, although
during his visit the average temperature was about
75° F. ; but having become accustomed to the
recuperative effects of the more southern islands,

he declared the mild delightful climate twenty
degrees north of the equator was too exacting for

permanent residence. Besides, he had discovered
that the Anglo-American civilization of the Hawaiian
Islands had eliminated the ideality that he believed
should surround the Polynesian wherever encountered,
and he found that the strenuit}' of a life which
demands that every man shall earn his daily bread
without favour clashed rudely with his theory for the
translation and preservation of the savage tribes of
the Pacific.

Upon arrival at Honolulu on January 24, i88g,
Stevenson found the yacht Nyanza in port. Two
days afterwards he called at the palace,' where he
was formally presented to King Kalakaua. This

51 4—2
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monarch had already formed plans that soon tran-

spired through native loquacity to induce the novelist,

if possible, to settle permanently in the kingdom.
At that time the ' amazing ' Hawaiian Embassy—as

Mr. Graham Balfour has aptly termed Kalakaua's
most notorious pohtical caper—had lately returned
from Samoa, disgraced and disgruntled, with the

blade of political vengeance whetted to a turn. For
the King's purposes Stevenson's arrival was timely,

and he was surrounded at once by the influences of

the palace, which were constant and effective during
his first visit to Hawaii ; even his first letter on Samoan
affairs, printed in the Times of London, was written

in Honolulu months before he landed on those islands,

and was among the ill-considered results of that

pernicious influence, as will be seen hereafter. Within
a few days, and with a definite purpose in view,

which met with the approval of the Prime Minister,

Mr. Gibson, the King returned Stevenson's call, and
there was in consequence a merry afternoon aboard
the Casco. The King's conduct upon that occasion

came to the novelist with the force of a surprise, but
was received by the better classes of residents with
discreet nods of recognition.

After six months' cruising the stock of liquors

aboard the 3'acht was somewhat reduced, but enough
champagne and brandy were found to appease the

appetite of the royal native and his three attendants,

all of whom remained aboard from one until five

o'clock in the afternoon. It was then that the novelist

first became acquainted with the remarkable drinking

capacit}^ of Kalakaua, about which he was after\vards

frequently heard to express surprise. One who was
present declares that the King drank by himself on
this occasion five bottles of champagne and the best

part of two bottles of brandy, but the King's favourite

tipple at that period was wine fortified by brandy

—

and plenty of it ; in fact, his death, which occurred

within two years, was largely due to the abuse of

liquors ; but in this particular several Hawaiian
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monarchs had already gained notoriety. Stevenson

doubtless watched the King with open wonder, for the

next day he wrote to Mr. Baxter, in London, that he

had been in sea-bathing, ' and what is far more
dangerous, entertaining and being entertained by
His Majesty here, who is a very fine intelligent feUow,

but oh, Charles, what a crop for the drink !' What
would he have thought could Stevenson had seen

the King that evening, as others did, the guest at

dinner on board a visiting warship, seemingly un-

affected by his potations on the Casco, and repeating

the drinking bout with much gusto, and with the usual

applause of the naval officers. The visiting novelist

was astonished at the King ; the foreign residents of

Hawaii, with but few exceptions, had been disgusted

with his debaucheries for many years, and after what
he had witnessed even Stevenson could not have
been greatly startled when the news of the King's

death reached him in Samoa in the year 189 1.

A few days later the King gave a luau, or native

feast, at Waikiki, at which Stevenson sat as the guest

of honour. There were some twenty-five present,

among whom was Princess Liliuokalani, the King's

sister, and afterward the last reigning monarch in

Hawaii. At the King's command the feast was pre-

pared in the old native style, and was served at a

pleasant and commodious native villa built hard by
the sea. It is here that the novelist is said to have
tasted his first dish of Hawaiian baked dog, which he
did with the best grace at his command, and, after the

first bit, with more or less gusto. For do not all

travellers without exception pronounce baked dog an
epicure's dish as soon as rebellious civilized palate

closes over the dainty morsel ?* Let it be under-

stood, to wit, that the poi-dog is no vile plebeian

cur, but a delicately pampered canine, raised in

solitude and fatted upon picked vegetable foods

until he shines with sweetness. Wlien the fatal day
arrives he is bled and daintily dressed, after which

* Note C,
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the body is swathed in great leaves of the Ti plant,

and baked underground on hot stones until the mound
of earth steams with fragrance. At last he is borne
to the banquet, a delicious dish that will live in the
memory of the lucky tourist who tastes, and will long
haunt his after-dreams of Polynesia.

It was at this native feast that Mrs. Stevenson
presented, in her husband's name, a fine yellow pearl

to King Kalakaua, and the novelist's gift was accom-
panied by an irregular sonnet composed of seven
couplets.* Afterwards a local literary gentleman drew
Stevenson's attention to the following lines in the
poem :

' To golden hands the golden pearl I bring :

The ocean jewel to the island king,'

and, supposing they were due to the novelist's early

studies in Saxon poetry, he quoted this line from
Caedmon :

' The king the golden-handed friend of man.'

To this, however, Stevenson took occasion to say :

' I do not remember your quotation ; in fact, I am
not well informed in Anglo-Saxon poetry, save where
it mingles with the early English.'

It was during the progress of this native entertain-

ment that the King saw fit to revive (perhaps for the

purpose of impressing his distinguished guest with the

importance of Hawaiian royalty) one of those old

barbarous customs which became extinct under the

influences of civilization, requiring that a subject

approaching the King with a petition or report should

crawl while in the presence of royalty. Therefore,

when the feast was well along, and the champagne
well on between cause and effect, an aged retainer of

the royal household proceeded with the grovelling

obeisance, as prearranged. The retainer carried out

the performance in the good old style of long

ago, and Kalakaua, who was always grown august

Note D.
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by that stage of a native feast, made effort to reply

with great dignity in a few brief mouthings, after

which the ancient retainer crawled again through

the door, and the feast was resumed. What mental

effect the King's by-play had on Stevenson is unknown,

but one of the guests says that before its close he

could see an ironical smile lurking around the novelist's

lips.

After a few days of temporary residence in Hono-

lulu, the Stevensons rented the Manuia Lanai near

the residence of Mr. Henry Poor, formerly the secre-

tary of the Hawaiian Embassy to Samoa. Here they

at once began hght housekeeping at Waikiki. But

the Waikiki of that time was quite different from the

crowded seaside resort of the present, with its great

hotels, fine boulevards, and flying trolley-cars. In

1889 Waikiki was linked in fact, as well as in name,

with the legends and songs of the past, and idle,

drowsy solitude, unbroken save by the chatter of the

audacious mynah bird, the droning of iridescent flies,

or the plangent voice of the distant surf. And Manuia

Lanai lay \vith its lawn of fine Bermuda grass growing

to the verge of the coral-sanded beach, where

—

' The cocoa, with its crest of spears,

Stands sentry round the crescent shore.'

It was in this pleasant, secluded retreat that Stevenson

had determined to remain long enough to catch up his

arrears of work. The concluding chapters of ' The
Master of Ballantrae ' hung over him like a cloud,

during the first months of his visit, and in fact they

were not finished until about five weeks before he

sailed for the Gilbert Islands. But until the task

ended he worked stubbornly—nay, feverishly—often

taxing Mrs. Stevenson's resources to hold him suffi-

ciently in hand and protect his improving health from

a relapse. But at last the manuscript was done and
securely on its way without mishap to the author,

greatly to the relief of his anxious and careful wife.

He now proposed making a brief trip to the island of
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Molokai and the Leper Settlement before again sailing

South. Since his arrival he had been at work almost
continuously, as his health now permitted ; and, with
the exception of a flying trip to the Kona side of the

island of Hawaii in the latter part of April, he had
taken little recreation. His routine of work during
his stay was about the same that was followed in the

South Seas, except there was now more work to be
done, and there were greater demands upon his time,

the latter springing largely from the social and political

phases of life in the King's Palace. But he found
renewal and rest in the sea-bathing at Waikiki, which
is probably as delightful as anywhere in the world

;

and this pleasure the improved state of his health

allowed him to indulge in freely and beneficially, so

that his daily baths probably had much to do with
the large amount of literary arrears that he was able

to discharge in four brief months.
Stevenson was an occasional visitor at the palace

during his sojourn, and early in April, before he left

for the Kona side of Hawaii, he attended a formal

breakfast given by the King. Besides the Casco

party, there were at table the King, Princess Liliuo-

kalani, Prince Kawauanakoa, the Secretary of the

Samoan Embassy, and members of the household.

It was these and similar recurring drains upon his time

that made it necessary for Mrs. Stevenson to announce
for her husband's convenience certain reception days
open to callers. The following glimpse of the home
life of the Stevensons at Waikiki is taken from a

lecture delivered eight years after by Mrs. Mabel Wing
Castle, of Honolulu :

' Occasionall}^ on reception days, Stevenson was
well enough to receive the townsfolk, who came in

crowds. On these days he welcomed everybody, ^\'ith-

out regard to social standing, for to him the whole
world was a comedie humaine. When his callers were
admitted, they found a slight man, his coat always
of velveteen, who weighed but ninety-eight pounds,

and had a hollow chest and a thin body. Long dark
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hair framed his narrow face, with its blue-veined fore-

head, its fine long nose, its good chin and smihng

mouth. But the glory of his face lay in his dark

eyes, which a friend of mine describes as " burning

eyes, such as I've never seen in a human being, as if

they looked out from a fiery inside that was consuming

him." By the way, that's very like Stevenson's own
words, " with whom he classes himself lean hot spirits."

Sometimes he dined in town or at the British Club,

or with his naval friends on H.B.M.S. Cormorant. Best

of all were the quiet evenings at home, filled with

reading aloud, brilhant conversations, or home-made
music, Mrs. Strong at the piano, Stevenson with his

flute, and other instruments as a stray guest or two
might bring them. A flashlight of one such evening,

including Scott and the officers of the Corinorant, was
taken by Lieutenant Pears. One of these evenings

Stevenson, ever a fascinating talker, was enjoying a

chat with a friend, also a lover of good talk. He had
been there so often that Mrs. Stevenson, from behind

her husband's chair, did not hesitate to make signals

when she thought her husband was tired. Upon her

hint the guest rose, but Mr. Stevenson said :
" Don't

hurry." Whereupon Mrs. Stevenson burst out :
" Oh,

I know he wants you to stay and talk, but I want him
to go to bed." After the same fashion ^Irs. Stevenson

was always guarding the invalid, cutting short his

hours of work, it may be, or excusing him to callers

if he was fatigued. On many a Wednesday callers

were turned away, and for this reason some hesitated

to pay their respects to the celebrity, among others

Judge McCully. He finally appeared, saying :
" 1

didn't come before because I was afraid you might

be busy." " Thank you for not coming before," said

Mr. Stevenson frankly ; then adding quickly, before

his visitor could misunderstand :
" And thank you for

coming now." One of his callers, speaking perhaps

of the strong if gruesome tragedy that Stevenson was
busy upon (" The Master of Ballantrae ")^ asked why
he wrote such wild tales of pirates and murders, with
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no women to soften them. He replied by speaking

of his own feeble body :
" I suppose it's the contrast.

I have always admired great strength, even in a pirate.

Courage has interested me more than anything else."

He walked much—perhaps across the long bridge to

Kaiulani's banyan, or a little further on toward town
to the grass house where Mr. Frank Damon lived, or

to the hau-tree lanai of the Browns
;
perhaps about

the picturesque streets of the city ; but he found the

Hawaiians spoiled, and the town " oppressed with

civihzation," which he declared to be " a dingy, un-

gentlemanly business ; it drops out too much of the

man, and too much of the very beauty of the poor

beast." He preferred hfe in a Polynesian village

(himself the only white folk), intoxicated with the

human affection and simple dignity of a more natural

race.'

Mrs. Castle's reason given above that some people

hesitated to call on Stevenson because at times callers

could not be received, may have been true of some
;

but there were many who made no attempt to become
acquainted with the novehst at that time, although

they were sincere admirers of the celebrated author's

books. Most of these—all stable, upright, w^ell-

informed citizens—held aloof, perhaps, as much on

account of Stevenson's associations with the palace,

and his reputed attitude toward the Anglo-American
residents, as for any other cause. It is a well-known

fact, which will not be denied, that in 1889 the social

precincts of Kalakaua's palace, and especially the

inner circles of the King's Court, had been long under

a just and quite general moral tabu. This tabu was
kept strictly in force by the more respectable foreign

residents of families ; but some of these, perhaps like

very humans, carried their exclusiveness against semi-

savage improprieties beyond the hmits required by
that more liberal decorum which is always the stranger's

due. But all who called on Stevenson at Waikiki werC;

without exception, delighted, for it became an easy

matter, after falhng within the influence of his society,
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to lightly overlook his associations with the dissolute

Court of Kalakaua, frequented, as it was, mostly by
a class of residents of indifferent standing, or occa-

sionally by unsophisticated visitors.

To all callers Stevenson was uniformly kind and
courteous at the time, in spite of the unkind remarks

freely attributed to him on the streets and in some
of the press-rooms of the city by some of the King's

friends and retainers. It came, therefore, with the

force of a shock, after his death, when the good people

of Honolulu read in his letters the following sentiment,

written to Mr. Charles Baxter in London. It was, he

writes, ' a lovely week among God's best—at least

God's sweetest works—Polynesians. It has bettered

me greatly. If I could only stay there the time that

remains, I could get my work done and be happy
;

but the care of my family keeps me in vile Honolulu,

where I am always out of sorts, amidst heat and cold

and cesspools and beastly haoles.'' Now, this needs no
further exphcation than to say that the epithet
' beastly haoles ' means beastly foreign residents, when
applied to Honolulu. If it were possible to translate

his ungenerous expression as applying to those

foreigners who made up the social contingent of the

palace (as charity suggests), it would be done wilhngly ;

but such a course is quite impossible, for it was not

until several months afterwards, when he had learned

in Samoa the disgraceful truth about his former con-

ferrers and pohtical mentors, that he turned to rend

them, incontinently, mercilessly, and in that rending

he did much of injustice to Kalakaua's Minister, an
exceedingly able, if unscrupulous, foreigner, whose
theory regarding the Polynesians largely coincided

with the untenable views held in Samoa later by
Mr. Stevenson. But even at that time, if correctly

reported from the King's palace, the gifted literate

had become a partisan and promised protector of the

waning Polynesian cause in the Eight Islands ; and
although he dechned, for reasons elsewhere given, to

settle in Hawaii, as Kalakaua urgently desired, yet
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there is no doubt that, as far as he was able, Stevenson
gave the royalist cause his moral and verbal support,

until after the publication early in 1890 of what is

known as the Damien letter, if not to the end.*

How far he undertook to investigate the facts of the

case before privately espousing the anti-missionary

cause it will be hard to guess, but it will be charitable

to assume that he acted largely under prejudice, and
hastily, upon the representations of those who were
especially interested at that time in securing his

political conversion.

It would be quite unnecessary to repeat the long

list of abuses and scandals under native rule that had
led to the uprising of the foreign population in the

summer of 1887, some eighteen months before Steven-

son's coming. By 1889 the breach with the native

monarchy had been hastily patched through the

prompt recession of the King, who granted a new
constitution, and gave personal promises of future

good behaviour
;

yet beneath the surface lay hot

discontent on both sides, with an undercurient of

pohtical and social hatred, which found expression

in accusations and counter-accusations between the

palace party and the party of refonn. The reform

party included a part of the natives and a majority

of the whites, the King's party a minority of whites,

and, after 1887, a doubtful majority of the natives.

Such a political situation under a semi-savage monarchy
was clearly the beginning of the end that came in

1893, after thirty years of rapid decadence, in the

overthrow and final extinction of Polynesian rule in

Hawaii. Abandoned by most of his former white

supporters and a few wealthy friends, the King felt

his defeat the more keenly, as he was, under the new
constitution, shorn of all chance for revenge, so dear

to the Polynesian heart when taken against the

foreigner. Hence Kalakaua was alert to make friends

of all newly-arrived foreigners if he thought them
powerful enough to aid him in his weakness. He

* See Chapter V,
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evidently believed Stevenson to be such a man, and

from that time until after the King's death, early in

189 1, it was the open boast of the palace poUticians,

as well as of the King himself, that Stevenson was
entirely in sympathy with the royalist side of the

dispute, and that he not only intended to protect the

Polynesians of Samoa from the aggressions of foreigners,

but had promised Kalakaua, should opportunity offer,

to whiff out the reform party of Hawaii with a

pamphlet.
How far he was responsible for the representations

of his native friends will probably never be known,

but it will not be denied that the novelist's infatua-

tion for Polynesians in general led him more than

once into hasty utterances and actions concerning the

population of Hawaii. This much he afterwards

admitted in conversation, or by his actions, and his

changed attitude on this point was plainly to be seen

during his second visit in the year 1893 ; but even at

that time, after his views had materially changed on

many points, he continued to hold all Anglo-Americans

in contempt who opposed further trial of the worn-

out native Government. This mental condition to-

ward the foreign residents was hardly deserved, and
certainly was not warranted by the facts.

On the other hand, there was no mistaking his kind-

liness for the natives, or for those foreigners who
remained steadfast to the royalist cause. But among
these were few Americans ; the foreign royalists of

Hawaii were mostly composed of British subjects, and
included a sort of medley of Enghsh, Scotch, and
Irish. Most of these were not of prominent stand-

ing or influence in the islands, but a minority were
wealthy, and influential among the natives for political

reasons. But the strength of the royalist party had
been sapped long since through the recurrence of

political corruptions and social immoralities that had
brought the end in sight. Yet there were a few men
of worth and merit whom personal interestsor national

prejudices still bound to the native cause. Among
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these there was the Hon. A. S. Cleghorn, an Edinburgh

Scot, and the father of the unfortunate Princess

Kaiulani. She was the httle maid beloved by Steven-

son, and of whom he wrote to Mr. W. H. Low :
' If

you want to cease to be Repubhcan, see my httle

Kaiulani, as she goes through [the United States]
;

but she is gone already. You will die a red ; I wear

the colours of that httle royal maiden. . .
.' And it

was to her that he addressed an exquisite bit of verse,

an adieu upon her departure for England in May,

1889.

It was nearly fifteen years after that the writer of

these pages learned the full depth and tenderness of

the love that had existed between the great author

and his httle maid. The occasion did not come until

after the pohtical asperities and personal estrangements

following the last revolution and the annexation of

Hawaii to the United States had become mollified, if

not entirely removed. It was during a warm March
afternoon In 1903 that I called at Ainahau. The
place had outgrown my recollection, and was now
become an estate of dense greenery. Although its

gateway is hard by the beach boulevard, and just

opposite a large modern tavern built at the edge of

the sea, yet, after passing within, I was soon lost as

in the solitude of the country. Suddenly I came upon

a picturesque group of natives at a turning in the

road—a father, a mother, and a daughter, dirty and

typical. After a few more turnings there lay before

me the great banyan-tree—Kaiulani's banyan—where

Stevenson came often and often to greet the httle

Princess, and where he came again, ere he again sailed

into the South, and bid her adieu for ever ; but ere

he went he wrote in her httle red-plush album those

pathetic lines which more endear the memories of the

man and maid throughout the Eight Hawaiian Islands.

Here I found ' her father sitting there alone,' and great

pity fell upon me for the living and the dead—for the

royal maiden rathly snatched from hope in life ;
for

the father, rugged and austere, but kindly and regard-
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ful, awaiting with fine philosophy the dread Loiterer,

whose coming would soothe his eyes, aweary under

life's misfortunes ; for the author stricken in his prime,

with his heart filled with human sympathies, and with

brain teeming with new creations of hfe, and exquisite

pictures from the old world or the new.

After more than a decade I clasped the hand of

that fine old Scot, standing, so it seemed to me, in

sorrow beneath the shade of that mighty tree, and

hardly less knarled ; but now he could speak calmly,

if not without sorrow, on the past, in which he had

taken so active and fruitless a part, in the hope of

saving from wreck his motherless daughter's heritage.

It was only when he spoke of the repeated mistakes

of the native monarchy, and of those making them,

that his keen eyes would flash under his bushy white

eyebrows, and for a moment he would seem to grow-

as strenuous as I had known him twenty years before.

While we talked the peacocks, not more gorgeous than

the tropic flowers, strutted beneath the palms as

fourteen years before ; but, alas ! the picture was in-

complete. The httle maid was gone, and the gifted

author of the chivalrous heart, so that the vain birds

with their argus-tails spread in the sun only brought

to the heart and eye a forlorn memory of happier days

ere the falling of a fate too cruel.

But soon the father of Kaiulani led me into a wide,

cool bungalow, hard by the mansion-house, where he

had hved since the death of the young Princess. The
large central room, from which several halls lead, is

amply furnished with many remembrances of the little

maid, and the walls were crowded with curious relics

of the semi-savage monarchy, or with quaint articles

of native handicraft. Upon a near table lay the

visitors' record-book, preserving the name of many a

friend, or subject, who had paid court to the little

Princess when her hopes ran high, and her future was
filled with the tint of the rose. But soon in a quiet

nook we fell a-talking of old times, and^ at last of

Stevenson, whom both had known. From the aged
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Scot came many a memory that was bitter-sweet.

Among other communions he told how the famous
author had loved the child-Princess, and how, during
their acquaintance, he often came in quest of her to
the great banyan that shaded with broad arms both
yard and veranda. Here he would spend as many
delightful hours as he could snatch from work. To
steal as often as he could from the drudgery of htera-
ture and loiter at Ainahau, playing with the daughter,
or chatting with the father, made the brightest hours
of his Hawaiian experience. There was much that
passed in that interview which for personal reasons
need not be repeated here or elsewhere, and there was
much that Mr. Cleghorn told me that should find its

way to the pages of Hawaiian history, as speedily as

possible, where it should have been long since recorded.

In one particular he righted a wrong which the grisly

dame has placed at Stevenson's door—namely, that

the proposal (made after the overthrow of the monarchy)
to restore that form of government with the Princess

Kaiulani on the throne had come from a plan sug-

gested by him in 1889. This gossip was set aside by
a clear statement from Mr. Cleghorn concerning how
and when such a compromise came to be suggested,

and by whom it was first proposed to the last Queen
of Hawaii.
And one could imagine no abrupter human anti-

thesis than those two Scots—Stevenson and Cleghorn
—sitting over against each other in the shady lanais

of Ainahau, discussing during that pregnant time the

foolish lapse of the Hawaiian rulers, and hoping
against hope for a future that never was to come.
The elder man was robust and knightly, but with
white head and bleaching chin ; the younger in deli-

cate health, fragile in body, but with lamp-ht eyes,

and a smile and habit that drew all men to be his

friends. Both men were fierce royahsts, with httle,

if any, favour for democratic rights. The elder Scot

still remembers the details of their friendship and
communings during the spring and summer of 1889,
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and in the fall of 1893. He related how Stevenson was
filled with sympathy for the Hawaiian royalists, and
was whelmed with regret at the monarchy's downfall

;

and how, during his sojournings, he begged that Mr.

Cleghorn would give him recital of the trouble from
the point of view of reigning monarch and subject.

Liefly this was done, and with what calm judgment
and clear insight those who know the historian will

well understand. To be sure, the rehearsal was ex

parte, and more or less coloured ; but when it came
to the final and unaccountable folly of Queen Liliou-

kulani, which was told at Stevenson's request, the

truth came with as much incisive force as though lie

had listened to the recreant ruler face to face in her

royal palace.

It may be these disclosures, aided by personal

observation, had much to do with the novelist's more
prudent and guarded course during his second visit in

1893. But, unfortunately, he seems to have closed

the case here, and discontinued his investigations.

At this point his fancy had been touched and his too-

easily-aroused indignation fired by his s^^mpathies.

With but little more painstaking he might have
searched with benefit the grounds of his political

belief about Hawaii and the Hawaiians, but this he

failed to do. Happily contemporary history and the

threshing of congressional committees have fully sup-

plied his oversight. Now all can look back, if so dis-

posed, and realize how powerless were the wrought-
out forces of the native monarchy to stay the political

destiny which the folly and incapacity of a native

ruler had thrust upon the islands.

Another resident with whom Stevenson had more
or less intimacy during his visit was Mr. Allan Herbert,

a man of wealth and an enthusiastic student of botany
and agriculture. In recalhng that time, Mr. Herbert
says :

' I knew Mr. Stevenson well and intimately in

1889. I was then living with my family at Sans
Souci, where he frequently visited, often calling of an
afternoon or in the evening. He was much interested

5
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in the flowers and fruits of the island, and as I was
gardening for pleasure at that time, we found much
in the subject of botany that interested us. I often

took him to my gardens at Kalihi, near Honolulu,

where he would sometimes spend several hours study-

ing plant life and chatting with me about the affairs

of the day. In fact, he took such lively interest in

everything at Kalihi that it seemed to me as though

the study of tropical plant life was at least a part of

his ambition. In my company he was always cheerful,

although it was clear that he suffered pains at times.

He was a man who keenly enjoyed the society of his

friends whenever he had leisure, and he always took

care to place at ease everybody who visited him,

casting aside the usual formalities as well as the affec-

tations of society. I always think with a smile and
some inward laughter on the ludicrous result of the

first invitation I had to dine at the Stevensons'. I

supposed, of course, that as he was a great man it

would be a great dinner, like those affected by other

visiting celebrities, or at the palace, so I arrayed my-
self in full dress, and, at the appointed hour, drove

over to Manuia Lanai at Waikiki, only to find Steven-

son at work in his den. He was dressed in cool, com-
fortable pyjamas ; but. Lord ! the reception they all

gave my finery ! I was greeted with a deprecation of

raised hands, and with shouts of laughter from the

ladies, and with jeers from everyone. Even Steven-

son did not hesitate to rally me upon my attempt, as

he alleged, to pose before plain folk. I hesitated with

embarrassment for a moment only, then I fled to my
carriage, when I soon covered my dress-suit with a

long linen duster. I then returned and sat among
my friends as an equal, and never before or since have

I sat at table with equal relish, or enjoyed such intel-

lectual sparkle and agreeable companionship as that

day with the Stevensons.'

For reasons of his own Stevenson withdrew from

publication what he had written, or planned to write,

on Hawaii. Mr. Sidney Colvin says that only the
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visit to the Kona coast of Hawaii, with that to the

Leper Settlement on Molokai, were written ; but as

these failed ' to turn out at all to his satisfaction,'

they were omitted from ' In the South Seas.' In

view of the author's outspoken attitude in favour of

the waning native government, and his scarcely con-

cealed contempt for the Anglo-Americans of the Eight

Islands, who for three-quarters of a century had

actually coddled and preserved the Hawaiians as a

nation, in spite of their savage immoralities and in-

capacity for self-government, it is to be regretted that

Stevenson has failed to give his impressions in detail

of Hawaii, as outlined in a letter to Mr. Colvin about

that time. The only glimpses that can now be caught

are through the few brief references to be found in his

letters, or in the short extracts given in his hfe by

Mr. Balfour. But there is another explanation of the

withdrawal sometimes heard in Hawaii, which involves

a theory to the effect that Stevenson probably with-

held his notes on Hawaii because its plan would neces-

sitate comment upon certain political and racial

questions which his experience had taught him would

not be allowed to rest until all the facts were produced,

and their legitimate conclusions stated, for at that

date even Hawaii had reached a point where pohtical

and social theories of the inter-racial caste had ceased

to be factors in the social development of the islands.

But be the cause of the withdrawal whatever it may,
all must agree that his plan in outline contains much
of a non-political nature, which the world at large, and
the people of Hawaii in particular, are loath to forego.

Much of his experience in the Kona district of Hawaii

might still be collected were it not for the peculiar

exaggerations, if not complete unreliabihty, of native

testimony concerning the facts attending his visits to

the outljdng districts of Hawaii. There remains of

his Kona trip an authentic anecdote as related by
Mr. Fred H. Hayselden, who was then a member of

the Hawahan Legislature, and one of the white leaders

of the native party.

5—2
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' We were sitting in the shore-boat at the Kailua
landing, on the island of Hawaii,' says Mr. Hayselden,
' waiting until the purser of the steamer had finished

his business ashore so that we could board the steamer
and proceed to Honolulu. While we lay at the land-

ing, just out of reach of the surf, the conversation turned
upon the departed glories of the town of Lahaina on
Maui, once the capital of the Islands, and quite naturally

those present began telling stories of the old whaling
days. Finally I told a yarn about the mate of the

whaler Nancy Jane, who was known as a first-class

seaman, but somewhat eccentric. It was as follows,

and I related it as nearly as I could in the dialect of

the sea :
" We was er cruisin' a hundred an' forty days,

almost, out from Nantucket, an' with nary a whale in

the hold, an' the South Seas burning like a copper all

around us, when one day the foretop sings out :
' Thar

she blows !' Says I :
' Captain, thar she blows. Shall

I lower ?' Then Captain Simmons says :
' It's blow-

ing most too pert for to lower, Mr. Simerson.' An'
the foretop sings out agin :

' Thar she blows, and thar

she breaches !' Says I :
' Captain, thar she blows and

thar she breaches. Shall I lower ?' The Captain, he
says :

' Mr. Simerson, it's blowin' a leetle too pert to

lower.' Then the man on the mast sings out agin :

' Thar she blows 'nd thar she breaches, 'nd sparm at

that !' And I says :
' Captain Simmons, thar she

blows and thar she breaches, and sparm at that !

Shall I lower, sir ?' Then he says :
' Mr. Simerson,

it's blowin' a leetle too pert to lower, and I don't care

about lowerin' anyhow ; but if you want to lower,

lower, and be damned to you !' I got into that boat
in a piece of a hurry, and in less than four hours' time

we had that whale fast alongside, and he was a big

one that would make nigh a hundred bar'ls of ile.

There was the Captain Simmons a standing on the

poop with tears in his eyes as big as lobsters, and he
says :

' Mr. Simerson, sir, you're the best mate that

ever boarded a whaler ! Go below to my cabin, and
you'll find some prime Havanna cigars and a bottle
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of good New England rum, and you're to help your-

self.' Says I :
' Captain Simmons, I don't want any

prime Havanna cigars, and I don't want any of your

New England rum. All I do want is a little common
civility, and I don't reckon that I'd find that in your

cabin, for you never have any on deck.' " A tall thin

man,' continues Mr. Hayselden, ' who was sitting in

the stern-sheets, wrapped in a cloak, said to me :

" Excuse me, sir, but where did you hear that yarn ?"

I rephed that I had heard it on the steamer Alameda
when coming down from San Francisco. " Well " he

returned, " I am the author of that story, but I didn't

think it had travelled this far, for the story as I wrote

it has not yet been pubhshed." When we got aboard

the island steamer,' concludes Mr. Hayselden, ' I asked

the purser :
" Who is that long-haired chap over there

in the cloak ?" " That," he replied in astonishment at

my ignorance
—

" why, man alive, that's Robert Louis

Stevenson, the famous novelist !" '

During the time that he was writing the last chapters

o[ ' The Master of Ballantrae,' Stevenson was always

more or less annoyed if interrupted, and it was not

often that he would tolerate any waste of his time set

aside for work. It is related by a gentleman who
became well acquainted with the novehst during his

sojourn in Honolulu that while he was under ordinary

circumstances courteous to visitors, yet at times he

would take a dislike to some caller, and so would
not try to conceal his displeasure in such a case if his

work had been interrupted, as the following graphic

anecdote will show. The occurrences recounted took

place about the time the first signs of the breaking-

down of the monarchy were becoming visible, but

before the standing of the leaders of society and the

social influences of the palace had materially changed.

At that time what was known in Hawaii as fashionable

society was one of the queerest, nondescript combina-

tions ever seen in the Pacific, and may be truthfully

said even to the present day to have a SQcial cast in

its eye.
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In 1889 it was the fashion among these society

ladies of Honolulu to call on the Stevensons at Waikiki

in order to catch a glimpse of the hterary lion, and to

engage him in a few minutes' gossip if possible. Upon
an afternoon one of the leaders of local society, whose

husband had then recently secured a prominent office,

took occasion to call on Mr. Stevenson. From the

social view this lady was bold to daring, and, like

others reared in insular places, she had the knack of

indiscretion developed to a nicety. Therefore, as soon

as she came to the author where he sat at work, she

began chatting about hterature in the approved fashion-

able manner, with the result that Stevenson disliked

her at once. There was a witness to the scene which

followed, who says that the author's brown eyes

snapped with anger before her effusive greeting was

well over, and that he met her warmth with a placid,

if pohte, coolness and reticence which should have told

her quite as plainly as words that her visit was not

welcome
;
yet there was no sign of departure on her

part. Again the novehst's eyes gave signal of dis-

pleasure, and a moment later he said in a distant,

almost frigid tone of voice :
' Madam, I wish that you

would go. I have no time to spare to-day, and it is

very necessary that I should be at my writing.'

As he said this he sat finger on pen, while a chapter

of 'The Master of Ballantrae' waited. But the

leader of King Kalakaua's fashionable set did not

stir ; she had accustomed herself to an easy social

rule in the palace too long to rightly construe the

novehst's plain, if brusque, hint. So .she again began

talking volubly, while Stevenson twirled his pen

impatiently as the minutes flew ; but at last he could

endure no more, and he cried out passionately, yet

pathetically :
' Please, madam, do go ;

you bother me
and my work, for I cannot write while you remain,

and I must write !' Then she understood, and went

with a flounce scant in courtesy, but greatly to Steven-

son's rehef, who had resumed his work before his

visitor had reached her carriage. After the lady
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returned to Honolulu, and some of her friends ques-
tioned her about her call, she replied wrathfull}'' and
briefly :

' Why, at first I thought he was such a nice,

funny old fellow ; but since my call, do you know, I

actually believe he is a little crazy !' It so happened
that the sister of this lady called on the novelist the

next day, without knowledge of what had happened.
She was, however, quite a different woman—one who
had travelled much, and was well read. Stevenson
liked her at once. When she arrived he sat at the
same table as before, writing on his novel ; and yet
it was not five minutes before he cast aside his pen
and was deep in conversation. At the end of nearly

two hours he expressed surprise at the way the time
had passed, and when his visitor arose to go he begged
that she would call again before he sailed for the
Gilbert Islands.

By June i Stevenson was preparing to return to the
Lower Islands, and Mr. Balfour tells us that ' the
family now possessed an unrivalled fund of informa-
tion about the islands.' It is beyond doubt that
Stevenson, who was indefatigable in this regard, had
collected a considerable store of information about the
Eight Islands in the very short time at his disposal

;

but this was, at best, but the superficial gleaning of

a tourist. No one appreciated this more than he,

and at various times he has been heard to say that
he longed for the opportunity to return to Hawaii,
before it was too late, and the natives were gone for

ever, to make a study of its stores of myth and legends.

There is, however, an unrivalled fund of information
about Hawaiian antiquities, history, and folk-lore

already collected ; but it is the result of more than
fifty years of patient labour by various hands. Happily,
a part of this information has been brought together
and placed under the guardianship of the Bishop
Museum at the Kamehameha Schools, where it is now
accessible.

By June 20, i88g, the schooner Equator, upon which
Stevenson^had taken passage, was ready for sea, and
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four days later, about two o'clock in the afternoon,

she sailed for the South Seas, six months to a day
after the arrival of the yacht Casco in Honolulu
Harbour. Stevenson left many friends in the Hawaiian
Islands, and when his party went aboard the wharf
was crowded with natives and foreign residents, the

latter bearing many useful presents for the party
during the voyage, and wishing the author God-speed
and adieu. Among the gifts was the model of a
schooner with silken sails, which bore the words,
' May the winds and waves be favourable.' While the

Equator was making sail King Kalakaua arrived at

the wharf with a part of the Hawaiian Band, and a

hamper of champagne on ice. The band boys played,

several healths were hastily quaffed, and at last the
little schooner Equator pointed her nose through the
outward channel, and, veering, was soon lost to sight

in the red eye of the west.



CHAPTER V

HURLING OF THE DAAIIEN LETTER

It was in February, 1890, that Stevenson, while in

Sydney, came upon Dr. Hyde's pubUshed charges

against Father Damien. These fell so shortly after

the close of the priest's martyrdom on Molokai that

thoughtful men were justly shocked at such defama-

tory words, unaccompanied as they were by pretence

of justification, when their import demanded conclu-

sive evidence. During the novehst's visit to Hawaii

the year before he had learned much of Damien and
his work, and, like most men the world over, Steven-

son held the priest and his labours for the lepers of

Hawaii in the highest esteem. It is hardly a matter

of wonder, then, that Dr. Hyde's letter should cause

indignation in a man of Stevenson's fine fibre, and
bring him while at a white-heat to write in haste, and
with unusual vehemence, that vigorous philippic called

in the Pacific ' The Damien Letter.' Privately printed

at Sydney, it soon became known throughout the

English-speaking world. It was first republished at

Honolulu from an advance copy sent to the editor

of the Elele, a newspaper pubhshed in the Enghsh
and Hawaiian languages ; and soon after the mails

reached England it appeared in The Scots Observer at

Edinburgh, whence it was widely republished in whole
or in part.

On account of the author's literary standing, the

letter created comment throughout Europe, and much
excitement in Hawaii, where both disputants were
well and favourably known—Dr. Hyde in religious

7i
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and mission fields, and Stevenson in literary, social,

and, unfortunately, political circles. No sooner was
the press of the newspaper Elele started than edition

after edition of the letter was struck off to supply the

local demand, and within a few days an extra edition

of several thousand copies was printed on a broadside

sheet to meet the demands from outlying islands and
elsewhere.

The reception of the letter in Hawaii was typical of

place and circumstances. By the foreign royalists

and natives it was hailed as the first-fruit of Stevenson's

promised side-taking against the whites. This atti-

tude, the royalists alleged, had been predetermined

by his recent visit. Nor were the King's supporters

without reason for this interpretation, treading as the

novehst's attack did upon the heels of his first Samoan
letter to the London Times, which was dispatched

within a fortnight after he reached Honolulu. By
the Protestant missionaries and other friends of Dr.

Hyde the letter was received with a feeling of indigna-

tion, mingled with much genuine sorrow, for in this

class were to be found many of the novelist's warmest

friends and most intelligent admirers. B3/ the anti-

missionary foreign element the letter was viewed as a

pohtical weapon, without regard to its truthfulness or

justification. At that time the pohtical and social

relations existing between the monarchy and foreign

residents were under a strain that lasted hardly

eighteen months before the end was violently pre-

cipitated by the poHcy of Queen Lihoukulani ; and

truthfully it may be said that the pohtical use which

was made of this notorious letter bore somewhat of

an unscrupulous expression, with a single exception,

that only serves to show that the letter of Dr. Hyde
was founded on rumours either partially 'or wholly

begot before that time. The facts exemphfying this

view are as follows :

After the Elele had published two large English

editions of the letter, the manager ordered it to be

translated for publication in the native edition. This
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course the editor (an American without reUgious or

pohtical affiliations with either side to tlie dispute)
objected to on the ground that there was reason for

believing that Dr. Hyde's statements were substanti-
ally true, and, if so, it would be unjust to place a
double-edged weapon of the kind in the hands of the
easily-influenced and indiscriminating natives, who
would be unable to make a conservative interpreta-
tion of the contents under the race-tension then exist-

ing. To settle the question, a meeting of the directors
of the company was called, at which it was decided,
after full consideration, that as there was more or less

probabihty of the truth of Dr. Hyde's letter, it would
be unfair, from the pohtical point of view, to print
the letter in the native language, and more especially
as the royalists had lately returned a majority of
members to the island legislature. The board of four
directors who reached this decision will not be charged
with rehgious or political prejudice when it is known
that one was an Irish Catholic, one was an English-
man and a member of the English Church, and the
remaining two—one a Scot and one an American

—

were without religious profession. All were avowed
royalists, with the exception of the Repubhcan editor.

Here, then, were four men not directly touched by the
dispute who beheved on current, if insufficient, testi-

mony that Stevenson was in the wrong and Dr. Hyde
in the right of the matter.
But this view was the exception ; otherwise public

sentiment was divided into two factions—one applauded
the letter and condemned Dr. Hyde, the other defended
him and made a sound of lament at what was called
Stevenson's literary indiscretion and lack of restraint.
In the rest of the world, and especially among literary
men, the opinion prevailed, and still obtains, that
Stevenson was wholly in the right, and Dr. Hyde
altogether in the wrong. There is just a grain of
truth underlying each opinion. And it is noteworthy
that during the wrangle none thought of seriously
investigating the facts of the case. Conclusive testi-
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mony from a reliable and impartial source—the only

source, in fact—was at hand, yet Stevenson failed to

use it, and blundered. Dr. Hyde before had failed to

use it, and had precipitated the dispute by committing

the original error, which was almost criminal, certainly

in violation of the estabhshed moral code. In the rest

of the world opinion has formed itself out of reach of

the facts, and largely upon hearsay testimony.
' Soon after reaching Austraha,' says Stevenson's

biographer, ' he found in a rehgious paper a letter from

Dr. Hyde, a Presbyterian minister in Honolulu,

depreciating the labours of Father Damien at Molokai,

and reviving against his memory some highly un-

christian and unworthy slanders. The letter was

written in a spirit peculiarly calculated to rouse

Stevenson's indignation, and when he heard at the

same time a report, which may or may not have been

true, but which he, at any rate, fully beheved, to the

effect that a proposed memorial to Damien in London
had been abandoned on account of this or some similar

statement, his anger knew no bounds. He sat down
and wrote the celebrated letter to Dr. Hyde. . . .

He had the courage of his opinions, and realized the

risks he was taking.' Now this, like much that has

appeared, is so evidently in the heroic strain, so

marvellously near literary acting, that it calls for the

facts upon both sides without prejudice. The first

count, in legal phrase, is the letter of the Rev. Dr.

Hyde, a sectary, to the Rev. Mr. Gage, a brother

sectary, which caused Stevenson to pen, rightly or

wrongly, a very fine piece of modern satire.

' Honolulu,
' August 2^ 1889.

' Dear Brother,
' In answer to your inquiries about Father

Damien, I can only reply that we who knew the man
are surprised at the extravagant newspaper laudations,

as if he was a most saintly philanthropist. The simple

truth is, he was a coarse, dirty man, headstrong and
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bigoted. He was not sent to Molokai, but went there

without orders. He did not stay at the Leper Settle-

ment before he became one himself, but circulated

freely over the whole island (less than half the island

is devoted to lepers), and he came often to Honolulu.

He had no hand in the reforms and improvements

inaugurated, which were the work of our Board of

Health, as occasion required and means were pro-

vided. He was not- a pure man in his relations with

women, and the leprosy of which he died should be

attributed to his vices and carelessness. Others have

done much for the lepers—our own ministers, the

Government physicians, and so forth—but never with

the Catholic idea of meriting eternal life.

' Yours, etc.,

'C. M. Hyde.'
•Rev. H. B. Gage.'

The second count—necessary to a full understanding

of the dispute—consists of an excerpt from a letter

written by Stevenson during the latter part of May or

the first part of June, 1889, to Mr. Sidney Colvin of

London, containing the following :
' Of old Damien,

whose weaknesses and worse perhaps I heard fully, I

think only the more. It was a European peasant—

•

dirty, bigoted, untruthful, unwise, tricky, but superb

with generosity, residual candour, and fundamental

good-humour. Convince him he had done wrong (it

might take hours of insult), and he would undo what
he had done, and like his corrector better. A man,
with all the grim and paltriness of mankind, but a

saint and hero all the more for that.'

To him who has carefully overgone the life and
work of Father Damien at Molokai, both these letters

are open to censure, differing only in degree, and
resting largely upon the same grounds. Both writers

will be found guilty of verbal indiscretions, which can-

not be excused, or in justice palliated ; both have
made direct accusations against Father Damien's
character, as man and priest, which are unjustified,
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and have been proved to be untrue. No doubt that
Stevenson erred unintentionally, and therein lies his

advantage, when judgment is reached ; but it is also

clear that he erred by harking to the same or similar

slanders to which Dr. Hyde had bent a willing ear.

At this point necessarily arises the problem of the
moral quality of the action involved in the misstate-

ments of the two private letters quoted. This ques-
tion has been raised before, but in no instance has it

been followed to a conclusion with the facts in hand.
Two articles in defence of Dr. Hyde have been published
in Hawaii.* In both of these it is explicitly pleaded
that Dr. Hyde's letter was private, and published
without his knowledge or consent. It is also claimed
in the later letter that Stevenson not only failed to

prove the falsity of Dr. Hyde's charges, but that he
admitted every allegation save one—the charge of the
man in the Apia bar-room. And, strangely enough,
both these writers quietly follow Stevenson's lead b}^

ignoring the facts at issue, and instead deftly turn
phrases, or vainly repeat ex -parte opinions on this or

that. But happily it is the claim these defendants
make of the violation of privacy which joins the issue,

and it is here that Stevenson must be justified in part
wherever he did not himself fall into error and become
an offender in fact, if without intent.

This brings us to the falsity underlying flimsy moral
makeshifts of the class which tacitly assumes the
right to make injurious statements in private corre-

spondence that otherwise would not be tolerated

without positive proof. Hardly can the upright man
who takes occasion to review the matter at this dis-

tant day find reason, in prudence or justice, for the

intentional and untruthful charges laid against Father
Damien by Dr. Hyde in a little month after Stevenson
had written, if unintentionally, yet culpably, and in

a similar private letter, equivalent charges addressed
to Mr. Colvin. Note this point well, for in the con-

sciousness of the upright man the moral quality of

* Hawaiian Gazette^ May, 1890, and April, 1892.
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the action involved falls in both cases within the

established standard of conduct for dealing justly by

our fellow-creatures. The only difference, and that

one without a distinction as far as the ethic of the

matter goes, is that Mr. Colvin did not betray the

indiscretion of Stevenson, while the Rev. Mr. Gage

hastened to play the Judas with the Rev. Dr. Hyde's

shortcoming.
Is it not passing strange that a man of Stevenson's

parts should have intensified his own unverified accu-

sations by tacitly admitting, with a single exception,

the unverified accusations brought against Father

Damien by a sectarian advocate ? The modicum of

truth published by each was insufficient to leaven the

letters, or to justify their authorship even in private

correspondence. Are not, then, both writers blame-

able ? The conscientious mind can give but one

answer, where the degree of censure must be gauged

by the intent and purpose of each letter. Under such

a view no person acquainted with the facts will gain-

say that Dr. Hyde received his just desert at Steven-

son's hand, but candour must also lead to the conclu-

sion that Stevenson's philippic applies with equal

force and destructiveness to his own accusations

against Father Damien, penned a month before Dr.

Hyde wrote his unjustified slander to the Rev. Mr.

Gage. Dr. Hyde seemingly wrote with the craft and

prejudice of the sectarian, who errs with a definite

purpose in view ; Stevenson wrote with a high pur-

pose, and in defence of one whom he believed to be

a great moral hero, yet he erred almost as grievously

as Dr. Hyde, in so far as Father Damien's repute is

concerned.

From each and every assumable position on either

side of the question it was clearly the duty of the

writers to verify their facts ; but this prudential course

they neglected, although the opportunity was present

then, as now. It will be seen that with the exceptions

pointed out the letters contained accusations of a

similar character, after the modicum of truth' has been
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subtracted. ' He was a coarse, dirty man,' accuses

Dr. Hyde, and this much of his letter can be estab-

hshed b}^ proof. ' It was a European peasant,' says

Stevenson
—

' dirty, bigoted, untruthful, unwise, tricky,'

yet of these five accusations Stevenson, were he alive

to-day, would be able to verify only the first, unless,

like Dr. Hyde, he should assume the habit of the

sectary, and fling candour and justice aside. There

is also little to choose between Dr. Hyde's direct

accusations about Father Damien's 'relations with

women,' and the innuendo of the novelist, who, like

his opponent, had listened much too credulously to

the vulgar slanders of the Honolulu gutters about the

priest's ' weaknesses and worse perhaps.'

Turning from the task of direct censure, it is a

relief to make brief investigation of the facts under-

lying Father Damien's labours at the Leper Settlement.

It will be necessary to point out that while there

are many sources from which gossip and rumours may
be drawn, together with some sectarian misstatements

about the life and affairs at the settlement, there is

but one source, under the strict regulations of the

Hawaiian Board of Health, from which verified, and
hence reliable, information can be obtained. It is

upon this source that the members of the Board of

Health depended for the facts which controlled their

judgment and acts in the government of the Leper

Settlement. The othcial who gathers, sifts, and finally

lays this information before the Board of Health as

required is known as the Executive Officer at the

settlement, and it is needless to add that the members
of the Board are always extremely particular in select-

ing for the position a man of tried probity and integrity.

Such an official—Mr. Charles B. Reynolds—held that

position at Molokai from the year 1886 until recently,

but having been many years before a servant of the

Board of Health. For three or more years, then, Mr.

Reynolds was in constant contact with Father Damien,

and was perhaps better acquainted with the priest

than was any foreigner without the precincts of the
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Sorrowful Island. First of all, when he went there,

Mr. Reynolds, to his own satisfaction, and to that of

the Board of Health, carefully sifted the gossip and
rumours and slanders to which Father Damien's suc-

cessful mission, coupled with the envy of sectarian

rivals, had given birth in Honolulu, solus !

When application was made to the President of the

Board of Health for such details of the investigation

as would serve the present purpose, lo ! reference was
made to Mr. Reynolds, as the only one clearly in pos-

session of all the facts. So easily the truth had been
run to earth that wonder mounted at the double
neglect of Dr. Hyde and Stevenson to verify their

statements before uttering direct accusations. When
this application was brought to the Board's executive

agent he was found to be, as represented, a gentleman
of official probity, upright and wholly unprejudiced in

action and judgment. His knowledge of the lepers

and the affairs at the settlement had been gained
through long study and experience, and in consequence
was second to none in Hawaii. For years he had made
the material interest of those afflicted wards of mis-

fortune and misery a kindly and careful study, with
their peculiarities developed under disease, their racial

defects, their personal merits, all of which things were
the familiars of his patient overseeing.

It was in the year 1887 that this special inquiry

was made about slanderous gossip concerning Father
Damien, who had been then nearly fourteen years
toiling alone in that living grave of Kalawao. Mr.
Reynolds' statement of his wardship and experiences,

covering the latter years of Father Damien's martyr-
dom, must be here condensed to bare results, interest-

ing and strange and unheard of as they are ; but even
when reduced to a skeleton of words his statement
wiU be found to be an armoured refutation of the
accusations either purposely or inadvertently uttered.

There comes as well the hope that his testimony will

aid in the correction of the misstatements, and mis-
apprehensions current abroad.

6
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Before going to Molokai to perform the duties of

his difficult and dangerous office, the Board's execu-

tive agent was well informed upon the details of

Father Damien's work and habits. The office has
been called dangerous in the light of the last twenty
years' history of the settlement to be found in the

archives of the Board of Health in Honolulu. These
recount, among weekly casualties reported, repeated

threatenings of violence against officials for carrying

out the necessary regulations and enforcing the law,

personal outrages among themselves, conspiracies for

riot and incendiarism, and even attempts on human
life, all caused by the hopelessness developed in these

unfortunate beings, whose savage passions had been
already seized and inflamed by that mysterious and
Hngering disease which had traced death upon their

brows.

In addition to his own experience, Mr. Reynolds
had read that brief but remarkable report by the good
Father, made to the island Legislature of 1886, upon the

affairs of the settlement after the year 1873, beginning :

' By special providence of our Divine Lord, who
during His public life showed a particular sympathy
for the lepers, my way was traced towards Kalawao
in May, a.d. 1873.'* In this report he found set out

a mental picture of the priest in the daily practice of

a life which had been made a willing sacrifice in aid of

hopeless misery. Before taking up his work at the

settlement, Mr. Reynolds had been officially informed
of the gossip of the sectaries and the lewd stories

springing from that class of degenerate persons whose
vulgarity festers in isolated communities. These were
the same accusations that Dr. Hyde had used with a

purpose, and by which Stevenson, too credulous, was
led astray ; but they were better understood by the

keen-eyed officer of the Board of Health, and were
set down, pending investigation, as the probable prate

of rival sects, or the mouthings of vulgar men. And
it must be borne in mind that no word of these tales

* Appendix.
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came to the Board of Health from the settlement itself,

whence they must have sprung, had there been truth

behind them. All this was clear enough in official

circles, because the oft-repeated cry of malicious warn-
ing about Father Damien's vices had been heard only

in the Board-room at Honolulu ; but for the better

protection of official decorum that body instituted a

thorough inquiry, occasionally renewed upon some
slanderous outbreak, long after Father Damien's
innocence on all material charges of a moral nature

had been fully estabhshed.

The priest Damien, then, upon the only reliable

testimony in existence, was largely responsible for the

introduction of the many reforms made at the Leper
Settlement between the years 1873 and 1890, for, as

it appears, it was mostly at his urging, or as the result

of his personal labours, that the unwholesome hovels

of thatched grass which he found upon arrival gave
way to the comfortable wooden town of 1886. It is

quite true that the priest often visited the other

districts of Molokai, and sometimes took steamer even
as far as Honolulu ; but this was done under a special

permit granted by the Board of Health, and this he
continued to do until he became a leper, and the Board
was compelled to cancel this privilege. The first

symptoms of his leprosy were discovered by the priest

himself in the year 1884, and, hero that he was, he
immediately reported himself to the Government
physician for examination and condemnation, alas !

and alas !

It was in the heat of midsummer. Father Damien
had been absent all day at the head of one of the
narrow valleys in search of a new water-supply for

the leper village. On his return with the leper boys
who had gone with him. he pulled off his coarse brogans
and threw himself on his pallet, exhausted with heat
and by the roughness of the trip. Then it was that
he discovered in consternation and with leaping heart
that one of his heels had been blistered to bleeding by
his heavy shoes, without a feeling of pain or even incon-

6—2
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venience on his part. Here he recognised the fatal

sign of one of the forms of leprosy. Yet at that time

in the development of the disease the examination of

the physician failed to be diagnostic, and it was not

until the middle of the following year that the terrible

disease had so pronounced its presence that he was
declared a leper. Afterwards Father Damien never
left the city of the living dead ; his fate was upon his

head, and his martyrdom soon became complete.

Four years more he ministered to his dying brothers

most faithfully, labouring even while disease tortured

and consumed him ; but to almost the last hour this

great moral hero kept on his feet, and shortly before

the usual complication of those diseases that bring

death to the leper set in, he had walked a mile and a

half with Mr. Rejaiolds to perform a deed of mercy
for another distorted human mask, more hideous,

because nearer death, than himself. Of this man let

the world say. Hail and farewell

!

But time also was an element in the investigations

of Father Damien's ministrations at Molokai, and this

Mr. Reynolds did not begrudge, although it added
greatly to the duties of his office. The more serious

charges against the priest were first of inquiry, and
with result most conclusive to the unprejudiced mind.
' I found,' says Mr. Reynolds, in summing up his

statements
—

' I found the general verdict among the

lepers at the settlement was that Father Damien,
since his arrival in 1873, had been a thorough friend

to them. From the start he had urged for the better-

ment of their houses and the upbuilding of their lives,

and all agreed that throughout his ministrations he
had acted toward those unfortunates more as a nurse

than as a priest. Never a word against him : always
he had been the good brother and kind-hearted father

to their helplessness. / never heard from anyone in

the settlement that he had been immoral or licentious in

any way, for had he even made a slip in his conduct in

that mixed community, which included representatives

from the various sects uf religion in the islands, or if
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there had been anything of the kind hinted at there, it

would have been commented upon, and in my official

position I could have easily elicited such condemning

testimony had it been in existence.''

This matter disposed of, Mr. Reynolds took up the

charges that the priest was ' tricky ' and ' untruth-

ful,' with the minor accusations that he was coarse,

dirty, bigoted, and unwise. Upon the ample testi-

mony of others, corroborated by his personal experi-

ence and long acquaintance with Father Damien, the

executive officer of the Board of Health declares that

the priest was not an untruthful man, nor given to

verbal misrepresentations, even where the temptation

lurked. That he was careless of his person—nay, that

he was a dirty man, living a coarse, pig-like existence

among his festering patients—is amply proved by the

testimony of both lepers and officials. Again there is

no exception, and the testimony from the settlement

is conclusive. This is the grain of truth to be found in

the accusations of Dr. Hyde and Stevenson, already

quoted from their private letters.

But Father Damien' s views of morality were as

strictly urged for others as for himself, for Mr. Rey-
nolds tells us that from first to last the priest was a

strong advocate for the compulsory segregation of the

sexes at the settlement, and that he held that such a

policy was especially necessary among the younger
lepers. It was upon the subject of complete segrega-

tion that Mr. Reynolds and the priest held long dis-

cussions, yet the priest would yield not an inch here,

where he believed the eternal welfare of his wards
depended. But the more practical policy of the

Board of Health, untrammelled by sectarian faith, at

last prevailed, and with the exception of minor children

compulsory segregation never has been carried out,

and probably will not be, unless through a lack of

experience the federal authorities at Washington
should unhappily attempt such a policy at the foolish

demand of that over-righteous class, noted as an
indiscreet but pushing minority, who strive for tlie
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recognition of their religious theories as an element

of free government.
There remain but two points for consideration,

and the first is soon disposed of. ' Father Damien
was not more bigoted,' declares Mr. Reynolds, with

an indulgent smile, ' than is the ordinary sectary

placed under similar conditions. I think his report

to the Government is amply clear and conclusive on

this point. '"^ Thus vanishes the last sectarian charge

against Damien worthy of notice, and with it neces-

sarily fall the lesser accusations of trickery and un-

wisdom. The result arrived at is not without discredit

to both participants, because both failed to set forth

the truth and facts which were lying within easy

reach. The other point necessary to be made clear

is. How did Father Damien contract the leprosy ?

Again the testimony lies with Mr. Reynolds, who says

positively :
' Father Damien had been in the habit

for years of assisting the poorer lepers to build their

houses, always working with the poor maimed crea-

tures, and using the same tools, often exchanged from
their bleeding fingers to his healthy palms. From
the time of his landing at Kalapapa, until shortly

before his death, this was his practice. The first

house that he aided in building was the new church

for his flock. This was built of island stone, and he

worked with the lepers for weeks, assisting them in

handling the rough stones, and often with torn, bleed-

ing fingers. Then, again, Damien was extremely

careless in his habits, and frequently would have
leper boys at work in his kitchen, so that he could

give more time to his ministrations for others, being

busy from peep of day until long after dark. Besides,

he was very careless about his own person, not being

a cleanly man. It is absolutely beyond doubt that he

contracted the disease through his careless ministrations

and uncleanly -personal habits.''

Outside of sectarian circles, perhaps Professor

Walter Raleigh is the only writer who has expressed

* Appendix.
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the opinion that Stevenson erred in taking up the
Damien slander. He says :

' His [Stevenson's] open
letter to the Rev. Dr. Hyde in vindication {sic) of

Father Damien is perhaps his only literary mistake.
It is a matchless piece of scorn and invective, not
inferior in skill to anything he ever wrote. But that
it was well done is no proof that it should have been
done at all.'* This judgment, in so far as it is the
author's opinion on a question of literary propriety,
is safe enough, but when he writes of Father Damien'

s

vindication by Stevenson as though it were complete,
he certainly flies wide of the facts, and makes no
account of the several serious counter-accusations
which the alleged vindication contains, either by
admission or directly made by Stevenson in his letter

to Mr. Colvin. But for the present purpose this much
will suffice. What has been needed from the first

was a clear statement of all the facts in the case,

independent of sectarian bias, and unmixed of rhetoric
and passion. Such a course would have removed at

a stroke the slanders of Dr. Hyde, and have protected
the memory of Father Damien from the equally as
cruel, if unintentional, admissions of his literary

defender.

* ( R. L. Stevenson,' p. 44



CHAPTER VI

HIS SECOND VISIT TO HONOLULU

It was in September, 1893, that Stevenson returned to

Honolulu. Since his former visit the declension of

native rule had fallen rapidly ; in fact, the end of the

Hawaiian monarchy had already come. Kalakaua,
the semi-savage King, whom the novelist had admired
for his intelligence and wondered at for his debaucheries,

had lain dead since January, 189 1. His sister, Liliou-

kulani, had reigned briefly, but not well, until the

events of January, 1893, had swept her throne beyond
regaining. Between these two events, a revolution

and a conspiracy had rippled the surface and dis-

appeared in failure. The last of a doubtful line of

Hawaiian monarchs now sat alone in Washington
Place on Beretania Street—some thought repentant

of her follies ; but, as it afterwards transpired, vindic-

tive and shortsighted as any savage despot in the

Pacific. There, bereft of the majority of her foreign

supporters, she awaited the fate of her appeal to the

United States. But the mills of the gods were in

motion, and it proved that her appeal had been uttered

too late. Outside interference proved to be imprac-

tical and undesirable, after the situation had been

fully reviewed by the Washington Government. Of
political conditions in Hawaii there were almost none

by this time. Policies had lapsed, or had been re-

placed by a Committee of Safety and a Provisional

Government ; in fact, the tax-payers of the islands

had met together long enough to declare no further

confidence in native rule and native rulers. Here,
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then, Stevenson saw the final breakdown of the only

thorough experiment in Polynesian government under
modem conditions, which had been fostered for fifty

years or more by the kindly but mistaken sympathies
of the American missionaries. The end had been
failure through the inherent racial incapacity of the

Polynesians, which excluded the possibility of a further

trial, because of the great foreign interests now in-

volved. Social Hawaii was topsy-turvy. The royalists

who had dominated society so long as they drew their

necessary expenses from the treasury now found them-
selves an unbreeched political faction, and quite un-
important, unless restoration could be accomplished.
As a faction they were filled with bitterness not un-
mingled with threats of vengeance, but in the mean-
time the revolutionary government proceeded calmly
and indifferently to the definite end before it, which
was annexation to the United States if possible.

Briefly stated, it was thus that Stevenson found con-

ditions when he arrived in Honolulu on the twentieth
day of September, 1893. His former associates and
friends of the palace were dispersed, or without social

standing and official influence. In his absence the
civilization wherewith he was not in sympathy had
proved its fitness to survive socially and politically,

even under a persistent international pressure that
was temporarily favourable to the Pol3aiesian monarchy
in Hawaii. But there were good and suiftcient reasons
for the final outcome, which a summing of the facts

disclosed, yet it is doubtful if Stevenson fully realized

this before his death. That he partially comprehended
it is clear from his changed attitude toward the foreign

residents in 1893, as well as from utterances made
before he returned to Samoa shortly after. He was
too keen an observer not to see that the recent revolu-
tions of the foreigners of Hawaii were the legitimate
fruit following native misrule, howsoever stubbornly
he refused to admit the conclusions which followed,
for he was a man whose prejudices woujd not with-
stand a demonstration ; and it is unfortunate that
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during his residence there Samoan affairs had not 3''et

reached that stage of pohtical development where a
demonstration of Polynesian incapacity was possible.

It has been said of him that, outside of his writings,

he mostly kept his opinions on racial disputes in the
Pacific well under control, whenever he met with
opposing views. Although not so in Samoa, this was
clearly the case during his last visit to Honolulu, for

he repeatedly refused to speak of the overthrow of

the monarchy and the political state of the islands

except with whom he knew were in sympathy with
the native cause. Yet, secretive as he was about
local, he dilated freely upon Samoan, affairs, and
besides he seemed, during his visit, intent upon re-

newing old friendships, or in making new, among the

foreign residents.

To members of the press he was most affable. It

was near midnight, after the arrival of the steamer
Monowai from the South, that the reporter of the

morning newspaper knocked him up at Sans Souci

By-the-Sea, a hostelry situated some two or three

miles from town, at Waikiki. Stevenson had retired,

and had left word not to be disturbed. The reporter

was at first refused, but upon insistence his card was
taken to the novelist, and soon after the reporter

followed. As he entered, Stevenson, who sat propped
in bed, explained with a smile that he always excepted
newspaper laddies from his orders to the servants, and
to head his courtesy he at once ordered refreshments

served in his bedroom. Afterwards he gave the re-

porter the desired information, and then kept him
until after one o'clock to give him a brilliant conver-

sational picture of native life and manners in Samoa.
The result was that the scribe returned to the office

entranced with Stevenson, but so put out by his fine

descriptions that he found it impossible at that time to

do either his subject or the author justice. Stevenson's

eloquence had placed the reporter under a temporary
eclipse, and the editor of the paper found it necessary to

secure a second interview, which is here given in full.
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' You are very welcome,' said Mr. Stevenson, ' but
it must be understood that I cannot express an opinion

on local matters ; it takes a bonny head to keep the

pace of a spry tongue. This much I have learned from
my experience of Samoan politics, and I do not intend

to get into politics—and consequently into trouble

—

while I remain here. Well, no ; I cannot see much
risk in talking of Samoa, after the fat is already in the

fire, so I will inform you there.
' When I left Apia all was quiet throughout the

islands, but just how long this desirable state of

affairs will last it is quite impossible for me or any
living man to say ; it depends in my mind upon the
condition that an English man-o'-war is kept in Apia
Harbour or near by. But perhaps you have already
noticed that England has acted time and again against

her interests in this regard, and by another blundering
the only English vessel there may be recalled to-

morrow. This I believe would mean im.mediate war.
No, I am positive on this point, and I am certainly

not of the opinion that the German warships could
keep the peace alone, but quite otherudse. The two
German vessels at present there (for several reasons
unnecessary to repeat) are incapable of either con-
trolhng or defeating the Samoans. This is shown by
their actions, for, whenever there is threatening of

trouble, the German officers hasten to act in conjunc-
tion with the British commander until the disturbance
is avoided or order is restored.

' It's canny, but I think it hardly fair to ask how I

came to be embroiled in Samoan politics. But I will

be honest, and tell you the truth. I really and truly

do not know. I have been trying to explain the
matter to my own mind for a long time. Tlie first

thing I realized was the feeling that the Samoans were
being wronged, where they were right in fact. I felt

this first when I was in Honolulu some years since
;

indeed, I felt so strongly at that time that I sat down
and wrote a letter to the London Times about it.

WeU, the next thing was that I found myself to the
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elbows in Samoan affairs, with no chance for a retreat.

Besides, you will see, I could not desert the poor
natives in their desperate need. Now, of course, I

intend to stay in to the end, whatever that may be
;

but I am always remembering what Charles Lamb
said, and thinking that if dirt were trumps politicians

would always hold full hands. But I hope to come
out of it clean-handed, and able to help the Samoans,
too.

' There is unrest among the Samoans—yes, and
much discontent, I may as well add—and I am not
sure a change of dynasty would not follow if war
unhappily outbreaks again. I cannot venture into

prophecy, but it is quite certain the natives in the

southern part of Upolu are, even as I speak, making
brave preparations, and are not trying to hide their

frequent warlike demonstrations. It was so when I

left Apia. I have said before* that there is but one
way to peace and unity—by procuring the joint rule

of Laupepa and Mataafa upon some practical under-

standing ; but now I am willing to go beyond that,

which savours of a compromise, and say I can see but
one way out—to follow the demand of the Samoan
people that the Berlin Act be rescinded, while the three

Powers withdraw absolutely, and the natives be let

alone, and allowed to govern the islands as they
choose. I understand quite well the cry of objection

that will follow such proposing, but I hold that this

or some similar policy which will leave the Samoan
people free to act is entirely and urgently necessary.

' Of course, there would be internal dissensions

covering an uncertain period, but this would be of no

great consequence to the natives. Yes, I think it might
affect commerce, and certainly the present standing

of foreigners—perhaps the German residents most of

all ; but I do not think it necessary to discuss that

question. It is the patient and not the doctor who
is in danger, and in our case it is the poor Samoans
to be saved, even without their consenting. You

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xix., p. 590.
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remind me, sir, that if left alone the Samoans would
continue fighting, just as they do under the tripartite

treaty. That is perhaps true, but at least they would
fight it out by themselves, without their wars being
turned to the advantage of meddling foreigners. Yes,
say I mean the Germans ; there is little use in attempt-
ing to hide the truth. It is also true that the three

Powers have taken hold at last in Samoa, or rather

in Apia, but I fear their tardiness has served to make
a very delicate business still more delicate, if that
could be. Yet, if the Powers are lucky, and are able
to persuade Mataafa to surrender, which I do not
beheve he will, we may yet secure peace, otherwise

Samoa lies upon the verge of a great trouble that
will end, like all official blundering, in tlie spilling of

further and unnecessary blood. I must decline to

answer your last question, as it touches Hawaiian
affairs, further than to say that I do not consider
any similitude exists, and therefore no parallel can
be drawn between conditions here and in Samoa.'
The residents of Honolulu had not lost sight of

Stevenson and his work during an absence of nearly
four years. On the contrary, his policy in Samoa
had been followed with more than ordinary interest,

and wherever his course fell into error, or he strayed
from the facts as seen by the Islandfolk, his faults

were quickly condoned or gallantly ignored. And all

of his recent successes in literature had been hailed
with enthusiasm, and his forthcoming work was
watched for with alert interest. Even many of those
who had formerly taken offence at his attack on Dr.
Hyde came forward with hearty welcome. It was
quite as hard to be angry with him after his return
to Honolulu as he has acknowledged it was for him
to live in anger against his chiefest political enemy in

Apia. But at this time Stevenson strove to please
and conciliate, in his outward demeanour, at least ; and
the spirit in which he was met by all citizens, almost
without distinction, m.ade his last sojourn in Honolulu
one of the cherished memories of that pregnant year.
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He made an early call, after landing, upon the re-

cently-dethroned Queen, whom he had met during his

former visit. Mr. Graham Balfour has described the

interview as ' most impressive,' and it is regretted that

he did not take the trouble to record its substance,

for the current native versions, as usual, vary greatly,

and probably do injustice to both sides. Stevenson
must have been informed by his royalist friends (who
were then advocating the restoration of the Princess

Kaiulani to the throne) that Lilioukulani was justly

condemned for the overturned monarchy, and, knowing
this, in connection with the outspoken fearlessness of

the man, it becomes impossible to believe that he
sympathized with the fallen Queen to the extent of

assuring her, as alleged, that the blame of her undoing
was entirely owing to the encroachments of her foreign

subjects. But of such stuff are the political tales of

the natives, they bear not even the necessary charac-

teristic of consistency. Before leaving for Samoa he

again called on the ex-Queen, but much more fre-

quently he was to be found in the company of the Hon.
A. S. Cleghorn, the father of the Princess Kaiulani,

then absent in England. With this gentleman Steven-

son was often in communication, and before he re-

turned South their intimacy had ripened to a friend-

ship which outlasts death and misfortunes, and is still

cherished by the father of Kaiulani in the evening of

his days, as he sits beneath the great banyan at

Ainahau.
One afternoon, shortly after his arrival, Stevenson

surprised the editor of a local daily newspaper by
breaking his habit, and calling at the editorial room.

There he remained until near the dinner-hour con-

versing upon a number of sufficiently interesting topics

to be here reproduced, as written in the editor's diary

while still fresh in memory. This interesting and
more or less typical record thus preserved of the

novelist's comments—among other things on his own
methods of writing, or on the expression of his views

of higher grades of literary work—was unintentionally
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brought out by the pubUcation of an appreciative and
kindly editorial upon the quality of the novelist's

literary product. Throughout the interview, or rather

the reproduced conversation, Stevenson is described
as throwing off his usual reserve with strangers, and
displaying instead a buoyancy and enthusiasm which
impressed the journalist as almost boyish, yet not
without a touch of that more serious dignity which
always surrounded Stevenson's presence. The follow-

ing excerpts from the office diary of the Pacific Com-
mercial Advertiser are reproduced here just as they
were left by the editor, who wrote the same day, from
notes taken at the time, of most that was said during
the conversation :

' The newspaper man,' writes the editor, ' is not
given to lapses of surprise after the first years of his

training are passed, but yesterday my usual reserve
was disturbed when Robert Louis Stevenson walked
unannounced into the room, came over to my big
green-topped table, and laying a marked copy of the
Advertiser before me, stood looking at me with a queer
sort of interrogatory smile on his face—such a smile
as I had never before noticed—while his eyes seemed
sparkUng either with a gleam of anger or of fun.

Now, my experience is that, when well-known public
characters take the pains to come to a newspaper
office, it is mostly to complain about something that
has appeared in print, or to criticise the conduct of the
editor, or someone of the staff ; so I asked him to be
seated, assumed my office frown, and with a view to
gain time, read over slowly the following marked por-
tions of an editorial I had written about him :

He is not only a master of Enghsh, but he is a
literary artist whose touch has added to the fame of
English literature. In saying this much of Mr. Steven-
son, no flattery is intended beyond that which his
literary merit calls forth. . . . The public always
keenly appreciates pen pictures of human conditions,
and perhaps no novelist since Walter Scott has been
more happy than Mr. Stevenson in portra}dng these
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as they actually exist on the world's highways. To
hear him talk is like turning a new page in some
favourite volume, or like uncorking a long-kept bottle

of rare wine. His pleasant personal appearance, his

intellectual impressment, his fine nervous development,
and his masterful command of the language of civiliza-

tion—the Enghsh—at once bring him into confidential

contact with his audience, and give insight into the

secret of that charm which he throws around his work,

never forgot when once read."
'

' " Are you the guilty laddie ?" he cried, as I looked

up, fearing I had offended him by too much praise,

so I began explaining that the thing had been hurriedly

written under the pressure of a moment. But at my
serious face he laughed outright, saying, as he pulled

up a chair (for he had remained standing while I read) :

" It's not that, man ; it's the braw words you have
been saying without let, that brought me to ken where
you came by your wit, so finely put. Forbye I love

things well done, even when others do them. And I

will say to you fairly, it's the best I've read about

mysel' in a newspaper sin I have come into the Pacific."
' Again I reminded him that it had been hastily

written, and that probably he was now overestimating

its merits.
' " But it's the method, sir," he replied—" the

editorial method behind haste that gives it merit.

Now I know nothing of the methods of rapid writing

—in fact, all hasty composition is quite beyond me,

if good results are reached—but you newspaper men
will often do excellent work on the wing and under

the most adverse circumstance. The mystery is how
so many of you men can fetch a readable article every

day in the year, for I am uninformed of the methods
you use, except in the general way."

' At this point I am certain that I must have sur-

prised Mr. Stevenson by the boldness of my direct

question, for he had evidently fallen across one of my
hobbies—namely, the genesis of successful newspaper
writing—so I demanded :

" Is not all hterary method
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neither less nor more than that previous and careful

synthesis of thought which must precede all good
work ? Is there, in reality, any so-called method
outside of complete mental digestion before the pro-

cess of thought is put in operation ?" And, seeing

that he was interested, I added :
" There is a theory

among newspaper men of the better class that success

in writing springs in a great degree from the facility

with which the results of this mental process are

expressed in composition. This, of course, includes

the assumption that the thoroughness of the process

has everything to do with the merit of the perform-

ance. This much, Mr. Stevenson, could be deduced
from your own work, if necessary, though probably

you are unaware that your writings harbour such a

literary heresy." Then, as I saw a twinkle in his eye,

as he glanced at the marked editorial he had brought

with him, I hastened to add :
" No, sir ; that, too,

will fall within the theory. It was quickly and perhaps

crudely penned, if you will ; but I assure you that each

thought it contains had been carefully shaped and
burnished long before you reached the Pacific."

' Then Stevenson : "I beheve you are right. I

know you are right, sir !" he exclaimed. " I always
have been half convinced that my best work has lain

beyond the convention of what is called literary

method, and the hardest puzzle to me has been to run
my leeterary meeihod to earth. In fact, whenever I

come to writing, or talking about writing methods, I

am. convinced that they are shabby and unsatisfactory

affairs, and I always cut the subject as short as is per-

missible. Happily, the most of my work has been
done without thought of method ; that is probably
what has saved it from wholesale failure—partially,

at least. I am afraid to speculate on what might have
been if I had followed a method as faithfully as some
have. Do you know, there is a bit of suspicion in

my mind that my writing methods, like some of my
religious and political views, are not quite clearly

defined, and perhaps never will be made to stand out

7
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clearly in the flesh ? But by looking at the writing

method as quickly putting together ideas that have
been before gradually thought out, I can come nearer

to your understanding of it. And this harks back to

another suspicion—I am thinking you have been a

reader of Herbert Spencer ? . . . Yes, that is it ! That's

where that expression ' synthesis of thought ' came
from. Why, that is the very term—it is conclusive

—

and here we all have been blundering over the word
method, and scribbhng nonsense about it by the quire.

But, man, I canna give you the credit of discovery

now—that is Spencer's—yet you have the credit of its

application, which is a much better thing to my mind.

So I give you thanks twice—once for the braw words,

and once again for an explication that carries its bit

of worth." . . .

' I wish I could remember clearly enough to set

down all that Mr. Stevenson said during his pleasant

visit, and I must fail as well in any attempt to repro-

duce the charm and pointedness of his conversation,

for I find that this is denied even to reportorial elas-

ticity. Yet we spoke of many things—of his health,

of his travels, of his impressions of the South Seas, of

his experiences in Samoa, of his quarrel with civiliza-

tion, and his condemnation of the white man's policy

in the Pacific. But when I endeavoured to get him
1 talk of Hawaiian affairs, he excused himself with a

<>mile and a kind word—for already we seemed old

acquaintances—yet sa3dng at last : "So in the end

you have attempted to lead me to the probing. No,

sir
;
you must not deny it, as I intend to say a word

for your fuller understanding."
' After a moment's musing he continued :

" There

are several prudential reasons why I should use dis-

cretion on this point at the present. I am not yet

sure that I have not erred with my meddling in Samoa,
but my excuse is that my heart and head both pushed

me to the defence of those poor people. But in

Hawaii it is different. Here you have a homogeneous
civilization, largely Anglo-Saxon, or Anglo-x\merican,
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which is the equivalent, while here live many able

politicians who try to act in the interest of all, what-

ever their differences of opinion may be. So you

wiU see that, should I show an active interest in

Hawaiian poUtics, I would be misinterpreted after my
uncanny Samoan record ; and even if I were foohsh

enough to enter local politics, I fear it would now do

little good for the natives, while it might do their

cause much harm at a time when all, it seems to me,

depends upon the will of the United States, whose

future interests must be consulted in reaching a settle-

ment. Still, I have the will to interfere on behalf of

the Hawaiians, if it were prudent or feasible. Don't

forget this—that I am a royahst at heart, with much
pity for these poor Polynesians ; but again prudence

checks me, beyond saying that I trust and beheve

(perhaps too fondly) that the United States will restore

the poor Queen to the throne of her ancestors, not for

her sake, guilty, as I am informed she is by leading men
of her party, of an inexcusable blunder against sound

sense and kindly diplomatic advice, but for the sake of

her poor oppressed people, who have done no wrong."
' At this point came in one of the native pressmen

to inquire for the foreman. I happened to know the

fellow from experience and by reputation, and there

vv^as likely not another so irresponsible a scamp in the

islands. Yet he had hardly closed the office door

before my visitor fell into rapture over this great

hulking text. He called my attention to the perfec-

tion of the Polynesian's physique, and hotly contended

that whoso claimed such fine manly natives were unfit

for governing their own affairs put himself purposely

in the wrong to guard some selfish interest. When I

informed him of the man's instability and well-known

reputation, he merely smiled at my statement, which
he said flatly he did not for a moment believe. He
explained at once that he did not doubt my word, but

he misdoubted my information. I did not contradict

him, but I wondered how he could be so positive, who
had been in Hawaii less than half as many months as

7—2
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I had lived here years, and it set me thinking that

probably politics and the habit of acute observation
in strange places were out of his line. I must have
unwittingly expressed something of my thought, for

he took occasion to tell me that I had misjudged him
sadly. " I am not in a snarl with island affairs and
government, as they exist," he said, " so much as I

am determined to do all I can for the poor natives as

I find them. No sacrifice do I think too wide to be
made in their behalf, even though it should prove
fruitless. You must see that, while passing on my
actions, this underlying idea must be kept to the
front. Wherever my utterances have seemed cruel

and unjust to others, you will find it more in seeming
than reality. Take, for illustration, my Samoans

—

my hobby, if you like—who is responsible for their

misfortunes and oppressions } who for the continued
injustice to Mataafa ? This tinkering up of treaties,

this delusive invention of makeshifts in government
tailed with further oppressions and grosser injustice

—

these things, coupled with the absence of any sensible

policy in the foreign officials, delay peace and defend
my claims on behalf of Samoan people, patient under
oppression and misgovernm.ent, and noble in the midst
of their misfortunes. Am I to be blamed if I err in

their cause, and roundly condemn their task-masters ?

But do I err ? Oh, sir, let us be just where we condemn,
as well as where we err when we love !"

. . .

' As soon as I saw the subject was painful to him,

and the chance offered, I asked him of his future work
;

but of this he told me that he was loath to speak.
" I do not like to talk shop, even with a fellow scribe,"

he said, smiling and slowly shaking his head. But
soon he became interested when I happened to men-
tion the unfitness of many South Sea subjects for

literary elaboration, and he at once asked me to ex-

plain my meaning further. This I did at the moment's
notice, saying that while the folklore and legends of

the Pacific Islands were admirably adapted for sketches,

short essays, or poetry, they would be found largely
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unsuited for romance propor, or even short stories.

This, I added, was because they lacked a hnk of homo-

geneous interest to connect them with the mentation

and sympathy of the civihzed reader, which called for

the introduction of the civilized element, with certam

other foreign and native local phases. This in turn

necessitated a transformation of the original Polynesian

tale or legend to make the inter-racial or composite

story, like " The Beach of Falesa."*
' When I had spoken, Stevenson pulled his chair

nearer the table where I sat, and, picking up the

office scissors, began spearing them into the pile of

exchanges while he talked. " That," he said, " was

almost my first discovery after I began to write of

the South Seas, and to my chagrin I found my matter

would not work up even into readable travels (from

the public's point of view). It seems to me that you

have put the difficulty into a line—everything in the

Pacific must be first translated into terms of civihza-

tion before being written. I am pleased that you

speak well of 'The Beach of Falesa,' for I have a

sneaking liking for it myself, and think it a pretty

good story. But mind it was an experiment to see

if such difficulties as those you have mentioned (some

of which I actually met in my work) could be success-

fully overborne. I think I have partially succeeded,

but I mean to do better, and I have a hint that it will

be best done by placing the extremes and anomaUes

of island Hfe face to face."
' Although he had before refused to talk of his work,

my curiosity at this point overcame me to the extent

that I again asked him if he would be more explicit

about the plan, or outline, of the literary work he had

in mind. He sat for a moment after my request, and

then said :
" It is my fault, for I pushed myself upon

your time and confidence, and now I must take you
to the edge of surfeit before you are satisfied ;

but

mind this : if you were not interested in these matters

yourself, I would refuse you a further word. Well,

* This story had just been published in book form at that time.
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then, I have told you that my habit of work drags
slowly. A column an hour after your newspaper
fashion would throw me into bed before the week
was out. Now, it may surprise you, but I find that

I am not tardier with my pen than with my subject.

The delay of revision is another drawback, but my
first and greatest hinderance is the length I spend
over a subject before I am able to do satisfactory

work ; in other words, my story must lie passively

in my mind working out its own salvation for months
sometimes before it comes to my pen. In the mean-
time, you must understand, I am at times obliged to

try the contents of my boiling as the cook does his

stew, by tasting some difficult or new combination
in a short sketch or story, sometimes in an allegory

or fable ; and not infrequently some single point of the

new world, or some phase of life, is experimented with

in a paragraph of whatever work I have in hand, or

on some slip of paper, presently thrown away.
' " You can hardly call this procedure a method

;

it is rather its absence, which I think is not to be
regretted. My conviction is that a story should be
allowed to compose itself in the mind first, thus leaving

only the technicalities to authorship, along with the

finishing and necessary remodelling. This much I

have said by way of preface. But in the South Seas

I find that I must move with great circumspection

—

with much more than I have found it necessary to

use in most of my former work—yet in the end I am
certain I shall find I have fully digested what I intend

shall be my complete story of Polynesia. In this I

will set face to face the extremes of native and foreign

island life, as already mentioned ; but I expect to do
more, and raise the story out of the ordinary by
making its dramatic bearing national as well as indi-

vidual. At present the whole thing is in the nebular

state, but I have in mind several shorter stories, and
one longer—all laid in the South Seas—that, if suc-

cessfully finished, will have cleared the horizon, so I

shall be better able to see my beginning, if not some-
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thing of the end. . . . Yes, as you have guessed, it

will take somewhat of the form of a prose-epic—if the
term is allowable—for I have not told you that, no
matter what else it may be, its bearing will be upon
the unjust (yet I can see the inevitable) extinction of

the Polynesian Islanders by our shabby civilization.

In such a plan I will, of course, make liberal use of the

civilized element, but in the most and best the story

shall remain distinctively Polynesian."
' At this point Mr. Stevenson's remarks brought us

again to the question of the introduction of the white
element being necessary in successful work about the
South Seas, which he again took up by saying :

" From
what I have now said you will see why it is that ' The
Isle of Voices ' is not up to the mark—I left out too
much of the civilized ingredient. Yet, for verse of

the ballad form, such matter is best adapted by far,

for here it can be used without changing to any extent
the legends of the Islanders, and still bring good
results. Have you read ' Rahero '? Yes ; well, that
makes my point clear. That ballad has faults, but it

is true to the legend as I heard it in Tahiti from various
sources, mostly agreeing ; and I believe the ' ballad
stands for a piece of fair work—anyway, it cost me
some pains. The success there, I think, lies in the
fact that there is something in the ballad form—perhaps
its limitations—which hides the Uterary defect of the
subject that would be quite conspicuous in more com-
prehensive prose. This was my reason for using verse
—I wished to reproduce the legend as nearly as possible

as I found it."

' He then began speaking of the facility with which
some of the South Sea legends could be turned to

account as the basis for short sketches, and often for

weird fables, if placed in antithesis against our modem
beliefs. At the same time he took occasion to point
out that many of these legends, as he expressed it,

" seemed to be without bottom, although they cer-

tainly contained the salt and rh3mie of reason among
the crudest of savage superstitions." Unfortunately,
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another interruption came at this point, and the
subject was not renewed. Still, as it turned out, the
loss brought another gain, in this wise : The foreman
came into the room for some copy, and, as he turned
to go, I called him back, asking Mr. Stevenson to

excuse me a moment while I began making some cor-

rections in a piece of local correspondence I had been
at work on when he came in. The fact was, I had
been substituting English expressions for some Latin
quotations, and perhaps somewhat testily exclaimed,
as I handed the copy to the foreman :

" There, if all

the fools were as dead as the language, editors would
not be bothered with Latin quotations !" But I

turned to see a smile on my guest's lips, who said

without further interrogation : "So you believe in

slighting foreign quotations, do you, sir, just as

many newspaper men ignore good punctuation for

some half-lazy, half-practical end ? Well, at least you
must admit there are some queer turns among your
extreme ideas, as pleased as you and 3/our brethren
may be to name them newspaper simplicity. Indeed,
my dear journalist, what reasonable objection exists

against quoting other languages than your own in the

course of your work ? It has always been done in

good literature, why not in good newspaper work ?"

' Before he had ceased speaking, I saw the gulf that

existed between us on this subject, and wondered at

his conservatism on a point long settled by the pre-

ferences of the reading public, for are not classical and
foreign literature but a sorry substitute—nay, a very
makeshift—where the live energy of pure English,

shorn of all learned pretence, is ploughing new furrows
in broad Anglo-Saxon fields of thought, whence will

spring the choisest intellectual corn of to-morrow ?

But in reply, and to avoid default by silence, I made
shift to briefly put the practical side of the question,

as viewed in the editorial room. From our side, I

said, the question resolves itself largely into one of

business. Newspapers are published to sell, and, if

success is sought, the daily publication of news and
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comment must be palatable to the public, who have

no penchant for the pompous pretences displayed in

the learned languages of the past. The people of

to-day prefer their news as they do their literature

—

in good, straightforward, wholesome English. In

most of the modern newspaper offices quotations from

foreign and dead languages are looked on as an affec-

tation, uncalled for by public taste, and hence out of

place. There are but few exceptions to the rule, and
these are mostly to be found in the old world. On
this side of the Atlantic the exclusion of quotations

from the secular press is based on very practical

reasons, and the good result has been that readers

have learned that largely unintelligible quotations can

be beneficially excluded from literature proper as well,

where they are often an annoyance, seldom enhance,

and never strengthen an English sentence. This much,
I concluded, is a part at least of the journalist's side

and view.
' " Well, I will grant your plea for the newspaper,"

said Stevenson, " but not for literature." He then

added, smiling : "You see, I have always been a user

of quotations in my work—both French and Latin

forb3^e—wherever I have found the thought not so

well expressed in English ; but this indulgence I do
not allow often enough to mar my pages, as authors

were wont to do in the earlier centuries. I am afraid

that even now the recollection of good old Robert
Burton and his ' Anatomy of Melancholy ' sets my
nerves on edge, and soon makes me tire of his pages,

which one must be a classical scholar to read with
pleasure and understanding ; but Burton, I must
admit, is an extreme that cuts little against my claim.

. . . No, I should not wish to try writing a book in a
foreign language, as you suggest, for lovers of quota-
tions, especially if I wished to do my subject justice.

' " But to be consistent, I must now make a confes-

sion that is brought to mind at present. I once wrote
a story in a foreign language—by reque§t, as your
reporters saj-. It was written in French, of a kind

;
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but I was not brave enough to send it to the pubhshers,
so I destroyed it, as one should all literary temptations
of every class. Yet in the teeth of your practical men
I refuse to give up the habit of foreign quotations, for
they are artistic and lovable, and are they not soothing
to an author's egotism, after the editors have failed in
appreciation ? But you have made one claim to
which I incline, because it falls in with my experi-
ence. I will admit that many of our young men at
college learn more of foreign languages and foreign
quotations (if you will) than they do of their own
powerful and versatile English. In my own case I

failed to learn English as I wished, as everv man who
writes should learn it, until long after I had left school

;

but otherwise is not this the case of aU who egoize in

universities in place of putting their edged tools in
shape for practical work, which is by far the most
important and particular part of a man's education ?"

' It was quite half an hour longer before he said he
must be going, as he had a hack at the door for which
he was pajdng while we talked. "' But I do not
regret it," he added, " and, man, I am glad to hear
your forbears were Scots, for Annandale is a braw
spot to hail far awa." Before he went I begged that
he would use the columns of the newspaper at his con-
venience, which he thanked me for, should the occa-
sion arise. . . . Once during our conversation I had
aUuded to his open letter to Dr. Hyde, but for this I

was after\vards sorry, as my indiscretion evidently
pained. However, he took the occasion to defend his

action, yet saying, as he concluded :
" It was a most

unfortunate affair, all in all, and while I am strong in

my belief that I was right, and well justified in what
I did, still I can see now that the letter never should
have been written. And this reminds me of another
thing I \nsh understood in order to avoid further mis-
understandings. I refer to the consideration \nth
which I have been treated without exception by the
friends of Dr. H3'de, or, as you have put it, by the
missionaries whom my letter offended. You say that,
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in the face of my unfriendliness to the missionaries

and Americans of these islands, they bear me no
ill-will. Now, your statement is sufficiently near the

truth to call for some explanation, if I am to escape

the charge of unfairness and social ingratitude which
seem to be fastened upon me in Hawaii by the consent
of many of the foreign residents.

' " First of all, then, you are to understand that I

am not opposed to the missionaries in Hawaii as mis-

sionaries, and that I am not opposed to the American
and English planters resident here as men ; but I am
opposed to both classes as politicians. Here my
criticism of the foreigners begins and ends. Your sug-

gestion that I do not treat the missionaries of these

islands with the same consideration I have shown for

the missionaries further south is not accurate, for I

would oppose with tongue and pen any missionary
wherever found meddling with the political affairs of

the Polynesians, just as I have criticised the interfer-

ence of other white men for the disturbances they have
raised in Samoa. My belief was, and is, that it is not
too late to reach a result favourable to the Polynesians
in most of the islands to the south ; but, as I have
already informed you, I believe Hawaii is too far given
over to the evils of civilization for salvation at an}^

hand."
' At this time Mr. Stevenson also spoke of the

valuable gathering of literary materials that he had
made here during his first visit in 1889, saying that
it was his intention to improve the first opportunity to

revisit the Eight Islands to make further collections.

Thus far, he said, " I have but taken a few samples
from your great store, and as soon as my work is caught
up, and I dare leave my Samoans for a time, I intend
to make you a longer visit. I am here only until the
next steamer arrives," he said as we shook hands at

his carriage, " and this time I came for the benefit of

the sea voyage ; but you may look for me again, for

I am learning to like the people here, and I believe I

would learn to like Hawaii, if it were not for your
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beastly cold weather

—

and your politicians,''' he added,
with a grimace and a wave of his hand. . .

.'

These excerpts have been made from the office

diary of a man accustomed to reproduce the thoughts
and conversations of others, and, written down as they
were almost immediately after utterance from notes
taken at the time, they may be considered accurate
and reliable. They are certainly typical of Stevenson's
mental mood during his second visit to Honolulu in

1893. It was not long afterwards that he took ad-
vantage of the offer of space made by the local editor,

and forwarded a short communication to the paper.
The whole occurrence is highly characteristic of the
man, who was then staying at the Sans Souci Inn at

Waikiki. He had heard some gossip, or more prob-
ably had read some comment in the local press ques-
tioning the orderliness of the hostelry, which, like

other resorts outside of Honolulu at that time, was
dependent more or less on an illicit liquor trade for

support. No one living in Honolulu or understanding
local conditions would have given the matter a second
thought. Not so Stevenson. He determined at a
leap that the Sans Souci Inn had been wantonly
attacked, and that Mr. Simpson, a host whom he liked,

might suffer injury thereby. So, without hesitation

or further inquiry, he sat down and penned the fol-

lowing note :

•Waikiki, Honolulu, H.I.,

'6th October, 1893.

' To the Editor of the Advertiser.

'Sir,
' Will you allow a harmless sick man, who has

just made out eight days of sickness here, to express
his amazement and his wholesale disapproval at the
nickname recently tacked upon it in the papers : A
Disorderly House ? My bedroom is now in the heart
of the establishment, opening upon all the public

rooms. No one can arrive, no one can depart, by day
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or night, but I must hear them. I have had a high

fever : you will regard it as an obvious rider that I was
in a state to be easily annoyed. Will you believe it,

sir, the only annoyance that has befallen me in this

Disorderly Establishment was two nights ago, when
the Telephone broke out bleating like a deserted

infant from the nigh dining room ; I dare never, from
a variety of prudential considerations, approach this

interesting instrument myself ; I had no choice but
to summon others who should prove more bold ; and
for a considerable interval in the gaunt midnight, the

telephone bell and I performed a duet. At length

Mr. Simpson came to the rescue, fearlessly tackled
the apparatus, and learned that the Adams was
demanding her Chief Engineer.

' If this be disorder—well, I will agree. The intro-

duction of the Telephone into our becl and board, into

our business and bosoms, partakes of the nature of

intrusion. But one house in Honolulu is not more
private than another. And to me, who pass my days
listening to the wind and the waves along the reef, I

can bat say that I desire to find no quieter haven
than the Sans Souci ; and may well add, with the poet,
" In a more sacred or sequestered bower, nor nymph
nor Faunus haunted."

' I am, Sir,
' Your obedient servant,

' Robert Louis Stevenson.'

This communication was accompanied by the fol-

lowing note, written on a separate slip of paper :

' To the dear Editor.

'Sir,
' Since we talked nearly a fortnight ago, I avail

myself of the permission to write, if I found myser redd
up. So I have, sir ; and perhaps you will best publish
without comment, in the ordinary way, the epistle which
comes herewith by the hand of Mr. Simpson.

' R. L. S.'



CHAPTER VII

AT SANS SOUCI BY-THE-SEA

I

The Gathering of Scots

Go where you will among the Pacific Islands, the Scot
is there—sometimes one, or ten, or a hundred ; but
few or many, he proves to be a commercial and social

factor wherever found. In Hawaii the canny Scot
long has been a man of influence in local affairs, com-
mercial and political. When viewed from the social

side, and under the new conditions of life, the Scot
still shows some tendency towards clannishness ; bii+

while this trait is inherited, yet it shows in a lt:>s

degree than on his native heath. In his exclusive-
ness, he much resembles the German residing abroad,
but in the case of the Scot national traits have suffered
modifications so far that the local sages of the street

do not fail to inform the stranger about Scots in Hono-
lulu who have become thoroughly identified with
Western civilization, so as to fulfil all the cosmo-
politan duties of Island life. It is also true of the
Scots of Hawaii that they have been among the
worthiest of foreign residents in the Eight Islands.

For have they not held positions of trust and diffi-

culty under the various governments to the present ?

and, with few exceptions, have they not been found
arrayed on the side of law and order whenever internal
or foreign disturbances have occurred ?

no
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For more than a dozen years past the national senti-

ment of the Scots colony in the islands has been con-

centrated in the Scottish Thistle Club of Honolulu,
and it was of this club that Stevenson was elected an
honorary Chieftain soon after his arrival in 1893. The
club holds in remembrance, and has frequently cele-

brated in a semi-public way—by a ball, or a smoker,
or a literary evening—the birthdays of famous Scots

from Burns to Stevenson ; and the letters and pictures

of these and other Scottish worthies adorn the walls

of the club-rooms, together with many quaint bits of

old historic scenes from lowland and highland. So it

has happened that, for more than two decades, the
Scots of Hawaii have followed their quiet routine of

business and pleasure without untoward happening,
save one, and this only served to draw them more
closely together, and to prove conclusively, though in

a somewhat humorous way, that the Scot, as well as

his brither man, hides under his skin that very human
layer of feeling known as the Old Adam.

It came about in this way, and shortly before one
of their periodic club meetings. The curator of the
Bishop Museum, a brusque old gentleman with an
encyclopaedic affection for the arts and sciences, hap-
pened at the time to publish an essay on anthropology,
or some kindred subject, in which he had taken occa-
sion to say (with a bit of malice, it was alleged) that
from natural and climatic causes, or both, Scotchmen
were a more or less bow-legged people. It is true the
statement was written to round an illustration in the
abstract, but the Scots of Honolulu arose in their

wrath to a man, and leaped for pens and paper in

perfect unison. The newspapers of the town were
deluged with replies to the curator's article in the
passing of an hour, but only a few of these were pub-
lished. One office received eiglit communications in

one day. Judged by the uproar raised, it might have
been asserted safely that the Scots of Honolulu had
waxed fourfold in the flitting of a night.

There was at least one amusing incident Which came
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out of the general indignation, but it was not breathed
until after the sun had gone down several times upon
the anger of the Scottish colony. It seems that a well-
known and genial Scot, who was distinctly bow-legged,
called at one of the new^spaper offices with a plaint for
publication. In describing to the editor the outrage
perpetrated by the Curator of the Bishop Museum,
while giving the scientific offender the rough side of

his tongue, the indignant Scot stepped into the middle
of the room and cried :

' He has called the Scots a
bow-legged nation, and now I'll leave it to the editor
here if the average Scot has not just as straight legs

as I have.' Upon which he raised the tails of his

coat in either hand. ' Would he dare call me bow-
legged ?' It is not related how the editor and his

reporters kept countenance, but they were probably
aided by the danger-signal that hung in the visitor's

inquiring eye. Afterwards the story was told to dis-

creet persons on the street, yet from then to now no
one has shown bravery enough to repeat the anecdote
within earshot of that bow-legged Scot.

One day when Stevenson had come into town from
Sans Souci, and was standing on the veranda of the
Pacific Club with several friends, someone told the
story again, which greatly amused the novelist, who
requested that parts of it be repeated as he wished to

retain them in memory. He then went into some
detail upon the touchiness of the Scots about their

national traits and customs, giving several instances

that had fallen under his observation. One of those
present was a brither Scot, who had not yet said a
word ; but when Stevenson, in giving his instances,

seemed to join in the criticism, he burst forth in an
angry tone :

' That's all well enough, but I'd just like

to put it you, Mr. Stevenson, fair and honest, if you
don't think it a slander and a falsehood to say the
Scots are bow-legged ?' Stevenson stood smiling for

a moment at his irate countryman, and then replied

in broad Scotch :
' x\weel, man, ye need na be fash't

forbye I've keen'd a Scot or twa mysel' along the brae
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who might be ca'd bow-leggit a wee, and gie na daur.

Stevenson's good-nature and wit was followed by

laughter, in which the angry Scot soon joined, and

calling a waiter, he requested that those present

would sit at luncheon with Stevenson and himself,

and when all were seated and the glasses filled he

proposed a toast to ' Thin authors and their bow-leggit

readers,' which was drunk with much good-humour and

laughter.

It was natural that the Scottish Thistle Club should

act promptly, upon the suggestion of the moment, in

deciding that some courtesy should be extended to

Stevenson before his contemplated return to Samoa
by the next steamer, and after the matter had been

informally discussed by those present, it was deter-

mined that the club would invite the visiting author

to spend an evening at the club-rooms, and would

request him to give an informal talk on any subject

which he might select, the main object being that

some arrangement might be made by which the

members could become acquainted with their famous
countryman. Accordingly, a committee waited upon
him at Sans Souci on behalf of the club. They were

received with unaffected courtesy, and without a

moment's hesitation the novelist told them he would
take pleasure at the opportunity of so serving an

organization of his countrymen. The only question,

he said, was that of time, as he intended to depart by
the steamer due on the next Thursday ; he would,

therefore, set the evening before his departure to meet
his brither Scots at the club-rooms. A special meeting

of club members was held the same evening, and as

the time was short, it was deemed impractical to secure

a larger hall and invite the residents of other nation-

alities. However, it was determined that the club

members might invite friends to the full seating

capacity of the club's rooms.
As soon as it was learned that Stevenson was to

address the Scottish Thistle Club, the apphcations for

admission so far exceeded the accommodation that

8
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much disappointment was felt. In the meanwhile the

club-rooms were thrown into one and handsomely
decorated with island flowers and ferns, and in the

decorations of the chandelier over the platform, where
Stevenson was to stand, were to be seen some real

Scottish thistles, ' the symbol dear,' peeping out of

the green ferns. On the walls were tartan plaids,

displayed between the pictures of literary worthies

and bonneted lairds. The evening was pleasant,

although the night was dark and the sky overcast.

In the open the air was somewhat hazy and damp,
so that when Stevenson's carriage arrived he threw
off several heavy wraps before entering the hall. He
walked directly to the platform, being greeted with

warm applause, and when he smilingly turned to his

audience he said :

' Ladies and Gentlemen, and Brither Scots,—I sin-

cerely trust none of you have come here under a mis-

apprehension. If you have come expecting a speech,

you will be disappointed, for I am in no sense a public

speaker. If there is any one thing that flustrates

truth and obfuscates the public mind, it is the doubtful

gift of public speaking. My one reason for consenting

to talk before you to-night lies in that weakness, or

strength, that binds Scots hearts together wherever

they meet each other. I cannot say why they are

proud to be Scotsmen ; the fact remains that they are.

It is not that our land is sunny, like these tropical

isles, and its chmate is not even lovely. Scotland's

history contains little that is not disgusting to people

of humane feehngs. That long brawl which is called

Scottish history contains scarcely one object that Scots

have any patience with. First there was a long period

during which the wild Celts were cutting each other's

throats, and trying the thickness of each other's skulls.

Coming down a little further, we arrive at the time of

Sir William Wallace, the Guardian of Scotland, a man
far ahead of his time, who, if not particularly amiable,

had some humorous qualities. Following him came
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Robert the Bruce, a little humorous and certainly

amiable. He was something of a rogue—that kind of

a political rogue which it may not be indelicate for

me to mention, as I have come from Samoa, where we
are all poUticians, and speaking to you here, who are

all poUticians, and the most offensive kind of a rogue

is a pohtician. Bruce figured in a time when the

nobihty were grasping at everything in sight, each

without any regard for the right of property in his

neighbour's cow.

^^' Coming to the Reformation, they had two great

characters—John Knox and Mary Queen of Scots—
and I must confess to a foible for Mary in my sympathies.

Take her all in all, Mary was quite a good fellow. It

is true she blew up her husband, and committed other

little eccentricities ; still, she was rather a good fellow.

Scotland owed much to John Knox, and this is a name
I should never presume to mention in a jocular manner,

for every Scotsman in his heart of hearts knew that

perhaps to him more than to anyone else belonged

the credit of their country's advancement in educa-

tion ; but they could not find anything amiable in

Knox, " he who never feared the face of man.'' Fol-

lowing the great reformer came a great host of priest-

lings. Persecutions and trials for witchcraft then

became general. The great struggle on behalf of the

Solemn League and Covenanters was a conspicuous

feature of those times. The Covenanters were very

interesting, but would anybody ask me to sympathize

with them ? They suffered themselves to be killed,

and they died interestingly, but nobody should allow

themselves to be killed simply because they could not

kill others.
' Like others before me, I have found difficulty in

coming at the real facts of the succeeding period,

owing to the unreliable character of contemporary

history ; but where there was so much smoke there

must be some fire, just enough to light a cigarette.

Coming then to '45, they tried to start another govern-

ment, and failed, but they sacrificed themselves with
8—2
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some degree of dignity. I am not sure this is not the

most heroic scene in Scottish history, falUng as it did

upon the black defeat at Culloden Moor, yet from that

sombre background springs much to admire, much
that shines out most worthy under louring misfor-

tune, forbye it was Scots loyalty during Prince Charlie's

wanderings that evened the honours of that disastrous

da3^ From the moment that band of floundering

horsemen, straining in the wake of a young highland

laird, galloped across the gray moors to the Lovat's

door, after forty minutes of desperate kihing at Cul-

loden, new friends sprang to the Prince's aid with the

moment's danger.
' I cannot go all over the story of that dreary time,

the marches and the counter-marches on land, and the

wanderings by sea in open cobles. Every Scot has

something of this laid by in memory ; and he can trace

on occasion the retreat from Culloden Moor along Loch
Ness to the western sea. This path led through

Lochiel's country, through the Isle of Skye, and
throughout the outer islands ; then by return to the

mainland through those perilous counter-marches,

down to the last resting-place at the friendly threshold

of Borodale and the final embarkment at Loch
Nanuagh.

' First there came Edwin Burke, true Scot and canny
guid over the rugged marshes between Inverness and
the ocean outlet ; then I mind a hulk of a farmer,

called Cameron of Glenpean, who befriended the Prince

more than once again in his wanderings ; and the wife

of Angus Macdonald, whose bairns perished in the

Prince's cause, and her tears not yet dried—a most
heroic wife ! Nor must Donald MacLeod be forgot,

who piloted the Prince's boat, an open coble, without

compass, through storm and mirk across the Minch
;

nor the Mackenzies of Stornoway, who, although sup-

porters of the Government, put aside the reward of

thirty thousand English pounds, only insisting that

Prince Charlie should embark at once and depart their

neighbourhood. Then there was Flora Macdonald, a
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bonny lass—who can ever forget her ? And it can be

said to her honour that her loyalty to her Prince went

hand in hand with her daring prudence ; for she

ventured even to dressing him in petticoats, and took

him by dangerous route to Skye, disguised as a female

servant called Betty Burke, and fending all dangers

until she had placed him in safe Scots hands at the old

inn of Portree. Next came the three MacLeods and

the hiding on the Isle of Rasay ; then the mainland

again, with manifold danger and some desperate cases :

shppings by sentinels and flittings in the darkness many
and often. Repeatedly there were last hopes and

frequent bitter disappointments ; creepings in the

heather and hidings in caves, until the Prince found

temporary safety again with Cameron of Clunes and

Macdonald of Lochgarie.
' One more is in my mind for a last word. The

" Gentle Lochiel," who from the first saw what folly

the rising was, and said so, but with grave offence to

his Prince
;
yet afterwards he silenced reproach, when,

wounded, he went into skulking in the hills of Benalder,

almost in sight of English troops, as they lay encamped
on the Inverness road. With Lochiel was his cousin,

Macpherson of Cluny ; and they had contrived a

curious hut called " Cluny' s Cage," which I have

described already in " Kidnapped " ; here Prince

Charhe lay in safety until succour unexpectedly arrived

at Loch Nanuagh from oversea. And here at a stroke

the picture is finished for either song or story : any-

body in all broad Scotland by betraying the fugitive

could have secured a fortune ; but through those

squalid and parlous months the Prince passed un-

threatened save once. This was when the starving,

half-witted youth whom the Prince had fed and

clothed made the Judas attempt that failed, happily

for the honour of Scotland. Such unselfish devotion

in our defeated countrymen shows that there is some
little good in Scotsmen after all. With Prince Charlie

Scottish history closes.
' A little further on there came a very interesting
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patriot, who was a judge of the High Court of Jus-
ticiary. He was a very celebrated lawyer, but cruel,

unconscionably cruel. " Hang " was his one word. I

do not recall his name at the moment, although I have
it at the end of my tongue. Ah ! Braxfield—Lord
Braxfield—that is it ! A Scot can hardly think of the

word " hang " without remembering Lord Braxfield,

whose favourite maxim was " Hang a thief when he's

young, and he'll no steal when he's auld." The aptest

sample of the gentleman's wit was given during the

trial of Muir and Palmer for showing sympathy with

the French Revolution. One of the prisoners displayed

a great deal of eloquence on his own behalf, while " my
lord " sat listening. The prisoner came to a point

where he said that all great men had been charged with
being criminals, not excepting even Jesus. " And I

think he was hanged !" was the cold observation from
the bench. A story is told of his lordship's butler

giving him notice, his reason being that he could not

get along with her " leddyship." The master ejacu-

lated, " Gad, if ye were married to her !"

' Thus I have run my eye over a long past of Scottish

history, and have found nothing but what is desperately

cruel and brutal. Yet there was somiething good, and
this is the beautiful songs and ballads of Scotland.

There was Patrick Walker, grim enough, but his songs

were filled with human sympathy. There were many
others, whom you all remember, until I come to that

one who has summed them all up—that is, Sir Walter
Scott. Scott was the incarnation of kindness and
good-nature. And I would recommend everybody
to read not only the Waverley novels, but the hfe

of Walter Scott by his son-in-law. Lockhart's " Life

of Walter Scott " is in places crushingly pathetic.

When you arise from its perusal you are melted, con-

soled, benefited.
' Another thing I feel strongly. I received a book

the other day called "The Stikit Minister," with a

dedication to myself which affected me strangely, so

that I could not read without a gulp. It was addressed
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to me in the third person, and made me remember those
places

' " Where about the graves of the martyrs the whaups are crying,

His heart remembers how 1"

Now when I think upon my latter end, as I do some-
times, especially of late years when it seems less immi-
nent, I feel that when I shall come to die out here
among these beautiful Islands, I shall have lost some-
thing that had been my due—my native, predestinate,

and forfeited grave among honest Scots sods. And I

feel that I shall never quite attain to what Patrick
Walker calls, in one of those pathetic touches of which
I have already spoken, my " resting grave," unless it

were to be upon one of our purple hillsides, under one
of our old, quaint, and half-obliterated table-tomb-
stones slanting down the brae, and

'

" Where about the graves of the martyrs the whaups are crying,

My heart remembers how !" '

When the speaker had finished, and turned with a
smile to resume his place, there was a stillness in the
audience very near to tears ; but this feeling was soon
changed to laughter in the scene that followed, when
the chairman arose and announced in broad Scots,
' Lait's seng th' doaxology.' Thereupon the innocent
pianist, an Englishman, at once struck up the old
hundredth psalm, at which Chairman Lindsay cried

out, ' Thaat's no th' doaxology, mon ; seng " Auld Lang
Syne"!' And this was done with a will and with
joyous laughter. Soon Stevenson came from the plat-

form and joined in the song, where a ring of singers had
formed in the open space in front ; there the ' doaxology

'

was brought to a close in the good old Scottish style,

with^the clasping of crossed hands at the hues :

'^And here's a hand, my trusty fiere,

And gie's a hand o' thine
;

And we'll take a right guid willie-waught,

For auld lang syne.'

Stevenson remained in the club-rooms for some time
after, and before leaving he became acquainted with
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most of the two hundred and fifty persons present. In
fact, it was near midnight when he reached Sans Souci

and his bed. On the way home he repeated several times

that it had been the most joyous evening he had spent

since coming to the Pacific, and that hereafter he
intended to mark the date as one of the red-letter days
of his life.

Owing to the disappointment of those who had failed

to hear his informal lecture before the Scottish Thistle

Club, that organization soon made arrangements, with

Stevenson's consent, for another lecture on some
literary subject, to be given in the large Y.M.C.A. hall,

as soon as he recovered from a temporary illness,

which had seized him shortly after his former talk.

But this engagement he was obliged to countermand
at last, by the advice of his physician. This was done
in the following characteristic note to the editor of the

Advertiser :

' To the dear Editor.

' Sans Souci,
' October 20.

' Sir,
' Will you please to state

—

this note is not for

the public—that, owing to an interference of Providence,

abetted by my French doctor, the talk announced to

take place to-morrow afternoon must be indefinitely

postponed. I do not believe the effort would seriously

hurt my health, and, as you know, I would rather take

a wee risk than to disappoint so many of my friends in

Honolulu ; but Dr. Trousseau and Mrs. Stevenson are

insistent, and I must yield. Perhaps they are right,

but I hope not ; for it would be hard to believe

so, just when I am learning to forget I am an invalid.

The fever has entirely left me, and I am certainly con-

valescent. We hope to be able to return by the steamer

due about the 27th October, in which case there is a

small kindness I shall ask you to do for me—collecting

a fact or two to be forwarded at your pleasure to Apia.
' I am, sir, in haste,

' R. L. S.'
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II

Life at Waikiki Beach

The steamer by which Stevenson expected to return
to Samoa was due to arrive the day after his appearance
before the Thistle Club. In consequence he arose
early, and breakfasted before eight o'clock. He now
stood in the doorway awaiting his conveyance, which
had been ordered by telephone, as he wished to meet
some of his friends in Honolulu before sailing. In
relating the occurrence afterwards, the driver said in

explanation that Stevenson always employed the same
hackman, if he happened to take a fancy to him. The
novelist, he said, had shown the same peculiarity in

1889 ; and, when he returned in 1893, he had emploj^ed
one driver almost exclusively, sometimes going so far

as to delay his outgoing until he could secure his

favourite jehu. In tlie present instance, the novelist
had taken a liking to an Irish hackman named Quinn,
who did his orders until he sailed from Hawaii for the
last time. It was Quinn, hackman, wit, and politician,

who, upon arrival, took Stevenson and his Samoan
servant from the wharf to Sans Souci by-the-Sea, and
caught the measles from Ta'alolo, who sat on the front
seat with the driver. The result was that Quinn was
sick during the fortnight that Stevenson lay prostrated
in consequence of the shock received in the accident
now to be related.

By a quarter to nine on the morning in question,
Quinn, hackman, wit, and poHtician—a make-up that
had won Stevenson's patronage—was at the door,
having driven out a new horse that he had purchased
the day before. He was already thinking well of his

bargain, so gently had the animal paced his first few
miles to livery. When he drew up at the door of the
hostelry, his passenger stood smoking and enjoying
the seaward view, or looking eastward where lay
Kapiolani Park, fragrant and glistening under the
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morning sun ; beyond lay the crater of Diamond Head,
purple and brown in the half-lights, like some gigantic

sphinx laving its fore-foot in the foam of cool breakers.

Before taking his seat, Stevenson stood a moment
talking to Quinn, and asking the latest news from
town ; meanwhile he rolled the familiar cigarette.

' That's a fine animal you have this morning, Quinn,'

said he, ' If I had time, I'd like to take a ride around
the park and by where we lived in eighty-nine, near

Poor's place.'
' Yes, he's a fine animal, Mr. Stevenson,' replied

Quinn, eyeing his bargain. ' I only bought him yester-

day, but I believe he's a daisy ; so, if you wish, it won't
take more than half an hour to drive around the park
with this bo}^.'

A thorough horseman and careful driver, it was with
many expressions of regret that Quinn gave the facts of

the runaway that followed, declaring in his defence that

the horse had come to him highly recommended, and
had been driven out that morning like any kitten.

' No,' said Stevenson, after some hesitation
—

' no,

not this morning, yet it is quite tempting ; but I have
an appointment in town, and when we return, I'll

drive that way, if the steamer is not in.'

No sooner was he seated than the new horse bolted

from Sans Souci, overrunning two well-rooted palm-
trees in reaching the highway ; here, instead of taking

the way to Honolulu, the animal swung to the right,

and took the road through the park, squealing and
kicking at every jump, as only the Spanish-American
horses can. Familiar horseman though he was, Quinn
relates that he was scared into a cold sweat on Steven-

son's account, thinking of what might happen if the

brute got beyond his control. Making a guess after-

wards, Quinn says that from five to eight minutes must
have passed before he succeeded in ' breaking his jaw,'

and the animal dropped into the roadster's pace. The
main difficulty was to keep the horse in the road and
away from the trees that crowded the winding way on
each side. During more than a mile and a half of the
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run the hackman did not catch a ghmpse of his pas-

senger, so dangerous was the course, and it was not
until he felt the horse weakening that he dared to turn
his head ; but when he did, Stevenson sat erect and
grim on the back seat, white as any ghost, and grasping
the bows of the carriage-top on either side. Quinn
declares that the sight of suffering in the white face

behind filled him so with shame for getting his passenger
into such a dangerous scrape that he knew not how to

begin an apology ; but, finally remembering the famous
reply of the mountain coachman to Horace Greely, he
blurted, ' Keep your seat, Mr. Stevenson, and I'll get

you to your appointment in time, even if we do have
to go around the park.'

But the novelist replied never a word, and he con-
tinued to sit without sign of physical animation, save
the burning intensity of his great eyes where they
shone, Quinn says, like sharp fire-points in the hollow
background of the carriage. It was not until they had
left the park far behind and had come abreast of the
old sunny south resort, about two miles from town,
that Stevenson said, in his usual quizzical way when
commenting on outre happenings, ' Quinn,' he said,

leaning forward and smiling
—

' O Quinn, brave and
witty jehu, I don't like this new animal of yours ; I

have an idea that he is a bit of a politician, like yourself,

and is apt to take his bit in the teeth ; and, Quinn, I

don't altogether think he is safe. Now, you held him
beautifully, and the ride was all that could be desired,

under the circumstances ; but don't you think, as a
politician, Quinn, that we had better drive to the stable
and exchange him for an author's horse before we return
to Sans Souci ?'

The exchange was made, and Stevenson found him-
self at his appointment with five minutes to spare.

Afterwards he visited one or two shops, but soon found
he was feeling too ill to make some contemplated calls

on friends, and he told the hackman he thought they
had better return at once, so that he could get a few
hours' rest before the steamer sailed. But the excite-
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ment of the runaway and the resulting physical shock

were too much for his strength, and within an hour of

luncheon he had taken to his bed, where he remained
a fortnight and a day. On the same day the hackman
was taken with measles caught from Ta'alolo on his

arrival ; but Quinn was in bed only twelve days, so

that he was able to serve Stevenson again by the time

he left his room three days later.

The news of the author's illness was received with

much sorrow by his friends, and many calls were at

once made at Sans Souci ; but, with a few exceptions,

the attending physicians forbade visitors. Yet while

at the hostelry he lay under tender nursing, and
enjoyed every comfort that could be sent to his bedside

by friendship ; and so, when Mrs. Stevenson arrived

from Samoa on October 19, she found him able to sit

on the veranda, or to enjoy walks through the shady
grounds on the beach. The Sans Souci of that time

was not the Sans Souci of this. When Stevenson was
there, it was perhaps the most popular inn in the

suburbs of Honolulu ; then it was filled with homely
comforts, and surrounded by a country quiet, broken
only by the droning of the surf on the outer reef, or

the dull echo of the land-swell as it broke lazily on the

near beach ; there occasional bathers crossed the white

coral sand, like silent shadows, but happy, and bearing

the seal of contentment upon faces subdued by tropical

indolence. The resort is deserted now, having passed

into private hands ; and, although the cottages occu-

pied by Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson in 1893 remained nearly

as they were, yet the place is now in the centre of

modern improvements, and is overlooked by great

hotels, and surrounded by numerous extensive seaside

resorts, reached by rapid-transit cars from the hot city

facing the harbour. Where Stevenson dreamed as he

watched the sunlight fade behind the purple hills of

Waianae, or was ill, or holding converse with his

friends, now stands the first landing-station of the

sunken length of cable connecting San Francisco with

the Phihppines and the Orient—the pioneer of that
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coming civilization which already is driving solitude

from the Pacific.

Happily we have a record, more or less complete,

covering his residence and sickness at Sans Souci—not

irom hearsay, but from the personal observation of

those who visited the autlior while there, and especially

in that given by Mr. Simpson, his host, who attended

him with the greatest care and affection until Mrs.

Stevenson's arrival. Mi. Simpson's recollections of the

novehst will be given first, and as nearly as possible in

his own words, and his statement will be followed by
those of other friends, supplemented with such personal

anecdotes as will serve to further exemplify or illustrate

some of the novelist's traits of character.
' My first introduction to Robert Louis Stevenson,'

says Mr. Simpson, ' was made on the twentieth of Sep-

tember, 1893, when he arrived from Samoa, accom-

panied by Mr. Graham Balfour and another friend.

Stevenson's Samoan valet, Ta'alolo, was ill with

measles, and the Hawaiian Board of Health, after some
discussion, permitted him to be landed, with the

understanding that he would be placed in quarantine

at the beach ; this was accordingly done, and he was
installed, under a guard, in the windmill cottage, which
was isolated from the remaining buildings. The valet

soon recovered, and within a week was able to attend

Stevenson, who was now confined to his room in the

main building. The room was large, and was com-
fortably situated on the side away from the glare of the

tropic sea. Here he was attended by the late Doctor
Trousseau, whose visits seemed to give the author great

pleasure ; sometimes the doctor would prolong his

visit, and they would hold extended conversations,

mostly in the French language, upon literary topics

or local politics—both gentlemen, being royalists, were
opposed to the threatening occupation of the Islands

by the United States.
' During the time that Stevenson was confined to his

room he was carefully attended by his Samoan valet,

who slept on a mat at his bedside. The boy was as
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faithful as a sheepdog, and clearly showed that he loved
his master with an affection that seemed to a stranger
almost an adoration. On his part, Stevenson held the
lad in much esteem. One of the points in his character
that first struck me was the manner in which he always
spoke to the boy, and the extreme thoughtfulness dis-

played for his servant's welfare ; and I soon learned
that he would rather suffer inconvenience, or even
discomfort, than have the boy called when he was
amusing himself with the new sights of the neighbour-
hood. One time I remember Ta'alolo was out with the
cook a-fishing from the bamboo look-out, which stood
at a break in the reef, when Stevenson's bell rang

;

when I answered it, he asked for the boy, but when I

told him I would have to call him, as he was out fishing,

he replied quickly and emphatically, " Do not call him
on any account ; let him stay ; I will manage without
him." He never failed to ask daily if the boy had had
his meals when he required them ; and his considera-
tion and constant thoughtfulness for his servant
made it easy for me to understand the affection which
the Samoan had for the inmates of the Stevenson
household.

' During his sojourn Stevenson lived simply and
without demonstration. He generally went to bed
early, but not always

;
yet he was always awake early,

although it was his habit to breakfast in bed, arising

for the day at nine or sometimes ten o'clock. Fre-
quently he would wander about the grounds, or sit on
the end of the pier in the hot sunshine until lunch-
time ; afterwards he would lounge in the veranda,
where he would enjoy daily a cup of black coffee with
burnt brandy. At dinner, which he took at six

o'clock, he always drank a light-red wine, called Cali-

fornia burgundy, and ate somewhat sparingl}^ ; and,
on the whole, he appeared to be an abstemious man,
although he was in the habit of sitting long at table.

He frequently called my attention to the panel decora-
tions on the walls of the inn, some of them having been
done by his relations by marriage—Mr. and Mrs. Joe
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Strong—when they had previously resided at Sans
Souci. He did not go abroad much, and when he did

it was generally in the morning ; and when well enough,
he would frequently receive from one to a dozen visitors

during an afternoon. Perhaps he went directly to

Honolulu as many as six or eight times during his last

sojourn, but he was seldom away more than a few
hours ; only on one occasion that I remember he did

not return until near his dinner-hour. He often visited

at Mr. Allan Herbert's place near by, sometimes
spending the day there ; or he would go over to

Ainahau to visit Mr. Cleghorn, the father of Princess
Kaiulani ; once I remember taking him in my buggy to

the gate, as I drove into town. Or, sometimes, during
the heat of the afternoon, he would entertain those
with whom he had grown familiar, seated upon the
grass at Sans Souci, under the shade of a great umbrella-
like tree, where the guests had the benefit of the light

trades that came over the mountain range beyond.
Here they would lie in a group around the novelist,

and talk on any subject that came to mind ; and at no
other time was Stevenson found more entertaining, for

among Ins friends he would speak without let, at times
almost without control, until of a sudden those present
would be convulsed with laughter as the author would
make some witty play upon the words used, which took
everyone by surprise, or uttered some quaint, nonde-
script comment on local affairs that fell in with the
fancy of his guests.'

Upon the first time after his illness that Stevenson
was able to take a walk around the grounds, he hap-
pened to discover two rooms on the eastern end of

what was known as the ' Luce Cottage.' They struck
his fancy at once, and he called Mr. Simpson and asked
if the rooms were occupied. The innkeeper replied
in the negative, and Stevenson at once said that he
would like to have them. ' I complied, of course,'

relates the landlord, ' and told him I would have the
bed made up, and his things brought over from the
inn.'
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' " No," said he, " I will stay here now, for I am
already tired from walking."

' At that I told him I would have the bed made at

once, so that he could lie down.
' "No," he cried, " no one here knows how to make

a bed ! Let me show you !"

' He then pulled all the bedclothes on the floor ;

then, taking a blanket from the pile, he rolled it into

a rude bunch and threw it upon the mattress. " Now,"
said he, " that is made. In Samoa I sleep on the floor

on a mat, and that is the only way to rest in comfort

in a w^arm climate." He then lay down upon his

newly-made bed, and asked me to send over his

cigarettes and some matches.'

These rooms were occupied by Stevenson and his

wife during their stay at the inn. It was there that

Mr. Allan Hutchinson took the cast for the ' Hawaiian '

bust of the author, from which a number of copies

were made. Stevenson thought it would be a good
reproduction at the time, but unhappily the artist

attempted to introduce some improvements which
were not considered successful. The artist also took

a cast of Mr. Stevenson's hand—the right—in the

veranda next to the dining-room, and under the

spread of the great hau-tree that stood there. This

cast at the last information obtained was still in the

artist's possession. After the author's death, it is

stated by Mr. Simpson that Mrs. Stevenson made an
attempt to purchase the cast as she passed through
Honolulu, but failed to conclude the bargain.

At the time the cast for the bust was made a friend

asked Stevenson if the artist had secured a good im-

pression. ' Yes,' he said, ' the cast is good—better

than I expected under the circumstances ; but there

are some cases where the artists ruin everything by
adding, perhaps unconsciously, creations of their own.

These, in busts and portraits especially, may be fairly

said to make transformations out of what otherwise

would be faithful reproductions. Take the case of the

portraits of authors as frequently published in their
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works, and the matter will become clearer. You will

find, if you know the subject, that there is not one in

ten of printed portraits that is not more of a trans-

formation than otherwise. It is generally an idealized

repetition of the artistic mood, with the subject placed

in the pose of an actress, the lines by which Nature

marks character having been smoothed from the face

until nothing but an undesirable absurdity remains.

It is uncomplimentary to literature and intelligence

that this absurdity is often sought after by unartistic

writers. But in my case we may hope, I think-—

among some doubts—that our friend Hutchinson will

let his brain sleep while at work, and be content to

follow the artistic instinct of his fingers.'

Mr. Simpson says that Stevenson's favourite

lounging-place at Sans Souci was on the broad front

lanai or veranda which viewed the sea . There he would
sit for hours talking to any who happened to come, or,

if alone, playing solitaire, or watching the play of the

breakers on the reef, and at sunset the Waianae Moun-
tains, calling attention every now and again to the

changing colours of the scene. It was here that he

spent many hours with Mrs. Stevenson after her

arrival, and in speaking of their companionship mine
host Simpson says :

' Here they would sit hour after

hour discussing various subjects. It was most inter-

esting to watch them ; no two people could have been

more suited to each other, or more devoted, and to me
their conversation was interesting and instructive, for

they frequently discussed various authors and their

writings without restraint. They were indeed both

pleasant and agreeable guests, and yet I was frequently

asked at the time if I did not find it hard to get on
with such a " crank "—the queries, of course, always
coming from persons who did not know the man

—

but I always replied that if Mr. Stevenson was a
" crank," I desired nothing better than to have the

inn filled with like men. The truth is, a more even-

tempered, thoughtful man I never met, and I can
easily recall the very few times I ever saw him ex-

9
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cited. One of these was during the discussion of

Mr. Stead's London edition of the Review of Reviews.

This periodical he hated for some reason with a bitter,

undying hatred. Another instance was when Mrs.

Stevenson had arranged to take the Samoan boy,

Ta'alolo, for a ride to Pear] City b}^ rail, the boy never
having ridden on steam-cars. A hack was at the door
to take them to the depot, when some friends dropped
in to lunch, and kept them a little late, but not too

late to catch the cars. It was the day before they

sailed for Samoa, and Stevenson, thinking his servant

would miss the treat his heart was set upon, at once

opened the flood-gates of wrath, which were kept ajar

for several minutes, but at last he was soothed with a

cup of black coffee and a cigarette.'

The outbreak of temper by the author upon hearing

the name of the London editor, mentioned by Mr.
Simpson, is given with more illustrative detail by Mr.

Viggo Jacobson, who was a guest at Sans Souci at the

time, and the unintentional provoker of the novelist's

anger upon that point. Mr. Jacobson recalls the

occurrence as follows :
' While he remained at Sans

Souci it was Stevenson's habit to dine alone, but one

evening, I remember, I found myself at table near

him. There were but a few guests present at the

time, so that conversation became general. I had
been reading an article that day in the English edition

of the Review of Reviews, just arrived, in which the

editor, William T. Stead, had highly extolled the dis-

cipline and heroism of the officers and crew of the

British warship Victoria, then lately run down and
sunk by the heavily-armoured Camperdoitni during the

Mediterranean manoeuvres. It seems that but shortly

before Mr. Stead had written some articles in exposure

of scandals in high life, with unfavourable comment
on a member of the Royal Family. This had proved
too much for Stevenson's feelings of loyalty, and as

soon as I had mentioned the article on the naval

disaster, he broke into strong language, which was
continued for several minutes in incisive, sledge-
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hammer style. When he had finished he sat for a

spell glaring around the table, waiting for him who
dared to answer, but none of those present were so

bold. After waiting a moment longer, the novelist

swallowed the remainder of his glass of burgundy,
hastily finished his meal, and abruptly left the room.

Having the warmest regard for him, I yet felt that

Stevenson had treated my favourable remark on Mr.

Stead's article rudely and unfairly, and it was in this

state of mind that I left the table. I was both indig-

nant and angry with him, so I stepped out on the

veranda to allow my feeling to subside ; but there I

found Stevenson, who was seated, and watching, as was
his custom, the after-glow hanging over the Waianae
Mountains and the western sea. He was smoking his

after-dinner cigarette, and I was about to withdraw
lest I should prove an intruder ; but he had already

heard me, at once arose, and coming quickly across

the veranda, said, putting his hand upon my shoulder

at the same time :
" My dear sir, I had no right to

lose my temper at the table just now, and I apologize

for my rudeness." My anger melted at his words and
manner. I could not for a moment withstand the

man, and for an hour I sat at his side and enjoyed
one of the pleasantest conversational treats of my
life.'

Recalling further reminiscences of Sans Souci, Mr.
Simpson says that, ' while he was sick and wished
attention, Stevenson would ring a small spring bell

which he kept at the side of his bed, and if the bell

was not answered at once he would keep on ringing it

until someone came, when he would smilingly ask if

they had heard his music. But it seems that he cor-

dially disliked the telephone, and would not touch
one with a fishing-pole, as he expressed it. I asked
him once if they did not have the telephone in Samoa,
and he replied, " God forbid that we should ever have
such a thing !" And when I reminded him of the
convenience of having such a means of communica-
tion, he cried, " I went to Samoa to be rid of such

9—2
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devilish inventions, which only disturb the mind, and
can well be dispensed with !" '

' Stevenson,' says Mr. Simpson, ' was somewhat un-

tidy in his habits. He was the sort of a man who
would let everything go as long as there was room to

move about ; then he would take an hour or two and
have a general cleaning up. On receiving his mail,

which was usually large, he would go right through
without stopping. Envelopes were thrown on the

floor as soon as opened, and a majority of the letters

were torn in half and thrown down. The newspapers
generally shared the same fate after being glanced

through for marked passages ; then Ta'alolo was called

in, and took an hour to clean up. It was from this

habit of the author that an autograph letter from
Rudyard Kipling was picked up in two pieces. It

was a short note thanking Stevenson for some kindly

mention of one of Kipling's books.
' Stevenson was exceedingly fond of the sea, and

never seemed to tire of watching its incessant changes

under the tropic sky. One day, as we stood on the

beach watching one of the fleet of small schooners

which ply between the islands, he said to me :
" Now,

I should just like to be on that boat skimming along

there." I told him he would likely soon weary of it,

as it is somewhat uncomfortable travelling in such

small vessels ; but he replied with energy : "To me
the sea never grows monotonous, and I am never so

happy as when cruising in the South Seas in a schooner-

yacht like the Casco, and there is nothing so exhilarat-

ing as to be bowling along before the fresh trades with

everything set. The sea, the clouds, and the sea-birds

following the vessel are always changing, and I can-

not imagine anyone getting tired of anything at sea,

unless it is a calm, and even a calm has some features

that are truly poetic."
' Another day, shortly before his departure for

Samoa, I was talking to the novelist and his wife as

we sat on the front veranda. During the converc::*-

tion I expressed the hope that he would be able to
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visit Honolulu again. After musing a moment, he
said—very sadly, I thought—that he did not believe

now that he would live long enough to make another
visit north. Continuing, he said that Mrs. Stevenson
also was in ill-health. His wife acquiesced, and they
then began a conversation upon the chances of their

early demise, as calmly and quietly as if they were
discussing a visit to San Francisco, instead of a depar-
ture through the pale portal. That his surmise was
correct in his own case we remember with sorrow.

Mrs. Stevenson I have seen twice since—once on a
passing steamer, and again upon her last visit to

Honolulu after her husband's death. At that time
she remained at Sans Souci about a fortnight, being
then on her way to reside in San Francisco.'

Stevenson had great affection for his Samoan boy,
Ta'alolo, and he always took pains to see that others
treated him with respect, if not consideration. One
morning Stevenson had left the inn earty, taking
Ta'alolo with him, and had arrived at the Hawaiian
hotel shortly before luncheon. It was a warm morn-
ing, and, as was the custom, everyone called at the
bar for some cooling drink before going to the dining-

room. As he passed through the billiard-room, where
everyone knew the novelist, somebody pointed him
out to an English tourist who was present. The
Englishman at once introduced himself to the author,
and requested that he be allowed to order refresh-

ments for those of the novelist's friends who had
already gathered around him. Stevenson acquiesced
with a smile, and said :

' Certainly I will join you ';

and then, turning, he said with another smile :
' And

my friend Ta'alolo will also join us.' At this invita-

tion Ta'alolo came to Stevenson's side, when the
tourist turned to the bar-tender, and pointing a thumb
at Ta'alolo, said :

' He can't drink with us here. Give
him something to drink over there,' pointing to the
corner of the bar where the counter turned at a right-

angle. At this rudeness Stevenson quietly turned,
and with a wave of his hand said :

' Sir, I do not even
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know your name, but if you say that Ta'alolo cannot
drink with me, I wish you to understand that I am
not good enough to drink with you. Come, Ta'alolo

!'

And, arm in arm, the two went upstairs to the dining-

room.
After the novelist's death Mrs. Stevenson informed

Mr. Simpson that she had consulted her duty, and,
much against his wish, had sent Ta'alolo back to his

tribe. Mr. Simpson says it is not hard to understand
that Ta'alolo preferred remaining with the Stevenson
household to returning to his tribe, and he explains

that, while at Sans Souci, Stevenson treated Ta'alolo

more like a brother than a servant ; in fact, he doubts
if the author ever viewed him in the latter light. It

was his habit to send the boy to Honolulu on errands,

always insisting that he should go alone, and taking
only written directions where to call, so that he would
be obliged to inquire if he could not find the place.

This was done as a part of the tuition received daily

from his employer, and when the boy returned he
would be called on for a detailed account of his move-
ments, adventures, and impressions during the trip,

to which Stevenson always listened patiently, fre-

quently asking questions to refresh his memory and
extend his lesson. Upon Mrs. Stevenson's arrival she

brought a long list of commissions, which included a
present for each member of the Samoan household,
whether native or otherwise ; and Mr. Simpson re-

members that the discussion between the author and
his wife was sometimes very amusing, as they can-

vassed the likes or dislikes of each, yet it clearly ac-

counted for the esteem in which the master of Vailima
and his good wife were held by those who served

them.
Mr. Simpson relates that he executed one commis-

sion for the novelist that struck him as rather an
original idea. This was to superintend the construc-

tion of a supply of girths for the ponies used in Samoa.
From the rough nature of the roads, or rather trails,

these animals are frequently subject to girth galls, and
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Stevenson's directions were given in the following

words :
' Take a strip of light sheepskin leather about

eight inches wide, and long enough for a girth. Double
in both edges until they meet in the centre of the girth-

length, then fold the ends, and sew on the buckles,

which will keep the folded leather in position without
sewing the edges together. Every time the girth is

used this allows a liberal supply of vaseline to be
placed within the folds, and keeps the leather soft,

while the doubled-over edges prevent chafing.'

There was a class of reporters whom Stevenson
avoided. He never objected to talking to newspaper
men in a quiet sort of way, but he refused to entertain

those who came for set interviews, where every word
he uttered was to be published and perhaps twisted.

Once during his stay at Sans Souci such a reporter

called. He was the representative of some metro-
politan journal in the United States, and, unluckily,

demanded an ' interview ' with the author. Steven-
son was not feeling well, and was reading in bed when
the reporter's card and request reached him. He
turned the card over once or twice in a nervous wa}^
and then, looking up, said to Mr. Simpson :

' I really

don't feel well enough to interview this paper. Do you
tliink you can get rid of the gentleman without hurting
his feelings ?' He never thought of himself, and would
probably have submitted if Mr. Simpson had not seen
the point, and got rid of the reporter with a landlord's

usual tact and discretion.

In concluding his narrative, Mr. Simpson says :

' The day on which the deputation from the Scottish

Thistle Club waited on him for the purpose of getting

him to address the club Stevenson was both tired and
weak. He received the deputation, however, and con-
versed with them until human nature could bear the
strain no longer, and he had to call me to help him to

his room, where he at once went to bed. The following
day he was better, and was able to meet the club at

their rooms in town. The day that the Stevensons
were to return—in fact, just as they were leaving—

I
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asked them to mention Sans Souci to any of their

friends coming to Honolulu. Upon this Stevenson

walked over to the register at the desk, and without
sitting, wrote these few characteristic words :

* " All those who desire such old-fashioned things as

good food, pure air, clear sea-water, and delicious sun-

sets hung out before their eyes over the mountains of

Waianae, I cordially recommend to the Sans Souci."
' " R. L. S."

' He then said good-bye, and I saw him for the last

time ; but 1 can see him now, and always, as he stood

at the desk, with the short Spanish cloak around his

shoulders, writing the last few words penned in

Hawaii.'

Mr. Robert Catton, of Honolulu, became well ac-

quainted with Stevenson during his visit in 1893, and
was frequently with him at Sans Souci and elsewhere

up to the day of his leaving. Fortunately, Mr. Catton

has preserved copies of letters written at the time to

friends and relations abroad, which contain in a brief

form his early impressions of the novelist, together with

interesting comments and anecdotes. From these Mr.

Catton has kindly extracted whatever will be of

interest to the reader. The following excerpts come
from the correspondence as it was written at various

times between September 25 and December 8, 1893,

the points indicating where portions are omitted from
different letters :

' I have had the very great pleasure of making the

acquaintance (in the flesh) of Robert Louis Stevenson,

He came up from Samoa last week just for the trip,

and intends to return by the steamer now due from

San Francisco ; but there is a chance of his staying

four weeks or more, as his Samoan servant has, or has

had, measles, and may be refused passage. I hope
he'll stay, so that I may see more of him. Our old

friend Allan Herbert brought him to my office the day
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before yesterday, and I had a most enjoyable chat
with him for about an hour on all sorts of subjects.

He is the most unaffected, unconventional man imagin-
able, and very unlike a Scotsman till he begins to talk

;

then there is no mistaking the Edinburgh origin of him.
He is quite modesfj'about his books, and took all my
homage and hero-worship very nicely.

' His story, " The Beach of Falesa," is a prime
favourite of mine, as I told him. " Yes," he said,
" I think I never enjoyed reading anything more than
that, and the writing of it was capital fun." I spoke
of " David Balfour," now being published in the weekly
Scotsman, and said I couldn't get the good of it in that
shape, which seemed to please him, for he said :

" It

is only a poor book that one can take in weekly
numbers." He is quite a genealogist, and in writing
the life of his father, or grandfather, or both, on which
he is now engaged, has discovered that the family name
was formerly Macgrcgor. Some one of his ancestors,

having turned Methodist about Rob Roy's time, no
longer valued his connection with that famous rascal.

Stevenson was surprised to hear that I was of English
descent, supposing our name to be a corruption of

that of the great Clan Chatton (see " The Fair Maid of

Perth "). He said he had only known of one Catton
before, an assistant to Professor Tait at the Edinburgh
University about 1867. I never heard of him ; did you?
He knows Aberdour very well, and the hotel.

' Last evening he gave a semi-public address to the
Scottish Thistle Club, which I listened to with very
great pleasure. I send you a paper with a partial
report of it, which, however, does it very scant justice,

except as to the peroration that Stevenson himself
revised for the reporter. That about the " whaups
crying around the martyrs' graves, my heart remembers
how," brought the tears to my eyes, and still does
when I read it. That last part which I have marked
is very beautiful. I was glad to hear him say that his
latter end seemed now less imminent, for it is sad to
read in the bright eye, the flushed cheek, and slender
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form of this gifted man that consumption will sooner

or later claim him ; and I felt, while talking to him,
that my sympathy increased my admiration of the

bright, cheerful creature.
' His talk last night was perhaps the most uncon-

ventional handling that the great theme, Scotland,

ever got, and that by one whose love for her is very
great. He didn't even mention Burns, as everybody
does in talking to the theme Scotland, and the reporter

has missed the points about John Knox and Mary
Queen of Scots altogether. INIary's good-fellowship

was mentioned before anything was said about the

blowing up of her husband. The remarks on John
Knox were prefaced by the words, " This is a name I

should never presume to mention in a jocular manner."
John Knox, Sir Walter Scott, and, in a lower degree,

Patrick Walker, were the only Scotsmen for whom
Stevenson expressed admiration ; but it was evident

to me—and this was the charm of it—that he intensely

admired the whole of his subject down even to old

Braxfield. ... It is much to be regretted that no
shorthand report was made . . .* although no short-

hand-writer could have taken down the inimitable

style in which the speaker chaffed both himself and
his hearers about Bruce being a political rogue, Mary
a thoroughly good fellow, and so on. . , . The allu-

sion to the dedication of " The Stikit Minister " and
the peroration went to the heart of at least one of his

audience. Aye, aye, it takes a Scot far from home to

understand and appreciate all that is conveyed in the

allusion to the " quaint and half-obliterated tomb-
stones slanting doon the brae, where about the graves

of the martyrs the whaups are crying, his heart re-

members how." ... He is very much down on the

annexation of Hawaii to the United States, and is

afraid he will have to write about it. That will be

worth reading if he does. . . . Since Mr. Stevenson's

* Before leaving Stevenson personally revised and corrected his

remarks as published in this chapter, adding several paragraphs to

the newspaper report.
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arrival I have seen a good deal of him. His wife,

fearing that he was sick, came up to take him back,

and she and Mrs. Cat ton have become quite chummy.
They were years looking for a place where he could

live, and Samoa, she says, is that place. The grit of

the man is marvellous to do the work he has done in

the state of health he is, and was, in. He was mucli

l)etter though, and feeling pretty good before he left

here. I shall always look upon this as a red-letter

year, having in 1893 made Mr. Stevenson's acquaint-

ance. By the way, didn't Cousin Agnes Stevenson
claim some relationship with the lighthouse Steven-

sons ? I told him about her, but he was not aware
of having any relations at Earlston. . . . My pleasure

in making Mr. Stevenson's acquaintance was indeed
greatly modified by seeing him in such poor health,

though that affects his spirits but little. He is clean

grit and Scottish to the core. One day I went to see

him at Sans Souci, and found him in bed, smoking a

cigarette and reading a novel. " Yes," he said, " I

have had a sharp spell of some confounded kind of

fever, and can't get about yet, so I'm tr3ang to make
the best of it here. It's a grand opportunity for reflec-

tion, but I need scarcely say that I don't do any re-

flecting at all." During our conversation I asked him
if I couldn't lend him some books. He asked me what
books I had, and selected Carlyle's " Essays," which I

sent him, and now my second volume, where the

author says that Voltaire " thus . . . raises his in-

come from 800 francs a year to more than centuple

that sum," bears the following note by R. L. S. :

" 80,000—£3,200 ? I doubt ye, T. C. !" I was show-
ing this to a friend and his wife one evening, when he
turned to her and said :

" Just think of it, Grace !

Carlyle's Voltaire annotated by Stevenson !"
. . .

Stevenson has the most gracious manner of rising to

welcome visitors I ever saw. His command of language
is wonderful, and his conversation most entertaining.

It is sad to see such a bright spirit in such poor
health. . .

.'
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By the middle of October Stevenson had recovered

sufficiently, thanks to the wifely care he received, to

be able to go about again ; so he now determined to

return to Samoa by the through steamer due on the

27th of that month. In the meanwhile both he and
Mrs. Stevenson were kept busy with preparations for

the voyage, and making or receiving numerous farewell

calls. The novelist's familiar figure was again seen as

he rode through the streets of Honolulu, or loitered at

the Hawaiian Hotel or Pacific Club, where he fre-

quently lunched with friends when in town. With the

return of health, he began taking interest again in

affairs around him, and, as the question of annexation

of Hawaii to the United States was at that time the

topic of conversation in the public mouth, the royalist

feeling ran high and hot in protest against the threat-

ened ending of the native monarchy, too clearly pointed

out by a just, if seemingly cruel, fate. To a man like

Stevenson, whose sympathies, as in Samoa, preceded

his political fact-gathering, the royahst cause (at that

time but lately thrown upon the defensive through the

foolishness of its leaders) seemed to be recipient of

aggressions, if not oppressions, from the annexationists,

who, being mostly interested foreign residents, de-

manded the establishment of some sort of responsible

government without further parley.

It was not a matter of surprise, then, in spite of his

wise determination not to meddle in Hawaiian affairs,

that he at last allowed his feehngs to overcome prudence

so far as to make a formal offer of his presence and
literary services to avert, if possible, the lapsing of the

Polynesian monarchy in the Eight Islands. Under
the excitement of the moment, his enthusiasm so

expanded that he grew willing to once more attempt in

Hawaii the application of his plan for the Polynesians,

which the majority of Islandfolk even then could see

clearly was doomed to failure in Samoa, under more

favourable conditions. But here prudence failed to warn
him ; it was evident that his Samoan experiences had
not taught him political caution

;
yet any practical
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man of less ability and attainment would have seen at

a glance that the men behind the annexation movement
and in control of the provisional government and all

the military resources of Hawaii represented the pro-

tection of hundreds of millions of dollars of invested

foreign and domestic capital, together with the exten-

sive commerce of the islands ; therefore it stood to

reason and human nature that the annexationists,

controlling the bulk of the wealth and intelligence of the

islands, would not tamely submit to the restoration of

an incapable and extravagant native government, even
though the United States should ask such an unwise
sacrifice ; and it is a matter of fact that these men were
rather inclined to smile at the novelist's apparent
readiness to cross the political Rubicon and begin his

second paper-war against the course of natural evolu-

tion evident in the semi-savage politics and government
of Hawaii.
Yet Stevenson was thoroughly sincere and honest to

the core when he delivered himself of this offer. It

was well known which way his inclinations lay, and
during the last week lie was here royalist partisans were
frequent in prophecies that the novelist would soon
aid the Washington Government to a conclusion that
would reinforce native rule in Hawaii. It was on the
day he sailed for Samoa that he formally tendered his

literary services and presence to the royahsts. At
noon he had lunched at the Pacific Club, the guest of

the Hon. A. S. Cleghorn, who was one of the foremost
leaders of restoration. The matter of his aid had been
broached several times before, and when, later in

the afternoon, Mr. Cleghorn went to the steamer to bid
the author adieu, he says :

' When I went aboard, I

at once proceeded to Mr. Stevenson's cabin, where I

found him feeling much better, but still looking frail.

He had thrown off his light clothes, and now wore a
velveteen coat, and appeared very bright and cheerful.
We talked for some time, and his last words to me were :

" Now, Cleghorn, if I can be of any service to the
royalist cause in Hawaii, just drop mc a line, and I
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will come right back here." Of course, it was under-

stood that this formal offer referred to writing for the

advancement of our cause. I thanked him sincerely,

and I have always felt pleased that I did not call him
back by letter ; for had I selfishly done so, the change
of climate during the cooler winter months, together

with the natural excitement in politics which followed

here, might have been the means of hastening his

unfortunate death, that was only delayed until the

following year, under the most favourable circum-

stances. That was the last time I ever saw him ; but

when I returned to England about two years later with

the Princess Kaiulani, we called on Stevenson's mother
in Edinburgh, where we were most kindly received.'

It was a happy thing that the matter took this turn,

for it is certain now that had he interfered in Hawaiian
affairs, ignorant as he was of much and hampered by
aU the facts in the case, his theories would have
met more serious and speedy defeat than they found in

Samoa. For the annexationists of Hawaii were men
of no mean ability, who proved a few months later that

they were capable of first baulking, and then defeating.

President Cleveland's policy for landing United States

troops to accomplish the restoration of the worn-out

native monarchy ; they were, indeed, of that kind of

men who have pioneered the establishment of consti-

tutional government from sea to sea. Such men would
have found little trouble in handling a pohtical light-

weight like Stevenson, who would have wrought under

the disadvantages of being outside of his sphere, and
handicapped by his prejudices and ethnological con-

ditions. Besides this, he would have found those

annexationists ver3' unlike himself, aggressive and hard-

hitting—men having the courage of their convictions,

and acting fearlessly with a high degree of courage

against great odds, but, like him, being unable to realize

when they were defeated. Under such an opposition,

his paper warfare would have been met by a phalanx
of crushing facts, instead of being allowed to pass

largely unchallenged, as in Samoa. Again, Stevenson's
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influence would have been much less in Washington
and throughout the United States than it was, in the
case of Samoa, in London and England.

After leaving the Pacific Club on sailing day, Steven-
son took a carnage and made a number of calls on
friends on his way to the wharf where the steamer
Mariposa lay. His last call was probably made at the
shop of Mr. Thomas Lindsay, jeweller, on Fort Street.

It was Mr. Lindsay who had presided at the Scottish
Thistle Club the evening of the author's reception there.

The jeweller was well acquainted with him, having met
Stevenson more than a dozen times at Waikiki, and
having done quite a lot of work for him in his shop. It

was at this meeting, when Stevenson held out his hand
to say good-bye, that Mr. Lindsay took occasion to

present him with a Scottish Thistle Club button-badge,
which he placed in the lapel of his coat ; upon which
Stevenson, with much feeling, and while he grasped his

friend's hand, said :
' Mr. Lindsay, I will never part

with it ; it is near enough to my heart now to be buried
with me. Good-bye, and—God bless you !'

The week before he delivered his address Stevenson
had been unanimously elected an honorary Chieftain
of the Scottish Thistle Club, and with the club's badge
he took away with him some of the pleasantest
memories experienced during his exile in the Pacific.



CHAPTER VIII

UNFITNESS FOR POLITICAL LIFE

If the appearance of injustice to Stevenson is to be
avoided, it is necessary to consider several things before

speaking of his intervention in Samoan affairs ; at the

same time, it wih be prudent to bear in mind as many
of the facts as may be, that justice may be done to

those participants by circumstance, rather than by
choice, in that perplexing entanglement called, for

want of a better name, the Samoan Imbroglio—not the

first, but last, political complication growing out of the

native wars that have distracted the islands for the

past thirty-five or more years.

Foreign capital entirely has been the means of de-

veloping the resources and trade of the islands, and this

capital until lately has been centred in the German and
American firms located in or around Apia. Of this the

bulk has been clearly German for many years, so that

it would seem there was plausible excuse for the side-

taking of the German planters. On the other side were
equally as ardent partisans, composed of the foreign

merchants and other residents whose private interests

were interwoven with local affairs, and who were more
or less influenced by national leanings in consequence.

But to the friendly bystander there never has appeared
any reasonable excuse for the interference of strangers

in the semi-savage politics and perplexing tribal

disputes of Samoa, which were already baffling the

diplomats of three great and prudent nations.

Stevenson's indiscreet interference becomes more
marked when viewed from the literary and personal

144
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side ; for when he first began writing on Samoan affairs,

it will be remembered that it was on irresponsible
testimony, picked up from the returned Hawaiian
Embassy at Honolulu.* We must also remember that
he was largely a stranger to the real merits underlying
the disputes that he proposed deciding by an untested
political theory. But in any case it must be admitted
that by the year 1890 the Samoan entanglement was not
a fit subject for other than the safest and surest political

action, and it was most unfortunate that he should
have undertaken a burden that proved a waste to his
time and energy. Yet his position was not exceptional,
for in the past other literary workers of great ability
have been known by their works to have overestimated
their knowledge of public affairs.

Nor was Stevenson the first who, with the worthiest
intentions, has spoken and written cathedraically on
the intorted phases of island government and economy
in the Pacific ; and it may well be pointed out here
that most of these attempts have been made with too
little prudence and experience. But in the case of
Samoa, Stevenson carried matters farther than usual,
and, in consequence, drifted into a political wrangle that
wasted too much of the brief span of life that was left

him, did the native faction he defended no permanent
good, and to a certainty delayed the final settlement
by the treaty Powers. Perhaps under the circum-
stances it will be judicial to recall the facts directly
affecting his action, together with others that may aid
to a better understanding of his Samoan policy.

First, it seems best to point out that it was not long
after his arrival ere tv.- Islandfolk, both north and
south, discovered those peculiar phases of his character
which have been pointed out by Sir Leslie Stephen in
the following words :

' Scott, in fact, began from a
profound interest in the social phenomena (to use a
big word) around him. He was full of legends, the
relics of the old customs and ways of thought, but was

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xxii., pp. 451-454-.

10
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also a lawyer and keen politician. His story-telling

often represents a subordinate aim. Stevenson ]ust

reverses the process. He starts as an " artist,"

abnormally sensitive to the qualities of style and
literary effect to which Scott was audaciously indif-

ferent. His first interest is in any scene or story which
will fit in with his artistic purposes. Life swarmed with

themes for romance, as rivers are made to supply canals.

The attitude is illustrated by his incursions into politics.

He was stirred to wrath by Mr. Gladstone's desertion

(as he thought it) of Gordon, and could not afterwards

write a letter to the guilty statesman because he would
have to sign himself, " Your fellow-criminal in the sight

of God." He was roused by the boycotting of the

Curtin family to such a degree that he could scarcely

be withheld from settling on their farm to share their

dangers and stir his countrymen to a sense of shame.

His righteous indignation in the case of Father Damien
and the zeal with which he threw himself into the

Samoan troubles are equally in character. The small

scale of the Samoan business made it a personal

question. He came to the conclusion, however, that

politics meant " the darkest, most foolish, and most
random of human employments," and though he had
an aversion to Gladstone, had no definite political

creed. Political strife, that is, only touched him when
some individual case appealed to the chivalrous senti-

ment.'

At this point warning has been sounded as well by
Mr. Sidney Colvin, who, in the introduction to Steven-

son's political correspondence, writes :
' Mr. Stevenson

may have been right or wrong—or, as it is more prob-

able, partly right and partly wrong—in his outspoken

criticism of the various authorities engaged in adminis-

trating the embroiled affairs of the islands where he

had fixed his home, and for whose population he felt

so warm a sympathy. But, at all events, he believed

himself to be working in the interests of justice and of

peace ; he was entirely devoid of personal animus and
personal motive ; and as to one main part of his con-
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tention, though not the rest, the action of the three

Powers practically confirmed his views.'*

It is not surprising that a critic of Sir Leslie Stephen's

standing should make Stevenson's ' incursions into

politics ' typical of a personal peculiarity or eccen-

tricity, as intimated ; no more is it surprising that

Mr. Sidney Colvin should caution thus on his friend's

political career in Samoa, for during a long corre-

spondence many ex parte statements had reached him
from Stevenson's hand about the recurring native

disputes. Nay, the surprising thing is that Mr. Colvin

did not sound a louder note of warning as the facts

warranted ; his failure to do so was probably owing to

his lack of personal acquaintance with Pacific con-

ditions, or his view may have been partly obscured by
Stevenson's rose-tinted statements from Vailima made
about his favourite Polynesian tribe, with assurances

of their political, social, and economic capabilities.

But in his introduction to the novelist's letters he takes

a more sanguine view, and speaks of Stevenson ' as

unofficial pohtician and political critic,' and he after-

wards teUs us that the novelist ' was drawn into inter-

ference by the evils which he saw arising from the fact

that these small and remote islands had in recent years

become the scene of political intrigue and rivalry

carried out by the three great Powers against each other

with scant regard to the wishes and welfare of the native

population.'! As far as lack of accuracy goes, the

novelist himself might have penned the last sentence

quoted ; for these alleged political intrigues by the

three treaty Powers were largely imaginary, or, at best,

the result of unauthorized side-taking by the local

officials or foreign residents of Samoa, as their sym-
pathies led them to this or that, in support of the

warring native factions.

Upon his arrival in the South Seas, Stevenson was
without knowledge and experience in island affairs,

and while he proved an acute, he soon demonstrated

* 'Works' (Thistle ed), vol. xxii., p. 449. -

t Ibid., vol. xxiv., pp. 245, 246.

10—2
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that he was not a comprehensive, observer. He found
no difficulty in viewing one side at a time of any subject

that fell in his way, but it was most difficult, or quite

impossible, for him to consider all sides of the intricate

commercial and racial problems alive in the Pacific.

A brilliant composer of sentences, he failed when it

came to putting in place the facts composing the com-
plex puzzle of life and government in Oceanica. His
dearth of experience with several classes of men to be
found on the v/orld's frontiers had caused him before to

speak harshly of worthy persons ; and when he wrote
down the settlers of Monterey, California, as ' abso-

lutely mannerless Americans,' and in contrast portrayed

the remnant of the degenerate and thriftless Spaniards

as ' a people full of deportment, solemnly courteous,

and doing all things with grace and decorum,' his com-
parison was certainly unfair to the Californians.

Although Stevenson's powers of exact observation

have been justly highly extolled, yet at times his power
of comprehensive observation is to be found at fault

;

but at other times, when under a cynical mood where
his quixotries have ceased prompting for a time, his

observations on men and affairs are both exact and
comprehensive. Being of such a mental fibre, he seems
to have easily fallen into the beaten path of that quaint

school of philosophers who, for more than a century

before the awakening of science, dinned the world's

ear with the assertion that man in a state of nature

meant man in a state of savagery. In fact, the theory

seems to die a lingering death, and it is not unfrequently

dragged out at this late day, where convenience or

predilection demands. But Stevenson was not only

sincere, he was energetically and passionately in

earnest, and he was the courageous lover of fair play,

even to a point where he would unconsciously do
injustice to others

;
yet these brave, manly traits failed

to save him from not a few regretful and hasty actions
;

nay, there were times when he would do outright

injustice to opponents against whom his sympathies

were enlisted ; but here we must remember that he
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was fallen among new and strange conditions of life,

and was without standards of comparison, as he was
largely without the benefit of that experience so neces-

sary for writing justly about new countries.

In spite of the assurance of his biographer, a perusal

of his writings about the South Seas clearly shows that

Stevenson did idealize the Polynesians, and that his

views of them were too often disturbed by sentiment

or prejudice. He had been but a few months in the

Pacific ere he came to Honolulu and penned the

following words :
' But, O Low, I love the Polynesian

;

this civilization of ours is a dingy, ungentlemanly
business ; it drops out too much of the man, and too

much of the ver}^ beauty of the poor beast, who has
his beauties in spite of Zola and Co. . .

.' Now, the

Polynesians are very lovable creatures, but they must
be treated with that protecting and correcting love

that a father has for his children, if any benefits are to

result to the Polynesians. And it was here that

Stevenson's kindness of heart and chivalry of nature
caused him to shift the faults and weaknesses of

Polynesians to the shoulders of a broader civilization,

which at times he clearly underestimated. But there

were times in liis island career when his sympathies
would carry him farther. A perusal of his volume on
the South Seas and Samoa will show that under a
certain mood he has written that Polynesian testimony
about island affairs was to be preferred to the evidence
of foreign residents on questions touching the Poly-
nesians in general.

Now, those who have studied the Polynesians are

well acquainted with the difficulty of securing reliable

testimony from native witnesses on any matter, and
especiall}'^ in law cases where they are interested person-
ally, or through some relationship, however remote

;

and such observers will appreciate the weakness of a
position which assumes that the witness with the least

idea of personal and moral responsibility will give
(other things being equal) the more trustworthy testi-

mony in a given case. As a practical illustration—one
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of many—of the insufficiency of native testimony in

general, the following, from Stevenson's pen, will be in

place.

In telling the story of a half-caste and his native

wife, whose boat was capsized in a lagoon at the Low
Archipelago, and who reached shore after some nine

hours' swimming, the novelist says :
' I am reminded

of a woman of Hawaii who swam with her husband,

I dare not say how many miles, in a high sea, and came
ashore at last with his dead body in her arms.'* This

is one of several inaccurate native versions of an

historic episode, all of which differ according to the

imagination and invention of the narrator. Stevenson

doubtless took his version of the fact from the native

source while in Honolulu in 1889. The occurrence,

however, has been sifted of romance by an able and
learned gatherer of Hawaiian lore, who received it

from one of the original witnesses. The facts of record

are as follows :

' At noon on Sunday, the loth of May, 1840, the

schooner Kcola foundered and sunk a considerable

distance west of Kohala Point. As there was a strong

current running to the northward, the passengers and

crew, seizing on oars, boards, etc., swam for Kahoolawe,

then about thirty miles distant. A Mr. Thomson of

Lahaina was drowned, but his wife and two young nien

reached Kahoolawe the next day ; Mauae of Lahaina

and his noble wife, Kaluahinenui, swam together, each

with an empty bucket for a support, until Monday
afternoon, when his strength failed. His wife then took

his arms around her neck, holding them with one hand

and swimming with the other, until she found that he

was dead, and was obliged to let him go in order to

save her own life. After sunset she reached the shore,

where she was found and taken care of by some fisher-

men, having been thirty hours in the sea.'f

But Stevenson at least gave sign of caution when he

refused to repeat the native figures as to time and

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xix., p. 178.

J Alexander's ' History of the Hawaiian People,' pp. 230, 231.
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distance, which vary all the way up to seventy-five

miles and seventy hours
;
yet he showed no hesitancy

in repeating the greater absurdity—that she ' came
ashore at last with his dead body in her arms '—in

which the native versions agree. Even the physical

impossibility present did not prevent him from this

expression of confidence in native testimony, although
better was at hand.

There are other inaccuracies in his too hasty inter-

pretation of South Sea conditions of which brief notice

must be taken. For example, the latter part of the
following statement falls away from the truth :

' A
little French-English, or an efficient pidgin, what is

called to the westward " Beach-la-Mar," comes easy
to the Polynesian ; it is taught, besides, in the schools

of Hawaii ; and from the multiplicity of British ships,

and the nearness of the States on the one hand and
colonies on the other, it may be called, and will almost
certainly become, the tongue of the Pacific' The
truth is that only the English and Hawaiian languages
have been taught in the schools of the Eight Islands
since the early establishment of the educational system
by the missionaries and the native government. Up
to the present none of the local dialects have been used
or even tolerated ; and it has always been the policy of

the Board of Education to discourage the use of

dialects during school hours, as detrimental to the
reception of the two languages required by law.
These instances will warn us against an indiscriminate

acceptance of the novehst's views on island life and
affairs. Otherwise there are many pages in the South
Sea writings which are reliable and charming, where
he seems to have quite escaped from his prepossessions
and theories ; hence contradictions, seeming or real,

will be found in many of the pages that he has penned
of Polynesia and the Polynesians. The case of Taniera
Mahinui is in point.* Here he has given us the type
of a class that can be traced through the island groups.
and which includes some peculiar ethnic defects among

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xi.\., pp. 172-181.
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many amiable qualities. In other words, Taniera

Mahinui portrays sharply that mixture of primitive

indolence and craftless savagery which in other times

and places allured Stevenson beyond the hail of

prudence ; and it is clear even here that he could not

see that his literary diagnosis pointed out the weakness

of the racial type whereon were based his plans for the

political redemption of a Samoan tribe.

A differing type of another widely distributed class

is given a little further along, where in incisive words he

writes :
' The Paumotuan is eager to be rich. He saves,

grudges, buries money, fears not work. For a dollar

each, two natives passed the hours of daylight cleaning

our ship's copper. It was strange to see them so

indefatigable and so much at ease in the water

—

working at times with their pipes lighted, the smoker

at times submerged and only the glowing bowl above

the surface ; it was stranger still to think that they were

next congeners to the incapable Marquesan. But the

Paumotuan not only saves, grudges, and works, he

steals besides ; or, to be more precise, he swindles. He
will never deny a debt ; he only flies his creditor. He
is always keen for an advance ; as soon as he has

fingered it he disappears. He knows your ship ;^
so

soon as it nears one island, he is off to another. You
may think you know his name ; he has already changed

it. Pursuit in that infinity of isles were fruitless. The

result can be given in a nutshell. It has been actually

proposed in a Government report to secure debts by

taking a photograph of the debtor, and the other day

in Papeete credits on the Paumotus to the amount of

sixteen thousand pounds were sold for less than forty.'*

Kamehameha V. of Hawaii understood the defects

of Polynesian character more clearly—semi-savage

though he was—than did Stevenson, who represented

the mental development of years of culture. And yet

Kamehameha Y. was the embodiment of many of those

defects that Stevenson failed to appreciate, and hence

overlooked ; but the merit of the Island King was, that

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xix., p. 184.
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he clearly recognised Poljaiesian incapacity for self-

government, under the conditions existing by the year

1863, when he ascended the throne, as the following

shows :

' It has been said that Kamehameha V. did not

care to appoint Hawaiians to positions of honour,
and that when asked for his reasons he kept silent.

This was not the case, as he reall}^ desired to place

the Hawaiians in offices of honour, but he felt that

few of them were capable of holding those offices, as

he once told Lunalilo (afterwards King of Hawaii),
when he asked him why he did not place more
Hawaiians in the higher ofhces. The King replied :

" Cousin, you and the natives have only yourselves

to thank for not being in these offices. You know very
well, cousin, that you could have the highest office

in the kingdom that is in my gift if you would only
keep straight and attend to business." Lunalilo
replied, " I know it." The King then said :

" Cousin,
when I first came to the throne, I tried filling the
higher offices with Hawaiians, and the first thing I

knew the men were too big for their offices. I found
they were keeping too many people around them,
drinking too much, and not attending to their duties.

Soon the government money was missing, and so I

quietly put my hand in my pocket and repaid the
money to the Government, and dropped those persons,
and put in their places men who would not disgrace
the country by drinking and squandering the Govern-
ment money. There are plenty of natives who know
enough and are smart enough to perform the duties
of a great many of these offices, but it is hard to

find one who will not be upset after a while by
being put into office, and disgrace himself and the
nation. I feel that it is too bad that it is so, but
you know it is true." Lunalilo replied, " Yes, it is

so." ...
' Many who opposed Kamehameha V.'s policy at

the time have since learned to judge him more charit-
ably, and to admit that he understood his own people
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and was a sincere patriot according to his lights. . . .

None will deny that he possessed certain manly and
honourable traits of character. No one ever accused

him of lack of courage or of dishonesty or duplicity.

It was his policy to place the ablest men that could be

procured at the head of affairs, and to give them a

stead}' support, which insured a stable and consistent

administration. It may truly be said of him that he

was the last great chief of the olden type.'*

From what has been stated it will not be a task for

anyone to picture Stevenson's frame of mind toward

the South Sea Islanders when he reached Honolulu

in the year 1889, and at once plunged into Samoan
pohtics. That he was unfitted by habit and educa-

tion for the difficult task his warmest friends in the

Pacific freely admit ; it was easy enough for him to

write in elegant phrases of regret about the depopula-

tion of the South Seas, or to point out that ' experience

begins to show us (at least in Polynesian islands) that

change of habit is bloodier than a bombardment,' but

when it came to fitting a practical solution to the

social and pohtical puzzle of the Pacific, he was soon

beyond his depth, and ended by falhng into a con-

tention for an impossibility.

But it must not be forgotten that he began his

defence of a Samoan faction under a self-imposed

promise, which he unfortunately construed into a

duty that led him first to adopt the pohcy to which he

clung, even when his facts crumbled beneath him.
' I will right this wrong,' he said to the Secretary of

the Hawaiian Embassy to Samoa—' I will right this

wrong of which I have heard fully from your Embassy,

and I will have no half-measures in doing it !' This

was shortly before he left Honolulu for the Gilbert

Islands and his future home in Samoa. The utterance

was the keynote of his actions thereafter, and it hin-

dered him not that the dictum set aside the principle

that in politics conflicting interests must be compro-

* Documents Hawaiian Historical Society, 1903.
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mised to relieve the strains of representative govern-

ment. His vindication rests on the fact that, being

by nature and training unfitted for poHtics and
diplomacy, he could not fully appreciate or understand

the vital importance of applying such a principle in

handling Samoan affairs.



CHAPTER IX

THE SAMOAN IMBROGLIO

It was early in Februar}^ 1889, that Stevenson first

became involved in Island politics by writing a letter

on Samoan affairs to the London Tinies. This letter

was penned in Honolulu ere he had had time to investi-

gate the statements upon which most of the letter

was based ; afterwards it was claimed b}^ King
Kalakaua that the unfortunate letter was written at

his suggestion, and on representations made by the

Hawaiian Embassy, lately returned from a mission to

Samoa. But the truth is that Stevenson was pur-

posely kept in ignorance of the damaging facts con-

nected with that mission, and which he failed to hear
of at that time from outside sources. It was thus

that he left Honolulu with his mind made up and
purpose fixed regarding the Samoans, to whom his

sympathies inclined ; as a result, he felt disposed to

begin a justification of their cause without further

inquiry, and was soon committed to a policy that a

more practical man would have seen must end in

failure.

The important question to be first settled was,

What were the causes of the racial contentions existing

in the Samoan Islands ? Did they spring from tribal

rivalries, from international jealousies, from com-
mercial competitions, or from a part or all of these,

or from other causes unsuspected ? To lay an
assumption here was imprudent. It is well known
that where opposing interests of this kind confront

one another there must be either a compromise or

156
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final conflict, and the rule will be found to include

individual actions as well as those of civilized or savage
nations. To set up that foreign commercial interests,

and the consequent interference of the treaty Powers,
were wholly wrong would be quite as impolitic as to

claim that the troubles sprang entirely from the

tribal rivalries over the Island kingships. The truth

is that these native disturbances were unimportant in

effect until the growth of foreign trade and commerce
was at last confronted by the recurring menace of

these meaningless wars that reached no practical end.

It was then clearly a case where individual action,

no matter how sympathetic, would be useless because
the conditions present called for such an international

redistribution of public benefits, privileges, and fran-

chises as would practically and justly settle the claims
of the factional disputants. This end could not be
reached without more or less disappointment

;
yet as

hard-headed, practical white men, and as covetous,
quarrelsome, and improvident savages, all realized that
some practical compromise must be the end, and all

saw that a final resort to force meant political abridg-

ment, if not extermination, of the rights of the weaker
though more numerous natives. In fact, there was
no room in Samoa for the application of a theory,
where a condition demanded solution ; and it can be
seen now that it was the unwisdom of certain

impractical demands made on both sides, and the
application of certain plans worked out for ideal

conditions not in existence, that in all likelihood

delayed the coming of peace until after Stevenson's
unexpected death in 1894. Of his political career in

Samoa it may be said by warrant of the facts that,

while his intentions were of the best, his method was
the worst that was ever selected for serious ends.
From the start he failed to see that adherence to an
abstract principle is of less moment in island affairs

than is the use of practical good sense in its application
to conditions of life as they are found.

After locating in Samoa, Stevenson took' occasion
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to correct some of the errors of his first letter to the

Times, which were originally caused by his placing

too much confidence in ' the rough - and - tumble

embassy,' as he called it, of King Kalakaua. His

confidence, however, had been rudely broken by the

later testimony of the Samoans themselves. This

congenerous evidence could not be overlooked, so he

hastily turned to rend his late Hawaiian friends and
mentors, but in so doing he meted little equity to any,

and did some injustice to one, but up to the last

moment he refused to read the pohtical lesson that

lay upon the surface of Hawaiian affairs. And yet

the Embassy that he now condemned was from the

first typical of Polynesian incapacity for self-govern-

ment under the conditions existent in the Pacific.

It was, in fact, the Embassy of the most enlightened

Polynesian monarch, and it was composed of Poly-

nesians of more than ordinary intelligence. But in

commenting on this miscarriage in diplomacy, Stevenson

fell into somewhat of a passion, and as his pages show,

leaped without reserve from extreme confidence to

outright repudiation ; seeing now all their defects, he

overlooked those meritorious qualities that are to be

found in all Polynesians—qualities that must always

be treated with prudence and forbearance.

There is, however, one part of the arraignment of

the Hawaiian Embassy that should not be allowed

to pass without such kindly correction as the facts

demand—namely, Stevenson's censure, on unfriendly

testimony, of Mr. W. M. Gibson, who was Kalakaua's

Prime Minister. This able official was the political

friend and defender of a Polynesian faction in Hawaii,

just as Stevenson was the volunteer advocate of a

kindred faction in Samoa. The political careers of

these men show that they possessed similar traits and
sympathies in their handling of Polynesian affairs.

Both were men of education and ability who had
chosen to take up the defence of a native cause. The
chief difference between them was that Mr. Gibson

was a consummate politician by nature and training,
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who thoroughly understood the Polynesians, and knew
how to handle them as a successful political factor

among clashing factions. Like the novelist, Gibson
professed the greatest love and admiration for the
Polynesians, and, like him, he was consistent in his

professions to the end of his career. Like Stevenson,
the Minister of Kalakaua was an able writer of prose,

and before a native audience he proved, like the
Samoan champion, a convincing orator. On the con-
trary, where Stevenson made little if any headway
in the cause of his Samoans, for years Mr. Gibson
sustained his Hawaiian faction at the head of the
Island's affairs in the face of a defiant and wealthy
opposition.

In Hawaii, as in Samoa, there were international
conditions and policies that had to be taken into the
account, and here the Prime Minister of Kalakaua
again avoided error. But from the moment Stevenson
laid trenchant pen to Polynesian politics he aggra-
vated the trouble without reaching any practical end.
Besides this, some of his writings had a querulous
tendency, as the following quotation—one of several

—

clearly exemplihes. After repeating, in his first letter

to the Times, an idle rumour gleaned from the Hawaiian
Embassy, that the German war policy was not ' at
all directed at Samoans, but against the English and
Americans, and that when these are extruded peace
shall again smile on a German island,' he concludes :

' It can never be proven, but it is highly probable, that
he [Dr. Knappe] may have said so, and whether he
said it or not, there is a sense in which the thing is

true. Violence has not been found to succeed with
the Samoans ; with the two Anglo-Saxon Powers it

has been found to work like a charm.'*
Feeling ere long the weakness of this attitude

towards the treaty Powers, he adds that ' it must be
clearly pointed out that this is no quarrel of German and
anti-German,' although there is room here for doubt,
after reading the enclosures of the letter ' between

* ' Works ' (Thistle ed.), vol. xxii., p. 453.

'
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certain residents of x\pia and Baron Senfft Von
Pilsach.' But later the facts show that Stevenson's
pohtical attitude in Samoa became anti-foreign in

general, and anti-German in particular. This became
so clear that his biographer has applied to it the
epithet ' Anglo-German animosit}-,'* and the novelist

himself elsewhere writes :
' Even on the field of Samoa,

though German faults and aggressions make up the

burthen of my story, they have been nowise alone.

Three nations were engaged in this infinitesimal affray,

and not one appears with credit.' f And again :
' But

the true centre of trouble, the head of the boil of

which Samoa languishes, is the German firm. 'J
Without going further into the merits of this long

and tiresome political dispute, it will be sufficient for

the present purpose to show that near the beginning
Stevenson committed the error that has exposed him
to the oft-repeated charge of ' meddling in Samoan
affairs.' Briefly put, the matter stands thus : Under
the terms of the Berlin Treaty the foreign residents

of Apia were placed under the protection of their

respective Consuls. The term protection, as thus used,

has an established international meaning that includes

all reasonable information and advice, pecuniary aid

or other assistance where warranted, and protection

from unlawful thrcatenings, or immediate dangers to

person or propert}^ Both the reach and bearing of

the consular arm is quite well understood among the

foreign residents of the Pacific.

As foreign residents, the signatories of the corre-

spondence referred to were represented by their re-

spective Consuls, and there is no escape from the con-

clusion that, when they applied for ofhcial information

to Baron Von Pilsach, they went beyond their sphere

of action as limited by the treaty Powers. The gravity

of the matter lay in this : That when the signatories

went outside the duties and privileges of individuals,

their action had the seeming of a concerted plan to

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xxvi., p. 154.

t Ibid, vol. xix., p. 399. X ^^i(^-i vol. xix., p. 393.
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force the diplomatic hand of one of three treaty Powers,
under the guise of laying a political ghost that disturbed
the rest of the factional leaders in Apia. Yet another
view suggests itself. Although the petition to Baron
Von Pilsach was politely worded, it would hardly be
a task for the stranger to read between the lines that
the requets was intended to be an unofficial demand,
which, no matter how it was answered, it was thought
would give the opposing factions some advantage over
the Baron and the German faction. But if this view
is adopted it will be seen that the signatories quite
underestimated the diplomatic ability of Baron Von
Pilsach, or, as Stevenson himself put it in his letter

to the Times :
' It will be seen in the crevice of what

quibble that gentleman [the Baron] sought refuge and
sits inexpugnable.'*

In the meantime Stevenson began collecting materials
for carrying his defence into the field of literature

proper, where he proposed to do battle-royal in the
interest of his political wards. But to those who under-
stand the perplex life of Oceanica, with its peculiarly
derived political and economic system, seemingly
neither flesh nor fowl to the civilized mind, there will

be no doubt that the novelist's championship of a
theory where a condition awaited solution must be
classified with those quixotries which have been
kindly and truthfully mentioned by Stevenson's
biographer.f The ' Footnote to History ' was clearly

a self-imposed task, and from the politician's stand-
point a useless one, could he only have seen it as most
people see it now. But at it he toiled in a fever of
haste until the sheets were ready for the printer.

When the short time that it took is compared with
the material collected and arranged for publication,
the task may be called a gigantic one. Yet, hasty
as the work was, it deserves due praise as a piece
of literary effort, being passionately and in places
finely written, and throughout clear, forceful, and

* ' Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xxii., p. 455.

t Ibid.^ vol. xxvi., p. 212.
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incisive, if ex parte and somewhat misleading at
times.

At the same time it is well to notice that it is not so
much his statement of facts, as far as it goes, that is

defective, as it is his unfair handling or interpretation
of them. If the facts had been stated and inter-

preted in accordance with the precise political, econo-
mical, and ethnical conditions existent in Samoa, the
general conclusions that he reached would become
logically, as they are historically, impossible. For
example, it was not enough to show that the United
States and England agreed in their official statements
concerning the facts, while the claims of the German
Government were excluded, together with other
weighty considerations bearing directly on the case.

But even if Stevenson's partial statement of current
facts be rigidly interpreted under the old-fashioned,
common-sense method, it will be found to largely

sustain the conclusions tardily reached by the Powers
some six years after he had been laid to rest on the
Vaea Mountain.
Yet in the chapter on the elements of native discord

he has left us a pregnant paragraph which, in the light

of the final settlement of that savage striving, reads
like the words of him who catches a glimpse of an
inevitable end. He is writing of the disputes over
the tribal kingships, and after summing up the cir-

cumstances of those useless competitions, he concludes
with the following statement :

' In 1881, Laupepa, the
present King, held the three names of Malietoa,
Natoaitele, and Tamasoalii ; Tamasese held that of

Tuiaana, and Mataafa that of Tuiatua. Laupepa had
thus a majority of suffrages ; he held perhaps as high
proportion as can be hoped in these distracted islands,

and he counted among the number the preponderant
name of Malietoa. Here, if ever, was an election.

Here, if a King were at all possible, was a King. And
yet the natives were not satisfied. Laupepa was
crowned March 19, and the next month the provinces
of Aana and Atua met in joint parliament, and elected
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their own two Princes, Tamasese and Mataafa, to an

alternate monarchy, Tamasese taking the first trick of

two years.'*

It should be added that tribal war was threatening

when the Consuls intervened to establish the right of

the duly elected King, but their action did not accord

with the novelist's views, who conceived that an
injustice (unexplained) had been done the rebels,

whom he now made his charge. But, without comment,
could words be quoted that carry a stronger admission

of the fundamental causes which lay so crudely and
plainly at the root of the Samoan trouble ? It be-

comes a puzzle how so acute an observer could proceed

further without a thorough examination of his pre-

mise. But not so with Stevenson : a theory clutched

his brain and blinded his eyes wherever he thought
that the Powers interfered to check the savage passions

of his political wards, and he adds :
' Any war were

preferable to the terms of the peace which they [the

Consuls] procured.'
' If I am in the least right,' he continues, ' in my

presentation of this obscure matter, no one need be
surprised to hear that the land is full of war and
rumours of war. Scarcely a year goes by but what
some province is in arms, or sits sulky and menacing,
holding parhaments, disregarding the King's proclama-
tions, and planting food in the bush, the first step of

military preparation.'! This conclusion is fully justi-

fied. Not only is the statement of fact accurate and
typical of Polynesian life, but is general in its applica-

tion. But here he falls into error by limiting the
application to a state of affairs alleged to have been
created by the interference of the Consuls, whose pur-

pose it was to stay imminent v/ar. Such limitation

was clearly outside of the facts of record. Samoan
written history testifies to the existence of the same
or similar conditions since the arrival of white men,
while the unwritten history, or the tradition of Samoa,

* ' Works ' (Thistle ed.), vol. xix., pp. yjT, 378.

t Ibid,, p. 380.
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establishes the existence of Uke happenings long ere

foreign eyes had spied those shores. Stevenson closes

the chapter on the elements of native discord with a
brief but clear statement of the defects and short-

comings of the Polynesian, which would seem to bar
effectually any further ex parte defence of the Samoans
as a political factor in the future government of the group.

In Samoa, divided into petty war-parties by tribal

policies, there was not to be a conquering hero, like

Kamehameha in Hawaii, who should perpetuate
native rule for another century ; and, unlike in Hawaii,
the Powers were already on the ground in Samoa re-

presenting vested commercial interests which made
such a conquest an impossibility. But unlike Samoa,
Hawaii had passed the stage of savage discord before

the white men arrived in sufficient numbers to in-

fluence her internal welfare. Had it been otherwise,

there had been no conquering hero in Hawaii, and
Kamehameha the Great would have lived and died

the unknown ruler of a petty native State.

For Stevenson to successfully carry out his political

ideas it became necessary to accomplish two things :

first, he must discredit the motives and policy of the

three Powers ; and, secondly, he must remove the

authoritative effect of the Berlin Treaty by an im-

peachment of its terms as insufficient and impractical

under existent conditions. This he bent his energies

to perform, and beginning with the second chapter of

the ' Footnote,' he carefully elaborated to the end of

the volume as subtle a count of special pleading as

ever pricked forth under the guise of historical litera-

ture. But his effort was so evidently made from the

Polynesian side of the question that it had little effect

bej^ond delaying a settlement on the merits at issue.

The result was that his well-meant interference in

Samoan affairs has long since passed into the wide-

belhed hmbo, whither the many political nondescripts

springing from, recurring island disputes have been

swallowed, after marking for a little moment the

advance of civiUzation among the excesses of savagery.
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It is also of interest to note tliat the opening of the

second chapter of the ' Footnote ' contains an admis-
sion that constantly threatens and retards his defence

of the Polynesians, and which finally becomes fatal to

no small number of his conclusions. At this point he
seems to have some inkling of the weakness of his

political contention, for in the first paragraph he says

that ' upon one condition it is plain that they [the

Samoans] might enjoy themselves far beyond the
average of man. . . . But the condition—that they
should be let alone—is now no longer possible.' Here
lies the truth in a nutshell : in order to carry out suc-

cessfully his theories for the political and social better-

ment of the Polynesians, it became necessary to remove
the condition that they should be let alone. But, as he
admits, this is now no longer possible.

Stevenson's statement of the case at this point is

comprehensive and exact. And yet when writing it

he cannot be blamed for failing to see that within a
year or eighteen months he would be forced by events
into a position where the admission would leave him
without a leg of support. But within the time men-
tioned we find him, in a conversation with a Honolulu
editor, saying in the most positive manner :

' I have
said- before* that there is but one way to peace and
unity : by procuring the joint rule of Laupepa and
Mataafa upon some practical understanding ; but now
I am willing to go beyond that, which savours of com-
promise, and say I can see but one way out—to follow
the demand of the Samoan people that the Berlin Act
be rescinded, while the three Powers withdraw absolutely,

and the natives be let alone and allowed to govern the

islands as they choose.'li Thus was this able man drawn
into inconsistencies and contradictions by the tyranny
of a self-imposed theory which he was obliged to modify
as often as circumstances made it untenable.
The evidence of these contradictions is ample, and

may be drawn from various parts of his career in

* 'Works ' (Thistle ed.\ vol. xix., p. 390.

t See Chapter VI.
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Samoa. Fortunately his ' Footnote to History ' is at

once the record of his earher views as well as the

standard by which we must finally judge of his later

opinions, his changes of policy, and his verbal modifi-

cations of his theory itself. ' I must certainly have
erred much,' he writes in the preface, and upon re-

viewing the field at a later day his warning is seen to

be fully justified. From the first the Islandfolk saw
that he was overwhelmed by the flood of outlandish

facts into which he had plunged. Yet in justice it

must be admitted that, while the acts of the native

disputants were often absurd, those of the foreign

Powers may have been at times arbitrary, if not

unjust. Under the circumstances, it will be fair, and
certainly wise, to make due allowance for much that

he wrote in defence of the Samoan faction led by
Mataafa. At the same time, it must be allowed that,

were his Samoan attitude gone into in detail, his

pohtical policy would hardly have been warranted

under his own statement of the case.

On the native side which he defended no excuse was
too remote for his industry, or too insignificant for

consideration. Not only did he keep his imagination

and sympathy in play around the Samoans, but he

demanded a like tribute from others. ' You must try,'

he writes to Mr. Sidney Colvin
—

' you must try to

exercise a trifle of imagination, and put yourself,

perhaps with an effort, into some sort of sympathy
with these people, or how am I to write to you ?'

How, indeed ! It was this largely impossible demand
that he made of others in the Pacific, but made in

vain, for few there were who could follow him in a

wholesale condemnation of whoever opposed the claims

of Mataafa and his adherents.

Labouring under a self-imposed task, he never

looked for blameworthy actions among the Samoans
themselves, or for a moment thought that his policy

might carry injustice to those Samoans who were not

rebels ; but it was without exception the representa-

tives of the three Powers, or their subjects and alhes,
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who received the sharp end of his argument at every
occurring event. A senseless native outbreak takes

place in the island of Atua, and is duly suppressed by
law ; the three Powers are blamed for unwisdom in

not restoring law and order among marauding savages

without the necessary harshness demanded in such
cases. A native war is begun, and when Mataafa's
savages with hideous, blackened faces go forth head-
taking, they are called ' these poor children.' When
one of them is brought into Apia mortally wounded,
' poor, fierce child !' is the comment of his pen. But
the bringing in of a basketful of heads from Mulinuu
is chronicled in a brief half-line which flutters between
historic statement and partisan commendation. When
Mataafa meets with a reverse, Stevenson writes almost
with a sob :

' Mataafa driven from Savaii. I cannot
write about this, and do not know what should be the

end of it.' Fourteen months before he had written :

' All this bother and pother to try and bring a little

chance of peace ; all this opposition and obstinacy in

people who remain here by mere forbearance of Mataafa,
who has a great force within six miles of t!*eir govern-
ment buildings, which are indeed only residences of

white officials.' When it becomes necessary to admit
that Mataafa was blameworthy for allowing the
German officials to lower the rebel flag, he defends him
as a ' helpless monarch,' who sat ' like a fowl trussed
for roasting,' and divides the blame between the

Consuls of England and the United States for entering
a protest instead of getting their governments in a

snarl with Germany over a warring native faction.

Among his many defences of Polynesians, only once
in the volume does he find the Samoans in error.

Here the facts are so strong that he is con\'inced that
the Samoans fired first at Fanagalii, but he has the
ever-ready excuse at hand :

' Certainly the Samoans
fired first. As certainly they were betrayed into the
engagement in the agitation of the moment, and it

was not till afterwards that they understood wliat

they had done. . . . Conceive this people steadily as
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schoolboys, and conceive the elation of any school if

the head boy should suddenly arise and drive the

rector from the school-house.'* Yet it was with the

aid of such savage children that he proposed to estab-

lish and keep the peace of the Samoan archipelago.

But it was after the Berlin Act went into effect that

he began a long special plea to excuse the too-evident

misconduct and perfidy of Mataafa's party, and here,

misled by a hasty interpretation of facts, he was forced

in the course of time to a revision of his plans. This
was accompanied, as stated, by a demand of the with-

drawal of the three Powers. There was also set up,

without the proofs, however, a charge that trickery

existed, which was to be read in between the lines of

the Berlin Act. The claim was made in favour of

Mataafa's faction, and it was admitted that they were
wishing and waiting to violate the provisions of the

Act as soon as a pretext could be found—nay, it was
admitted that they had even then found one, and were
already crying out to excuse their contemplated re-

bellious acts that the terms of the treaty would be, or

might be, violated by the whites /
"f

In such guise is the end of the Samoan Imbroglio,

ridiculous and pathetic as it was, at last neared. As
far as the settlement suggested in the closing para-

graphs of the ' Footnote to History ' is concerned, it

can be called a practical plan only by courtesy, after

reading the following words :
' There is one way to

peace and unity—that Laupepa and Mataafa should be
again conjoined on the best terms procurable. There
may be other ways, although I cannot see them ; but
not even malevolence, not even stupidity, can deny
that this is one. It seems, indeed, so obvious and sure

and easy that men look about with amazement and sus-

picion, seeking some hidden motive why it should not
be adopted.' j This conclusion is so evidently the

result of inexperience and a misinterpretation of Poly-

nesian character that it needs not in proof the citation

* ' Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xix., pp. 520, 521.

t /di(i., pp. 561, 562. X Ibid., p. 590.
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of the details which crowded the next few years pre-

ceding the final settlement.

It will be sufficient to observe that war broke out

again, and was terminated by the intervention of

foreign warships—that finally, in 1899, a last contest

over the native kingship ended in the last civil

war. Once more the powers intervened, but this time

with less forbearance ; commissioners were appointed

who saw the necessity for estabUshing a provisional

Government, recommending at the same time the

partition of the group in the interests of peace and
quiet ; thus was established in permanent form the

future Government and commerce which had for more
than a decade been seriously threatened by tribal

dissensions. At this point England withdrew, and the

partition was accomplished the same year. Then came
peace and prosperity at a bound, with the flags of

Germany and America flying over the group.

Stevenson passed to the grave without having his

political delusions disturbed, and perhaps it is as well

that he was not there to see how rudely the develop-

ment of events was to sweep aside his sympathetic but
impractical theories ; and where are they now with
their representatives of power, literary politicians,

newspaper correspondents, citizens' committees,

amateur journalists, Polynesian prodigies, encroaching
German firms, sympathetic advisers, practical jokers

in command of warships, rumours of dynamite plots,

warring native kingships, blundering Chiefs Justice,

and cries of colour prejudice, with many other absurd-
ities ? Where, indeed ! These things have long since

fled before the multitudinous treading of those recent

living events which mark new Samoa ; but this

redemption has been reached under a policy drawn
from practical experience, and surrounded by a better

equity than Stevenson's impracticable theory would
have permitted.



CHAPTER X

THE AUTHOR AND HIS PACIFIC WORK

So closely are they interwoven, it will be found next

to impossible to separate Stevenson's personality from

most of his literary work done after the year 1888 ; and,

in the view of the Islandfolk of the Pacific, it is doubt-

ful if an attempt to separate them would be desirable.

Throughout the larger part of Oceanica he was inti-

mately known and loved ; by all he was recognised as

the honoured and gifted brother in the dominant
family of the Pacific—the Anglo-Saxon, whose members
have belted the earth, almost, with freedom and
civihzation during the passing of a century. In con-

sequence, Stevenson's life and work in this great ocean

was followed to its completion by the appreciative eye

of kinship. And thus it has been that during his six

years of travel and residence in Polynesia no act or

thought of his has escaped friendly observation and
comment ; but the Islandfolk always have availed

them of the family privilege of saying the mind freely,

while reserving their full rights of personal defence of

the author when strangers appear as critics. This

brotherly familiarity with the man and his work dates

almost from the hour the Casco burst into the Southern

seas, and lasted until, lamented of all men, he was
borne to his ' resting grave ' on the Vaea Mountain's

top, where he lies sepulchred for aye, while the winds

twine tropic vines over his tomb to the never-ceasing

requiem of ' the besieging sea.'

The reviviscent climate of the South Seas at once

checked the waste of vitality, and largely increased his
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capacity for literary labour at the moment when he

realized that the springs were almost run dry ; but,

happily, his renewed physical strength caused him to

make no blunders in hterature, as in politics. In that

part of his literary work which he has justly and
prudently distinguished from his ' journahsm ' or

political work, it is fortunate there appear none of those

quixotries that otherwise marred his writings in

Samoa ; and to his friends it is most pleasant to observe

that none of them appear to have affected his unusually

good judgments upon the new phases of literature and
its development with which he fell in contact after 1888.

Finding him in such literary habit, then, it becomes
an agreeable task to write of the man where he and
his work show at their best ; and, indeed, some of his

literary effort describing life in the Pacific stands

without rival in the estimation of those Islanders most
capable of judging.

But here arises the difficulty that always appears in

treating of a comparatively new literary field. In

what manner, and under what habit of thought, is the

work to be approached in order to make a judicious,

and at the same time an appreciative, review ? And
at this point (quite as well as elsewhere) it may be
pointed out wherein the critics of the homelands have
fallen somewhat out of touch with Stevenson and his

new world ; and how, in natural sequence, they have
partially failed to understand where and how he erred

in much, just as they have failed to appreciate fully

some of his best work on new subjects. In consequence,

it is not surprising to find his misfit political work over-

praised, while some of his best literary eftort has

received more or less undeserved comment from
reviewers of wide reputation, but who lacked sufficient

knowledge of the life-conditions in the island world
of which he wrote. It becomes evident, then, that

some more appropriate standard must be assumed by
which to judge his work, since some have seen fit to

blunder most at this point ; and it may not appear
bizarre to say, if his literary work after i888 is to be
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justly judged, that it must be by the sole standard of

truth to nature, reflected by the existing conditions

of life as he found them within the fabled sea. But
the judicious reviewer must go further ; besides ac-

quaintance with the conditions under which Stevenson

WTOught, it becomes a duty, ten years after his death,

for the conscientious writer to eliminate largely the

quality of personal loyalty to the man, although this

need not be lost to sight ; for has not Sir Leslie Stephen

warned us, in his admirable way, that ' From the first

it was clear that the literary appreciation coincided

with a personal attraction '? Surely such a view does

not detract from the merits of the novelist's work, yet

it will serve to remind us where may lurk the danger to

a fair judgment.
It must also be remembered that the frequent con-

tradictions to be found in some of his writings are to

be dealt with leniently rather than exposited. For
instance, when death overtook him, he was still deeply

in love with the Polynesians, and there can be no doubt
that he found fahing-in-love with them much more
agreeable to his peculiar temperament than he would
have found the inevitable falling-out-of-love with

savages
;
yet this comes sooner or later when that

ruthless iconoclast. Experience, knocks around the

ears our air-castle of first impressions and delusions

about the South Seas. Had sufficient time elapsed

before his death, he would have found much retouching

necessary in portions of his work. It is possible, but

quite improbable, that he never would have fallen out

of his love for the natives ; a few similar but isolated

cases may be found in a few eccentric missionaries to

be met with in the Pacific, who persist in mistaking

theoretical for practical Christianity ; but the prob-

ability remains great that a man of Stevenson's

strength would have overcome finally those defects of

temperament, which nowhere, outside of his political

theories, prevailed to the exclusion of his usual keen

observation and good judgment.
Liberally interpreted, it becomes doubtful if he had so
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deep a dislike of civilized man and his ways as we find

frequently intimated in his writings after 1888, for we
are reminded that he expressed without his later pre-

judice his real feeUng, when, at the conclusion of ' An
Inland Voyage,' he wrote :

' To the civilized man there

must come, sooner or later, a desire for civilization.'

Certain it is that many times and in divers places in

Oceanica he was wont to enjoy most fully civilized

associations, in spite of his somewhat illiberal utter-

ances at other times and in other places. In any
event, it is beyond doubt that at all times and in all

places he keenly enjoyed and fully appreciated the

high estimate in which his best work was held by
civilized men ; beyond doubt also is the corollary that

he gratefully acknowledged more than once the sub-

stantial financial rewards for his long hterary labours

that came through his publishers as an earnest of the

civilized estimate of their worth and popularity. Is

it not, then, best to assume, without closer examina-

tion, that no ingratitude was intended where he has

inadvertently written ? And certainly none could be

supported by the facts or could have been deserved

by his fellows in Oceanica.

Where such or similar faulting, then, is found,

either expressed or imphed, in his later writings, may
not criticism do something of justice by charitably

attributing such slips to temperament, or by deeming
them to be errors of judgment, resultant of a driving

tlieory founded in inexperience ? It is best not too

rashly to review the motives and character of a man
of Stevenson's fine fibre, for by what searching can the

motives preceding the overt literary acts of a man
of genius be uncovered, when we find it impossible to

use the mental scalpel upon the character of our

most intimate friend ? At the best we are enabled to

understand there are one or more furthersome causes

to a given act without being able to drive them to a

mental demonstration. This phenomenon is often

seen in the lives of men of public aft'airs, and nearly

as often in science as in literature and art-. At this
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point it usually is the critic, not the literate, who is in

error. How very useless, then, would be attempts to

analyze the motives of a public man dealing with

worldly affairs, or of an author, who weaves an

intangible picture out of the tangible facts of life ; in

both cases our acquaintance with the subject must
depend wholly upon extraneous support and hearsay.

In Stevenson it is not improbable that what may
be called his hterary tendency toward the idealization

of his subject has had much to do with his pro-Poly-

nesian attitude. A similar tendency is to be seen

in art. This has been called, for want of a better

term, the ' art instinct ' by enthusiasts furtherest

removed from the realism of nature ; but the charge

of the idealization of his subject cannot be fairly urged

against the novelist, for he was a genuine realist in

literature, if the term is properly understood ; he does

not belong to the Zola cult, to be sure, yet he was a

realist who held a just libration between the facts

of nature with which he wrought, and the imagination

and fancy in which he clothed them. In much of his

later work, and with the closest scrutiny, it will be

found impossible to distinguish his creations from the

natural types upon which they are founded, and this

is especially applicable to those fine creations in ' The
Beach of Falesa,' to be more fully discussed in the

next chapter. Only once during his residence here

did he allow his judgment to fall out of balance, and

that was when he was drawn into the vortex of Samoan
poUtics through the stress of his sympathies and a

too free play of his imagination ; but in his literary

work proper he committed few blunders, and with

perhaps one or two exceptions, where personal regard

and affection led him to overestimate the work of

others, it will be found that his literary judgments and

opinions are exceptionally free from error.

There is another factor that Ukely had to do with

forming his literary attitude toward the Polynesians ;

this trait of Stevenson had already been noticed by

Professor Walter Raleigh, who says :
' A high and
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simple courage shines through all his writings. It is

supposed to be a normal human feeling for those who
are hale to sympathize with others who are in pain.

Stevenson reversed the position, and there is no
braver spectacle in literature than to see him not asking

others to lower their voices in his sick-room, but
raising his own voice that he may make them feel at

ease and avoid imposing his misfortunes on their

notice. " Once when I was groaning aloud with
physical pain," he says in the essay on " Child's Play,"
'* a young gentleman came into the room, and non-
chalantly inquired if I had seen his bow and arrow.

He made no account of my groans, which he accepted,

as he had to accept much else, as a piece of the inex-

plicable conduct of his elders, and, like a wise young
gentleman, he would waste no wonder on the subject."

Was there ever a passage like this ? The sympathy
of the writer is wholly with the child, and the child's

absolute indifference to his own sufferings.'*

Here, in all probability. Professor Raleigh has given
the hint for the true explanation of Stevenson's pro-

Polynesian tendency. In any event, the trait noticed
must not be overlooked in accounting for the incon-

sistencies and literary anomalies frequently to be
met in his South Sea voyages, and ever^^iere in his

Samoan political writings. Upon reviewing his work
calmly, there can be no doubt that from the literary

point of view he treated all Polynesians very like he
did the young gentleman who came to look for his bow
and arrow ; in other words, he reversed normal
feelings and conditions, and attempted, with the aid
of his pen, to apply to his full-grown savage children
plans and theories of self-government fitted for

civilized men only. But this defect, which vitiated

his political theory, his keen judgment in letters at

once enabled Jiim to fix upon, for, while penning
' In the South^eas,' we find him writing to Mr. Henry
James in 1890 :

'
. . . And then think of writing a

* ' Essay on R. L. Stevenson,' by Walter Raleigh, pp. 24, 25.
Edward Arnold : London and New York.
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book of travels on the spot, when I am continually

extending my information, revising my opinions, and
seeing the most finely polished portions of my work
come part by part in pieces. Very soon I shall have
no opinions left. And without an opinion, how to

string artistically vast accumulations of fact ? Darwin
said no one could observe without a theory ; I suppose

he was right—it is a fine point of metaphysic ; but I

will take my oath, no man can write without one

—

at least, the way he would like to—and my theories

melt, melt, melt, and as they melt the thaw-waters

wash down my writing, and leave unideal tracts

—

wastes instead of cultivated farms.'*

By this expression of his thought at that time it is

made evident that he realized some of the defects of

the first-fruits of inexperience which come to each and
every literary worker in the Pacific who endeavours to

deal conscientiously with the multitudinous facts and
cross-purposes of island life. In his political writings

Stevenson unfortunately clung to his theory, and
allowed the facts to shift for themselves ; more fortu-

nately, in his literary work he took good care of his

facts in most cases, and let his theory shift for itself.

This has caused some inconsistencies and seeming
contradictions between portions of his work ; but

never mind, the facts are there, the work has the

true ring, and the pages speak intelligibly to every

reader who knows the Pacific ; and if some of his

admirers at home have underestimated ' In the South

Seas,' or at times have spoken lightly of its merits, so

much the worse for them. While writing the volume
it is probably true that the facts threatened to over-

whelm him—they always do in cosmopolitan, semi-

savage Oceanica—but what matter to a man like

Stevenson, whose judgment seldom failed when he

revised his manuscript for the printer ^ To him who
understands the many peculiarities of the South Seas,

a perusal of the volume will show how skilfully the

novelist avoided the literary dangers upon which

* ' Works' (Thistle ed.), vol, xxiv., pp. 255, 256.
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several previous attempts have fallen short of success.

At the same time, we must keep in mind that the
volume was only the rough preliminary sketching of a
literary pioneer in an unexplored world, where pre-

cedent vanished with civilization, and the new con-
ditions demanded new standards for judgment, to-

gether with modified methods of treatment.
But while somewhat nonplussed and bewildered by

the multitude of strange facts around him, he suc-

ceeded in the end in giving the world an unrivalled
series of pen pictures that include many of the phases
of life in the South Seas. But it is true that, as verbal
illustrations of island manners, the chapters are
largely episodal in character, and tliis incompleteness
probably would exclude the volume from the domain
of regular travels, if strictly construed ; but in what-
ever literary classification they may be placed, there is

certainty the volume contains a host of facts so aptly
told, in spite of the many obstacles overcome, that our
regret is awakened that the author found it necessary,
in making up the sheets for a uniform edition, to
exclude so many of the chapters contained in the
original plan. Especially acceptable would have been
those deleted records of his visits to Tahiti and Hawaii

;

the Islandfolk would have welcomed and appreciated
them in their incompleteness—even with their palpable
defects—rather than have lost them altogether.

The conditions of Island life, as Stevenson found
them between the years 1888 and 1894, are now
rapidly passing ; in a few more years the changes will

have become so great that the traveller shall scarce be
able to recognise the islands that the novelist saw.
Already the spirit of progress is passing over the
Pacific, which is perhaps to be the great battle-field of
the future, and within another wink or two of time
even present conditions will have vanished, and with
them will have flitted the last of the old habits and
customs of Island life and government. Tliese subjects
Stevenson had barely skimmed in his volume on the
South Seas, and it is to be hoped some other pen, as

12
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conscientious and capable as his, will be found, ere

it is too late, to finish the record he began so success-

fully. The fact that others have underestimated the

merits of the volume in no wise lessens its value to

those more capable of judging ; from their point of

view, irrespective of its lack of popularity as a piece

of literature, the book is found to be a comparatively

reliable expression of the succession of phases and
conditions of thmgs that go far toward making up the

record of the evanishing savage life of Polynesia. Even
Stevenson himself, influenced by the advice of absent

friends, evidently thought too little of his work at the

time ; but in the end we find that his good judgment
prevailed over distant advice, and in August, 1894,

he writes to Mr. Sidney Colvin :
' Glad to get so good

an account of the " Amateur Emigrant " [a new and
uniform edition of his works then preparing]. Talking

of which, I am strong for making a volume out of

selections from the South Sea letters ; I read over

again the " King of Apemama," and it is good in spite of

your teeth, and a real curiosity—a thing that can never

be seen again—and the group is annexed, and Tembi-
noka dead. I wonder couldn't you send out to me the

first five Butaritari letters and the Low Archipelago

ones (both of which I have lost or mislaid), and I can

chop out a perfectly fair volume of what I wish to be

preserved.'

Throughout the record of his travels in the South

Seas, in his comments on his researches, and in his

general observations, Stevenson wrote under more or

less of restraint ; this was due to the oppression of the

new facts and strange surroundings ; but in truth

herein lay his present safety and final success in a field

where so many have failed. It was only when he took

up his pen for pohtical ends that he wrote almost,

if not entirely, without restraint, and then always

disastrously, from the side of the hterate, where the

facts must be carefully considered and the deficiencies

of the performance noted. But as usual Stevenson was
the first to place his pen at the weak point in his
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political writings by carefully distinguishing them from

literature proper. Before the ' Footnote to History
'

was half done, he wrote to Mr. Colvin as follows :
' I

have lost all the days since this letter began rehandling

Chapter IV. of the Samoan racket. I did not go in

for literature ; address myself to sensible people rather

than sensitive. And, indeed, it is a kind of journahsm.'

Now, when he wrote of his work as a kind of journa-

lism, he classified to a turn all of his political writings

in the Pacific. It is not clear from the expression used

into which grade of journalism he intended to place

these writings, for there are at least three kinds of

journalism known to the professional world that may
be roughly classified for present purposes as good, bad,

and indifferent. These degrees of merit in journalism

may be said to depend on the width of the angle of

observation brought to bear upon the facts of the

world by an editorial staff. The manlj^, the compre-

hensive, the fair and accurate journal naturally falls

into the first class. Happily there are comparatively

few of the second class in existence now, thanks to the

progress of intelligence in our modern days ; but of

the third, or indifferent class, there are more than

enough to light all the kitchen fires in Christendom

for a century to come. Average journalism is indif-

ferent journalism
;
good journalism is quite as rare as

good literature, and it is quite as creditable to the

editorial and reportorial staff as the latter is to an
author. Now, by the newspaper editor of ability and
repute, Stevenson's political writings would be ex-

cluded from the first class, on their merits, as pieces

of special pleading, and hence unfair ; but not being

intrinsically bad, or evil in intent or purpose, they

would of necessity find place as a kind of journalism,

as he has named them, in the third or indifferent

class.

But to leave the matter thus stated would be to do
Stevenson an injustice. Some qualification must,
therefore, be made. His political writings would not

be excluded from the first class of journalism^ for any
12—

2
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falling away from literary merit, for, in the matter of

form, they everywhere excel the third, and in places

rival the best work by master-hands in the first, class.

The defect, then, lies not in the literary garb, but in

their lack of comprehensiveness and their evident

unfairness to a part of the contestants in the Samoan
dispute. But under analysis the work shows a serious

shortcoming that lowers its classification, as stated,

until it justly becomes ' a kind of journalism,' and

quite as truly it will be found not of a very worthy
kind, if the demands and equities of the higher classes

of journahsm are duly placed as standards before

judgment is entered.

Consider for a moment that in all fair journalism

it is a part of the ethics of newspaperdom that all the

known facts (and even the facts claimed) in a given

case must be clearly placed before the public before

the discussion on the merits is taken up editorially

and carried to a conclusion. When this has been done

fully and fairly it will be found there is neither room
nor necessity for the introduction of special pleas or

ex parte statements, for is not the reader by that time

in possession of the facts ? and is not the average

reader possessed of enough mother-wit to enable him
to arrive at a just and equitable conclusion without the

aidful interpellations of an editorial mentor ?

Unfortunately, Stevenson's inexperience in the field

of journalism prevented him from establishing pru-

dential safeguards around the policy he had set up in

defence of a factional native cause ; in consequence,

the larger amount of hard work and actual worry that

he underwent was ineffectual, or only resulted in

widening the factional breaches, and intensifying the

existent local hatreds and international jealousies.

In reviewing the once-famous paper warfare that he
waged in Samoa and London for a number of years,

it will appear beyond gainsaying to the unprejudiced

mind that Stevenson has nowhere fully or fairly stated

the German's side of the dispute from either the local

or national side, and it must also be kept in mind that
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locally the German side of the dispute included one of

the disturbing native factions of the islands. Other-
wise he has quite fully and clearly exposited the

American and British claims, insofar as these did not
clash with the claims of Mataafa, and he has certainly

set forth with wealth of detail and elegance of diction

all the available facts for the rebel claimant's cause.

Here, then, it will be admitted he violated the equity
of fair journalism. 'A kind of journalism,' he has
called his effort, not without a touch of line literary

scorn, yet perhaps with more truth than he thought.
Although the ' Footnote to History ' falls below the

established standards of journalism in some respects,

in others the work is carried to a literary plane seldom
reached in the cursory pennings for the press. The
public ear is always alert for news and eager for in-

formation ; by day and by night all news is welcome
;

and while the conditions that surround modern
journalism apparently deflect the standards of litera-

ture, yet broader foundations are being laid beneath
the public intelligence (happily for authors as for man-
kind) upon which more comprehensive standards may
be established. Modern journalism, too often sneered
at by those little acquainted with the scope and far-

reaching comprehension of its mental machinery, is

nearly, if not solely, responsible for the astounding
development of the world's thought and the great
increase in literature during the second half of the
last century. It is true that this forward step con-
tains much that is indifferent in quality, and conse-
quently of an ephemeral nature ; but upon comparing
the maximum of the ' good literature ' of the last fifty

years with preceding periods, the advance of the latter

half of the nineteenth century will be found to be both
material and distinctive. With a few notable excep-
tions it is true that in journalism the unavoidable time-
limit is the greatest hindrance to its literary excellence,
but it is also the chiefest element of success through
which the press develops the knowledge and intelli-

gence of the masses of people. The widespread educa-
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tion of western civilization, and the accurate habits

of thought found among the middle classes of the two
great English-speaking nations, are largely due to the

diffusion of knowledge through the press, and its

teachings have been persistent, penetrating, untiring,

as well as efficient and lasting ; for do not results show
that a large and ever-increasing army of inteUigent

readers in all departments of literature has been pro-

vided, so that now the editions of books by the pub-

hshers are counted by thousands of copies where fifty

years ago they were counted by paltry hundreds ?
_

But in Stevenson's case he was too recently arrived

from the green pastures of literature to be easily

affected by the limitations of journahsm, or to fairly

understand the rigid requirements demanded by its

rules for good work. One of the consequences has

been that in a volume combining two distinct classes

of writing the defects of his journalism are likely to be

overlooked, while the mind fixes upon the many literary

excellencies of the work, which stand forth in bolder

relief. But, piece of special pleading and e% 'parte

political statement as it is, the volume has for Island-

folk the same inexphcable fascination that charac-

terizes his other work. From the first page to the

last his spirit of affection for his Polynesians hangs

around his words, as did the spirit of Sir Walter Scott

for the romance and chivalry of his beloved Scotland,

yet happily without the latter's sometimes tiresome

verbosity. It is true that at times Stevenson has

gone the length of doing an injustice to others, as a

kind of vicarious sacrifice to the savage adoration in

hand—nay, sometimes he had done the political fac-

tion he defends an historic injustice, where he found

it necessary to cloak the defects of the savage ideal,

somewhat wantonly set up.

This can be seen especially in the first chapter of

the volume where he treats—or rather fails to treat—

of the elements of native discord which preceded and

were involved in the Samoan dispute. But in what

a pleasing garb of interesting statements, philosophical
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dissertations, sweet mouthings of folk-lore and savage
habit, does he hide away the fundamental and historic

causes of those ancient Samoan disturbances ! One
not informed would be apt to assume they were of

recent origin, or were caused by the advent of the

whites, so briefly and obscurely are the springs of the

savage troubles alluded to in the chapter. But in the

following chapter, where he treats of the foreign ele-

ments of discord, lo ! there is no uncertain sound,

neither shielding from the condemning facts, well

marshalled. Now a spade is called a spade, and
especially if a German spade is meant ; but even the

bastings that the Germans receive on almost every
page have not made him unmindful of his Samoans.
These he holds up in comparison as children, to be
sure, but as children of deep observation, who for the

nonce are alleged to thoroughly understand the intri-

cacies of politics and the application of civilized

policies ; and to point the moral with dramatic force,

one of these savage prodigies is made to utter an
epigram not unworthy of a Martial or Voltaire against

the ' white man on the beach.'

Yet at all times it must be remembered that Steven-
son was not a man who harboured feelings of anger
and ill-will toward those who opposed his views of

Samoan affairs. He was as chivalrous in politics as

in private life and literature. Time and again in his

letters and elsewhere are to be found expressions of

regard, if not of friendship, for his political opponents,
which honour the man and his guileless heart. His
liking for Chief Justice Cedarcrantz, and his letter to

Mr. Sidney Colvin* about this liking, is a case in

point ; and while it may be true that he held less

liking for some of his German opponents than for

Cedarcrantz, still, with the exception of Consul Becker,
whom he never forgave to the end, he had a ready word
of regard for all others as the occasion proves. In the
opening paragraph of the eighth chapter he writes of

Becker and Knappe in this wise :
' For Becker I have

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xvii., p. 75.
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not been able to conceal my distaste, for he seems to

me both false and foolish. But of his successor, the

unfortunately famous Dr. Knappe, we may think of

as a good enough fellow driven distraught. Fond of

Samoa and the Samoans, he thought to bring peace

and enjoy popularity among the islanders. . . . The
history of his administration leaves on the mind of the

islanders a sentiment of pity scarcely mingled.' There

are other instances of this kindly regard for opponents

to be found in his writings, notably where he describes

his meeting with Chief Justice Cedarcrantz at a ball,

and how ere long all enmity between them vanished

as they smiled at each other and clasped hands while

treading the pattern of an island dance.*

If the volume is taken as a whole, it still serves to

illustrate his incapacity for living in enmity with his

neighbours for a length of time ; for, after he has poured

out his last phials of political wrath upon the German
Consul, in that fiery, ex parte sixth chapter on the
' Last Exploits of Becker,' the tone changes to the end

for the better ; the element of pohtical enmity vanishes

almost ; there appear fewer paragraphs containing

special pleas, less of unfair statement, and much more

of that manhness of authorship that is recognised the

world over as one of Stevenson's chief merits in letters,

and one that he has seldom violated in his voluminous

writings of twenty years. The seventh, eighth, and

ninth chapters prepare the reader by almost imper-

ceptible approaches for the great hurricane pacifical that

swept away, for a time, at least, the bickerings of

national suitors and arbitrators with the whiff of its

mighty breath. Putting aside, as of httle moment now,

several inconsiderable misstatements of facts, the reader

finds that in the latter part of the volume Stevenson

has entirely regained composure, when he describes so

realistically the terrible results of that fateful storm in

the harbour of Apia. Here, again, is found the Steven-

son of letters, the pohtical makeshifts of authorship

having vanished with Becker's last exploit. The

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xvii., pp. 188, 189.
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chapter itself is a wonderful piece of descriptive writing

when the local facts are fully understood ; and to those

who live in the Pacific it brings the impression that he

has done few, if any, finer pictures in words within the

same space. At times the wealth and finish of detail

in a few brief lines is very striking. A single example
of the many in the chapter will serve for illustration,

and it is one that will long after make pictures in the

minds of whomso know of coral reefs in forlorn seas,

and of the breaking of stanch ships on their smihng
but treacherous edges.

' The Eher' he writes, in describing the wrecking of

the German men-of-war, ' had dragged anchors with
the rest ; her injured screw disabled her from steaming
vigorously up, and a little before day she had struck the

front of the coral, come off, struck again, and gone
down stern foremost, oversetting as she went into the

gasping hollow of the reef. Of her whole complement
of nearly eighty, four souls were cast alive on the beach,

and the bodies of the remainder were, by the volu-

minous outpouring of the flooded streams, scoured at

last from the harbour, and strewed naked on the sea-

board of the island. ... By about eight, it was the turn
of the Adler. She was close down upon the reef

;

doomed herself, it might yet be possible to save a

portion of her crew ; and for this end Captain Fritze

placed his reliance on the very hugeness of the seas that

threatened him. The moment was watched for with the

anxiety of despair, but the coolness of disciplined

courage. As she rose on the fatal wave, her moorings
were simultaneoush^ slipped ; she broached to in

rising, and the sea heaved her bodily upward, and cast

her down with a concussion on the summit of the reef,

where she lay on her beam-ends, her back broken,
buried in breaching seas, but safe. Conceive a table :

the Eher in the darkness had been smashed against the
rim and flung below ; the Adler, cast free in the nick
of opportunity, had been thrown on the top. Many
were injured in the concussion, many tossed into the
water ; twenty perished. The survivors crept again
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on board their ship, as it now lay, and as it still remains,
keel to the waves, a monument of the sea's potency.
In still weather, under a cloudless sky, in those seasons
when that ill-named ocean, the Pacific, suffers its vexed
shores to rest, she lies high and dry, the spray scarce

touching her—the hugest structure of man's hands
within a circuit of a thousand miles—tossed up there

like a schoolboy's cap upon a shelf, broken like an egg,

a thing to dream of.' Was ever before such writing

seen in any kind of political journalism ? From the
literary side, the chapter is in itself the redemption of

a volume full of defects, unfair throughout, and with
some lack of logical connection, if viewed by the
standards of editor and statesman.
But while he failed to recognise his own shortcomings

as literary politician and journalist, he has not failed to

put his pen, with keen perception, upon the fault in

others ; in fact, he has delineated with startling

exactness in his works some of the weak points in his

own character. Keep in mind the ten political letters

published in the London press between 1888 and 1895,
then turn to the second chapter of ' The Story of a Lie,'

where he has described how old Mr. Noseby wrote a
political letter which, in a moment of indiscretion, he
was heartened to publish—hardly showing the usual

prudence and sense of the average country gentleman
during hustings. In a single paragraph the author has
fairly and tersely summed the defects of the amateur
pohtician and journalist in the following words :

' So
things went on until the famous occasion when Mr.

Noseby, becoming engrossed in securing the election

of a sound party candidate to Parliament, wrote a

flaming letter to the papers. The letter had about
every demerit of party letters in general : it was ex-

pressed with the energy of a believer ; it was personal
;

it was a little more than half unfair, and about a

quarter untrue. The old man did not mean to say

what was untrue, you may be sure ; but he had rashly

picked up gossip, as his prejudice suggested, and now
rashly launched it on the public with the sanction of
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his name.'* For the phrase ' about a quarter untrue '

substitute the phrase ' about a quarter rumours,' and
the paragraph, as quoted, will describe quite fairly the

injudicious writing done by Stevenson for the London
newspapers.

Besides his political work, there remains a single

piece of polemic to be considered here. The facts about
his open letter to Dr. Hyde have already been given in

Chapter V. It remains to estimate briefly the excel-

lencies and defects of that gallant defence of the

Catholic martyr. Like all of Stevenson's work, the

letter referred to is unlike the writings of ancient or

modern times. rVfter examination, however, there

may be found some hesitancy in placing it in a hard-and-
fast classification, for several reasons. To demarcate
where satire begins or ends in literature is next to

impossible ; for, like the colours of a painting, the

shades of intent and meaning which characterize its

presence are found to overlap and partially to

obliterate precise definition. This will be seen more
clearly upon examining his remarkable letter in defence
of Father Damien. Among the ancient satirists

particular qualities are found that serve to classify the
work of each ; but an examination shows that Steven-
son's work presents so many different characteristics

of both the ancient and modern satirists that it defies

classification in any particular school or group ; for the
same reason, his work cannot be compared with indi-

vidual effort preceding its appearance. If a classifica-

tion in a school or group is attempted, it will be found
that several classes must be united to embrace Steven-
son's work ; and if his work is compared with that of

individuals, it will at once be realized that it con-
tains the effective literary qualities distinguishing the
best work of several ancient and modern satirical

writers.

But established methods of classification are from
necessity sometimes disturbed, often inverted, and
many times are ignored altogether. In some writers

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. iii., p. 281.
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one or more elements deemed necessary to satire are

absent, and sometimes a makeshift is effectively intro-

duced to increase the ironical mockery and effect ; but
such introduction may do violence to the ethical feeling

upon which all satire in some manner depends. Taking
a somewhat similar view, and ignoring the hard-and-
fast rules of classification, Stevenson's work may be
properly called an example of composite satire, if the

phrase is allowable ; for, in comparing the Damien
letter with the ancient satirists, Stevenson's effort

will be found to include all the scorn and invective of

Archiolochus, the permeating ethic element of Simonides
of Amorgus ; the rhetorical finish of Juvenal, together

with several of the minor excellencies drawTi from the

Greek and Roman authors. If modern writers are

considered, it will be seen that, while he wrote the letter

with the haste and disingenuousness of Erasmus, it

contains as well the pungency of Byron's invective

—

but without his frequent descriptive wanderings

—

together with the sharp, incisive thrusting of Carlyle
;

on the other hand, it lacks the staid playfulness of

Thackeray and the overflowing wit and exaggeration of

Butler, just as it cleverly escapes the brutalities of

Swift. And yet there is a sense in which it is brutal,

for all writing that borders as closely on invective as

the Damien letter partakes largely of that element of

brutalit}' that accompanies this form of satire, wherein

the person, rather than the habit, is made the object

of censure. The letter is a readable, a fascinating piece

of work, and, excluding questions of fact and ethic,

it holds the reader with the skilfulness of its execution,

the incisive beauty of its diction, with the irony, the

mockery, and the sarcasm pluming every sentence—or

all of these, at a stroke, combined in a phrase, or con-

densed into a word, which hang in the memory, like

strange linguistic jewels. At the same time, if it is

remembered that both disputants were mostly in the

wrong, as far as facts were concerned, it will be felt

there was somewhat of the spirit of intolerance shown
in the novelist's letter, although the reader is con-
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strained to admit that the sectary, Dr. Hyde, received,

upon the whole, what his action deserved.

By following the undercurrent of high ethic feeling

pervading the letter, the rudeness of its interruption, at

a single point near the close, serves to make the infrac-

tion more prominent, in a case where the facts, if fully

stated, would have made its violation unnecessary.
While discussing Dr. Hyde's slanderous statement
against the purity of Father Damien's life, Stevenson
says :

' This scandal, when I read it in your letter, was
not new to me. I had heard it once before, and I must
tell you how. There came to Samoa a man from
Honolulu ; he, in a public-house on the beach, volun-

teered the statement that Damien had " contracted the

disease from having connection with female lepers,"

and I find a joy in telling you how the report was wel-

comed in a public-house. A man sprang to his feet

—

I am not at liberty to give his name, but from what I

heard I doubt if you would care to have him to dinner
in Beretania Street. " You miserable little "

(here is a word I dare not print ; it would shock your
ears)

—
" you miserable little !" he cried. " If the

story were a thousand times true, can't you see you
are a million times a lower for daring to repeat
it ?" I wish it could be told of you that when the
report reached you in your house, perhaps after family
worship, you had found in your soul enough holy anger
to receive it with the same expression—ay, even with
that one which I dare not print ; it would not need to

have been blotted away, like Uncle Toby's oath, by
the tears of the recording angel ; it would have been
counted to you for your brightest righteousness. But
you have deliberately chosen the part of the man from
Honolulu, and have played it with improvements of

your own.'*
Now this, if anything, is an exhibition of morality

on stilts, and nothing more ; this method of dealing
with right and wrong in the world belongs to that
peculiar and questionable sort of ethical teaching that

* ' Works ' (Thistle ed.), vol. iv., pp. 429, 430.
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has sprung from the necessities of behef , or the prompt-
ings of false rehgious sentiment ; it certainly finds no
foundation either in truth or reason. It seems fortu-

nate that in the present age we have discovered there

is a scientific basis to the ethics of mankind, which
brings us much nearer to the facts of nature and the

real principles of justice ; under later revision scientific

morals demand, and persist in demanding, that the

utterance or publication of the truth is always perti-

nent and justifiable, be the immediate or remote result

blessed or disastrous. Being founded in nature and
warranted in reason, this view is the one that falls into

fitness with modern thought, and certainly contains

one of the ethic elements that Stevenson, of all men,
scarcely would have violated deliberately ; may it not,

then, be assumed, from the side of literary equity, that

he adopted for rhetorical purposes this veriest moral
sham of words, without basis in man's nature, or

otherwise, than as found in the pleas of sectaries and
advocates ? ' If the story were a thousand times true,

can't you see you are a million times a lower for

daring to repeat it ?' Here is the popular doctrine

of sham morality condensed to a sentence and shorn
of ambiguities. In justice it cannot be laid against

Stevenson—hater of all shams, lay or clerical, who
insisted without ceasing on what he believed to be
fair play for all classes of men, unlimited by their

geographical distribution — that he would have
accepted, after a careful analysis of the moral quality

of the act in question, the unspeakable ethic sham
uttered to the man from Honolulu in the Apia bar-room.

Such a view as the novelist's might have been taken
of moral principle during the Middle Ages without
stirring comment, but in the present age such utter-

ances are regarded as mental misfits, quite out of

keeping with that wider data of ethics which now
directs and largely controls the teachings of mankind

;

and, thanks to scientific thought, the morality of

the present age is of robuster nature, and, healthier

complexion withal. Now, the trouble with all the
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allegations of Dr. Hyde, with one exception, is that

they were untrue, just as were the admissions, and all,

except one, of the charges unintentionally made by
Stevenson ;* likewise, the offence of the man in the
Apia bar-room was that his statement was false. Had
the statement made by the man from Honolulu been
true, there is no reason, from the modern view of

morals, why it should not have been spoken, and
spoken as often as the desire for truthfulness prompted
and a fitting occasion offered. Yea, is not the truth
in our day a thing to be shouted from housetops, or
winged by the whirling of countless presses in this

dawn of the twentieth century ? Under the circum-
stances, as we now know them, and in remembrance
of the man and author as we knew him, it may justly

be concluded that he was led to adopt the staring

moral mask by the urgent demands of his art, and in

no other way, and this adoption was aided quite
likely by his oversensitiveness to that deep ethical

feeling which is throughout the letter the chiefest

element beneath his scornful satire.

But at no time must we forget that he thought
he was right, and he certainly so believed from the
moment ' righteous indignation ' seized him on read-
ing Dr. Hyde's charges against Father Damien in a
Sydney newspaper, until he had given his answer to
the multitudinous presses of civilization. And, think-
ing he was right, he concluded, under the circumstances
as he knew them, that he had arrived at a moral and
logical paradox, whose solution defied precedent, and
demanding a personal violation of the civil code for
the defence of another individual's good name ; he
thought from the first that he was writing a libel against
Dr. Hyde, and, being unacquainted with the facts,

how was he to know that in his chivalresque defence
of the dead priest he was unwittingly laying himself
amenable to a part of the censure that he so justly
meted to Father Damien's assailant.?

His position and action become heroic when his

* See Chapter V.
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view is read :
' I knew I was writing a libel : I thought

he [Dr. Hyde] would bring an action ; I made sure

I should be ruined ; I asked leave of my gallant

family, and the sense I was signing away all I pos-

sessed kept me up to high-water mark, and made me
feel every insult heroic.'* Believing as he did, who,
in this age of theological heresy, with its wholesale

criminations and recriminations, would be so bold

and unjust as to blame, without reservation, this re-

markable piece of satirical writing in which, after the

elimination of minor defects, he has left to literature

an almost faultless model, capable of sustaining satire

in its supremest form, and clothed in perfect diction

for the conveyance of superlative scorn and invective ?

* ' Works ' (Thistle ed.), vol. xxvi., pp. 107, 108.



CHAPTER XI

HIS LITERARY PRODUCT AFTER 1888

It would be beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss

Stevenson's Hterary product in the Pacific from that
more comprehensive plane of criticism that sets

forward in detail the merits and defects of the work
in hand ; nor is it here desired to make inquest and
estimate of his work further than may be required for

examining some of its local phases, appearing under
the new conditions that he met in the South Seas

—

some of these of course are disparate phases that have
escaped notice ; others, under an assumed parity,

have been misinterpreted or wrongly estimated by
reviewers. Some of these literary stumblings that
have done portions of Stevenson's work more or less

injustice have occurred through dearth of information
concerning Island life ; some have sprung from a
credulity that has accepted the novelist's views without
verification, or without the necessary weeding : the
latter class having been referred to before, only those
misinterpretations and misstatements growing out of

imperfect knowledge and unacquaintance need be
considered.

Could those who have commented on some parts of
his latter work have foreseen in what a grotesque
mental light their opinions would appear to eyes
familiar with the island world, there would certainly
have been some remodelling of paragraphs—if not
final blotting—pending actual investigation ; but
distant critics failed to see the need of precaution,
and have written as though the circumsjtances and

193 13
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problems of life in the Pacific were to be estimated by
comparison with conditions in the old world. The
novelist's closest friends and advisers erred at this

point time and again, and in instances caused Steven-
son's unusually clear judgment to hang in abeyance,
or induced him to accept some literary dictum formed
thousands of miles from the scene and the facts. His
book on the South Seas has been mentioned as an
instance of several. The same sort of misjudgment
occurred in a more aggravating form in the case of
' The Ebb Tide,' as will be seen hereafter, for evidently

the literary advice tendered him had made an impres-

sion for a time, as his letters show. In 1890, and
before the arrival of this friendly comment, we find

him writing in a letter to Mr. Marcel Schwob that he
thought highly of ' The Ebb Tide ' [then called ' The
Pearl Fisher '], which he characterized as ' a black,

ugly, trampling, violent story, full of strange scenes

and striking characters.' But in 1893, after the friendly

critics had been heard from, he almost reversed this

judgment of his good work, and wrote to Mr. Edmund
Gosse and Mr. Henry James in a tone clearly of depre-

cative apology, if not outright condemnation. Yet,
when he received the published volume early in 1894,
he at once wrote to Mr. Colvin the following revision of

opinion, which entirely agrees with his earlier judgment

:

' The mail was very late this time, hence the paltriness

of this note. When it came, and I had read it, I retired

with ''The Ebb Tide," and read it all before I slept.

I did not dream it was near as good ; I am afraid I

think it excellent. A little indecision about Attwater,
not much. It gives me great hope, as I see I can
work in that constipated, mosaic manner, which is

what I have to do just now with " Weir of Her-
miston." '*

Before publication ' The Beach of Falesa ' was pru-

dishly prodded from England for its immorality—

a

baseless charge that creates a smile in the realistic

Pacific. But in this case Stevenson refused to modify

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xvii., p. 281.
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his judgment, or change the text, as demanded, and
he wrote to Mr. Colvin, who performed the friendly

duties of a Hterary mentor :
' " The Beach of Falesa "

I still think well of, but it seems it's immoral, and
there's a to-do, and financially it may prove a heavy
disappointment. The plaintive request sent to me,
to make the young folks married properly before
" that night," I refuse

;
you will see what would be

left of the yarn had I consented. This is a poison bad
world for the romancer, this Anglo-Saxon world ; I

usually get out of it by not having any women in it

at all ; but when I remember I had the " Treasure of

Franchard " refused as unlit for a family magazine, I

feel despair weigh upon my wrists.'* In the eighteenth
Vailima letter, the author again takes occasion to

answer censure of several characters contained in

the story, which, if heeded, would have left the realism
of the thing twisted into a sort of literary crazy-
quilt to the ruin of the tale, even though there had
been dregs left to satisfy moral namby-pamby. Well
might an author writing of Island life in Oceanica cry
fie upon such critical disability and moral pretence !

Before further consideration of his work after 1888
is entered upon, prudence makes it necessary to call

attention to a disturbing factor to be held in mind
while estimating ' The Wrong Box,' portions of ' The
Wrecker,' and the opening chapters of ' The Ebb Tide,'

for these volumes have been more or less lowered by
collaboration from Stevenson's usual high standard of

literary work. For reasons that will be given in the
proper place, these volumes have suffered in the order
as stated, ' The Wrong Box ' being farthest from, and
' The Ebb Tide ' nearest to, the author's literary

standard. From the appreciative reader's point of

view this collaboration throughout will seem to be
one of those uncalled-for literary happenings that
defies explanation, unless it be attributed to an in-

fluence arising out of familiar associations. But what-

* 'Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xvii., p. 117.
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ever view is taken, it must be admitted that Steven-

son's reputation was therein exposed to injury more

or less serious, without the possibihty of his receiving

any compensatory aid or Hterary benefit from his

coUaborateurs.

It is here that care is needed in order not to do the

coUaborateurs an injustice, and at the same time to

reach a just conclusion under the facts as far as known
or attainable. It is likely, on account of Stevenson's

unexpected death, we shall never be able to say with

certainty in all cases just where collaboration began

or left off, or where, after hterary pruning, the remnants

of amateur effort were suffered to bloom in the original

diction. Wherever in his notes and letters he has fixed

these limits there will be no difficulty, but there are

other places where obstacles abound on every hand,

caused by claims of authorship made since his death,

and covering which he has left no specific note. Where
this occurs the reader is wholly dependent upon the

internal evidence of the work itself. In places the

authorship is easily determined ; wherever the testi-

mony supports strongly the claim of collaboration it

will be found next to impossible to mistake the work

for other than an amateur's, even after it has been

licked into shape, or in some cases clearly recast by the

master's hand ; for does not every editor of experience

know how often it is impracticable, if not impossible,

to vivify and refit the amateur composition for publi-

cation ? Often it becomes preferable, in grave matters,

to throw the manuscript aside, and without let rewrite

the half-ripe paragraphs. But in the case under con-

sideration this was not always done, and there are

places where the claims of collaboration leave the

reader in doubt, if not in some confusion, when he

attempts by the usual methods of comparison and

analysis to follow those literary metes and bounds that

have been brought to notice by the pubhcation of the

uniform edition of Stevenson's works or in other

volumes.
There are two pieces of work which were finished
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soon after the novelist's coming to tlie Pacific that
cannot properly be classed with the literary product
after 1888, as both were complete in draft and partly

written before the Casco sailed from San Francisco in

June of that year. These are ' The Master of BaUan-
trae,' first published in Scribne/s Magazine, and ' The
Wrong Box,' published in the summer of 1889 in New
York and London. It will be unnecessary to refer to

the former further than to repeat that it was finished

during the first visit to Honolulu in 1889. There has
been, however, a criticism made by comparing one of

the characters of the volume with the three rogues of
' The Ebb Tide,' which wiU be commented upon in

the next chapter. A brief comment on ' The Wrong
Box ' may not be out of place at this point, as the
volume throughout is an illustration of the literary

evils arising from an unequal collaboration which
Stevenson's concession made possible. In a statement
of their methods quoted by Mr. Graham Balfour in the
life of the novelist, Mr. Lloyd Osbourne writes with
mingled naivete and adroitness of the part he filled

under the plan for collaboration, which, fortunately,

Stevenson was able to direct to a successful conclusion.
In the case of 'The Wrong Box' the reader will not
hesitate to give Mr. Osbourne the full credit of author-
ship, for here it will be seen that even Stevenson's
genius and experience failed to rescue from mediocrity,
and bring the volume within the pale of the literary

preserve. And in the face of some injudicious, if not
violent praise, the volume remains as thoroughly an
amateur's effort as was ever placed before the public
under the protection of a popular name.
Nor is it the intention to do Mr. Osbourne the shadow

of injustice in taking this view of a piece of his earlier

work, for it can be said to his honour, and in commen-
dation of his judgment, that he was perhaps the first

to point out that the story, as he wrote it, contained
inherent defects that it was impossible for his step-
father to remedy. He says :

' " The Wrong Box " was
more mine as a whole than either of the others [" Ebb
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Tide" and "Wrecker"]. It was written and then
rewritten before there was any thought of collabora-

tion, and was actually finished and ready for the press.

There was, in consequence, far less give and take
between us in this book than in the others. Louis had
to follow the text very closely, being unable to break
away without jeopardizing the succeeding chapters.

He breathed into it, of course, his own incomparable
power, humour, and vivacity, and forced the thing to

live as it had never lived before ; but even in his trans-

forming hands it still retains (it seems to me) a sense

of failure, and this verdict has so far been sustained

by the public's reluctance to buy the book.'* This is

both manly and truthful, and quite coincides with the

just opinion of the coUaborateurs in the brief preface,

which says :
' " Nothing like a little judicious levity,"

says Michael Finsbury in the text, nor can any better

excuse be found for the volume in the reader's hands.

The authors can but add that one of them is old

enough to be ashamed of himself, and the other young
enough to learn better.' The volume, in fact, remains

as an example of the result of an amiable but mis-

judged concession on Stevenson's part.

In passing to the consideration of his literary work
proper in the Pacific, the space-limit requires curtail-

ment of comment, except on those phases bearing

directly on Island life. This course will leave unsaid

much that is usually written in a like connection of

the literary style, the morality, the genius, and the

philosophy of an author ; but, on the other hand, this

has been done already in two admirable essays written

respectively by Professor Walter Raleigh and Sir

Leslie Stephen. Whatever is to be said here, then,

lies upon the premise that somehow and sometime

—

the detail matters not—Stevenson became a master in

marshalling words to express his thoughts with direct-

ness, precision, and force, a requirement which is the

antecedent of that element of dramatic energy that is

never found absent from his pages. The obstacle that

'Works ' (Thistle ed, ), vol. xxvi., p. 42.
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he was forced to overcome in the South Seas was one
of greater moment to his future success—it was to

construct a realistic picture in literature out of the

factual recurrences of Island life, made up of new con-

ditions on every hand, of new scenery on land and
sea, and of new manners and customs, with the fre-

quent outre details of savagery, all contrasting sharply

in the presence of a strange, composite, half-civiliza-

tion of many nations, and necessarily containing

numerous exceptional and nondescript characters.

And this picture was to be drawn without being

whelmed and carried away by the romance of the

situation, or, as Stevenson himself has aptly expressed

it, without suffering the work to end ' in a kind of

sugar-candy sham epic'

In his first letters from the South Seas he felt his

way with great prudence and painstaking, conquering
the difficulties step by step. This he did without
showing too much regard for criticism and advice from
home, until at last, and after a single revision, he has
left us a volume without a rival at all points, and quite

as unique in literature as it is valuable as a record of a

passing condition of things in the South Seas. But,
unsatisfied with the beginnings of success, his future

work proved that the next few years were spent largely

in studying Polynesian lore and legends, to determine
in how far they would be available in literature. His
judgment at this point, if heeded, will be of importance
to future writers in this field, for althougli the limit

for usefulness of the Polynesian legends and folk-lore,

as literature, should be determined before authorship
begins, it had never been done in a satisfactory manner
before Stevenson with keen judgment set up experi-

mental landmarks for his own guidance. And upon
examination it will be found that his judgment led

him to discard the Polynesian legends, per sc, as barren
subjects for prose tales, while he relegated them in

their original form to the ballad, the fairy-tale, and
the short prose sketch or fable.

These conclusions he reached slowly and after much
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careful experiment, and it is perhaps best to place
' The Song of Rahero ' and ' The Feast of Famine

'

among the literary experiments which enabled him to

carry to success those splendid efforts in South Sea
literature, ' The Beach of Falesa,' and ' The Ebb Tide.'

These two volumes mark the limit of the Polynesian
element in prose, just as the two ballads previously

mentioned mark the limit in verse. In ' The Bottle

Imp,' ' The Isle of Voices,' and one of the fables, he
has carried the prose limit to its extreme point, until

it borders on the domain of the legendary ballad and
the fairy-tale.

Were it not for the warning note that precedes ' The
Bottle Imp,' anyone acquainted with the legends and
folklore of the Pacific certainly would be warranted
in assuming that the tale had been drawn from Poly-

nesian sources, which more than once relate how
familiar, or even family spirits, were at times im-
prisoned in cocoanut-shells for safe-keeping or conveni-

ence, to be handy in case of need for fending future

mischief or conferring benefits. But Stevenson has
informed us in the note preceding ' The Bottle Imp '

that ' any student of that very unliterary product, the

English drama of the early part of the century, will

here recognise the name and root idea of a piece once
rendered popular by the redoubtable B. Smith. The
root idea is there identical, and yet I believe I have
made it a new thing. And the fact that the tale has
been designed for a Polynesian audience may lend it

some extraneous interest nearer home.' The belief

that he had made a new thing out of an old idea was
true of a surety, but he has done more, and besides an
inimitable style in the telling, he has so closely adapted
the story to the peculiarities of Polynesia that it is

next to impossible to distinguish its resetting from the

surroundings of its new Jiterary habitat. His use of

the English source for the tale goes to show that the

author probably was unacquainted with the similar

Polynesian legends at the time he wrote, otherwise it

would be difficult to understand why he took the
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trouble to import ' The Bottle Imp ' from San Fran-
cisco, over two thousand miles distant, when its anti-

type was familiar in the Pacific Islands.

In ' The Isle of Voices ' he carried the literary experi-

ment a step further by almost wholly eliminating the

foreign element. It is true that some foreign sailors

are introduced momentarily, as a literary convenience,

and a strolling missionary is also introduced in the last

paragraph
;
yet in both instances they are so evidently

used as makeshifts that it may be quite truthfully said

he has virtually succeeded in writing the tale without
material aid of the foreign element. For similar

literary convenience, he has translated the old Poly-
nesian tale to the time of the incoming of civilization

among the islands. The sources of the sketch are to be
found in Hawaiian fairy-lore, if that term is justly

applicable to Polynesian legends and spirit-tales. In
' The Isle of Voices ' the author has used one of three
versions of the same legend ; this he has worked over
with the precision and skill shown in ' The Bottle Imp.'
One of these versions, called by the natives ' The
Sorcerers' Island,' would have proved much more
effective in his hands, had he chosen it ; for it depends
less on the supernatural and more on the human
element for its dramatic force and movement than does
' The Isle of Voices.' The remaining version of the
legend, called ' The Isle of Dreams,' is one of the most
picturesque and dainty bits of Hawaiian fable-lore

that has reached civilization intact.

It was probably Stevenson's leaning towards the
supernatural (which can be clearly traced in various
parts of his work) that led him to select the more
improbable version for his sketch. But it is also true
there is a pervading element of demonism in Polynesian
folklore ; at the same time, an examination discloses
that the element is not a constant one, being liable to
frequent modification, and, in some cases, to elimina-
tion, as it undergoes verbal filtering through successive
generations. In the present instance, this view will be
found to apply directly ; and in all probability the
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three versions of the legend mentioned give the verbal
expressions of the myth, marking three distinct periods

in its growth and development. The older version,

used by Stevenson, hinges upon the introduction of the
Polynesian black art. In the version known as ' The
Sorcerers' Island ' the demoniac intervention is a step

further removed, while the human agency present

exerts more control, giving the story stronger flavour

of savage realism. But in ' The Isle of Dreams,' in all

probability the latest version, the supernatural element
almost disappears, and is replaced by a weird element
of savage preternaturalism everywhere present in

Polynesian legends.

Besides the experimental efforts mentioned, seeming
to cover the field that he wished to test for his work,
Stevenson made trial of that form of the literary art

known as the fable. In his introduction to his fables,

published after the novelist's death, Mr. Sidney Colvin

has given us warning that they were left in an un-
finished state, and adding that it is doubtful if they
' would have seen the light ' had the author lived. All

who have made careful study of these occasional writings

will fully agree with Mr. Colvin, and perhaps some may
express wonder that the fables were published at all.

Two of the lot at least were written after he came to

the Pacific, as is evident at a glance. These are

Fable XIV.—'The Cart-Horses and the Saddle-Horse'

—

and Fable XVI.— ' Something In It.' The former has
little, if any, merit as a fable, and may be passed after

saying that it was written in poor taste, while its moral,

like several in the collection, seems somewhat obscure.

There is, on the contrary, much that can be said in

praise of the latter fable, which, however, appears under
a somewhat inappropriate, if not slangy, title. But,

apart from this, the fable certainly is a finished piece of

hterature of its kind ; but here, again, it differs from
most of the remainder of the collection. In writing

this fable, it is not improbable that its author was
carr3dng but another step his experiment in the prose

development of Polynesian legends ; in any event, he
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here reached the extreme prose Hmit suitable to their

translation into English literature. In this he has lost

ail grasp on reality, that should be retained as long as

the fable is made to revolve around a normal human
subject, such as the missionary who visits the daughters
of Miru ; otherwise the probability of the thing lapses,

and it is at once translated into the realm of fairyland.

To save this admirable bit of semi-savage literature

from classification in fairyland, its author has tacked on
a moral in verse that seems entirely out of place, and
has called the little gem a fable ; but it is no more a

fable than it is an epic : it must remain what it is in

reality—a perfect sample, in modern form, of the short

Polynesian fairy-tale ; for when the missionary refuses

to drink the ' kava ' of the dead, afterwards regains his

island, and rings the bell for service, he most certainly

returned from Polynesian fairyland after almost falling

under the influence of the daughters of Miru ; and this

is true despite the author's attempt to make the parson
the central figure of a modern fable, pointing a moral
at the narrowness of religious beliefs.

It will now be necessary to take closer scrutiny of his

literary work in the Pacific, and to touch, when needs
be, upon the more prominent features of the methods
he used in the new field. It is doubtful if the term
' method ' is a proper one to use in referring to his work
after 1888, but it must serve, being in general use,

although it seems to be a term little understood and
without definite meaning in literature. The methods
of painting and literature have much in common, and
it may not be carrying the comparison too far to say
that there seems to be some logical nexus binding them
closely in their application for pictorial results, as

viewed by the mental eye.

For instance, the element of mental suggestion applies
with the same force and exactness to literature that it

does to art, yet it may be said to exert a greater and
more lasting effect on the mind of the reader of literature

than the same element exerts on the eye of the picture-
gazer. But notwithstanding the relation between the
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two arts is intimate at this point, still, the difference

between them must be clearly noticed in order to form
a definite conception from their collocation. Sugges-
tion in painting largely leads the mind away from
realism ; in literature it serves to bring the reality

before the reader with various and sometimes startling

effects. By the deft pen our mental associations may
be made to awaken some creeping horror in the heart,

or make wonder spring like a bird to wing ; or they may
cause the physical being to leap with exultation, or to

sink trembling before the drawn curtain of mystery and
doubt. And perhaps no modern writer has known
better than Stevenson how to successfully apply to

literature the various phases of mental association

and suggestion.

But it must be admitted that he reversed the usual
methods in vogue by taking care to learn how to write
ere he placed his wares before the public. One of the

first things that impresses a reader of his work is that
he never expresses by written signs any word, thought,
or idea which must be understood when the mental
process of interpreting the composition is complete,
or the logical form is carried to its conclusion. It will

be seen that this method of condensation is nothing
more than one of the lower forms of mental association

and suggestion ; and it is this quality, aided by an
ever-present element of dramatic energy, that makes
his writing interesting and forceful in those pages
usually called ' the dry parts ' of books. In none of

his books will be found those dull, irrelevant patches
of words that abound like weeds in the pages of the

novelists and essayists of the middle of the last century ;

read such to-day, and you either will yawn frequently,

or stealthily turn the pages until verbal hfe returns with
the story's thread. The same thing may be said of

much that is written at present, with even less finish

and preparation.

But these last-century writers had merit ? Yes.

And they knew how to write English ? Yes, partially,

but most of them were overwhelmed b}/ \'erbosity, and
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few, if any, seemed to have realized that fewest words
give composition the largest capacity and greatest

strength ; the demonstration of this was reserved for

the famous and worthy successor of that great English
school of writers, reaching from Scott to Dickens and
Thackeray. The view is not taken that Stevenson
introduced the art of good writing, as some have
alleged, but rather that he pruned the art, and, by his

excellent and always consistent example, reduced its

rules, as nearly as possible, to a system that can be
practically followed in all classes of composition, and
which, if conscientiously followed, will produce the
best literary results, in exact proportion to the mental
endowments of the writer. The reader of Stevenson's
volumes will hardly agree with Thackeray's suggestion
in ' Pendennis ' that, ' If the secret history of books
could be written, and the author's private thoughts
and meanings noted down alongside of his story, how
many insipid volumes would become interesting, and
dull tales excite the reader !' How many, indeed ! It

has been this, or a similar method, that has interpolated
much of Thackeray's work with so many dull or inapt
pages. Thackeray is always best when he is telling

his story directly, and is frequently at his worst when
he falls across a dozen pages of moralizing.

From the first Stevenson cast aside both the literary

habit and tradition of the past ; he saw the vigour and
the possibilities of the new method (then practised by
but few authors), that was soon to bring forth a new
literary priest ' all shaven and shorn,' to take a new
part in the drama of letters, which, up to that time,

had been written and rewritten by ubiquitous Jacks
for many generations. And in his work in the Pacific

Stevenson clearly proved that he had lost none of the
wit and cunning with which he had penned his remark-
able series of essays, or conceived and executed
' Treasure Island ' and the ' New Arabian Nights.'

Of his later work we will consider briefly, for illustration,
' The Beach of Falesa.' Fortunately there was no
collaboration here, and in consequence the work will
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be found to show fewer defects than ' The Ebb Tide,'

following within a year. From what has been said, it

will follow that the method of suggestive writing in

literature is a chief source of many of those attributes

that serve to make a composition interesting in itself,

be the subject what it may ; nor will the reader fail

to observe that, from the first paragraph to the last of

this story, suggestion and condensation are salient

features. The same thing is largely true of all of his

writing, but here, as will be seen at a glance, Stevenson
has carried the method further, and has used it as a

practical aid to pictorial or descriptive writing. Now,
if examined, it will be seen that he has excelled in this

—that he has seldom, if ever, overstepped the limits of

his method. The result has been that he has left alone
the kinds of descriptive writing in vogue before his

time ; he seems to have realized fully that the author
who empties pages of words around indescribable land-

scapes is attempting a task of the gods. Everywhere
in his work relating to the Pacific it is to be seen that
he thought whatever was better expressed by the
painter's art should be avoided scrupulously by the
literary worker. At the same time, unlike most of his

predecessors and contemporaries, he has fully heeded
the benefits of pictorial writing wherever the subject

to be described has fallen within the scope of language
;

elsewhere he has left ' descriptions ' to the wielders of

brush and chisel, refusing to attempt rather than to

run the risk of writing ill.

Yet it will be found that wherever he has ventured
he has given us a pen-picture beyond the capacity of

the artist, and quite beyond the limits of art. Take,
for instance, that unequalled first paragraph of ' The
Beach of Falesa,' and compare it with the ordinary
marine description—nay, with the best that can be
found in literature—and it will be almost impossible

to find its fellow :
' I saw that island first when it was

neither night nor morning. The moon was to the

west, setting, but still broad and bright. To the

east, and right amidships of the dawn, which was all
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pink, the day-star sparkled like a diamond. The
land breeze blew in our faces, and smelt strong of

wild lime and vanilla ; other things besides, but these

were most plain ; and the chill of it set me sneezing.

I should say I had been for years on a low island near

the line, living for the most part solitary among
natives. Here was a fresh experience ; even the

tongue would be quite strange to me ; and the look of

these woods and mountains, and the rare smell of

them renewed my blood.'

Now, an artist, were he a master, could paint the

first part of this picture—that is, he would reproduce
the outward setting suggested by the words them-
selves—but the remaining and larger portion is beyond
the reach of the artist's brush, although not beyond
his mental conception. Here, then, through associ-

ation and suggestion the novelist has drawn for the
mind's eye, with infinite success, some of those feelings

lying quite beyond the province of art. What pictures

we would have for our wonder and admiration could
artists but reduce to pigment that ' land breeze as it

blew in our faces, and smelt strong of wild lime and
vanilla '! But, consummate genius that he was, he was
not yet done, and, to finish the picture beyond the
reach of brush or pen, he uses the art of suggestion,

and adds, ' other things besides, but these were most
plain ; and the chill of it set me sneezing.' That is

all of the picture itself
;
yet it is enough, brief as it is,

to be one of the finest examples of pictorial prose
writing to be found in English literature, and certainly

the most finished yet penned of a Pacific Ocean scene
at break of day in midsummer.
To him who has visited the South Seas, and at the

dawn raised one of its myriad islands from the blue
expanse, the paragraph quoted will not fail to express
much that the artist could not reproduce on canvas

;

and to the Islandfolk, who love the South Seas and
its people, a much wider mental view will be opened.
When the paragraph is read by such an one the book
more than likely will drop idl}/ in his lap, for a spell
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What is the cause ? It is the sorcery of those three
lines ending, ' other things besides ; but these were
most plain.' And the result ? The reader is already
a day-dreaming in the Fabled Sea. His eyes are closed

as they make the picture of his mind ; or, wide open
but unconscious, they are gazing over a far-away island

scene. By this time he has become a reminiscent
through the prompting of those nine simple words ;

and they will keep repeating and adding to their

message as the mental scene develops. But what does
this dreamer recall, whom Stevenson had set a-weaving
out of the past ? Who shall say ? Who shall pry
beneath his closed lids, or catch an expression of

thought from those oblivious eyes ?

The past rises around him, and he sees again, per-

haps, a forgotten picture summoned by the author's

pen. Time now passes like a dream, and two decades
have vanished in a wink ; he, too, feels the swinging
prow beneath his feet and the cool breezes on his face

;

he sees again the breaking morn, and the half-quenched
moon, and the day-star, where it hangs sparkling in the

tropic sky and seems almost within reach of his arm
;

and now he is conscious of an odour of mingled sweets,

new and ravishing, that floats across the sea, like the

cadence of a song in the mind when the music has
ceased. This much, or very like it, all may see, who
happily have fetched their landfall on a midsummer's
morn. Or it may be those ' other things besides

'

which hold the dreamer's thoughts in bondage. Per-

haps his mind is assorting those nearly forgotten

details of sight and touch and inward feelings once
his familiars in past sojournings. It may be that he
remembers how the elixir of the first approach and
landing disappears in some island paradise before the

poppied influence of the midday and evening. Per-

haps love visits him again in savage guise, decked with

flowers and glowing with passion, to beckon him with

coy finger. Then he sees again the bamboo house,

bound with sennit, and a laughing child—now father-

less—with its brown-skinned mother still beautiful,
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but deserted. Does she remember ? Ah, those mis-

spent days, those happy months ! each forms its

separate picture in his brain. But when first he

tasted, the ties of home were broken, and civihzation

became a dream of yesterday—aU was swept away in

the waving of the palm-branches by the breezes of

tliat glorious summer sea.

How long he slept in that island he knows not to

this day—nor does he care ! The picture rises around

him ; and now he recalls how the awakening came,

suddenly, irresistibly, naturally, and as unexpectedly

as the lotus-draught had fallen upon him. And so

it came to pass that Memory one day pricked him,

Satiety poked him in the rib, and Comparison awoke
and plucked the glamour from his eyes. The idolatry

was broken, and in its place stood the Goddess of

Unrest. He sees with new eyes now the great ocean

sparkling in the sun, and with a gulp longs for his old

home and the friends of his youth. He even chafes

at the delay of the tardy trading schooner, and when
she comes at last, and the sails belly above him, he

views with indifference the island falling behind, and
waves his hand almost without regret to his native

wife and her child, where they weep in the glare of

the white beach. The breaking of his mid-sea dream
has left him almost brutal, and now, while the cordage

sings in the land breeze, he turns and smiles as the

vessel points into the blood-red sea where the sun is

dropping over the edge of the world.

As his mind recalls the scene, perhaps he remembers
that he did not even notice, as the island sank in the

waves, that gift of Nature's fragrance for ever mingling

with the salt of the sea, in which his imagination had
revelled as his ship sailed in. But, alas lor his good
intention ! he does not sail homeward, for the Goddess
of Unrest leads him now, as she has thousands before,

when the charm of the South Seas has hung a garland

around the heart ; ere long he realizes that he has
become one of the Islandfolk of the Pacific, where his

grave will be ! He had longed for home in the moment
14
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of his first, and perhaps last, moral orgasm to be
experienced in his South Sea life ; but, as other hun-
dreds have, he went elsewhere, among the myriad
islands of Oceanica, where he is to-day either a good
or indifferent citizen, the result of many experiences

cruel or happy. Is he wealthy ? Yes. Contented ?

If you ask him he yawns—or perhaps winces and
looks annoyed—but his merriment is hard to trans-

late. Yet of this much he is certain—he could

live no otherwhere than in the South Seas. So he
picks up his book again, and continues :

' The captain

blew out the binnacle-lamp,' and when he reaches the

end of the story, which he will do at the sitting, he
concludes that it is the best South Sea tale he has ever

read, and he feels there is a bond of love and sympathy
binding him to this author as to no other.

Now, what is there in this short story of less than
a hundred pages that brings about such a result in

the Island dweller ? It may be answered, There are

several things ; and it may be well to mention some
of these as they are viewed by readers throughout

the Pacific. Perhaps the first thing that impresses

will be the novelist's adherence to descriptive truth

and factuality, so evident in every pen-stroke of the

text. Nothing is lacking, nothing is overdone ; all the

episodes (or similar) have been acted again and again

in the islands of this great sea, and the drama will be

as oft repeated, sometimes ending in comedy, some-
times in tragedy, always strong and outre. The
counterpart of each chapter—nay, of every scene—of

the story is readily called to mind by the Islanders
;

and, if needs be, they could add many interesting

details and instructive annotations on life in the

Pacific that have fallen without the scope of ' The
Beach of Falesa.'

Next in importance will be noticed the fitness of the

plan—there is no plot—and the skilful collocation of

those certain episodes of South Sea life, forming the

substance of the tale, and this plan is much enhanced
by the truthful and incisive character-drawing through-
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out. Wiltshire and Case, of course, are the central

figures around which the story develops ; at the same
time it remains one of the few short stories of the

South Seas where the characters seem to be equally

well drawn, and each is made absolutely indispensable

to the story's dramatic completeness. The movement
from the first paragraph is continuous, keeping the
mind alert and interest at a pitch that prevents
skipping ; this is the direct result of that deft episodal

arrangement that culminates in the tragic death of

Case in the bush. Next to Wiltshire and Case in

importance comes the character of the native girl

Uma, who was married to Wiltshire. Stevenson was
somewhat chary of femininity, and the reasons that

have been given, therefore, are not altogether satis-

factory after the signal success of his creation of Uma,
who is the embodiment of the simple but typical

savage woman of Polynesia. In her the island resi-

dents will recogise at once much truthfulness of de-

scription and exactness of detail. It may have been
different with the novehst in dealing with female
characters of his own race, for is it not a fact established

that, after centuries of patient study, the white man
of to-day largely fails to understand civilized woman
in many of her natural, and in most of her social

phases, and will not the same observation apply in

part to man's understanding of his brother man ?

Not less in effect than the character-drawing of the
story will be found the undertone of mental suggestion
that permeates it ; frequently this is traced through
several paragraphs, or may be seen in the turning of a
word, or felt in the half-disclosed meaning of a sentence.

The first paragraph of the story has been already
referred to ; but there are other examples of suggestion
quite as apt and forceful. Take, for instance, the
account given Wiltshire by the captain of the schooner
of the deaths of Adams and Vigours : here the method
has been used to bring about a feeling in the reader
that some unseen and impending danger threatens the
newly-arrived trader ; in other words, the author has

14—

2
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introduced with unusual skill an element of dread and
mystery, to be explained only by the growth and
development of the story, and as this explanation
advances the feeling of terror is increased by such
scenes as that where the natives are pictured as

silently watching in the dawn before the trader's house,
or by the uncanny effect produced by the trader's

accidental presence (during the Sunday's service) upon
the native preacher. But further along in the story

the author causes Case to use mental suggestion on
the minds of the simple natives, in order to aid his

nefarious designs against new traders settling in the
island. The chapter on ' Devil Work ' contains typical

examples of his methods for influencing the natives
;

but the mention of his use of ^olian harps concealed
in the bush to suggest devils to the ignorant savages,

and bring them under his control, will be sufficient for

the present purpose.

The frequent recurrence of fine descriptive passages
in the story will also fix the attention. The introduc-

tion of Uma, and the short, but exact, and indelible

description of that island maiden, should be used as a

model by a class of writers who seem to take delight in

pages of verbose and unmeaning twaddle about their

heroines. Then there is the picture of Case's noisome
partner, where the comparison of the honesty of

drunken old Papa Randall with Case's villainy is made
doubly effective without open mention ; or the scene

between the missionary and Wiltshire at the landing
;

or the first encounter between Wiltshire and Case ; or

the description of Case's sleight-of-hand trick, put upon
the missionary in order to discredit him with the
natives ; or Wiltshire's first meeting with the native

chief, who had determined to break Case's tabu on
the new trader's store ; or that fine piece of pictorial

writing where Wiltshire and Case met on the black
volcanic sands of the beach, after the former had dis-

covered the latter's iEolian harps and devil work in

the bush ; or, finally, that entire scene of the night in

the bush, and until the closing of the tragedy, when
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Case's blood came over Wiltshire's hands ' hot as tea
'

—each and every of these passages makes it clear that

there is quite as much in the perfection of the writing

method of an author as lies in his genius and in the
fitness of his subject.

Yet beyond the beauty, the brevity, and the strengtli

of Stevenson's composition, there lies another element
made plain to readers upon perusal of ' The Beach of

Falesa.' Pervading each scene and episode there is an
undercurrent of sympathetic feeling awakened for the
characters. This is sometimes akin to pity, but often

mounts into regard and esteem ; or it may turn the
reader's mind to loathing, as in the discription of

Captain Randall ; or to hatred, as in that of Case
and his mercenary plotting. But behind all lies the
more important factor : Stevenson's virile personality

gleams in every sentence, glances from behind para-
graphs, and ofttimes is less than half-hidden under
some striking word or expression. It is this literary

faculty of infusing his subtle aura unobtrusively into
his work that gives his writing much of its distinctive

charm and character.

There are few authors who could accomplish this

end without falling into mannerisms more or less gross,

yet these defects Stevenson always avoided. Perhaps
the most creditable feature of the story is the absence
of superfluous words. An examination will show there
are very few, if any, words in the text that could be
deleted without injuring the scene, disturbing the
harmony, or weakening the strength of the diction
and construction. Pick up at random almost any
recent author of reputation, and upon trial it will be
found that there are many superfluous words which
could be omitted beneficially, ofttimes entire sentences
or paragraphs that could be condensed, or even blotted,
without injuring the text, and certainly to the benefit
of the narrative. But as comparisons of this kind are
apt to be thought invidious, it needs not be carried
further

; but the experiment remains open to whom-
soever has the interest to make trial.



CHAPTER XII

HIS LITERARY PRODUCT AFTER \ZZZ—Continuea

' The Ebb Tide ' was the second of Stevenson's South
Sea stories deahng in a reaUstic manner with those
conditions resulting from the meeting of extremes of

civiHzation in the Pacific. In this volume, as in ' The
Beach of Falesa,' adherence to truth and reproduction
of essential types of Island life and character have been
the chief objects kept in view. This he has pointed
out more than once in his letters to friends at home.
At the same time, he has foreseen to mention that the
phases of life presented were but samples of the store

of new material out of which he was already planning
volumes of a wider scope. What he had thus far

taken from the new field had been reviewed with
evident misdoubting or open criticism, but it appears
that the critics were quite beyond their depth in judg-
ing Stevenson's new work in the Pacific by the standards
of civilization. Yet even the scrimp samples of his

work received at that time proved enough to shock
the moral nerves of his trans-oceanic mentors, and it

would not be difficult for Islandfolk to predict what
would have been their mental state had Stevenson
lived to finish a story embodying more completely the

unconventional phases of life in the South Seas.
' The Ebb Tide ' does not reach the higher literary

standard of ' The Beach of Falesa.' At the same time,

the book rises above the average of its class, and sets

forth without redeeming features the darker shades of

Island life as they exist to-day in the Southern islands.

The whole tale may be justly called a realistic develop-
214
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ment of that very realistic phase of South Sea exist-

ence known as hfe on the beach. The volume is,

indeed, the artistic working out of a condition to be
found in most of the outposts of civilization in the
Pacific, and a perusal of the story will make plain

that its factual treatment involves, as its author has
well expressed it, ' three types of the bad man, the
weak man, and the strong man with a weakness, that
are gone through and lived out.' Now he might have
made much nicer fellows out of his three rogues, and
salved the critics by a sacrifice of truth. It is true
such a course would have ruined the story from the
factual point of view, but the novelist would have had
the consolation that he had avoided violating the
literary canons set up for his benefit by absent friends
and reviewers But Stevenson did no such thing.
He pursued his usual iconoclastic method, and it is

fortunate for the literature of the South Seas that he
followed this course throughout, for in the end he
succeeded in placing aside, without giving too much
offence, the bulk of the cautionary advice tendered
him from home.
Among the causes that lower somewhat the literary

plane of the volume, when compared with ' The Beach
of Falesa,' collaboration may be mentioned. But here
the lines of demarcation are clearly drawn, for Steven-
son has stated that they first planned a long story,
after the style of ' Monte Cristo,' and that the first five

chapters were drawn in rough draft by Mr. Osbourne.
He then adds :

' From that moment he [Osbourne] has
had nothing to do with it except talking it over, for
we changed our plan, gave up the projected Monte
Cristo, and cut it down for a short story.' In this

case it must be admitted that early collaboration did
not materially injure the story, if it did not enhance
its value ; and, indeed, candour points out that the
five chapters mentioned (which no more than fairly

open the story) perhaps represent the best literary
work that Mr. Osbourne has thus far accomplished.
There can be no doubt here, and it becomes plain, in
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view of the results reached, that Stevenson was quite

as clever in the art of pedagogics as he was in the art

of literary composition.
An example of the misjudgment of some of the

reviewers of his Pacific work will not be out of place

here. An English instance will be selected rather than
one from the United States, as the former, coming
from among his countrymen, presumes a more inti-

mate personal knowledge and a closer bond of sym-
pathy than is looked for in the opinions of strangers.

For the present purpose Sir Leslie Stephen's ably-

written essay on Stevenson has been chosen, as it

pointedly refers to ' The Ebb Tide,' and exhibits a
sample of misinterpretation that serves the illustra-

tion to a turn.* There is so much to commend in this

admirable essay by an admirable and usually under-
standing author, the Islandfolk may be justified in

their surprise that Sir Leslie Stephen should have
fallen into remissness when he fell upon an analysis

of factuality in the South Seas. It does not matter
that the presentation of new facts was outside of the

essayist's canons of criticism, for, if so, it became his

dut}' as a reviewer to inform himself before publishing

words beyond recall which do both Stevenson and the
facts an injustice.

The following lines are those which most offend :

' I do not think, to speak frankly, that any novelist

of power comparable to his has created so few living

and attractive characters. Mr. Sidney Colvin con-

fesses to having been for a time blinded to the imagina-
tive force of " The Beach of Falesa " [sic] by his dis-

like to the three wretched heroes. One is deservedly
shot, and the two others, credited with some redeeming
points, lose whatever interest they possessed when they
accept conversion to avoid death from a missionary's

revolver. However vivid the scenery, I cannot follow

the fate of such wretches with a pretence of sympathy.'!

* ' Robert Louis Stevenson,' by Leslie Stephen. G. P. Putnam's
Sons : New York and London,

t Ihd., pp. 48, 49.
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It must be admitted that, if Sir Leslie Stephen has
written with candour, he has also written with candid
indiscretion, and in somewhat too much haste, for even
a casual examination of ' The Ebb Tide ' would have
prevented him from mistaking that story for ' The
Beach of Falesa,' and an examination of his authorities

would have convinced him that he was doing injustice

to both Mr. Colvin and to Stevenson. Sir Leslie

Stephen's opinion as to the number of characters

created by Stevenson, and their literary worth, may
be set by as one of those critical oddities now and
then met with ; but when, without sufficient explana-

tion, he makes Mr. Colvin accessory to a criticism that

quite misinterprets the meaning and facts behind ' The
Ebb Tide ' (as they are viewed in the Pacific), there is

cause for complaint.
Mr. Colvin's position is given in a note to one of

Stevenson's Vailima letters. It is as follows :
' On a

first reading of the incomplete MS. of " The Ebb Tide,"
dislike of the three rascally heroes made me unjust to

the imaginative force and vividness of the treatment.'

This is quite different. It was both the force and the
treatment of the story to which Mr, Colvin acknow-
ledges he did injustice, before all the manuscript was
in his hands. Sir Leslie Stephen, on the other hand,
has succeeded in committing the same error after the
story was revised and published, yet both these literary

experts seem to have based their first judgment upon
the assumption that stories of South Sea life were to

be estimated by European standards. The surprising
thing is that caution did not restrain such expressions
until they were informed upon the new facts to be
reviewed, or at least had speaking acquaintance with
the conditions controlling Stevenson's literary work
relating to the Pacific Islands.

' The three wretched heroes,'whom Sir Leslie Stephen
so dislikes that he refuses to follow their fate ' with a
pretence of sympathy,' are, nevertheless, three as

accurately-drawn characters as ever tramped the South
Seas ; such as they, and worse, have existed among
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the Pacific Islands for years ; and although the class is

rapidly passing away, its individuals may still be seen
in many of the remoter parts, not yet controlled through
the outpush of commerce. Nay, such roving vaga-
bonds, or something very like them, have been found
within the past few years as far north as Honolulu,
and as far south as Australia and New Zealand, but
where, happily, the rule of law and order has made
their stay unprofitable and transient. No defence of

Stevenson's three rogues is here attempted ; they heed
none, being simply stubborn facts in the foreground of

the story ; and as such, they have been treated

realistically and forcefully. It is hard to see under
what principle of criticism Sir Leslie Stephen objects

to a factual treatment of Island life and experiences

merely because he personally dislikes the characters,

and without first considering the truth or falsity of the

delineature.

But the critic's inconsistency does not stop here
;

two pages preceding the paragraph quoted, in a quite

just, and conservative, review of ' Treasure Island,' he
says :

' Treasure Island, indeed, contains Silver, who,
to my mind, is his most successful hero. But Silver

incarnates the spirit in which the book is to be read.'

It will be sufficient to point out that Stevenson's three

rogues likewise incarnate the spirit in which ' The Ebb
Tide ' is to be read and interpreted ; the essential

thing that the critic here insists upon he was the first

to violate almost before the ink of a former paragraph
was dry. Is it not strange—nearly incredible—that
the reviewer should be able to bolt a cold-blooded
pirate and assassin like Captain Silver in Treasure
Island, and then baulk at Captain Davis and Huish in
' The Ebb Tide ' ? To the candid and judicious mind
both stories must be held to be true to ' the criterion of

a good romance,' which Sir Leslie Stephen elsewhere
lays down and accepts. But compared with ' Treasure
Island,' ' The Ebb Tide ' has this advantage

—

it is

typical of a class of cosmopolitan characters still existent

in the Pacific Ocean, some of whom evidently fell within
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the novelist's experience, and were studied by him
before he planned and wrote a story so trying to the

nerves of more than one reviewer.

The fact is that Sir Leshe Stephen attacked the work
on its invulnerable side. To most of the Islandfolk the

puzzling, if not the incredible, character of the tale is

Attwater, whom he somewhat prematurely calls a
' missionary.' Now, the only way this epithet could
be justified, as applied to Attwater, would be by
assuming that figure of speech where a part is used for

the whole of the thing represented. There will appear
something much like solecism if an attempt is made to

classify Attwater among the known ' kinds of mission-

aries ' residing in the Pacific Islands. Otherwise,
Attwater will be found to fall into that class of char-

acters which is one of the most curious products of

Island life. But, as the character has been drawn by
the novelist, Attwater becomes in truth a factitious

entity embodying several traits typical of the cosmo-
politan society of Oceanica ; in otb"r words, Attwater
is a composite character deduced from reality,

which the author has used as a literary puppet, and
around which, as a central figure, he has developed the
degeneracy and criminality of his three rogues.

Attwater, as a composite character, is skilfully con-
structed. He will fit the college hall or the drawing-
room of England, or, at pleasure, he becomes typical
of the pioneer and sportsman of the great West ; or,

again, he masquerades as the successful adventurer
and pearl-diver of the South Seas ; or he will sustain,

with a few changes deftly made, any one of half a dozen
other characters (including a touch of the missionary
habit), as might have been determined by the author

;

but the character remains beyond a doubt the embodi-
ment of actualities to be found in the Pacific for the
seeking ; and yet, when it comes to the missionaries
of Oceanica, tfiere never has been, nor probably ever
will be seen in the flesh, such a religious sectary as
Attwater, plus his other characteristics. In this com-
posite character, then, lies the weakness, or rather the
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inconsistency, of this fine story. But otherwise, and
with all deference to the memory of Sir Leslie Stephen,

it may be truthfully said that ' The Ebb Tide ' carries

its full share of the philosophy of life as it still runs in

the South Seas.

But the principle of criticism that makes a reviewer's

likes and dislikes its criterion is apphed in the same
paragraph to the younger brother in ' The Master of

Ballantrae.' ' The younger brother,' he writes, ' who
is blackmailed by the utterly reprobate Master, ought
surely to be interesting instead of being simply sullen

and dogged. . . . He is cramped in character because

a man of any real strength would have broken the

meshes upon which the story depends.' Now, this

view raises that uncharitable previous question which
should be made the test of criticism, as it has been long

since of philosophy and religion. Why should the

Master's younger brothei be interesting instead of

being sullen and dogged ? It has been the fond belief

of the reading pubhc heretofore that Stevenson drew
this character prepensely to illustrate a phase of the

English law of primogeniture, and that he used it to

show the development of a sullen doggedness in a

younger son, arising as the direct effect of a cruel and
unjust law. The case as drawn is perhaps an excep-

tional one, but it served the author's purpose. Hitherto

there has been a belief that the character was skilfully

and accurately drawn, until the public has been in-

formed that the younger son should have been inter-

esting, or even debonair, under the most harassing

circumstances, in place of being sullen and dogged, as

the facts warrant. Such criticism is certainly unjust

to Stevenson's good work in both the instances cited,

and it is quite unworthy of Sir Leslie Stephen's good
judgment, which here seems to have been led astray

by a theory capable of sacrificing both fact and deduc-

tion.
' The Wrecker ' hkewise failed to meet Sir Leslie

Stephen's approval, if judgment is drawn from tlie

slighting half-dozen lines in which the volume is
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summed as ' a curious example of piecing together

heterogeneous fragments. Moreover, a good deal of

the work is the product of a feebler exercise of the

fancy intercalated between the general fits of inspira-

tion.' Here the critic takes occasion to point out

defects that, without his aid, do not strike the observant
reader. Nor is it clear what is meant by the phrase
' heterogeneous fragments,' as applied to ' The
Wrecker,' or what is the meaning of the phrase ' general

fits of inspiration,' as applied to Stevenson's work.
Such censure is not explicit. It implies more than is

expressed, and certainly is not implicitly stated, for its

brevity does injustice to the facts ; and yet, being a

dogmatic statement, it may seem astucious to some,
although it falls short of a legitimate literary conclu-

sion. ' The Wrecker ' was patently an experiment in

method, as set forth in the epilogue, and clearly there

may be two opinions about its being an improvement
on the novelist's usual straightforward manner of

telling a story ; but there is not sufficient ground, and
perhaps less of justice, when it is viewed as a cast in

letters, and declared to be a ' piecing together of

heterogeneous fragments.' Nor is Sir Leslie Stephen's
dictum more tenable that 'a good deal of the work is the
product of a feebler exercise of the fancy intercalated

between general fits of inspiration.'

As a matter of fact, there will be found little unequal
writing in ' The Wrecker,' outside of the short epilogue,

which was somewhat weakly conceived, if not
bunglingly executed ; but this defect, quite foreign to

his usual exact style and literate smoothness, evidently
has sprung from the experimental methods used. For
in the story itself the expected defects of collaboration
seem to have almost disappeared under the master's
supervision, necessarily more available here, and more
nearly complete than in previous cases. In fact, ' The
Wrecker ' shows the application of Stevenson's prudent
method of collaboration to have been much more
strictly appUed than to ' The Ebb Tide.' In truth, it

may be affirmed that, after receiving the necessary
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pruning or reconstruction, the sentences of the story

nowhere positively disclose the presence of Mr. Os-

bourne's looser style. Not only have the dregs, but

the very flavour of collaboration has disappeared

under Stevenson's verbal reincarnation. There can be

no doubt here, for on this point the novelist is explicit,

having written to his cousin, Mr. R. A. M. Stevenson,

the following, that fully describes the method and
content of the collaboration tolerated by him :

' I, as a personal artist, can begin a character with

only a haze in my head, but how if I have to translate

the' haze into words before I begin ? In our manner of

collaboration (which I think the only possible—I mean
that of one person being responsible, and giving the

coup de ponce to every part of the work) I was spared the

obvious hopeless business of trying to explain to my
collaborator what style I wished a passage to be treated

in. These are the times that illustrate to a man the

inadequacy of spoken language. Now—to be just to

written language—I can (or could) find a passage for

my every mood, but how could I tell anyone beforehand

what this effect was to be, which it would take every art

that I possessed, and hours and hours of deliberate

labour and selection and rejection to produce ?"* In

the same letter Stevenson does full justice to his collabo-

rator, and while he tells all the truth when he declares

Mr. Osbourne to be ' an impressionist, pure and simple,'

he adds that in writing ' The Wrecker,' ' I had the best

service from him on the character of Nares.' In any

event, it will not be denied that the collaboration in

the volume is a distinct advance on that of ' The Ebb
Tide.'

The variety of characters drawn from Hfe and intro-

duced into this story is also markworthy. Two of

these, realistically near their hving types, are person-

ally known to many of the Islandfolk, and if the other

characters in ' The Wrecker ' be considered, similar

types are to be found—alive and peccant—in this

great ocean, who are fair, if not exact, representatives

* ' Works' (Thistle ed.), vol. xxiv., pp. 431, 432.
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of the class to which they belong. They are many
living in different island groups who can testify to the

accurate delineation in the character of Captain Nares
after a few unimportant exceptions have been noted.

Mr. Balfour tells us that the portrait of Captain Otis

of the yacht Casco is to be found in pages of ' The
Wrecker '

; but even without this warning anyone who
is acquainted with the bluff and manly qualities of

that skipper would not long remain in doubt as to the

origin of the character of Captain Nares. Then, again,

it needs no testimony to establish the relation between
the last forty-eight hours' run of the Casco to Honolulu,
and the sail-carrying feat performed by Captain Nares
on the schooner Norah Crcina, both resembling as they
do those authentic performances of the men out of

Gloucester, Massachusetts, who still go down in similar

craft through storm-burdened seas to the fishing-banks

off the Atlantic coast. Besides the realistic character
of Nares (whose original is still within reach of the

curious), there is Tommy Hadden, another familiar of

Southern seas, whom Mr. Balfour again informs us
finds his prototype in Mr. Jack Buckland, who was an
officer on the steamer Janet Nicoll when she sailed

from Sydney with Stevenson aboard. It is not
improbable that other characters in the story are

depended from life ; Stevenson gives a hint of this

in a remark written about Bellairs, the shyster. But
however this may be, all the characters of the story

are drawn true to some type of life existent at some
time in the Pacific, and to this day most of them may
be identified in the flesh of those adventuring or

quietly living in the larger commercial or petty ports

of Polynesia.

Yet the story is not a South Sea tale in the sense of
' The Beach of Falesa,' where a given phase of island

manners and customs are distinctly set out, and yet
it is as genuine a story of life here, if we carefully

consider its multiphascs ; nor is it without fine touches
descriptive of many oceanic conditions excluded from
his preceding work by its brevity. Read over, for
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instance, the well-conceived and finely-written pro-
logue with its scene laid in the Marquesas Islands, and
it will double the reader's regret that death smote this

author almost before he had begun making use of

his store of new material. To the imaginative mind
this prologue will be found to contain suggestions for a
half-dozen South Sea stories, and all within the space
of a few pages, containing only some five thousand
words. Here will be found bits of life and typical

island habits, done into pen-pictures that will hang in

the mind, like the remembrance of a famous historical

painting, and, like the painting, they are found to

accurately represent facts when put to the test. That
many phases of South Sea life, without the greater
ports of entry, smack more or less of dissoluteness and
roguery can hardly be made the basis of criticism

against the work of an author who writes accurately
and conscientiously of things as he finds them ; nor
should he be condemned for neglecting to agreeably
collocate his facts, so as to avoid offending the pre-

conceptions of critics who have thus brought their

views to bear on an unfamiliar literature. Happily
the novelist pursued a more difiicult and effective

course in ' The Wrecker,' the first of a proposed series

of Pacific tales, and in consequence has left us a
thoroughly realistic picture of certain facts and con-
ditions of life that, if sought out, may be found present

in a greater or less degree at the beginning of the
twentieth century.

Nor is it to be assumed that the work has not been
skilfully performed because Stevenson has seen fit to

bring certain phases of commercial speculation and
crime into such artistic relation as will admit them,
without the repulsive and spectacular display of the

police story, into the pages of good literature. The
volume under consideration contains too much ex-

quisite writing for such a view to prevail ; the harmony
of its movement, the continuance of its dramatic
action, and the verbal inspiration and smoothness of

the work, combine to hold the reader's interest to the
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end, in the face of some patent deficiencies in the plan
of the stol^^ Besides, the pages are frequently illumi-

nated with gem-like bits that at a stroke serve the

demands of description, and include the art of mental
suggestion ; and it matters little, if at all, about an
author's method, or its lack, when he can fill a volume
after Stevenson's habit, and make it interesting despite

obstacles.

Take one instance of many to be found in ' The
Wrecker,' that which heralds the coming of dangerous
weather :

' We lay our course ; we had been doing
over eight [knots] since nine the night before ; and I

drew a heavy breath of satisfaction. And then I

know not what odd and wintry appearance of the sea

and sky knocked suddenly at my heart. I observed
the schooner to look more than usually small, the men
silent and studious of the weather. Nares, in one of

his rusty humours, afforded me no shadow of a morning
salutation. He, too, seemed to observe the behaviour
of the ship with an intent and anxious scrutiny. What
I liked still less, Johnson himself was at the wheel,
which he span busily, often with a visible effort ; and
as the seas ranged up behind us, black and imminent,
he kept casting behind him eyes of animal swiftness,

and drawing in his neck between his shoulders, like a
man dodging a blow. From these signs I gathered
that all was not exactly for the best ; and I would
have given a good handful of dollars for a plain answer
to the questions which I dared not put.'

One of the literary features of this bit of word-
painting is its truth to local conditions. The dangers
of the Pacific are as capricious as they are unlike
those of other oceans ; and no otherwhere will those
pecuUar atmospheric changes, preceding danger, knock
so suddenly and Strangely at the mariner's heart ; and
there is no one that has sailed through this delightful
but treacherous sea who has not felt an ecstasy of
fear and suspense when the seas ranged ' black and
imminent ' over the taffrail, threatening destruction.
It is true there are to be found some minor errors

15
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among many pages of excellent writing ; but after

admitting all such, and acknowledging that the plan

of the story might have been improved upon, there

will be found few readers to concur in the bald state-

ment quoted from Sir Leslie Stephen's essay. And
the few errors will be deemed of little moment when
the excellence of the whole is brought within an

unbiassed mental focus. Who indeed has written a

volume without errors ? Who will ?

Yet there is a pecuUarity about the blemishes spoken

of which should be noted, as they mostly arise from

prejudice, ignorance of fact, or lack of experience ; and

although greatly less in degree, they will be found to

be sprung from causes much like those attending

Stevenson's political missteps in Samoa. A few

examples, briefly put, will serve for illustration. The
introduction of a sample of British journahsm in the

ninth chapter, with a paragraph announcing ' Further

Particulars ' tacked on the end, after the English

manner, and offered as the product of an American

reporter in San Francisco, entirely fails to square with

the methods and fashion of journalism in the cities

on the Pacific coast. In Chapter XII. the Yankee

captain, Nares, is made to fall to at breakfast, where

he ' passed half an hour in stowing away pie, and

devoutly wishing himself back in San Francisco.' Jhe
novelist should have been informed that the American

sailor-man is not in the habit of eating pie for breakfast,

no matter whatever he may do at dinner and supper.

Then the wrecking proceedings aboard the Flying

Scud are entirely opposed to Yankee wrecking methods

in the Pacific, especially where a poor bargain had been

. made, as in this case, and it becomes necessary to save

everything possible.

Suppose it was known, or believed, that there was

opium concealed aboard ; a company of San Francisco

wreckers, who would be fully informed on the ways

and means of opium-hiding, certainly would not have

broken up a vessel, deliberately and improvidently,

that could have been easier floated, thus saving the
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treasure and all. In Chapter XV. it is not until the
vessel is virtually ruined that it suddenly dawns on
the wreckers that they would find the opium where it

should have been looked for at first—namely, in the
boluses of rice. But in this case the error has both
width and depth, and the wreckers proceed, without
even the suggestion of prudence, to destroy ten
thousand dollars' worth of rice, at the Honolulu price,

in order to secure about five thousand dollars' worth
of opium ! Why, indeed, did the wreckers throw away
one hundred and fifty tons of good clean rice, which
could have been transferred to the Norah Creina and
sold at Honolulu, after it had been searched at leisure ?

In the next chapter the Norah Creina is made to lie

to, in the daytime, under the lee of Waimanalo Point,
on the island of Oahu, and directly in the view of the
look-out at the Government signal-station ; here the
vessel lay until night before proceeding to her
rendezvous. It is true it is stated that the Customs
officials were duly bribed, but the point was overlooked
that after a strange vessel is reported through a
thousand telephones, and her arrival has necessarily
reached the offices of all the heads of Government
departments in Honolulu, not a Custom-house officer

would have dared risk doing else than his duty by
seizing the vessel. All bribes under the circumstance
would have been called off, and warning would have
been given not to land the opium at all, or at some other
time. The story as it stands does not conform to the
methods of opium-smuggling as it has been practised
for many a year in Hawaii. The truth is that, esti-

mated by facts, the entire opium transaction of the
story is somewhat out of joint with existent conditions.
Add to these blemishes, unimportant as they are to
the real merits of the story, that other one, wherein
the Americans in the tale are made to fall into that
peculiar English habit of repeatedly shaking hands
during ordinary conversation, and upon the slightest
pretexts, and the reader will be able to realize in some
degree how hard it is to write without error of those

15—2
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whose habits and manners fail to conform with our

own experiences in hfe.

Stevenson's verse written after 1888 must be briefly

considered, and at the beginning it may be pointed out

that his prose so far excels his poetry that one almost

fails to see his need for writing verse at all, except that

it were for the mere pleasure and recreation of the

task. Nothing can be more certain than the fact of

his unequalled prose containing capacities and capa-

bilities far beyond that of his muse. In truth, his

verse is everywhere eclipsed by the brilliancy of his

prose composition, and his poems must, therefore,

stand as an indication of his versatility rather than as

a mark of his excellence as a poet. And yet his poems
contain much tenderness, and they are always graceful

;

but it will be admitted that in the majority of cases

his verse falls below the merits of his prose, showing
less product of the imagination, and, unlike his prose,

being mostly unsuggestive of thoughts and ideas not

explicitly set forth in words. At the same tim.e, his

verse shows an intellectual quality not to be despised
;

nor is it to be understood, because his poems as a whole
may not reach the high plane of his prose composition,

that they are to be treated as work inferior to that of

contemporaries of the same class. Yet an examination

soon discloses that his poetry revolves around no high

poetic thought, represents no great movement in human
development, and carries but little depth of philosophy

between its lines ; and, with one or two exceptions, it

fails in touching our deeper feelings ; but his verse

everywhere discloses the same deftness in condensed
descriptive writing noticeable throughout his prose.

His poetry contains both imagination and fancy,

but it is the fancy of the lyric order that predominates
;

and his imagination cannot be said to take those

higher flights which mark the presence of the great

poet. But a great poet Stevenson has never claimed

to be, and he has gone the length of characterizing

the product of his muse as a ' hatful of verses.' Yet
his poetry certainly is more than this, and much of
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his work in this phase will be able to stand upon its

merits, notably ' A Child's Garden of Verses,' and
the lyrics in Scots, comprising the second book of
' Underwoods.' At least these two divisions of his

poetry are living verse, containing that element which
appeals directly to the heart of youth and age. It is

true the emotional element is largely absent from his

lines, but with many this will not be considered as

detracting from the style or merit of his poems. On
the other part, we must not overlook the recurrence
of crudities, which seldom are found in his more nearly
perfect prose. These crudities sometimes appear in

the metrical construction or in the rhythm, and some-
times they are seen in imperfect statements that seem
to lower considerably the mental value of the produc-
tion when compared with his more virile prose. His
verse, then, cannot be called the ideal form of his art

of writing, because here we find him constantly ham-
pered by the limitations and requirements of the
poetic art ; and his genius, while composing his verses,

took on so subtile a quality that it refused to follow the
strict literary laws and restraints of versification, which
in his case limited mental action.

Yet in his prose composition he made use of many of

the rhetorical aids and mind-flights of the poet to an
extent that often lured his prose across the slopes of

Helicon ; in fact, there are instances where his prose
is much more poetical than his verse. Take, for con-
venience, that delicate tribute written in May, 1889,
in the album of the little Hawaiian Princess, Kaiulani,
and the note following it will be found to be the real

poem, despite its garment of prose.

• Forth from her land to mine she goes,
The island maid, the island rose,

Light of heart and bright of face :

The daughter of a double race.

Her islands here, in Southern sun,
Shall mourn their Kaiulani gone,
And I, in her dear banyan shade,
Look vainly for my little maid.
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But our Scots islands far away
Shall glitter with unwonted day,

And cast for once their tempests by
To smile in Kaiulani's eye.

' Honolulu.

' Written in April to Kaiulani, in the April of her

age, and at Waikiki, within easy walk of Kaiulani's

banyan. When she comes to my land and her father's,

and the rain beats upon the window (as I fear it will),

let her look at this page ; it will be like a weed gathered

and pressed at home, and she will remember her own
islands, and the shadow of the mighty tree, and she

will hear the peacocks screaming in the dusk and the

wind blowing in the palms, and she will think of her

father sitting there alone.—R. L. S.'

Now, the poem itself is full of quaint grace, notwith-

standing the compliment it contains is conventional

and somewhat trite, for Stevenson could do no ill

writing
;
yet the real poem, both in conception and

execution, will be found in the note, permeated as it

is with the fine fire of emotional imagination con-

densed in a few brief lines, and breathing the pathos

of the homesick heart over far seas.

It has already been stated that the ballads—namely,
' The Song of Rahero ' and ' The Feast of Famine '-—

were largely experiments in composition to aid their

author in determining the hmits of Polynesian legends

as literature. Both the ballads, in fact, show this, for

he seems to have picked up the first metre that came
to mind, evidently some recollection of Swinburne's

verse. He might have selected a more suitable

measure for expressing the abruptness of Polynesian

manners, but hardly could he have selected a better

to express the monotonous cadence and languorous

existence of Island hfe. Neither of the ballads shows

the artistic finish of his prose work, but if considered

as experiments in legendary verse in a new field, they

may with judgment be placed in the highest class.
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And while over both there appears to hang what
Stevenson, while writing of ' The Ebb Tide,' aptly

called a ' haze of words,' yet there is never that ob-

scurity of expression present which so frequently dis-

figures this kind of verse.

There are, in fact, instances in his poetry written

in the Pacific that come very near the high, if some-
what difficult, poetic plane where the critics have been
pleased to place what they call ' true,' or ' absolute,'

poetry, whatever that may be. One of these little

poems called ' Tropic Rain ' lies so near the heart of

Nature there will be found few excerpts of descriptive

English verse equalling it in exactness and truth, as

Island dwellers in the Pacific will fully agree. The
somewhat daring rhetorical figure of the first couplet

is justified in this instance by the splendid description

of the brief but violent tropic storm following, and
whoever has once experienced one of those tropic

downpours in the Pacific will find no difficulty in

recalling the rain that ' laughed and leaped on the

roofs of men.' Usually in the temperate zone we are

warned by familiar signs of coming storms, but the

unexpected finding of a tropical rain-storm in the

South Seas is always a new, and sometimes startling,

experience. As likely as not it will spring unheralded
from a summer sky, chasing you to shelter without
parley. At other times it will steal upon you like a
marauder in the night, deafening you with its steady
din, only interrupted by still more terrorizing bursts

and wilder cries. But in most instances it is of brief

duration, falling upon you like a passion, and deserting

you like a benefit ; and ere you are aware the near
world is shining again, while the storm is shedding its

anger afar on the sea, and the neighbouring mountains
soon thrust wet heads through the dissolving mists.

Even the memory of that wild downpour will cause
' the sleepers to spring in their beds.'

The reader acquainted with the South Seas will not
fail to note the accuracy of the description given in

the poems written on island scenes. It- may be true
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that some of these will fall below the established poetic

standards, but all are readable. Stevenson's valedic-

tory to his savage poet-friend, called ' The Home of

Tembinoka,' belongs to this class, yet there are three

fine lines here that it will be hard to equal, as the

following from the close of the erivoi will show :

' Night after night, in the open hall of dance,
Shall thirty matted men, to the clapped hand,
Intone and bray and bark.'

Could any but a master of English and most skilful

artist have thus concentrated the substance of a bar-

baric dance into as few words as true to Nature and
exact to locality ? Writing of this kind is a literary

feat not to be silently passed by. Charles Warren
Stoddard took several pages of his dehghtful ' South
Sea Idylls ' in which to describe in prose a similar

Hawaiian dance, and probably with no greater effect.

Or read ' The Woodman,' a poem written out of

Stevenson's life at Vailima. You find it filled with
fine bits of description, yet the poem itself must be
read as a whole to be fully appreciated, and it is im-

probable that anything better has been written de-

scribing an island forest in the tropics. Take its

opening lines for illustration in part :

' In all the grove, nor stream nor bird

Nor aught beside my blows was heard,

And the woods wore their noonday dress

—

The glory of their silentness.

From the island summit to the seas,

Trees mounted, and trees dropped, and trees

Grouped upward in the gaps. The green
Inarboured talus and ravine

By fathoms. By the multitude

The rugged columns of the wood
And bunches of the branches stood :

Thick as a mob, deep as a sea,

And silent as eternity.'

Or the following lines will be found equal to some of

Longfellow's work, which is at once called to mind :
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' Here also sound thy fans, O God,
Here too thy banners move abroad :

Forest and city, sea and shore,

And the whole world thy threshing-floor !

The drums of war, the drums of peace,
Roll through our cities without cease,

And all the iron halls of life

Ring with the unremitting strife.'

The sixth poem in the ' Songs of Travel ' also dis-

tinctly reminds one of Longfellow, as will be seen by
perusal

:

' The infinite shining heavens
Rose and I saw in the night

Unaccountable angel stars

Showering sorrow and light.

' I saw them distant as heaven,
Dumb and shining and dead,

And the idle stars of the night

Were dearer to me than bread.

' Night after night in my sorrow
The stars stood over the sea,

Till lo I I looked in the dusk
And a star had come down to me.'

Yet from the strict point of view Stevenson cannot
be said to have attempted poetry otherwise than as a
recreation from his more strenuous labours. It will

also be noted that most of his verse written in the
Pacific was of a personal nature, so that nearly every
poem takes on the colouring of his present surround-
ings.* He writes to his friend, Mr, Sidney Colvin, in

heart-longing verses preceded by the following twelve
lines of South Sea description, at present unequalled :

' I heard the pulse of the besieging sea
Throb far away all night. I heard the wind
Fly crying and convulse tumultuous palms.
I rose and strolled. The isle was all bright sand,
And flailing fans and shadows of the palm

;

The heaven all moon and wind and the blind vault
;

The keenest planet slain, for Venus slept.

* See Note E.
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The king, my neighbour, with his host of wives
Slept in the precinct of the palisade ;

Where single, in the wind, under the moon,
Among the slumbering cabins, blazed a fire,

Sole street-lamp and the only sentinel.'

Or he presents a pearl to the dissolute monarch of

Hawaii, accompanied by a quasi-sonnet of much grace,

which is read on the occasion. Or he writes a leaf in

the little red plush album of the departing Princess

Kaiulani, which filled her eyes with tears, as the verses

have filled many an eye since in the Eight Islands.

And in all of his dainty verse there will be found much
to admire and nothing to regret ; in the latter regard

his poetry differs from some of his predecessors, and
certainly from many of the accepted poetic models.

But there is one poem in the collection in which the

novelist reaches the higher plane, or comes very near

it. In this poem, however, his strength and success

lay largely in the subject, which hfted him beyond
habit and transported his muse to the gardens of the

gods. The verses referred to were written in reply to

the dedication of ' The Stickit Minister ' by Mr. S. R.

Crockett, and of Stevenson's many creditable poems,
this may easily be called the best :

' Blows the wind to-day, and the sun and the rain are flying,

Blows the wind on tlie moors to-day and now,

Where about the graves of the martyrs the whaups are crying.

My heart remembers how !

' Grey recumbent tombs of the dead in desert places,

Standing stones on the vacant vine-red moor.

Hills of sheep, and the homes of the silent vanished races,

And winds austere and pure.

' Be it granted me to behold you again in dying,

Hills of home ! and to hear again the call

;

Hear about the graves of the martyrs the peewees crying,

And hear no more at all.'

The sentiment of these exquisite lines may not affect

all men alike, nor be equally praised, yet the depth of

retrospective feehng that they contain, the tender,
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descriptive word-picturing, the purity of the diction

employed, and the fulness of their homely philosophy,

—which, like religion, however, falls short in presence

of the great death-mystery—together with the cry of

longing at the close—never to be fulfilled—make them,
perhaps, the finest three stanzas of their kind to be
found in recent English literature ; and there certainly

is a universal sentiment expressed in the lines, which
makes their author the friend and brother of men born
to die. Without having the weaknesses of Goldsmith,
Stevenson happily possessed all his amiable qualities

;

and, like Goldsmith, he died beloved of men, and
adored by his intimates and friends.



CHAPTER XIII

UNFINISHED AND PROJECTED WORK

Here a prefatory word will be in place, inasmuch as

the present outline of the novelist's life and work in

the Pacific virtually closes with the last chapter.

However, it may not be out of taste to add a few
notes on his unfinished and projected work ; and
certainly it will not be inappropriate to mention some
of those personal traits of the dead author which were
largely the source of his popularity throughout the

Island world. To this end it becomes necessary to

examine casually the various estimates of his character

and work which have been made from time to time by
the Islandfolk, together with such influences as have
aided in shaping the view of Stevenson that prevails

in Polynesia. Such a course becomes imperative, if

we are to form a just and equitable judgment of the

man Stevenson in the presence of the kaleidoscopic

phases of local life existent in his time, as in ours.

That there should be made as various estimates on
the subject as there are classes of white men domiciled
in this cosmopolitan sea will not be thought outlandish,

or even queer ; but that Stevenson should immediately
become popular, or, at least, be highly esteemed and
respected by all classes, suggests, to those acquainted
with Oceanica, a picture with some exceeding peculiar

social conditions in the background, whereon appear the

most amiable personal qualities of the novelist. Some
of the more prominent lines in the mental picture will

236
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perhaps bear further shading without faiUng to interest

the reader. For instance, it is worth remembering

that while Stevenson made many poUtical and religious

opponents here, he left few, if any, enemies in the

Island world. This esteem and appreciation by the

cosmopolite Islanders was largely due to the amiability

of the man Stevenson, just as the storm of reUgious and
pohtical opposition that he raised in the North, as well

as in the South Pacific, was almost entirely due to the

eccentric personality of the author Stevenson, who was
not yet in touch with his facts. The strange thing is

this : that as far as known there is on record an isolated

instance of unjust anonymous attack, and another

where his memory has been censured with malice pre-

pense ; but with both exceptions the Island folk have

refused to accept quirkish retort, tart irony, and patent

calumny, as substitutes for the worth and honesty

already recognised in the novelist and his work.

Here, then, his opponents drew no aid from the

errors and eccentricities of the writer Stevenson ; for

all men were warned by the author himself of his

frequent mistakes since his arrival ; and yet, in spite

of his errors, they loved him, even though all recognised

that he would probably repeat these again and again
;

but to them it mattered not that he had erred, and
might again, in dealing with those pohtical and social

questions long since arisen between Polynesians and
the domiciled foreigners. The Islandfolk understood

that he had misinterpreted to a certain extent the facts

and conditions around him, and they were willing to

admit that similar indiscretions of authorship might

continue for an indefinite period, and still they loved

the man, and retained their esteem for the author.

But at the same time it must be grasped in mind that

the Islanders clearly discerned that Stevenson's pigmy
errors were as naught beside his giant pioneering in this

new field of letters. They saw with the cosmopohtan's

keenness of vision that the beneficial influences he dif-

fused wherever he visited would be felt many a year,

and the effect seen in future hterary effort with scenes
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laid in the Pacific ; for is not his name to this day a

household word, and are not his works to be found on
the bookshelves of every island home ? Nay, is not
the man Stevenson enshrined in a hundred islands

within thousands of hearts that remain quick and
sympathetic memorials to his memory and honour ?

II

' St. Ives ' is the longest fragment left by Stevenson.

Shortly before his death he had written and mostly
revised thirty chapters, leaving an outline of the

remainder, by which Mr. Quiller-Couch dextrously

and agreeably finished the tale. From the literary

side, Mr. Quiller-Couch's task (of adding the last six

chapters) was a deal harder performance than Steven-

son's creation of the first thirty
;

yet it must be ad-

mitted that he has overcome the difficulty present with
a most commendable knack, and without serious attempt
at imitation—a fault too often seen in this style of

friendly auxiliary. The first four periods of Mr. Quiller-

Couch's work might well pass, with exacting persons,

for his predecessor's writing, but thereafter he falls

into his own pace, and keeps it to the end. Perhaps
it had been better had he not repeated expressions

previously used by Stevenson ; for these, at the hand of

another, however able, somehow grate on the ear of a

sensitive reader
;
yet this is of small importance when

the auxiliar's exceeding difficult work is considered as

a whole. Except that it was written at Samoa, the

volume is quite unconnected with the Pacific, and will

not be commented on, except casually. The story, in

truth, contains several characters, better drawn and
more ably sustained than the hero and heroine, as

any reader will soon discover. St. Ives and Flora

Gilchrist are well enough, as far as they go, but most
persons will agree that Mr. Anne St. Ives, with his

Scottish sweetheart, are rather commonplace lovers,

while everyone will freely admit that both are indeed
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good at an adventure. But perhaps most will decide

that St. Ives' forte is, after all, the versatility where-

with he manages to keep the story moving
;
yet at all

times it will be seen that he is little more than the

central puppet of a somewhat spectacular plan, which
seems to have been carried to an extreme in the balloon

ascension scene.

But there are other characters much better drawn
and far more creditable to authorship, as portraitures

of real life, than this interesting pair of adventurous
lovers. Take, for example, the aunt of the heroine

—

a strong and stern, but indulgent Scotch lady, with
calm good sense and quick judgment predominating

—

a rarity in the passing show of life. Or take the laugh-

able, indefatigable Mr. Rowley, who, by the way, turns

out quite the best bit of the finishing chapters. Or
consider the austere and dignified Daniel Romaine,
solicitor of London city, and his brother practitioner

of Edinburgh town, Mr. Robbie, a student of heraldry
—both honourable gentlemen, warm-hearted and
generous (whose names fit them as aptly as though they
had been selected by Dickens), and both exceptionally
upright and honest, although of the unpalatable pro-
fession of the law. But perhaps the best of all is

Mrs. MacRankine, the Edinburgh landlady, who first

suspicioned, then abused, and finally aided St. Ives
and Rowley in their hours of trial and necessity ; at all

times she is a fine feminine kernel in the rough Scotch
husk. Or, if one desires a wine-bibbing scoundrel who
trades on the necessities and misfortunes of others,

let Mr. Burchell Fenn be commended.
In the characters mentioned, as in others, there is a

deal of life-drawing of the flesh-and-blood type, where
all is legitimate realism without shadow of the literary

ca.nt and moral palliation, too often met with in books
of this kind ; and yet the characters are of the same
kind that can be found to this day in their places in the
world. Once there is a dash of pathos, a thing that
Stevenson seldom uses, and here it appears in sharp
contrast, because not overdrawn. It will be found in
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the fourteenth chapter, at the description and death of
' the old soldier of the Empire,' who broke his parole

to flee to his daughter's sick-bed that he was never to

reach.

But in conformity with Stevenson's best work,
' St. Ives ' is largely composed of episodical occurrences

hung on what may be called the faintest trace of a

plot, although as the story develops it will be found
that they are so closely interwoven that the whole is

always deeply interesting, either as adventures or

character studies, and not unfrequently as both, as

in the adventure of the attorney's clerk ; or laughable,

as in the adventure of the runaway couple ; or grim

and terrible, as in the duel with a divided pair of

scissors, fought naked in the dark prison shed to

avoid detection through their blood-stained clothing.

But foremost of the fragments must be placed
' Weir of Hermiston.' This is truly a splendid begin-

ning of much promise, although the eight chapters

and a fragment which we have are likely in the first

draft as dictated, and take the reader no further than

the threshold of the story. Yet they are enough to

disclose powerful, indicative, masterly writing that

makes us long to know what the volume would have
been had Fate permitted its completion ; but there

is more than enough to assure us that, in the ' Weir '

completed, we should have beheld the conflict of those

passionate and sometimes violent phases of existence

found where (as Stevenson himself has finely phrased

it) ' duty and inclination come nobly to the grapple.'

From"^the brief outline of the story left by the author,

supplemented by the collated facts in Mr. Sidney

Colvin's interesting and suggestive editorial note

following the fragment, it is clear that no one can avoid

recognising that the story would have contained the

necessary conflict between purpose and will-power,

which are the life-elements wherefrom are developed

the vital forces of all dramatic and tragic fiction of a

high order. In fact, so nearly alhed is much of

Stevenson's work with the old epic forms, which were
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based largely on adventure and character portrayal,

that it will not be contrary to the modern view to

denominate as the beginning of a prose epic this piece

of masterly work which so palpably displays the

genuine dramaturgic faculty.

That Stevenson believed the story would be his

literary climacteric is drawn from his correspondence,

and more especially from the letter to Mr. Baxter,

wherein he says that he expected ' Weir of Hermiston '

to be his masterpiece. This, however, is the loose, if

popular, use of the term, implying that an author can

have but one masterpiece—a view hardly in accord

with the recognised definitions of the word, and cer-

tainly contradictory of the great mental conceptions

of those authors, painters, and sculptors who have been
credited individually with one or more masterpieces

by the discriminating public. The fact is that with

the expansion of letters in the last fifty years, and
the consequent multiplication of books and periodicals,

the term tnasterpiece has become the editorial hackney
of many publishers and some reviewers, until it is

now too often used quite beyond its legitimate mean-
ing ; in consequence, the word has been subjected to

imposition and abuse, like its equine analogon of the

London streets ; but this is no reason why we should
follow those who go to another extreme, with the

claim that masterpieces are a rarity even among
writers of genius.

Any piece of literature, or art work, showing the

master's hand to a degree that makes the production
singular, is by consent called a ' masterpiece.' Under
this established view an author might produce a

number of masterpieces, the ability, length of life, and
the retention of the faculties being allowed. Or, if

the term is more narrowly construed, a single piece of

work, like ' Othello,' may contain two or more such
masterpieces, as are to be seen in the characters of the
Moor and lago. He would be a brave critic, for

instance, who would pick out of Shakespeare's plays

his masterpiece of dramaturgic art ! Many similar

16
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instances will be recalled by the reader, which will as

clearly show that, while ' Weir of Hermiston ' would
probably have been Stevenson's literary climacteric,

there would be left, among other fine productions, his

exceptional volumes, ' Treasure Island,' ' The Master
of Ballantrae,' and ' The Beach of Falesa.' Whoso,
then, inadvertently makes the two-fold classification

of ' work and masterwork ' falls parlous near injustice

to the books of famous men past and present.

Yet ' Weir of Hermiston,' without being singled as

the masterpiece of Stevenson, will take rank as the
foremost and most impressive literary fragment of

modern times ; this much is warranted by intrinsic

evidence indicating the highest plane reached by the

novelist. Up to this point there will be no dissent

even after serious inquest ; but there are those who
will demur when asked to follow some of the recent

comments of igien of letters, which show a marked
tendency to belittle some of Stevenson's best work
that was nearly or quite coetaneous ; and in one instance

at least this has been done to the end that ' Weir of

Hermiston ' might be speculatively extolled with a
few periods of antithetic rhetoric. On the other
hand, as Mr. Sidney Colvin has judiciously pointed
out, the plan of every work of imagination, like the
' Weir,' is subject to so many unexpected changes
before completion, owing to inevitable mental devi-

ation from the lines originally traced, that literary

speculation of this kind is without specific base, while
conjecture is nigh the impossible.

From the Islanders' view, as reflected by those who
knew the novelist and his later work intimately and
sympathetically, there seems as little reason in assum-
ing what has been gratuitously called ' the perfect

novel,' as a standard for comparing this work, as there

is in assuming (as has been done) that in any given
prior work he reached his lowest literary plunge,

while in this latest fragment he rose to his greatest

height ; for really it is not yet made clear to the many
island readers of his delightful volumes that his con-
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demned work relating to the Pacific is not quite as

true to the hfe conditions, within its geographical
class, as ' Weir of Hermiston ' is true of certain phases
of human nature under a distant and dissimilar distri-

bution of our human-kind.
Of the remaining fragmentary tales, it will not be

necessary to comment further than to say, that while

they give promise of not falling below the plane of his

previous work, yet they show no indication of the
higher literary reach of the ' Weir.' To this view the
' Heathcat,' had it been finished, might have proved
an exception ; but it is probable, from the few facts

that now can be gleaned, that it would not have taken
higher than a middle place between his usual story of

adventure and ' Weir of Hermiston.'

HI

No more powerfully than in his essays has been
depicted Stevenson's capacity for writing interestingly

on the most diverse subjects. Open these volumes
where you will, the charm of his words and the weight
of his thought fix the attention, and soon enwrap the
reader's mind. For this reason it is natural that those

who have learned to love his literary art should feel

keen disappointment and regret that he left unfinished

a proposed new series of essays, whereof we have the

rough drafts of two only ; and these but serve to

quicken our regret, as both fragments are full of

promise, and are filled with that calm serenity of

thought that tones the background of authorship as

the age of fifty is neared or passed—and this is directly

true of the fragment called ' Random Memories.' The
perusal of this exquisite fragment seems to lay our
heads on the author's breast, until we can hear his

great heart beating in sympathy with our life and our
childhood. ' Through what little channels,' he begins,
' by what hints and premonitions, the consciousness

of the man's art dawns first on the child, it -should be
16—2
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not only interesting but instructive to inquire. A
matter of curiosity to-day, it will become the ground
of science to-morrow. From the mind of childhood

there is more history and more philosophy to be fished

up than from all the printed volumes in a library.

The child is conscious of an interest, not in literature,

but in life. A taste for the precise, the adroit, or the

comely in the use of words, comes late ; but long before

that he has enjoyed in books a delightful dress-

rehearsal of experience.'

It is safe to say there are few authors in the world

who would have conceived the thought as it lies here,

or who, having conceived it, would have found such

agreeable expression for so staring a scientific fact

—

an expression that transforms it into a literary bit

that will long haunt the mind of the appreciative

reader. For such a reader the fragment is filled with

beauty and information, and every paragraph is re-

plete with thought that more endears Stevenson to mind
and heart than would pages of literary fanfares and
personal praise ; for does not every word there written

touch the heart of the man because it lays bare the

heart of the child ? If Darwin or Spencer had pos-

sessed Stevenson's finished power of expression, how
much more popular and convincing to the average

man would have been their suggestive, far-reaching

volumes ! But they lacked what he possessed, while

he lacked their power in analyzing the crude materials

underlying scientific philosophy. The familiar theory

that the perfect book will be the result of years of

development is here suggested to the mind, if but

partially justified.

In passing to his further contemplated work, it may
be pointed out that his projected treatise on ethics

was quite improperly named, as it is certainly not a

treatise on morals in the technical sense, being, in fact,

but a series of essays on phases of moral teachings,

wherein the author's personal preferences and opinions,

together with some keen comment, are set out in terse

English, under the caption of lay morals. In the
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note preceding the fragment, Mr. Sidney Colvin

informs us that the four chapters left contain much
essentially characteristic of Stevenson's mind. This

is quite true, but he might have added with equal

force that the fragment contains httle, if anything,

characterizing a modern treatise on ethics. From
what he has left us, it is plain that the novelist was
quite unfitted for writing on morals from the point of

view of scientific philosophy, or otherwise than as he

has in the fragment we have, which amounts to a

series of popular essays, embracing certain phases of

man's moral nature.

We are now come to his projected work, wherein the

author contemplated reproducing some of those

starthng phases of active life to be found in the Pacific

Ocean. His plan was for a prose tragedy, or a prose

epic, with his favourite Polynesians as the basis, and
these, there is little doubt, he would have set face to

face with certain of those extremes of Pacific life which
are so real and startling that they leave a lasting

impression on the passing stranger ; and if the Island-

folk seem to have grown familiar with such conditions,

it must be remembered that in time these have become
the woof of daily experience until they see nothing

abnormal or even peculiar therein.

That Stevenson contemplated such a work has been
stated already. That he has left so little information

concerning its scope and character is our misfortune.*

There is scarcely a doubt, however, that the whole
trend of his labours relating to the Pacific pointed to

this end. Experimenting to the hour of his death,

like the literary chemist that he was, he gradually-

extracted secrets from his new materials, which ulti-

mately were designed to put force into a masterpiece

reflecting our Island life, all its beauty and travail, its

meritorious deeds, and innumerable misdemeanours,
and flagrant crimes—the veritable tragedy of the

Polynesians who are fated to go down before the calm,

if cruel and ruthful advance of Western civilization.

* See Chapter VI.
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No author than he was better fitted for the task,

and he would have taken up the work with love and
pity for the Polynesians in his heart, which we may
hope would not have lessened his leaning toward the
equity due to his white brethren ; and this more favour-

able attitude would have increased with his years of

experience. To the Islandfolk there seems no doubt
that, had he lived to finish this work, it would have
been clearer to all that much Of his previous writings

laid in the Pacific were but experimental preludes

fixing the literary pitch, and giving tone to local con-

ditions ; for has not Stevenson himself, in writing to

Mr. Sidney Colvin, already told us that thus far he had
' scarce touched the outskirts of the life we have been
viewing, a hot-bed of strange characters and incidents

!'

And here we can take a hint from what he has
told us he intended to make of the story of ' Sophia
Scarlet.' In ' The Ebb Tide ' and ' The Beach of

Falesd ' he has given us two differing phases of South
Sea life in the same class—namely, types of the roving

adventurer and of the roving white trader. But in
' Sophia Scarlet ' it is clear, from his letter to Mr.
Colvin in 1892,* that he proposed experimenting with
new and more complex conditions of Island life ; and
this time he evidently wished to deal directly with the

translated foreigner, placed in contact with savage
surroundings. Nor did he intend to confine his story

to a single character, but to extend his plan to include

the family, and even the small colony of planters, a

class throughout Oceanica typical of a part of the white
population.

In this projected story it was clearly his intention

to treat of the absorbing question of plantation labour,

whereunder the commercial instinct becomes strongly

developed by the promptings of personal greed. This

he would have turned into a ' strong undercurrent,'

as he has expressed it. It is not impossible that the

evils of ' blackbirding 'f would have been sharply

* ' Vailima Letters' (Thi tie ed.), pp. 117, 118.

t See Note F.
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criticised ; so that the statement that there would have
been ten or more characters in the story makes it

probable that he designed bringing forward other
phases of plantation life and native existence in the
South Seas quite as dramatic and exciting. In any
event, knowing what we do of his working habit, may
we not conclude that ' Sophia Scarlet ' and ' The Go-
Between ' (another story laid in the Pacific) were but
further steps toward his greater work on Island life,

wherein he would have epitomized, probably in a
single volume, the many characteristics and peculiarities

of life in Oceanica ?

That he contemplated such a work there is no doubt.
The task, however, must be admitted to be a gigantic

one, to which he seemed to be carefully feeling his way.
Such a proposal coming from the average author would
have been received by the Islandfolk with a smile of

incredulity ; but coming from Stevenson, whose literary

gauge they knew, the plan would have been taken as a
matter of course. Believing him to be a genius of the
higher type, the Islandfolk fully appreciated that when
death claimed him, he was ready and able to repeat in

island themes those literary triumphs which had made
him famous in older lands.



CHAPTER XIV

FROM DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW

Probably no man, certainly no author, was more
widely and favourably known throughout the Pacific

than Stevenson, and it may be added that his popu-

larity was due as much to his personal quahties as to

the effect of his writings. The fact that his name was
as familiar in Australia and Hawaii as in Samoan
Vailima shows that his prestige was confined to no

one locality ; for like reason his influence as man and

author had taken root wherever civhzation had planted

its cluster of island homes.

In older countries, where population has grown

dense, and the life struggle has become strenuous, the

tendency is toward the absorption of the individual

by the teeming multitude, whence the man of genius

emerges with an effort ; but in the Pacific, where com-

petition is at most spasmodic, and hence less dangerous,

the case is different. Here the man of parts and

energy soon becomes known of all men, and an amiable

genius like Stevenson was at once hailed with that

affectionate and famihar acclaim extended to an

elder brother. Nor were his fame and popularity

restricted to the foreign residents, for in all the islands

reached by the inflow of civilization the novelist and

his work were the familiar knowledge of the aborigines.

For example, it would be difticult to find a native

Hawanan in the Eight Islands who has not heard of

the famous writer of tales, and who was not more or

248
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less influenced by his plans for the restoration and
protection of Polynesian tribes.

If, then, his name was, as it is to this day, so familiar

within a radius of more than two thousand miles from
his Samoan home, how much more intimately must it

have been known in those islands where he threw
himself with aU his mental energy into the defence
of a policy that he hoped would result in the re-

establishment of tribal claims, wherein he went to the
extent of demanding of the treaty Powers that they
should recognise the impolitic schemes and impractical

desires of that Arcadian savage, Mataafa ! But there

was another phase of his Pacific life which differed

widely from conditions elsewhere. In Oceanica he
was known by reputation to all, and to very many
(perhaps to a majority in the more advanced groups)
through personal acquaintance, if not by frequent
association—a condition to be considered, because it

would be an impossibility in England or the United
States.

Yet in estimating his influence with the Samoans
we must use caution by determining the attitude of

Polynesians in general toward domiciled foreigners.

In most, if not all, of the islands where the natives
have come in contact with civilized men there has been
easily traced a latent undercurrent of hypocrisy direct-

ing a policy of savage cunning and egotism ; and not
unfrequently this attitude is accompanied by a callous

ingratitude for past benefits quite unforeseen by the
Roman Seneca, and certainly not provided for by
modern authors. It is a sociological fact that the
average Polynesian will be the white man's friend (or

pretend to be) just as long as he can reap some imme-
diate benefit, or hope for some future profit from the
connection, a7id no longer.

As individuals, the Polynesians are too fickle and
indolent to be depended on in affairs either personal
or national. This racial defect has been emphasized
time and again in those islands where resident foreigners
have championed the native cause against' the push
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and crowding of the civilized element. Through such
and similar practical tests it was soon learned that a
beneficial promise, or a small open gift (of goods or
money), will induce the average Polynesian to desert

his own or an espoused cause temporarily; and the
most discouraging feature is that those whom he
deserts will welcome him at his return without con-
sidering the immoral element involved in his action
and in theirs.

Nor is it difhcult to understand this semi-savage
attitude, when we remember that in politics the
Polynesians are urged by their inclinations and sur-

roundings to become the spoilers of the white men
whenever and wherever the chance offers. The Poly-

nesian is by nature the veritable prodigal of the South
Seas in politics, in religion, and in commerce, as in the

useful industries. Yea, he may be depended on to

return and eat of the fatted calf with his brethren,

but at this point he is so far provident that he heeds
the feast is made tootlisome at the cost of some neigh-

bouring white Egyptian of political or religious repute

—

and then as a rule the Polynesian is ready for another
coat-turning and another feast.

Now, had Stevenson lived long enough in the Pacific,

he had reached the point where he would have felt

the necessity (as all do in time) of modifying his indul-

gent views of the Polynesians, yet by that time he
would have recognised that he was no exception to

the rule and habit of the Islandfolk. It is a matter
of notoriety in the Pacific that the Polynesians, with

great show of sincerity, will admire, love, and rever-

ence any white man who espouses their cause, and
defends, against the thrift and progress of civilized

men, the native expectation and demand of plenty in

idleness. It matters not whether the foreigner who
leads them

—

for they must be led—be a man of literary

ability and attainment, like Stevenson, or some ad-

venturous scalawag. All this is one to a Polynesian

chieftain and his following, for as soon as their present

desires are satisfied they will turn their helper the cold
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shoulder, and know him no more, until interest again
prompts or necessity drives. But there is another side

to the Polynesian character that is equally as dis-

couraging—to point out a fault is to lose a Polynesian's
friendship, while to reprimand him as an individual, or
criticise him as a nation, is to win his latent enmity,
if not open hostility, which he takes care to display
thereafter at every turn of island affairs.

There have been and are exceptions to these general
statements, yet exceptional cases of personal friend-

ship between natives and whites will be found to rest

either on some condition of Polynesian dependence,
as in the household of Stevenson at Vailima, or be
determined by religious influences, as seen in the
mission work of the churches. But experience proves
that these and like instances are subject to unex-
pected fluctuations, to frequent retrocessions, and
often to practical extinction. On his part Stevenson
was honest, sincere, and steadfast in his attitude
toward the Polynesians, and so he would have re-

mained until further experiences disclosed the in-

dustrial limits to which he must have confined his

pro-Polynesian theory, provided that the natives were
to receive any practical aid from his influence and
effort.

II

The lesson to be learned was nearly as old as the
Pacific, and it is always learned sooner or later, al-

though not always admitted, by the most ardent
admirers of the Polynesian race. It is beyond doubt,
in the novelist's case, that his authorcraft had to do
with the extent and weight of his influence through-
out the Pacific, and it has been urged locally that,
had he lived, he might have proved a partial excep-
tion to the rule that newcomers finally narrow their
angle of observation to the patent defects of individual
Polynesians. It is true that before him no resident
of the Pacific had borne so wide a reputation or com-
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manded such respectful attention from all classes of

people, yet many throughout the various island groups
will not fail to find frequent analogous in their experi-

ences, making it probable that in the end his pro-

Polynesian attitude would have fallen into ashes, how-
ever long his pity for the childish, docile natives might
have remained quick. Yet it is not unlikely that his

influence with them would have exceeded the usual

period, and it even might have survived the ardour
of his first love for savagery, a most unlovely thing

when seen with normal eyes. But in his case there

was an advantage caused by the sorcery of his name
as a writer of tales, an accomplishment dearer to the

Polynesian heart than the smell of gold or the stomach's
lure to feasting.

Of all the savage passions, these two things—the

telling of tales and the making of festivals—occupy
most satisfactorily the hearts of Polynesians. Expert
in the former and generous to a fault in the latter

regard, Stevenson gained the goodwill of the natives

wherever he took up his abode. But it must be kept
in mind that if at any time, while performing some
personal or civic duty imposed by the precepts of

civilization, he should have been obliged to have placed

himself in opposition to the desires of his savage wards,
or even had he opposed on principle some of the im-
practical demands of their hereditary chiefs, he
would have found himself at first avoided, and finally

neglected, as other able men have been aforetime
;

then he would have seen the Polynesians hasten to

some new and less scrupulous leader. It is well known
throughout the island world to those who have
honestly attempted to aid and protect the natives in

their political rights or in religious matters that the

almost certain failure following has resulted from racial

faults in the Polynesians themselves. This much has
been proved by the analogies of the past, and is being

emphasized by the experiences of the present white
leaders of Island affairs.

But the mental endowments and personal qualities
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of Stevenson produced very different results on the
domiciled foreigners. The superficial phases of his

authorship relating to the Pacific will be found in that
part of his work which sets forth most strongly his

eccentricities and foibles (so attractive to savage
prejudice) ; these, however, were placed aside by the
Islandfolk in forming their estimate. It is true that
there were various points of view, taken from different

mental angles, and perhaps these cannot be said to

have been wholly periscopic or severely critical ; but
in ninety-nine out of every hundred of such estimates
like results were reached ; these, almost without
exception, show that the white man's estimate of

Stevenson was permanently favourable, because it was
based on his literary merits and personal qualities.

Although it might be concluded from the analogies
of life that the final judgment of the opponents whom
he had made by his extreme frankness would be most
unfavourable, yet such was not the case then or now

;

and no matter how diverse were the views held, all

agreed that personalities were to be rigidly excluded
in estimating the author Stevenson. This was the
courteous attitude of nearly all of the white folk, and
they certainly displayed a generousness of character
as marked and disingenuous as Stevenson's well-known
chivalry. That he did not appreciate their attitude
fully until after his second visit to Honolulu is not in

any way derogatory to his character ; for all recognised
that he was quick to acknowledge error, and clearly
anxious to conciliate where he thought his words or
actions had offended.

It may be explanatory of much that will suggest itself

to the reader to briefly consider what is known as the
' missionary element ' and the ' missionary point of

view.' The term missionary has two local interpreta-
tions—one of good, and one of evil import. With what
justice or injustice the latter interpretation is given will

not here be discussed, and the existent facts will be
used only to make clear the conditions underlying the
estimation of the Islanders. The term missiotiary in
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the good sense is applied to those persons actually

engaged in mission work, and who attend strictly to the

advancement of that good work. The epithet in its

evil sense is interpreted to include all the evil done, or

alleged to have been done, in the past, by the first

missionaries arriving in the Pacific, or by any or all

of their descendants since. This last interpretation

includes a long array of charges, which, for the present

purpose, may be made clearer under the following

heads : (i) Missionaries who have used their oppor-

tunities for the purpose of accumulating lands and
chattels either for themselves or for the mission board
or organization whereunder they serve. (2) Mission-

aries who have used their prerogatives as preachers and
teachers to interfere in the civil government of the

Island groups, or who have used their personal influence

with the natives in order to shape and determine local

politics, or to build up local commercial agencies to

handle industries in which they are interested.

But bear in mind that this classification must be

used with caution, lest an injustice be done uninten-

tionally ; for of late years the term has taken on a

political significance in some of the islands, extending it

to all those affiliating, in politics or business, with the

descendants of the old missionaries ; and hence it has

been misleadingly used by politicians in more than one
island group. This much, however, is true—that the

so-called missionaries and missionary political factions,

wherein, almost to a man, are to be found the descen-

dants of the early mission teachers, are, in general, on
the conservative side of all public questions, and hence

differ from a large number of residents, and from most
natives, concerning racial questions and island polity.

In truth, it was largely in the latter or evil sense that

the term was used for several years before Stevenson's

arrival, and it was certainly in this sense that he used

the word as a term of reproach in his local criticisms,

at various times and in divers places, reflecting on the

Hawaiian missionaries. On the other hand, he has

taken occasion more than once to speak in praise of
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Hawaiian missionaries actually engaged in mission

work, and at other times he has made, or taken, the

occasion to heartily commend, or to aid with wholesome
advice, the various mission bodies throughout the
Pacific.

With this statement, we arrive at what may be called

for convenience the point of view of the Hawaiian
missionaries concerning Stevenson. Among the
majority of this missionary division, it may be said that
their views were most liberal and kindly throughout,
notwithstanding most of them believed that the novelist

had unjustly provoked their wrath in the case of his

attack on Dr. Hyde. But even on this point great
restraint was shown ; and it is a fact that of the two
or three temperate answers made from the missionary
side of the case, one went so far as to excuse
Stevenson for his action, if not even to shield him
from adverse criticism, as the following excerpts will

show

:

' If Stevenson could have known that Dr. Hyde's
letter was private ! If he could have remembered his

own discomfort under similar circumstances ! I

should prefer to pass over this episode in silence, but
I may not do so, because it belongs properly to Steven-
son's Honolulu history, and involves some of his

Honolulu friends who were alienated by this action.
To censure Stevenson is a thankless task—of that I am
well aware, so widely is he known and loved—but it

is a task I may not shirk, if I would be just no less to
Stevenson than to our late fellow-townsman. Dr. Hyde.

' Every piece of writing, once in print, has to be tried
at the world's bar of literary criticism, has to be judged
on its merits. Consequently, Stevenson was justified
in taking exception to Dr. Hyde's conclusions, if he
saw fit. If this were all, he might be supported in his
defence of Father Damien, melodramatic as it is. In
legal pleading, however, the world demands a know-
ledge of the circumstances of the case to be tried, and,-
in dealing with it, fairness, logic, and adherence to
facts. In all these points—knowledge, fairness, logic,
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and adherence to facts—I am forced to admit that
Stevenson's letter is somewhat lacking. There is also

a literary charge to prefer against him, and a grave one
for so thorough an artist—namely, that the letter is

lacking in the proportion and in the quality of restraint

—the finest of literary virtues.
' To make this my final word on the matter would be

manifestly unfair. I must ask you to remember that
Stevenson could never do anything by halves, that his

pity for the lepers amounted to a passion, his admira-
tion for those who lived among them was also a passion,

and, above all, you remember, he admired Father
Damien ; that he did not recognise Dr. Hyde's letter

to be a private one, never intended for print, published
without Dr. Hyde's knowledge, therefore not open to

public criticism ; and, finally, that he was in an agony
of fear lest the London memorial to Damien should be
abandoned because of Dr. Hyde's letter, or a similar

statement. Hence his philippic—flung out bravely,
however much we deplore it, flung out in the face of

certain loss of friends. . . . Stevenson would never
touch any of the proceeds of the Damien letter, but
did direct his agent to send two hundred dollars from
that source to Molokai. I cannot discover that he made
any apology to Dr. Hyde, but I give the substance of

two letters he wrote to a friend in Honolulu. The first

is from Sydney :
" I am doing something that will give

you great pain, and I am exceedingly sorry to be
hurting you. I feel that you will sympathize with

Dr. Hyde, and I am sorry that this will cut our friend-

ship." The second was to the same gentlem.an, after

Stevenson had come to Honolulu for a second time,

and lay ill at Sans Souci. He hoped that sufficient

time had elapsed to blunt the edge of any resentment
against him, and begged that their formal cordial

relations might be renewed. H that could not be,

why, he would understand. His letter, I am glad to

say, did not plead in vain.
' When, furthermore, Stevenson alluded to the

matter to another candid and sincere admirer of his,
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this friend said :
" Let me say to you frankly—and you

want no flattery
"

' " No, no," interrupted Stevenson, " no flattery."
' " Let me tell you, then, that you played a little to

the gallery, and I think that some of your expressions

were a little unworthy of you." And Stevenson
accepted the judgment in silence, and so may we all,

with this knowledge of the facts.'*

Ill

In addition to the missionary, there was and is a
strong element scattered throughout the islands which
is generally known as ' anti-missionary.' This element
includes individuals from most of the conditions of

mankind, and it follows that these men viewed Steven-
son and his work under the influence of the most
diverse prejudices and prepossessions. Yet it is not
to be inferred that the anti-missionary faction of the
Pacific is made up altogether of scalawag whites and
disgruntled natives. This is not so, for in this faction

is to be found a large number of good men and true—

•

merchants, members of opposing religious sects,

planters, and commercial agents, and many others in

the ' prime of manhood, daring, bold and vent'rous.'

Yet it must be admitted that in most part the anti-

missionary faction has included in its ranks quite its

share of the vagabond and disgruntled elements found
throughout Oceanica. For these, among other reasons,

it will be seen that the terms missionary and anti-

missionary must be interpreted, after Stevenson's
advent, as being as largely representative of secular
as of religious life. The fact is that in several of the
island groups there will be found some similitude
between this classification and the political party
divisions of the United States and England, the most
striking difference being one of degree and influence

;

for, with the exception of Hawaii, there have been no

* From a lecture by Mrs. Mabel Wing Castle.

17
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extensively organized political parties in the Pacific

representing these two existent and antagonistic

forces
;
yet in spirit and purpose such an influence has

long been felt throughout Polynesia.

Nevertheless, the influence of the anti-missionary
element is widespread in the Pacific, and may be said

to have been sometimes welcomed as a check to a
centralizing and controlling church polity generally

favoured by the missionaries and their conservative

allies. And although the anti-missionary estimate of

Stevenson differed with locality, yet it can be said to

have reached the same favourable conclusion held by
the mission people. Essentially aggressive in local

affairs, the anti-missionary element welcomed him as

a possible ally against the wealth and long-established

conservative influences of what then, as now, is mis-

named the ' missionary party
'

; and this dissembling
under a half-truth, local history shows, was persistent

in those islands where the element had taken on the

form and substance of party organization.

In most of the Pacific Islands this social element has
been long recognised as an anti-religious political force

in local affairs, potential of good or evil, as circum-

stances may direct, and in a few of the more advanced
islands, where the element has temporarily organized

for a purpose, it has not failed to develop into a power-
ful, if sometimes invidious, political factor. And this

state has more than once existed in those islands where
the advance toward civilization has been sufficiently

marked to encourage and support such organized

activity. A typical instance occurred in the Hawaiian
Islands shortly before Stevenson's coming, and it may
be said in passing that the social and political attitude

of this faction largely coincided with those Samoan
factions that supported Stevenson's position in the

South. But happily, as elsewhere stated, he was not

called upon to interfere in Hawaii, although two
members at least of the Hawaiian Embassy to Samoa
frequently boasted during his first visit to Honolulu
that ' Stevenson had promised the King that he
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intended to first undo the Germans in Samoa, and
afterwards he would attend to the case of " the mis-

sionary party in Hawaii." '

Strange as it may seem to those unacquainted with
life in the Pacific, these diverse political, social, and
quasi-religious factions, all essentially militant, and as

ready to fly to blows on a pretext as with just cause,

would invariably unite to defend Stevenson and his

literary work. To him alone this perverse and divided
people gave love and loyalty while he lived, and un-
feigned grief when he died.

IV

But besides the racial and factious impressions of

Stevenson thus far noted, which may seem warped in

places, there was what may be called the broader
social, literary, and personal view, which was held by
the better-educated class of Island dwellers. This class

included almost every shade of political, and all shades
of religious and unreligious thought ; but from a pru-
dential and an insular habit, its members mostly held
aloof from the publicity threatened by the local dis-

sensions that began revolving around Stevenson soon
after his advent. The class now referred to contained
most of the well-to-do Islanders, many of the wealthier,
and practically all residents of culture and refinement.
This class, if not the largest, was the most influential

in fixing and controlhng public opinion in its final

form, and consequently had much to do with the
estimate made of the novelist during his somewhat
turbulent period of experience, as well as since.

Necessarily this more liberal view embraced the
literary, personal, and social phases of the novelist's

Pacific career. A very large number of those we
speak of were personally acquainted with him, and not
a few were well or intimately acquainted. All were
sympathetic and appreciative of his work during his
short audience of six years, and their influence was

17—2
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quiescently yet powerfully felt in his lifetime, as since

his death. The reason is not far to seek, as this class

may be said to represent fairly well the English-speak-

ing residents of all the island groups, and of the conti-

nents on the Pacific that were visited by him during

his latter years.

But the influence of this class of people went farther

afield in its effect than has been stated. There was a

national, if not an international, side to this influence,

as was seen in evidence at more than one point in

Stevenson's experiences, for this class of Islanders and
residents was thoroughly representative of the domi-

nant colonial elements planted by the English-speaking

race throughout the Pacific. The mental and moral
influence of this intelligent and stable class of residents

may be said then to have been, as it is now, the domi-

nant and directing force in Pacific affairs. It was
perhaps the recognition of this fact that made the

Germans in Samoa so sensitive to Stevenson's opposi-

tion, which they believed was but the mouthpiece of

the greater Anglo-American opposition, already stand-

ing in the way of their plans. They did not seem to

recognise that Stevenson was acting solely in his

personal capacity, and that he was, as the facts show,

as ready to attack the Americans of Hawaii as he had
been the Germans of Samoa. Nor is this to be won-
dered at when the existent circumstances are considered.

From the German point of view, Stevenson was simply

a political meddler, abetted, if not actually aided, by
the resident officials of America and England.
At this point in the dispute a phase peculiarly

Anglo-Saxon cropped out—the question of which side

was in the right, which in the wrong, was entirely

thrown aside, as far as the novelist was concerned,

and it was insisted upon, from San Francisco to Sydney,
Melbourne, and Wellington, that Stevenson's personal

standing and reputation as an author should not be

allowed to suffer from any part that he might take in

Samoan politics. It certainly is to the credit of the

resident Germans throughout the Pacific, and more
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especially to those of Samoa, that they very generally

acquiesced in this demand as soon as it was made.

The German attitude (outside of politics) is the more

noticeable, because they do not adapt themselves to

the cosmopohtan conditions of the Pacific as readily

as those of the Anglo-Saxon race, and by many they

are thought to take at times a narrower and more

personal view of island affairs, and of other resident

foreigners, than the practical poUcy of successful

colonization warrants. But personally, it may be

said that the Germans, not only in more distant

islands, but in Samoa itself, hold Stevenson and his

literary work in the highest esteem to this day, how-

ever roundly they may have deprecated, as they still

do, his interference in what they call ' Germany's

Samoan interests.'

It will be seen from what has thus been briefly

sketched that Stevenson the author stood in the

focus of the good opinion of all who swarm this great

ocean, plotted with islands that surpass the fabled

creations of the ancient poets and philosophers, and

inhabited by a population that represents every degree

of human existence, all grades of society, and has

developed new habits of thought and action which,

if not of a highly critical order, are yet of a robust,

industrious, and liberal complexion that shows all the

benefits of self-dependence and self-tuition, and, best

of all, happily lacking the scholastic refinements and

social pretences of older lands.

It was among such a people that Stevenson dwelt

and wrote to the end.



CHAPTER XV

FURTHER SKETCHES AND ANECDOTES OF
THE EXILIAN PERIOD

Although the public acts of men are frequently open
to misinterpretation and misrepresentation, such is not

often the case in their private relations, and yet there

have been times when men of worth and intelligence

have been found in pressing need of rescue from their

friends. But in the majority of cases it will be seen

that men, whether in public or private life, have been
safest under some friendly protection when dangers or

misfortunes have come, for, let a man fall among
enemies, the rule is that he must defend both reputa-

tion and estate, or become the common spoil of his

assailants.

There are exceptions in actual life, but they are

few, yet Stevenson's Pacific exile shows him to have
been such an exception, as was proved by events

during the years of his life militant in Samoa and
Hawaii. This fact will seem more striking when it is

remembered that up to the hour of his death neither

he nor his reputation were seriously attacked or

endangered under the political and religious opposi-

tion that he had raised while in the Pacific. But if

he met with little or no enmity, neither his friends nor

opponents were unwitting of his impractical views of

Island life, and the erroneousness of many of his utter-

ances and actions. But perhaps the attitude of the

Islandfolk will be better understood by the following
262
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extracts from the personal views of men who were well,

if not intimately, acquainted with the novelist and
his work during his exilian years.

In order that these opinions may be as fully repre-

sentative as possible, they have been selected from
among Islanders hailing from Scotland, England, and
the United States. Arranging them in the order

named, it will be sufficient to say that the first is from
a Scot of liberal opinions, and of more than average

intelligence, who has resided in the Pacific many
years, and whose remarks on some of the novelist's

Pacific tales will be found typical of Island opinion,

and quite in accord with the facts.
' Born within ten miles and three years of each other,

R. L. S. and I met in Honolulu in the year 1893. He
was here in 1889, when I saw, but did not meet him.

I do not think I ever knew of him before that, but
shortly afterwards I read " Kidnapped " for the first

time, and discovered another favourite author. It is

only a Scotsman who can thoroughly appreciate that

book, and the character of Alan Breck, the best of all

Stevenson's characters, in my estimation, excepting
only the elder Kristy in " Weir of Hermiston," the

best of all Stevenson's books, though but a fragment.
But, fragment as it is, it shows the author's powers to

have been equal to those of Sir Walter himself. As
Stevenson wrote to Barrie, there were two of them the

Shirra might have clapped on the shoulder.
' The sequel to " Kidnapped," " Catriona," contains

a piece of the Scottish vernacular, " The Tale of Tod
Lapraik," which has never been excelled ; but, as

R. L. S. wrote to Colvin, " he who can't read Scots

can never enjoy Tod Lapraik." I do not hold with the

general depreciation of what is called the Kail Yard

—

it should be Kail Yaird—school, but Stevenson is head
and shoulders above his contemporaries in the handling
of the Doric. I know of nothing out of Sir Walter so

tersely and truly Scottish as Alan's description of

James More :
" The man's as boss as a drum ; he's

just a wame and a wheen words." The whole of that
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chapter is exquisite, and it used to be said that Steven-
son couldn't draw a woman !

' " Treasure Island " is a treasure second only to
" Robinson Crusoe." I used to wonder why John
Silver had only one leg ; now I find that the original

Captain Silver was, as to legs and energy, the late

W. E. Henley, one of the author's special chums.
Barrie's appreciation of the friend he never saw in

the chapter of " Margaret Ogilvy," entitled " R. L. S.,"

is very beautiful, with its description of the mother so

jealous of her son's literary reputation that she had
to be inveigled into reading Stevenson, whom she

looked upon as his rival, but whom eventually she

thought she could find room in her heart for as well.
' It is a great privilege to have known Stevenson, as

well as his favourite scenes in Scotland and the Pacific.
' What is it that constitutes genius ? that gives a

value to the writings of a Stevenson or a Kipling,

which those of the average nineteenth-century novelist

do not possess ? Some faculty, I take it, of presenting

to the reader imaginary people who, he feels, might
have been real. David Balfour, Alan Breck, and
Catriona Drummond are, while we read them, real

;

so are Wiltshire and Case in " The Beach of Falesa,"

and so most decidedly is Uma. Sir Leslie Stephen,
in his essay on R. L. S., strangely confusing the two
books, says he cannot follow the fate of "such wretches"
as Davis, Herrick, and Huish, " with a pretence of

sympathy." Who could ? We are a little sorry for

Herrick perhaps, but we who live in the Pacific know
that such men have lived here too, and gladly recog-

nise the genius that portrays them to the life. It is

not necessary for us to " sympathize " with the

characters of an author in order to appreciate the

intellect that created them. W^e do not admire

John Silver's character ; we must admire the char-

acter, John Silver.
' My acquaintance with R. L. S. was not extended,

but it was sufficient to cause a remaining sense of

satisfaction and pride in having seen in the flesh the
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lovableness and courage which his readers find in

his books. We talked of some of tliem—a good deal

about " The Beach of Falesa," and the only sign of

self-satisfaction with his writings was in connection

with it ; he said proudly that he thought it was well

written. But his hobby at that time, as always, was
Scotland ; and more particularly a mistaken notion

he had then that he was descended in some far-off

way from Rob Roy. It can be readily imagined how
the creator of Alan Breck and the bagpipe competition
between him and Robin Oig revelled in such a subject.

' Physically, Stevenson appeared to be, in plain

English, a wreck ; but his fragile appearance was all

forgotten when he began to talk. I cannot imagine
a better talker ; nor have I ever enjoyed more
thoroughly a lecture than the " talk " he gave us on
Scotland. It was like his good nature to consent
to address a larger audience in the same strain, but
that was not to be. He was not strong enough for

it, and Mrs. Stevenson arriving on the scene from
Samoa, put her foot down hard on any further lectur-

ing. " I know what that would mean," she told me

—

" probably a serious illness ; if the Honolulu people
admire my husband so much, let them read his books."
I can almost envy them the treat in store ; and they,

I hope, will envy us who knew and loved the author.'

The second sketch of the novelist is by an English
gentleman, who was, like Stevenson, something of a
Bohemian, and a man of much experience and wide
travel, having resided in different parts of the Pacific

for nearly two decades.
' Stevenson was a man among a thousand, one whose

pronounced individuality did not fail to leave a deep
impression on my mind. He possessed in an eminent
degree the gift of an intensely humane and charitable
habit toward mankind ; and there were few who came
within his influence who were not struck first and
last with the knightly side of his nature. His inborn
courtesy, more than any other of his good traits,
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endeared him to his fellows in the Pacific ; for it was
in the hearts of our Island people that he built a

monument more lasting than stone or brass.
' As a man he was high-spirited and upright ;

as

an author, while daring in thought, he was always

unconventional and sincere, and as gentle as a woman ;

yet there were times when he would burst into great

flashes of anger if provoked. But, if quick to wrath,

he was as ready with an explanation, or even an

apology, when convinced that he was wrong, or had
acted hastily. A giant in mind, but a weakling in

body, he greatly admired physical development and
courage in others, although he himself must remain a

martyr to ailments which he bore with great resignation

only ; and ph3^sical suffering he endured, like some
hero-saint out of the Middle Ages.

' Yet there were circumstances in the little affairs

of life under which he became as timid and helpless

as a child. Once at Sans Souci a friend found him
standing at the telephone in obvious embarrassment
and perplexity, until his companion, seeing his pre-

dicament, offered to connect the telephone for him.

At this Stevenson's face brightened, and, dropping the

receiver, he cried :
" My dear sir ! the telephone is

the most wonderful innovation, but it is fearful and
wonderful in its working. For personal considerations,

into which I will not enter, I always approach the

instrument with some diffidence. If you would be so

good as to call up Mr. 's number for me, I would
be obliged greatly." In this instance he only wished
to call a hack to pay a visit.

' And yet Stevenson did not fear even death, and he
would never refuse to talk candidly and clearly there-

about, if the subject came up ; for, as he frequently

stated, he had made up his mind to finish his life and
make his last resting-place in Samoa

;
yet it was clear,

from his frequent references to this determination,

what a wrench it was to him to realize that he had
abandoned for ever his native land. Since I first

knew him, soon after his arrival, I have always imag-
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ined that, whenever his eyes fell on the summit of the

green Vaea mountain, which he had selected for his

resting-grave, his thoughts must have flown the next
moment to

' " The bonny hills of Scotland
He ne'er would see again.'"

The last impression of the novelist is given by an
American gentleman, who has travelled extensively

in the Pacific, and followed with intelhgent observation
the author's brilliant and too brief career in Oceanica.
It will be noticed, that while his estimate is perhaps
less sympathetic than those preceding, it reaches
substantially the same end in as hearty a manner, if

with somewhat of brusquerie.
' My admiration for Stevenson's writings has never

equalled my affection for the man himself, nor do I

think it ever will. By this I do not mean to say
aught derogatory of his literary acquirements, which
I appreciate as all do ; I merely wish to say that I

loved the man because I could not help it, while my
estimate of his writings was reached by a prosaic
mental process, based solely on the facts—quite
another thing. Perhaps I will be clearer if I say that
I was fascinated with Stevenson's personality, just as
many are mentally fascinated by his writings. Nor
do I imagine that this view is new, for I find that in

the Pacific we are cut from quite the same cloth as

are those beyond seas, where about the same sentiment
has been expressed more than once.

' At the same time, experience served to prevent my
judgment from becoming bhnded to some of the
weaker points in the novelist himself, and in portions
of his views written during his Pacific residence.
Perhaps the citation of an instance or two will be more
to the point. It is generally recognised by con-
servative people, that in writing of human affairs, it

is dangerous for an author to assume that one of two
alternatives must be accepted as the final solution of

some vexing question. If my memory serves me cor-
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rectly, it was about a century ago that Oliver Gold-

smith thus generalized concerning the German Empire,
and reached the astonishing conclusion that in any
case the Germanic Constitution would speedily prove a

failure : yet we all know that the German Empire,
with virtually the same Constitution, still stands and
flourishes.

' In more recent years, some of the statesmen of

Europe argued, in like manner, against the probable

continuance of the American Union ; and yet the

United States awaits dissolution. It is hardly sur-

prising, then, to find Stevenson repeating, at the

close of the last century, the familiar error in dealing

with our Samoan troubles : yet all the world knows
that the Samoan affair was in the end settled upon
very different lines than were insisted on by the

brilliant Scot. Stevenson's error lay here : in place

of comparing his savage Samoans with the conditions,

more or less abnormal, in which he found them, he

resembled them to a civilized people, and proceeded

to apply his plans for their betterment under circum-

stances of certain failure.
' But with the people here such errors of judgment

pass for little, as false conclusions are frequent and
recurring in Oceanica, where we have literally, as the

old copybooks used to read, " many men of many
minds," and, it might be added, of many conflicting

experiences. The result is that the opinions of island

people are mostly broad and tolerant, although we
may be a little narrowed, at points, by geographical

isolation. Even the Germans in Samoa, as a class,

were no exception to the rule ; and while they accused

and blamed Stevenson for meddling in their local

and national affairs, most of them held him in worth
and esteem, as they continue to do. There was pro-

bably some truth in the charge of political meddhng ;

and somewhere in his correspondence I remember
that Stevenson himself has admitted that he had a

penchant for dabbhng in the affairs of others.
' The truth is, I may say, that there has been little
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or no injustice done Stevenson by the people of this

various sea ; on the other hand, there are many who
think that Stevenson and some of his island stories

have suffered more or less from the hands of his

friends in other countries—in any event, it is true that
our Pacific Islanders entirely disagree with much that
has been written of his local writings—but admitting
at the same time that the seeming lack of appreciation
has arisen from an ignorance of the facts surrounding
our Island life. But once at least there has been a more
serious error committed. It is well known that in all

of Stevenson's writings there is to be found nothing
approaching a distasteful or vulgar expression : so that
it comes almost like a blow when we find that his
editor, in pubhshing the author's private letters, has
allowed an unnecessary vulgar expression to stand,
which, although it might be permissible, as an explana-
tory metaphor in a private letter between friends, is

abominably out of place in Stevenson's pages. Had
the expression been found in the pages of Laurence
Sterne or Dean Swift, it had created no surprise, but
to find it in Stevenson's pages !—here there really
seems to be no excuse for his editor's poor taste.*

' But, criticism aside (as it is not my forte), I

remember that I once met him on an ocean steamship,
on one of his occasional voyages in the Pacific, between
ports ; during the trip, which lasted several days, we
jield half a dozen conversations which were most
interesting to me. One day when we were sitting on
the deck, we began talking of some of Stevenson's
literary friends in the United States, two or three of
whom I knew also. His remarks on the personal and
literary merits and foibles of these friends was most
liberal, if amusing ; when he suddenly asked me what
I thought of the literary ability of Mr. , then in
New York, and of whom I had just finished telling him
a yarn, at which he had laughed heartily. Not being
of the critical turn of mind, as I have intimated,

* The objectionable expression will be found in a letter to
Mr. Sidney Colvin, at p. 222, vol ii. (Thistle ed.) of the-' Letters.'
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although an assiduous reader of books, I limited my
opinion to a general statement, in which I said that I

thought Mr. 's scope in literature was confined

within such and such limits, which I stated.
' At this Mr. Stevenson sat sideways on his steamer

chair, and, facing me with a roguish look, asked :

" Then, don't you know, sir, that Mr. and R. L. S.

are as like as two wee literary peas could well be ?

Now, sir, I insist

—

insist, man—that you give me your
opinion of the latter writer ; and, mind you, I don't

want your modiiied opinion, I want the plain truth,

just as you spoke it of Mr. ." I was nonplussed

for a moment, until he assured me that he was in

earnest, and added :
" Why, sir, I already know

your favourable opinion, and now I ask you to be as

frank with my faults ; or how else am I to know
them ? Out with it, man. I would tell you of a dozen
faults you have, if you had thought to ask me." Now
there was no resisting Stevenson in this pleasant mood,
so I told him the truth as I saw it, as nearly as I can

remember, in the following words :
" Well, sir, since

you will, I must ; but remember it is at your own
insistence. In reading your best work of the past

eighteen years or more, it has always appeared to

me that your literary activity had been more or less

curtailed, as though you wrote under a restraint that

did your creative powers an injustice. This con-

clusion was not reached by any critical reasoning, mind
you, but because I always found myself wishing that

you had taken a higher flight. Of course I knew that

what you had done was well done, as most of your

work has been, but there always remained a feeling

that you were capable of doing better still. I have

always been presented with the idea, while reading

your pages, that at will you could place yourself

beside the master essayists or fiction-writers of any

age if you choose " Here I suddenly stopped,

lest I should carry too far the pleasure of pointing out

another's defects. Stevenson, however, clapped his
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hands together, and cried " Bravo !" thanking me, lie

said, " for your remarks, that, I am satisfied, are
nearer to truth than bravura. Now, sir," he continued,
" let us go below and ' take a drink,' after the American
manner, and I will be again obliged to you ; but first

allow me to urge this much in my own defence—that,
while I am not amorous of folly, and do not essay to

exchange my rags of literature for the robe of fame,
still, I shall ask my friends and readers to remember,
that I am not dead yet !

"

' Poor fellow ! In less than two years from that, as

I was walking down Montgomery Street in San Fran-
cisco, I bought an afternoon newspaper, and read of

his cruel, unexpected death. For a block or more I

walked in stunned condition, and repeatedly jostled

the foot-passengers, for my eyes were blurred with
tears that I failed to restrain,'

II

Over three centuries ago a wise Frenchman, Michael
Seigneur de Montaigne, declared that before we can
form a right judgment of a man, we must surprise him
in his everyday habit. With the secretive, this is

often a difficulty, but in Stevenson's life—at least, as
illustrated in the Pacific—his personal frankness and
chivalrous demeanour confided his daily actions to his

friends ; he hid nothing, because he had nothing to

hide ; his daily habit of life lay open to all the world,
while the generosity of his nature was such that he
never asked more of his friends than he would be
willing to grant them. These and similar traits of the
man Stevenson were daily manifest during the exilian

period ; and there is not an island that he visited but
has its store of anecdotes and sketches illustrating the
novelist's methods of work, or recording some of his

more striking characteristics. And since his passing.
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now ten years ago, these memories are cherished, and
often retold with a sad if conscious pride ; and if an}^-

where, it is among the Islandfolk, that Hazhtt's fine

sentiment is acted upon without reserve, that ' Death
cancels everything but truth, and strips a man of

everything but genius and virtue.'

The late Archie Gilfillan, who was purser of the

steamer that conveyed Stevenson from Honolulu to the

Leper Settlement on Molokai, in May, 1889, and who
met the novehst more than once during his sojourns in

Hawaii, has furnished the following brief but inter-

esting notes :

' During the trip to the settlement in the spring of

1889, I became better acquainted with Stevenson,

although I had met him before. Well, when he came
aboard—I think it was on the old Kilauea Hon, which
did not have very good accommodations—I remember
that I asked him to occupy my state-room, where he

would have more comfort than below, and, very like

his generosity, the man actually wished me to let him
offer the room to some Catholic Sisters we had aboard

;

but this I would not allow, for they were in good health,

while his appeared to be very dehcate. He laughed

when I told him this, and declared that since he had
come to the Pacific he was getting quite robust, and
was not in need of longer being reminded by his friends

that he was a sick man and a martyr. Throughout
the voyage he took every occasion to ply me with

questions for information about the native Hawaiians,

both in and out of the settlement, or concerning

the Government's treatment of the lepers, or with

inquiries into the characters of their immediate care-

takers, etc.
' His opinions were very outspoken against the

haole's [foreigner's] rule in the Islands, and it took me
some time to convince him that the Government had
done all that kindness demanded for the lepers. It

did not take me long to learn that for some reason he

had overestimated the natives as much as he had
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lowered the white officials and residents in estimation
;

and I remember that in one of our conversations he

insisted that he had already seen native school-children

in Honolulu who were far and beyond any of the white

children in capacity and attainment. Of course,

knowing as I did that the capacity of the kanakas for

school-learning stops at about the point where a white

child's begins, I made free to dispute the fact, and

ended by telling him that he did not understand the

natives yet. And then, mind you, he flashed up as

quick as any match, and cried, " Sir, let me inform you
that you don't know what you are talking about."

Well, being of Scotch descent myself, I held my
ground, and told him in plain words that I just did

know, and, furthermore, that I knew that he did not

understand what he was speaking on ; but at that he

just gave a laugh, and said, " Well, man, we will not

fight about it though."
' The next morning, when I met Stevenson he said

to me : "I have been thinking over your praise of the

white officials in Hawaii, and I am willing to admit now
that the good treatment and care of the lepers is the

one creditable thing done here through their influence
;

otherwise I am of the opinion still that they have been

a meddling nuisance to the natives." But by this I

knew it was useless to dispute with him on subjects

where he had a bias, so I only said that I believed time

and experience would do more for him than argument
;

and—would you think it ?—he flared up again to tell me
that the facts, as he saw them, were enough for him,

and that he did not wish to be convinced by an argu-

ment that was certain to be on the haoWs side and
against the natives.

' At another time he asked me for information about
Father Damien, whom I knew quite well, and who
seemed to him to be a fme, noble priest. Stevenson then
said that he had heard some nasty rumours of the

priest, and asked me to tell him what I knew concerning

Damien. Now, while I never took any stock in the
' 18
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stories told of Damien's immoral conduct at the settle-

ment, yet at Stevenson's request I told him of all the
ugly things that had been said of the priest in Honolulu
and elsewhere ; but I cautioned him at the time that
most of the stories had had their origin outside of the

settlement itself. He thanked me when I had finished,

and then said :
" I want to say to you, Mr. Gilfillan,

that I honour you for your expressions of disbelief in

these foul slanders, that I do not believe any man of

honest, upright principles could entertain for a moment

;

and I do not think I am wrong in my opinion that

these same slanders came from the sectarian prejudices

of the Protestant mission here, some of whom, I am
sorry to say, profess our Scots faith."

'

Stevenson was not long among the Islandfolk before

they discovered the vein of ironical scepticism which
would crop out in his conversations with frequent

recurrence ; and it was noticed that, when in this

humour, as often as not he would point the shaft at

his own shortcomings as at those of others. The fact

that his errant satire was sometimes unjust he has not
unfrequently admitted in conversation after the event,

but that he could not resist the flashing of satirical wit
under certain circumstances, or where he had some
preconception, some prejudice, was well known to all

who were frequently in his company ; but if his facts

were sometimes wrong, be assured that he never failed

in an artistic application of his wit to the subject at

hand.
Mr. Robert Catton tells of one of these ironical flashes

of wit that was unjustly directed against the Anglo-
Americans of Honolulu, but which was laughable
nevertheless.

' When Stevenson was here in 1893, he called at my
foundry one day with Mr. A. Herbert, one of his warmest
friends. After we had been talking nearly an hour on
various subjects, but chiefly about the old Scottish

homes we had left, somehow we began speaking of
" The Beach of Falesa," and soon after adjourned to
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the hotel for a cooHng drink, as it was a hot day. As
we passed along Alakea Street by the Capitol building

(formerly the Royal Palace), and were taking in the

picture, I said :
" Well, there is where the Provisional

Government reside, and it reminds me a good deal of

Wiltshire and Case in ' The Beach of Falesa.' " And
Stevenson's eyes flashed as he added to my comment

:

" Yes, but, do you know, I am inclined to think that

it is rather a matter of Case
;
yes, I think it is especially

like Case." ' In this instance the injustice of his irony

lay in the fact that the white men at the head of the

Provisional Government of Hawaii, before the annexa-

tion of the islands to the United States, were men of

such strong Polynesian leanings that in several instances

they were reproached by Americans more recently

arrived under the epithet of ' white-kanakas.'

Another notable and courteous trait in Stevenson

was the thoughtful esteem in which he held passing

acquaintances. Many who had met the novelist

casually in this island or in that have been agreeably

surprised by an unexpected call from him, upon another

visit, to renew the brief acquaintance made, perhaps,

several years before ; and such a call was always

accompanied by some light pleasantry that placed the

recipient quite at ease. When he returned to Honolulu

in 1893, after an absence of four or five years, he made
a number of these kindly calls, and in one instance,

when he called on Principal Scott, of the High School,

he cried out at the door, as the classes were not yet

dismissed, that ' Mahomet has come to the mountain,

as the mountain could not come to him !'

Nor did his thoughtfulness and courtesy stop at his

friends and acquaintances, for during his exilian years

his considerate and fatherly treatment of his servants,

at home or when abroad on his service, was especially

noticeable. When he last visited Honolulu, his

Samoan servant Ta'alolo was sick with the measles

when they landed, and by the time he was afoot again

Stevenson was confined to his bed with fever. But,
18—2
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sick as he was, the fear that his Samoan bov would not
enjoy the sight-seeing that had been promised him
haunted the novehst's mind, until he finally called for

paper, and penned the following note to a friend :

*Sans Souci,
' VVaikiki.

' Dear Sir,
' As I am still abominably out of sorts, I have

taken the desperate step of chucking my Samoan cook-
boy (he is the bearer) at the head of total strangers !

Can you find nobody who would be a guide to him ?

A boy of ten or so would suit best ; and I want him to
see Punch Bowl, and the railway, and Pearl Lochs, and
all the Raree Show. I am perfectly willing to pay for

him in reason.
' If you cannot help him to this, somebody that

would take him out and bring him back sober ; well

talk a little to him an you love me !—and talk slow.
' Yours truly,

' Robert Louis Stevenson.

*W. F. Reynolds, Esq.'

It is needless to say that Mr. Reynolds provided for

the lad's outing, and soon reported progress to Steven-
son, who was as delighted as a child, and asked a dozen
questions about Ta'alolo's enjoyment of the new sights.

For the boy himself Stevenson had much affection,

and, learning in some way that the lad coveted a finger-

ring to take home with him, the novelist went to a local

jeweller, as soon as he was able to be out, and ordered

to be made a somewhat expensive ring, and one suited

to the boy's savage taste, which he soon placed on
Ta'alolo's brown finger. Mr. Lindsay, the jeweller,

protests that when he offered the novelist cheap rings,

such as the natives like to wear, he put them quietly

aside, and, with a pleasant remark on his servant's

personal worth, gave an order that would have bought
a box full of the cheaper rings.
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During his residence in the Pacific he took much
interest in native handicraft and curios, and soon had
developed a critical eye for antique and valuable

rarities. Wherever he visited he always went the

round of the curio shops to be found wherever civiUza-

tion has touched an island. At the time of his first

trip to Hawaii the local dealers had fallen in with

fashionable taste, and frequently repaired ancient

curios before offering them for sale. This was especi-

ally the case with rare and valuable calabashes, choice

specimens sometimes bringing several hundred dollars.

One day, when the novehst was out curio-hunting with

Mr. W. F. Reynolds, they came upon a fine old cala-

bash made of native kou wood, and which had been

refurbished for sale. Stevenson examined the curio

carefully, as it was a magnificent piece of work, and
then, turning to Mr. Reynolds, exclaimed with his

broad Scotch hmn-hu :
' This would be a pairfecht

curio, if that hole had not been mendit.^

It was during his last sojourn in Honolulu that an

incident occurred fully illustrating the influence of his

strong personality and pleasing manner upon those

who met him. When he arrived in Honolulu in 1893,

there was a German merchant in town who did business

in the United States, and who was then making a trip

through the Pacific. This gentleman had very strong

opinions on the Samoan question, and had condemned
on several occasions Stevenson's intervention in

Germany's affairs at those islands. In consequence,

when the morning newspaper published its interview

with the novelist about Samoa,* the German merchant
flew into a passion, called on the editor, and insisted

on having published an article to contradict some of

the objectionable statements. This course, however,
the editor persuaded the irate merchant to forego, and
the end of the matter was that the newspaper man,
who knew some of Stevenson's strong points, per-

suaded the German to attend with him the lecture

* See Chapter VI.
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then arranged to be given by the novelist before the

Scottish Thistle Club. The result is best told in the

following excerpt taken from the editor's diary, already

quoted from in Chapter VI. :

' Last night I went with Mr. Goetz, of San Francisco,

to hear Stevenson lecture at the H.S.T.C. Mr. G. was
rather prejudiced from political reasons, and really

thought that he hated Stevenson on principle. As we
walked over to the hall, I quoted to him Lamb's saying

that he could never hate anyone after he knew them,
and I added that the same thing could be said of

Stevenson, with the addition that no one could know
the Scotch author for an hour without falling in love

with him and his books for life. But Mr. Goetz rather

impolitely replied that he was not quite a fool, and
that he knew quite enough to hate a fool for life, if

necessary. So I said no more. For nearly an hour
we sat under the spell of Stevenson's influence and
eloquence, saw him lure tears from the eyes of his

silent auditors, and then we went away.
' I proposed that we should have some oysters before

I returned to work, as it was not yet ten o'clock, and
Goetz, who had not spoken since we left the hall, went
silently by my side. When our luncheon was brought,

we ate in silence, and it was not until the cigars came,
and the magic smoke-rings were curling upward, that

he spoke. " Sir," he cried
—

" sir, I am a contemptible

brute ! Why, sir, that man is an angel beside me ; and
to think that I have reviled him ! He is the first who
ever drew water to my eyes. Yes, sir ; he has done
more. He has made me sick for home, and I feel in

my heart that he has in a moment made me a better

man. You were quite right in advising me not to

print my denial of his Samoan views. And I give you
my word that from to-night I never intend to speak
of Samoan politics again." ' Mr. Goetz further stated

to his friend the editor that he was going to Samoa on

the steamer with Stevenson, and that he intended to

make his acquaintance and apologize for his past rude-
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nesses of speech ; but this was not to be, for unfor-
tunately the noveHst was confined to his bed when
the boat arrived the next day.
From the same diaiy is taken the following from

Stevenson relating to criticisms on some of his local

work :
'

. . . He [Stevenson] called on me again after

he had recovered sufficiently to be out. This was
shortly before the arrival of the down steamer for

Samoa, which he and Mrs. Stevenson were to take.

During our conversation, which was therefore brief, I

called his attention to the subject by saying :
" Mr.

Stevenson, I see that some of the critics have been
bearing rather hard on portions of what you have
written of us ; but it looks to me as though they were
biting their own thumbs by not knowing us and our
island ways." He replied to my observation with
seeming interest :

" Yes, I have sometimes known a
reviewer to exchange masks with Folly by using his

pen when a discreet silence would have been the
cleverer shield for ignorance. I think I know the
article that you refer to. It was sent to me from
London, where it first appeared, and there are more
like it. If an officer blunders twice, he is reduced to

the ranks, and I am sorry that the rule does not apply
to book-reviewers, yet I cannot say that the critics

have been ill-natured. It is just the old trouble

—

they do not understand us and our ways, as you have
said. And yet their brave words appear to some like

sound opinions, but to us such judgments of the South
Seas seem to go with something more than a hmp.
But yet we must not be too hard on those who shall

learn, and in time be juster. We of the Islands all

understand, because we know and feel our free and
beautiful life, from outrigger to paddle-blade, as the
Samoans say of their canoes. At home they are yet
to be informed, and, sir, I believe their tuition will last
quite a spell, as the Yankees say. . .

." '

While in the Pacific Stevenson took a deeply personal
interest in everything relating to his art, and I re-
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member that, when I once spoke to him about the
crowding of romantic subjects around an author in

the Islands, he rephed :
' Yes, and they crowd one so

much that I find it difficult to make choice of the
best, where all are good. At all times he was more
interested in forming a theoiy about the outcome of

a given statement of facts than he was in weaving
them into a mere plot, for he so strongly thought that
real romance and real life were one and the same
thing when artistically expressed that sometimes he
would attempt to form a theoretical romance which
would tally exactly with the facts of actual life. In
making these experiments in his art he did not confine
himself to the higher story of adventure, as the follow-
ing anecdote shows :

Once, while recovering from an attack of fever at

Waikiki, he became acquainted with one of the Govern-
ment's special detectives, a man of American parent
age, though born and raised in Japan, where he had
learned the language of that country, and consequently
was useful where Japanese were frequently concerned
in criminal and civil cases. One evening, while sitting

on the veranda of the inn, the detective fell into con-
versation with Stevenson about an exceedingly diffi-

cult case he had in hand that would result in a large

fee, provided he could work up a conviction. Steven-
son at once asked him to explain the case. When this

had been done, Stevenson asked him how he intended
to work the case up so as to convict. When the detec-

tive had briefly explained his plans, and given him
an outline of the theory whereon they rested, Steven-
son relapsed into silence, and sat for long looking idly

at the sea.
' I thought,' continued the detective, ' that he had

forgotten all about me and my case, and finally I got

up and went into the office to get a cigar. After
chatting awhile with the landlord, I returned to the

veranda, where 1 found Stevenson still buried in

thought, so I reseated myself in the bamboo chair
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next to his, and placed my foot on the bakistrade.

Either my motion or the squeaking of the bamboo
chair, or both, aroused him, and he turned his head.

When he saw who it was he said :
" I think I have

solved that riddle of yours. You see, it's just like

writing a story. If you go at it right, it will work
out right. Now, your theory does not do at all,

because it will never work out. Let me give you my
theory of the case, and then tell me what you think

of it. You see, I am interested in these detective

cases, but I have never ventured yet to turn one of

them into a yarn, and probably never shall."
' With this,' concludes the narrator, ' Stevenson pro-

pounded his theory of the case, which I did not think

much of at first ; but before he got through I began
to see the point, and although it was rather daring,

even for a theory, and somewhat risky if it did not

win, yet the more I thought the thing over, the higher

it rose in my estimation, and I believe I sat there quite

as long as he had, with his bright eyes watching my
face in the coming twilight. At last I made up my
mind and turned around. " Well ?" he queried, with
a smile that told me that he had anticipated my
answer. " Well, sir," I replied, " I intend to try

your theory, and if it don't win, you and I will lose

that big fee between us." At this he laughed and said

in the very best humour :
" If it doesn't win, sir, I will

pay your fee and give you the theory for nothing."
'

After Stevenson's departure for Samoa, the detec-

tive proceeded to work up the case on the novelist's

theory, which, he says, proved a complete success at

every point, enabling him to win a fee of over a thou-
sand dollars, which he would probably have lost other-

wise.
' I will venture,' wrote Hazhtt of Milton's ' Lycidas,'

' to go further, and maintain that every classical

scholar, however orthodox a Christian he may be, is

an honest heathen at heart.' The statement seems
quite as applicable to Stevenson, during his residence
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here, at least, as to Milton, for are not all authors who
learn from Nature honest heathens and good citizens,

thinking broadly, writing sympathetically, and living

uprightly, as Stevenson did to the hour of his death ?

A discussion of his religious views would not be timely
here, but from all that he said on this subject while

among the Islanders it seems clear he fully realized

that no theory concerning life and death could be
crucial of truth. On this point he once spoke freely

during a conversation with some gentlemen at the

United States Consulate in Apia. The attitude of

religion towards evolution and scientific philosophy
came up, and after listening for some time to opinions

pro and con by those present, the novelist said :

' To my mind, it seems best to admit at first that

our philosophies cannot be limited to mathematical
propositions ; no more can our religion to the Church's
plans for our salvation. If we but stop and think, we
shall find even our axioms of God and His attributes

prove how narrow our conception is of the forces

behind visible Nature. As men, I think we are all

eager to say that the clergy are mostly sincere and
gentle-hearted men—such is the rule ; but yet it looks

as though of late years we have learned to receive

their conclusions with caution whenever, like the

Greeks, they approach us with questionable gifts in

their hands. But if we go further, we shall see that

many churchmen fail at one point—where science

takes the advantage by an admission. I mean that

our popular sectaries and the clergy in general are so

hopelessly lost in the subtleties of creeds that they do
not seem to realize there is an insolvable mystery
preceding and following our lives, which cuts the

thread of polemic and makes our best speculations

futile. We are all rehgious. I am rehgious in my
own way, but I am hardly brave enough to interpose

a theory of my own between life and death. Here
both our creeds and philosophies seem to me to fail.'

' I am religious in my own way '; and his was a manly,
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upright, and fearless way, that showed in his every act,

as in the fourteen prayers written at VaiUma, a minghng
of the honest heathen's selection of thought with the

sincere Christian form of expression. These family

and famulary prayers seem clearly typical of the life

and principles which he followed continually while

among the Islanders. Within his Samoan household
were gathered together the extremes of civilization

and savagism, and under that roof were to be found
the real conditions calling for a union of the principles

of paganism and Christianity in the same petition for

strength to live well and uprightly. And Stevenson,

who allowed clemency and bravery, like twin-brothers,

to rule his life and guide his actions, found no difficulty

in harmonizing these opposing sentiments within the

brevity of his family prayers.

His was undoubtedly a belief which held that he
prays well who does his duty in life, seeks for no reward,

and meddles not with the rehgion of his neighbours.

His written words fully realize that the efhcacy of

prayer lies not in clasped hands, but in a devout and
manly expression of the heart's sentiments, and that

neither prayers nor gold by themselves can give a

contented mind : and he further understood that men
might profess all the virtues, without being good men
or good subjects. In Stevenson's prayers, as in his

life, there will be found no touch of fear, and little

credulity, but much of manly loving- kindness and
uprightness. In them will be found everywhere
peace, forgiveness, self-forgetfulness, bravery, deliver-

ance from fear or favour, cheerfulness, industry,

laughter and joy, resignation, and all bright thoughts
and light hearts. Every line of his noble prose-psalms
gives us a sentiment of the content and happy life,

and every word of them seems to take the expression
of a benign father's face.

There are two short prayers ' In the Season of Rain '

v/hich are redolent of nature and heathenism, remind-
ing one of that old Athenian prayer recorded by
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Marcus Aiirelius in his book of Meditations—namely,
' Rain, rain, O dear Zeus, down on the ploughed fields

of the Athenians and on the plains.' And we can easily

agree with the Roman author, after reading Steven-

son's prayers, that ' in truth we ought not to pray

at all, or we ought to pray in this simple and noble

fashion.'



CHAPTER XVI

A POSTSCRIPT AND CONCLUSION

We are never done with books, and the more of them
we have, the more we want ; and this is always true
of those volumes that tell of the lives, sayings, and
doings of authors we admire. But at all times we
demand the truth, even where it pains us by shattering
for aye our imaginary idol. Books are the inter-

preters of their age, and may serve us as practical

coefficients of the attainments of our predecessors or
contemporaries ; at once they become the standards
for our comparisons, and the means of our future
improvements.

But to be thus understood and classed, the volumes
must have a vitality that withers not, and they must
be broadly and deeply conceived, and written from
the actual experiences of life ; further, they must be
vigorously yet artistically penned, so that style and
matter cannot be separated in thought without mutual
injury. The book that interprets the thoughts and
feelings of men, gets at the very heart of those things
which are of lasting interest to all readers. The great
book is great within itself, without reference to the
amount of culture that the reader brings to it ; but
culture in literature is nothing more than the measure
of the mental pleasure that each reader derives from
books. Then, again, every book should be a clear and
interesting explanation of some real phase of life

with its meaning ; or, as Stevenson has well expressed
it from the author's standpoint, ' There are two
duties incumbent upon any man who enters on the

285
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business of writing—truth to fact, and a good spirit

in the treatment.'

It was this literary reaUsm and urbanity which
Stevenson brought into all of his Pacific tales, as he

had into his previous writings, and which amply served

the success of his work. Naturally some parts of his

work relating to the Pacific have been more popular

than others ; but whether justly or not remains to be

seen. It is not easy to say which are his successful

books ; for we may not be agreed on what we mean
by a successful (or unsuccessful) book. If the task is

undertaken, it will be found quite as difficult to define

what a successful book is, or is not, as to define clearly

what poetry and wit are, or are not ; and perhaps it is

the safest after all to fall in with that capital explana-

tion of Democritus, and agree that the successful book
contains an essence that people feel and understand,

although it escapes our attempts at definition.

But this much we are agreed on, that the reader

must be in touch with his author before the book is

successful for him. It follows, then, that the reader

must have an intelligent understanding and sufficient

appreciation of the subject-matter of the book in hand
before he can determine how it shall be classed, from
his point of view. Three of Stevenson's books about

the Pacific have been treated in detail in former

chapters, so that here it will be sufficient to express,

in a general way, the view of the white residents of the

island world ; and this view, it will be well to note,

differs more or less from some of the more critical

views given at the world's literary centres. The
Islandfolk agree that to criticise ex cathedra truthful

pieces of life-drawing because they are outre in our

experiences is to commit the error of condemning for

literary material new conditions and phases of life,

whereof we may be incapable of judging, until after

we have placed ourselves in touch with the state and
habit under which they exist. Inquiry will show that

in the eyes of nine-tenths of the Islandfolk, better

acquainted as they are with Pacific life, this con-
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demned literature appears as the truthful and artistic

portraiture of conditions and characters actually

existent, and as much a part of the literature of this

cosmopolitan and wicked island world as are its

paradises of tropic verdure, its death-dealing fire

fountains, or its overwhelming mud geysers. That
the cataclysms of inanimate nature should be deemed
legitimate subjects, while the evil of human life,

though artistically treated, is to be summarily con-

demned in the literature of the Pacific, seems to be a

hypercriticism based on a questionable standard that

would exclude from books too many of the phases of

our Island life ; and truly it is most desirable that some
of these should be preserved before they have passed
away for ever before the restless sweep of Western
civilization.

Why, then, should the critics cry aloud, if the
unrequited enormities of ' Bully ' Hays—repulsive, yet

picturesque truth as they are—should be made the

basis of Pacific tale or island story ? for have not these

same critics taken occasion to praise without stint

stories like ' Treasure Island,' founded on similar facts,

which are of the imagination ? Or why should
creeping tales involving the crimes of civilization pass
muster, as they do, if the villainies of the Pacific, and
the unrestrained actions of isolated Islanders, are to

be eschewed as literary abnormities ? It may be
claimed that acquaintance has made the Islandfolk

familiar with crime ; but it may be retorted, that
civilization is familiar with many crimes almost or

quite unknown in the Pacific, so that moral nerves
overseas may have become less sensitive, as well as in

Oceanica. Or, as literature doubtless originated in

attempts to record after-impressions of our experiences,
it may reasonably be urged that its amplification is

properly found in the more and more complete record-
ing of the thoughts and actions of mankind, though
to accomplish this authors may be compelled to go
for materials to the pillared corners of the world.
And, on the other hand, there will be found no good
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reason for admitting into literature the evil (with the
good) from one locality, and excluding similar actuali-

ties from another, where life's phases may seem strange
and repulsive, only because they are new. In any
event such a view of literature is hardly periscopic,

which is exactly what all writing of the life-conditions

of Oceanica demands.
But if only partially recognised elsewhere, the worth

of Stevenson's exilian writings on Island life and living

is fully appreciated by the Islandfolk ; and this will

perhaps be best seen after a brief statement of some
of the more noticeable characteristics of his local

work. Living in an age of literary expansion, it is not
strange that he added to the current literature of his

day some of the most striking phases of the realistic

every-day life of the South Seas. This work en-

countered much of that uncouth factuality always
found at the outposts of civilization, or thronging the

outskirts of savagery.

So it is we find, in his pages portraying Island life,

that he responded critically and promptly to the

literary impulse that closed the last, and begins the

present century ; and this he has done in a greater

degree, perhaps, than outer reviewers have yet appreci-

ated. To Islandfolk :t seems clear that the examples
which he has set for the realistic treatment of Island

life must be formative of much of the future literature

laid in the Pacific. The extreme freedom wherewith
he has handled new subjects—breaking down as he
has, with a dash of new facts, not a few of the alleged

canons of taste—leads the careful reader to investigate

without prejudice his vigorous treatment of characters

that are seen to be the just type, if not the actual

reproduction, of new life-phases, developed under
uncouth, and sometimes plainly abnormal, social

conditions.

At this point a less skilful artist would have
obliterated, in part or wholly, the lines that separate

a healthy from an unhealthy piece of literature. Not
so Stevenson, who in no place has fallen under the
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influence of that morbidity likely to be produced by
observing the abnormal phases surrounding Island life

;

nor has he, like Zola, sunk below the accepted art

standard, whose violation produces literary license,

instead of literature. Everyone may call to mind on
this point diagnostic illustrations out of the writings

of the thousands of authors who before have violated

the artistic limit without giving letters any mental
impulse nearer to the realities of nature—an impulse

that means a breaking away from the conventional

bounds and literary fashions of the day. But at the

same time the reader must not lose sight of the state-

ments made in former pages, which prove, if anything,

that Stevenson while in the Pacific was no more than
an excellent superficial observer. In fact, he did

not examine his literary subjects further than the

immediate wants of his art or the leading of his pro-

Polynesian prejudices prompted him ; and no matter
how keenly he viewed social conditions at times, yet

he seemed unable to escape wholly from that circle of

preconceptions wherein he stood from the first ; for

this reason his vision sometimes failed to include the

broader and more liberal view of things so necessary

when writing of Pacific life and affairs. But his

failures were not many ; and yet about his Samoans
he would split a hair with his neighbour, while, like a

careless housewife, he allowed other literary broth to

burn in the pan.

But aside from a few minor faults, let his books
with scenes laid in the Pacific be judged on their

merits, and they will be found to contain most of the

literary factors of his earlier successful work. In truth,

many Islanders are of the opinion, that in instances

he has added some powerful factors not to be found
in his previous writings ; and the opinion seems to

gain ground locally that the real strength and power
of the man shows best in these later volumes, wherein,
after regaining his health, he wrote untrammelled of

literary traditions, and uninfluenced by the sub-

conscious persistence of hterary example.. Here the

19
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field was all his own, with no ghost of Sir Walter Scott

looming behind, as in his Scottish novels ; this is

believed to have been a distinct literary vantage, in

that his work was strengthened by the absence of

those conventionahties that seemed to hmit his effort

as long as he was forced by circumstances to be more
or less a follower in theory of a school of writers.

In fact, it will not be outstepping the truth to say

that those Islanders best quahfied to judge believe that

this work done by Stevenson, although Umited, will

mark an epoch in fiction relating to the Pacific ; in

fact, his work has already fixed the literary treatment

of fiction here, and his example has borne fruit in more
than one locality before and since his death. We must
remember, then, that this part of his literary product

after 1888, of which we speak, is only small when it is

compared with his previous work ; it appears in no

wise insignificant when we consider the difficulties

that he overcame in the small span of time that was
placed at his disposal. Nor must we forget that this

work is high and accurate in quality, although but the

first results of tentative effort in a new and strange

literary pasture.

It is of little importance whether or not it was Sir

Walter Scott who made the discovery that in writing

fiction facts are more striking and interesting ' than the

fine-spun cobwebs of the brain,' but certain it is that

Stevenson, in his local stories, adhered to this excellent

suggestion, inherited from our best authors and
endorsed by our ablest critics. It is the knowledge that

this method of factual selection was followed by him
that causes island readers to realize that in these tales

he has left them accurately depicted pen-drawings of

typical phases of Pacific life, and in several respects

these appear to them to be the best of his later work.

Perhaps this is why the Islanders measure more
accurately than most the truth of his local writings to

history, their typical realism, and their vivid pictur-

esqueness. Indeed, to us these tales seem to stand out

like a group of Nature's silhouettes on a_glaring tropical
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background ; and while they may not fully express those
ideal exemplars of life that a few writers continue to

set up as the requisites of good literature, yet we cannot
fail to recognise that Stevenson's Pacific tales are very
clear and distinct outlines of Island life, widely existent

in recent times, and to be seen now in many off-the-

route islands, which would not be inappropriately
named the backwoods of the Pacific. If, then, there
is still a magic in fiction-writing, it will be found at its

best in Stevenson's miniature sketches of Pacific life

and scenery, where charmed casements are opened
while we gaze upon new landscapes of literature,

bedecked of the brightest mentality.

The Islandfolk have been most liberal in opinion
regarding his seeming inability to reconcile at times the
deeper ethnological realities with the outlandish con-
ditions of Island life ; for they saw at a glance that his

interpretation of the conflicting and intricate surround-
ings of Polynesian life was hindered by the glamour of

his artistic conceptions of what should be ; and they
further saw that his haste in reaching conclusions had
so beset his judgment that in places he had substituted
superficial impressions for well-established sociological

laws. This is more to be regretted as first impres-
sions are unsafe Mentors ; and had he more carefully
observed the warnings on every side, and refrained
from overtaxing his energies in a useless struggle, his
path of life in the South Seas would have been safer,

surer, and certainly more pleasant and peaceful ; and
it now seems probable that, had he refrained from
placing the burden of his sympathies upon his
authorcraft by assuming to direct a political struggle
wherefor he had neither the strength nor fitness, he
might have been alive to-day, and happy among the now
well-governed and contented Samoans.

Yet it shall not be said that the cunning of egotism
and the overpowering of self-love—two of man's most
insidious flatterers—influenced his political course ; for
never was author further than he from those undesirable
springs of human action ; and he would go far to secure

19—
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what he beheved was fair play between the Samoan
disputants, perhaps as often erring through eagerness

as through ignorance, hut never by intent. There were
times during his fight for the Samoans when passion
seems to have seized him, but he never was bhnded
for a moment to what constituted an upright, if

questionable, course ; and towards the end his policy

seemed to grow more dignified, and his defence the more
and more clever, when he realized that his wards were
being pushed slowly to the wall by a relentless sequence
of political events.

But happily his nature was too generous for passion

to exist long, for he was a man with sunshine in his

heart, and he knew that to be tolerant was to be wise

and just ; and it was a fact, frequently noted in the

Pacific, that if he became conscious of having com-
mitted an injustice, his clemency at once became as

broad as his action had been vigorous, and not infre-

quently he could be found hobnobbing with some
political or religious foe of yesterday. Even those who
opposed him and his views seemed to see at a glance

that so amiable a man was far better adapted to the

quiet places of literature than to the unsavoury turmoil

of inter-racial, semi-barbarous politics, or the un-

pleasantness of sectarian acerbities.

Unlike the majority of men, his experiences in Samoa
show that he lacked the balance of mind that supports

in silence the misfortunes of the Polynesians, which
were partly due to faults of heredity, and partly to the

crowding of the surrounding, and inevitable, ethno-

graphic conditions. Perhaps it was for this reason,

among others, that fortune failed to make him a poli-

tical hero at a time when his actions and expressions

were doing daily wrong to the great mental advantages
that Nature had endowed him with. In almost every

event that developed Stevenson blamed the fact or the

circumstance, never thinking for a moment to review

his own actions and judgments ; and it seems never to

have occurred to him to investigate thoroughly the

grounds whereon his political conclusions were based.
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From the beginning it seems that the patent facts were
insufficient to awaken him to the reahty that he over-

estimated the Polynesians as a social factor, and that

he misunderstood his inability to be the guardian of a

savage cause. But to the end he persisted in what he
believed was giving good advice to wrangling leaders,

while he daily hugged the delusion that, would they but
follow his advice and act on his plans, peace would fly

to Samoa swift-winged ; nor did he think his view
superficial and impractical, as the next few years

proved it, and as a majority of the Islandfolk deemed
it from the first.

Like many before him, Stevenson's case shows that
it is far easier to be theoretically wise for others than
it is to get the consent of practical men to a propa-
ganda based on a narrow hypothesis ; and his seems
to have been an experience where even the analogy of

example failed to make him appreciate the incon-
sistencies of his position

;
yet throughout he never

appeared ridiculous, because he did not affect to be
other in principle than he was by habit and nature.
Herein lay the temporary influence that he exerted in

the Samoan trouble. Yet, if every saint is to have his

candle, there seems but one view that may be taken,
without doing violence to his Samoan policy, and that
is suggested by the exclamation of the French General,
who, while watching the charge of the Light Brigade
at Baiaklava, cried: ' It is magnificent, but it is not
war !' So may we declare of Stevenson's gallant
defence of the Samoans, It was magnilicent, but it

was not politics !

But by far the best of Stevenson's writing lies aside
from his political experiences, which led him into a sort

of savage nativism that widely influenced his views
on at least one-half of Polynesia, and caused him at the
time to put a pleasing literary face on some very ugly
savage conditions. As a result, he certainly succeeded
in placing a Samoan political faction in a most
picturesque position before the world, although not a
few of his lines were awry with Nature, and are clearly
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subversive of plain ethnic facts. But, then, he never
was admired here for his pohtical eccentricities, as he
has been in both England and America. Nor have
Islandfolk fallen to any extent into that absurd habit
of comparing a favourite author with this or that
literary giant, or even with contemporary writers

;

here our praise is given because his work was done so

admirably well that the reader finds described to a turn
typical phases of our strange and fascinating Island

life. In this sea people do not care much how Steven-
son came by his literary style, or whether or not he was
a creator or an imitator in his writings

;
yet they are

able to recognise and appreciate, as Taine has written of

Milton, that Stevenson's style is ' composite and
brilliant.' But what they have insisted on has been
that he should write books for them, retaining all the
picturesqueness of Island life, while describing to the
letter those habits and characteristics wherewith they
long have been familiar. This he accomplished in most
that he wrote about the Pacific, and it is but just to add
that that portion of his exilian work has received here,

perhaps, a fuller and more sympathetic appreciation of

its merits than has been accorded it abroad in all cases.

But while his readers and admirers in Oceanica are

fully determined in their final judgment that Stevenson
did some of his best writing in the few volumes he has
left us of local portraiture, they realize that his six

years here disclosed his deficiency in the important
literary capacity to give, independently of his personal

view or bias, a vivid impression of all the conditions

and circumstances of the disturbing social metamor-
phoses then active throughout Polynesia. Throughout
the causes and effects of this social disturbance he was
constrained to pass consciously before he could with
justice make his observations the flesh and bone of his

work. But this he refused to do, except in a casual

and biassed manner ; and, although it would be unfair

to call him a sciolist in local knowledge, it remains a

fact that, like Hazlitt, he fails in writing to penetrate

the inwards of a subject falling outside the require-
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ments of his literary art. To this neglect may be traced
most of the misjudgments and misstatements which
mar portions of his local writings.

To an extent, this defect of authorship would have
been corrected by time and experience, but these were
still wanting at his death. There was, however, a more
serious essential lacking, and one that the Islandfolk

saw threatened to exclude a broader view on his part
for an uncertain time ; for, almost from his arrival, it

was seen that he lacked that cosmopolitan sympathy
which is required to mollify and harmonize the racial

and personal antagonisms everywhere present in the
Pacific.

Now, the white folk of Polynesia hold it to be a

practical rule, if not an axiom, that where liberal

opinion and a broad sympathy are brought to bear on
the vexing problems that infest the confines of civiliza-

tion, a lenitive result is reached containing much of the
equity, if something less of the letter, of justice. On
the contrary, experience has taught that too brief

observation with the observer's sympathy narrowed to

fit the opinions of a faction or a theory is sure to result

in conclusions that will fit but a part of the facts ; and
here comes true again the saying that reformers often

mete injustice to others, while avoiding small evils

which zeal has magnified into great or vital dangers.

But happily these and similar defects of the novelist,

though clearly seen, were but lightly estimated in the
Pacific, where our public men, under unstable surround-
ings, commit blunders frequently, wherefrom the island

communities reap hardships that are borne almost
without complaint ; for, with the liberality of pioneers,

the Islandfolk hold that, were every blunder marked
with a stone, life's highway would become impassable.

Then, it was well known that whenever Stevenson
fell into a delinquency, he redeemed it with many
excellencies, and this is especially true of his writings

laid in the Pacific. Nor<^^is,the local; influence of his

work far to seek, for, as in pievious volumes, the secret

declares itself to the appreciative reader ; open where
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he will, he shall find the mental aura of Stevenson
clinging to all pages alike, and in most will be found,
besides a subtle and finished style, a distinct literary

and dramatic force pervading a direct and simple com-
position, which makes his written expressions doubly
telling. And yet realism always has a finger on his

pen, so that it is here that the reader begins to under-
stand why it is that a knowledge of life may be the
acquisition of many, while its expression in terms of art

is reserved to those few who, for want of a better term,
are called geniuses. The Greeks were of the opinion,
and were probably right, that the genius of a writer was
best displayed when he used his art as the medium
through which all things were made to appear to the
reader as real. Literature, in fact, was thought by
that elegant people to be the imitative or feigning art.

This idea seems to have been practically applied by
Stevenson in his Pacific tales, as in much of his earher
work.

It must be remembered as well that in cosmopolitan
Oceanica the estimate formed of a literary personage
like Stevenson is not, and could not be, based on
sentiment as expressed through some cult in letters,

or emphasized by some coterie of critical friends ; this

would be quite impossible in the Pacific Islands, where
deeds count for much and theories for little ; and yet,

though largely exempt from the bias or degeneration
often found in the cults and coteries of the literary

centres of thought, the Islandfolk have not failed in

a healthy, if somewhat rude, form of literary apprecia-
tion. Thus it comes about that, after casting refine-

ments aside with theories, they have based their

judgment of Stevenson and his work on those more
prominent features which have impressed them as

much through the influence of the local conditions of

Island life as through the appreciative insight of the
Islanders themselves ; for they have been trained by
their habits at the edge of civihzation to breadth and
keenness of mental vision.

In brief, then, it may be said that Stevenson's island
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audience saw as the striking features of his exihan work

its manhness, healthiness, and picturesqueness, and

they also saw that these traits of the author prevailed

in his daily actions, as in his writings. They cared not

so much for his eccentricity, for they were informed

already that an able writer, hke an able lawyer, often

makes an indifferent judge ; but they knew that no-

where in his speech or in his writings would they find

one sentiment in his heart and another on his lips. Nor
did they find anywhere in his work those signs of

literary weakness and degeneration long since patent

in some of the so-called schools of modern writers.

It was also seen that in whatever he did he was

of clean literary nostril, and therefore fastidious

;

and, paradoxical as it may seem, this is a point in

authorship that is thoroughly appreciated in the

Pacific. At the same time, the Islanders care less for

the mere style of an author than for the mental power

he displays in the reproduction of his observations on

their Island Ufe ; but they demand that his analysis

and characterization shall be founded on actualities. In

like manner, Stevenson's versatihty in writing struck

them, because it is one of the things necessary to

personal success in Island Ufe. Almost with a single

dipping of his pen they have seen him produce an essay,

a poem, a tale of adventure, a pamphlet of polemic, a

history, a biography, a fable, a fairy story, or a prayer,

all of which presented the same remarkable style and
finish that is found in his work.

Yet it must not be inferred, from the figure of speech

used in the last sentence, that while in the Pacific he

developed the habit of hasty work ; for an examination

will show that his later work is quite as free as his

previous from discords, and especially from discords in

the art of writing. In all that he wrote after 1888 he

held the balance to a nicety between the real and the

picturesque in his art ; and in this regard he was to

the hour of his death as careful as the fine actor is in

his stage work. A notable instance of the kind will

be found at the close of ' Weir of Hermiston,' in the
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last paragraph, written on the day of his death, where
occurs a figure of speech that rivals one of omer's

finest images, and is perhaps as fine a figure of its kind

as shall be found in English literature. It occurs where
Archie took the sobbing Kristie in his arms, when ' he
felt her whole body shaken by the throes of distress,

and had pity upon her beyond speech.^ In the twenty-

fourth book of the ' Iliad ' will be found a similar figure,

but certainly not more beautiful and sympathetic than

Stevenson's. It was when ' divine Achilles had re-

freshed his soul with tears,' and, arising from his throne

to comfort ' bereaved old Priam,' who kneeled before

him to supplicate the return of Hector's body, he
' raised the old man by the hand, and took pity on his

grey head and grey chin.''*

To such literary accomplishments he added that clear

and mostly accurate insight into human motives and
actions, that depth of sympathy for individuals in the

various grades of life, and that appreciation of the

diverse features and qualities of our human nature

—

all mental attributes that are prerequisites of the

highest in the art of fiction. And, judging from his

writings as a whole, he appears to have beenfalive to

the experience that the author who writes long-lived

books must model his work after the brain and heart

of humanity rather than after its fashions ; and it was
this strong leavening that has caused the longevity of

the comparatively few classes in fiction, while tens of

thousands of fashionable and ' successful ' books have

been swallowed by oblivion after a brief hour.

Once, while living at Samoa, he said to a friend, 'I

am aware that everything nicely printed in books is

not literature, and I wish it beheved that it has been

my aim to write little, if necessary, but to write that

little so well that upon its merits alone it might be

worthy a place on the shelves of good literature. I

trust I have not always failed in reaching this end.'

To the same gentleman he said at another time :
' The

explanation of my slow work is to be found, I think,

* Leigh Hunt's translation.
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in my endeavour to leave it in as finished a state, and
as meritorious, as my ability allows ; I do not believe

that good work can be done in a hurry, however many
examples are cited on the point. I greatly fear that

such opinions hinder truth, and sometimes do wrong to

authors themselves ; for it may occur, as we have all

seen, that writers, like statesmen, sometimes need
friendly protection from their friends and admirers.

This, at least, has been my experience with some of my
island yarns.'

Both expressions of opinion are quite characteristic

of Stevenson, and in accord with the facts of his Pacific

residence. Whatever remains of his later writings

shows equal care and finish, whether found in his last

great fragment or in some unimportant note sent to

a local newspaper ; and it is well known that with
Stevenson his work was often better than his materials

—an unusual thing with authors. It has been said

more than once that his affability was as influential

with the Islanders as were his writings—a remark
typical of an ocean where visiting authors have as

often as not turned out to be intellectual bores or

downright prigs. But Stevenson was always an inter-

esting—nay, a fascinating—companion, even when he
was enduring physical torment

;
yet his constant

cheerfulness was not less marked than the clemency
and braver}/ of his nature, which carried him over those

rocks and shoals in life wliere men too often profess

the Seven Virtues without being upright.

Nor did he belong to that class of moralizing writers

who will allege a wolf after dark, if a neighbour has
reported a dog seen in the twilight. In his view, not

to be conscious of a literary fault was to be on the high-

way to failure, and yet there were times when he would
so bedight a proverb or a platitude that either might
easily be mistaken for original wisdom. He had the

contentment of a stoic philosopher, and was at peace
in mind wherever his lot fell ; and he could, if required,

find company in a desert, or turn the market-place into

a solitude for study ; and when he gave Iiis thoughts
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to the world, they bore this characteristic : the reader
never loses the subject between the lines. Unfortu-
nately, suffering rocked his cradle and accompanied
him to the grave

;
yet he made his life so precious to

literature, we all regret that any portion of it should
have been wasted in fruitless discussions in the South
Seas.

Though a prisoner in alien isles, through the alchemy
of his mind he actualized in literature the strange,

picturesque world around him, and when death came,
his genius seemed in literary anthesis ; but of that

period, unfortunately, he has only left us the ' Weir of

Hermiston,' a fragment—a half-blown yet enticing

flower—tinged with some of life's deepest and sorrow-
fullest colours. But Stevenson's most precious intel-

lectual gift was the capacity for loving others, and next
to this may be placed his keen appreciation, untouched
of envy, of the good work done by his brother authors.

It was these and similar traits that made his personality

so beautiful during his bitter-sweet exilian days.

Unlike most men of letters, he did not require a certain

society to make his life content and happy, but, like

the ordinary man, he drew his loves and friendships

from his immediate world, however unpromising ; this

proves his to have been a broadly sympathetic mind,
exempt from those intellectual reactions that too often

mar the writings and biographies of famous authors.
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NOTE A.—DIMENSIONS OF THE CASCO

The Casco's length over all was 94 feet ; beam, 22 feet

5 inches ; draught under fore-mast, 9I feet ; draught aft,

12 feet. Masts, steps to cap : foremast, 76 feet ; main-
mast, 78 feet ; topmast, 47 feet (less 13 feet for actual

height above the deck). Bowsprit outboard, 35 feet
;

boom of jib, 41 feet ; length of main boom, 69 feet ; length

of cruising boom, 59 feet
;
gaff, 46 feet ; spinnaker boom,

51 feet. With the exception of a fisherman's stay-sail, all

her canvas was in due proportion to her measurements
;

she was not oversparred nor was her sail plan excessive.

NOTE B.—BLOW-HOLES

These natural curiosities abound in the volcanic islands

of the North and South Pacific, wherever the coast-lines

are formed by the jutting of the lava-flows into the sea,

or where the entrances of great lava-tunnels, or caves, as

they are called, happen to be exposed to the rush of the

sea. These blow-holes often differ in formation and
activity, but the principle of their action is always the

same. The following accurate and vivid description of

the great blow-hole on the island of Kauai in the Hawaiian
group by the historian, James Jackson Jarves, will be
found typical and interesting :

' A remarkable natural curiosity exists at the waterside

at Koloa. It is called the Whale, or Spouting-Horn, and
is formed by a ledge of rocks, which extends a short dis-

tance into the ocean, and which, by the action of the waves,
has become pierced with caverns and a labyrinth of galleries.

301
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The sea has worked through one of them an outlet to the

surface of the rock above. It is now 3 feet in diameter,

and communicates with the largest of the caves. During

a strong wind, at every swell of the sea, the water is driven

into the cave, and passes out at this opening with great

velocity, forming a large column, rising to a height of

from 30 to 60 feet into the air, from which elevation it

spreads itself in sheets of spray and foam. The noise

accompanying this discharge is tremendous—much like

that produced by the escape of steam from a high-pressure

engine. The warm air is also forced through numerous

crevices in the surrounding rock with a shrill and piercing

scream. The force of the jet of water through this opening

is so great as to cast out stones of considerable size and

weight into the air when thrown into the orifice as the

sea approaches. The native name of the place is Puhi,

to blow or puff.'

NOTE C—THE ORDINARY NATIVE FEAST

At the present time, and especially since the extinction of

the native monarchy and the annexation of the islands to

the United States, the native Hawaiian feast is generally

given without the accompanying baked dog, so popular in

official circles and among the better-to-do natives until the

death of Kalakaua. The dainty, however, is still procur-

able, and is frequently tasted, if not eaten, by interested

tourists and curious epicures. The following directions for

preparing ordinary native feasts are given from the

Hawaiian Cook Book, and have been written by experi-

enced hands

:

A Hawaiian Feast, ' Ahaaina,' or more commonly
CALLED ' LUAU.'

Preparation.—If out in the yard under trees or under an

awning, strew the straw or rushes over the place intended

f r the feast ; then spread your mats, ti leaves or la'i

in the place of a tablecloth ; then ferns on the top of that,

and then plates, calabashes (wooden bowls), or bowls of

poi, and pig, turkey, chickens, raw fish, cooked fish, crabs,

and limu, prepared in various ways.
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How the Pig is Prepared and Cooked.—Kill and clean as

usual, cut open, then cut under the fore shoulder. In the

meantime have your furnace or imu ready, and stones

heated ; take some of the heated stones and put inside

the pig (if you wish to stuff, put luau inside), spread ti-

leaves on the imu and banana-leaves on the top of that,

and then the pig. Cover with the same kind of leaves as

are under it ; spread over all an old mat and then soil.

Bake about two hours.

How to Prepare and Cook Salt Pork, Beef, Turkey, and

Chicken, together or separate.—Heat banana-leaves and slice

your meat and put into the leaves, with a little salt sprinkled

over it and a little water. If you wish to put luau in with

it, put a hot stone in the inside and tie up with ti-leaves

and put on the furnace. It can be cooked in the same

furnace as the pig. Taro can also be cooked in the same

place. First scrape the outside off, split in two, and place

on the fire. When cooked it is called ' kalo papaa,' or

baked taro.

Luau is the taro-tops (or leaves) of three kinds of taro

—

the Haokea, Lau'oa, and Apuwai. The young and new
leaves are used for eating ; the old leaves are sometimes

used for wrapping in place of ti-leaves or banana-leaves.

Cooked, or Lawalu Fish.—Take an anae, kumu, weke, or

any other kind of fish, clean as you would for boiling.

Take eight or ten ti-leaves, sprinkle a little salt, then lay

on your fish, and wrap your leaves well around it, and

put on coals to cook, turning over now and again till

cooked. Salt salmon is sometimes cooked in the same

way, having first washed off all the salt, or it is baked

underground.
Kaihelo, or Fish Sauce.—Grate a cocoanut, then take

shrimps, sprinkle a little salt on them, pound or bruise

them, put in a muslin cloth, and squeeze the juice over

the grated cocoanut.

Baked Hee, or Squid.—First pound with a little salt till

it shrivels, then rinse out in water and put into banana-

leaves with ti-leaves outside, then bake as the pig.

Wana, or Sea Eggs.—Take the tongues of the wana and

put into a large shell, and cook on coals.

Roast Kukui Nuts.—Roast your nuts on a slow fire or

hot ashes, then when cooked break the shells and pound
the meat into small pieces, mixing with a little' salt.
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Limit, or Seaweed.— Huluhuluwaena, Lipoa, Limu
Eleele, Limu Kala, and Limu Kohu (different kinds of

limu).

PUDDINGS

Kulolo.—Grate cocoanut and strain, mix with grated

taro, add a little water (about a pint of water to a quart
of cocoanut juice). A little sugar is sometimes used.

Use two taro-roots to five cocoanuts; put into ti-leaves,

banana-leaves, or tin, then bake underground.
Koele Patau.—Sweet potatoes, boiled or baked under-

ground, pounded or mashed, then mixed while hot with
the juice of some grated cocoanut, and then it is ready
for eating.

Piepiele.—Grate the raw sweet potato and add the juice

of grated cocoanut, and put into leaves and cook as
' Kulolo.'

Hatipia.—Mix pia or arrowroot with the juice of grated

cocoanut, heat some of the juice and add to the rest, and
stir till cooked, as you would blanc-mange.

Papaiee.—Take ripe breadfruit, scrape the inside and
mix with a little cocoanut juice or without ; stir till well

mixed, and put into ti-leaves as ' Kulolo.'

Banana Pudding.—Grate the cocoanut as for ' Kulolo,' put

in the banana and mix, adding a little pia or arrowroot.

When mixed, put into banana-leaves and ti-leaves and
bake.

NOTE D.—POEM READ AT NATIVE FEAST

With the Gift of a Pearl

' The Silver Ship, my King—that was her name
In the bright islands whence your fathers came

—

The Silver Ship, at rest from winds and tides,

Below your palace in your harbour rides :

And the seafarers, sitting on shore.

Like eager merchants count their treasures o'er.

One gift they find, one strange and lovely thing.

Now doubly precious since it pleased a king.
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' The right, ray hege, is ancient as the lyre

For bards to give to kings what kings admire.

'Tis mine to offer for Apollo's sake
;

And since the gift is fitting, yours to take.

To golden hands the golden pearl I bring :

The ocean jewel to the island king.

* Honolulu,
'February 3, 1889.'

NOTE E.—SOME UNPUBLISHED POEMS

Among poems of this kind are the follov/ing, which have

not been heretofore included in his works. The first was

written in 1889, when he was living at Waikiki, and was

dedicated to Mrs. Caroline Bush, a half-caste lady residing

in Honolulu near the Stevensons.

' Dear Lady, tapping at your door,

Some little verses stand,

And beg on this auspicious day
To come and kiss your hand.

Their syllables all counted right,

Their rhymes each in its place,

Like birthday children, at the door

They wait to see your face.

' Rise, lady, rise and let them in.

Fresh from the fairy shore.

They bring you things you wish to have.

Each in its pinafore.

For they have been to Wishing Land
This morning in the dew.

All, all your dearest wishes bring

—

AH granted—home to you.

' What these may be they would not tell,'

And could not if they would
;

They take the packets sealed to you,

As trusty servants should.

20
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But there was one that looked hke love,

And one that smelt like health,

And one that had a jinglmg sound
I fancy might be wealth.

' Ah, well, they are but wishes still
;

But, lady dear, for you
I know that all you wish is kind.

I pray it all come true.'

II

Stevenson was a welcome and privileged guest at the

Hon. Paul Neumann's residence while in Honolulu, and

coming in one day, he found Miss Anita Neumann sitting

in a pensive mood over some verses that she had just

received. The novelist at once fell into a pleasant way
with her, and requested the name of her admirer, which

she refused to divulge, however. That afternoon Steven-

son concluded his pleasantry by sending a sheet of foolscap

containing the following lines, wherein the young lady's

admirer is designated as Number One, and the novelist as

Number Two.

From Number Two to Anita Neumann

' I see where you are driving, dear,

And haste to meet your views.

The nameless man was Number One

—

And here is Number Two's.

' What special charm shall I select

To honour in the Muse ?

Your mind—your heart, Anita ! dyed
In early morning blues,

With just a hint of fire to warm
Its cold amoral hues ?

Your grey eyes, or your slender hands ?

In faith I may not choose !

' An angel inexpert, untried,

Lingering as angel's use

—

Too nice to wet your perfect feet

In merely earthly dews.
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The day shall come—it is not far

—

When life shall claim its dues,

And fair Anita to fair love

Her hand no more refuse,

' Alas ! the rhyme is nearly out

I was so rash to choose !

Anita, with my right goodwill,

Take this of Number Two's.

' R. L. S.

Ill

The next is a short poem that was written at the request

of the editor of the Pacific Commercial Advertiser. It was

composed shortly after Stevenson's arrival in Honolulu in

1893. Judging from the accurate description contained in

the lines of the strong winds that occasionally sweep the

Nuuanu Valley, it is probable that they were a recollection

of the novelist's residence in the central part of the valley,

some two miles from Honolulu, where he took a cottage for a

short time in the early summer of 1889. The poem was not

published at the time he handed it to the editor, as Steven-

son stated that he wished to add a few lines to it ; but, as

he was taken sick soon after, this was never done. It is

published here just as the author left it, but even as it

stands it is certainly a beautiful and exact bit of local de-

scription.

The High Winds of Nuuanu

' Within the famous valley of that name.

Now twice or thrice the high wind blows each year,

Until you hear it pulsing through the gorge

In spiteful gusts : sometimes it comes with bursts

Of rain, in fiercer squalls ; and, howling down the glen,

It breaks great tropic fronds like stems of clay.

Lo ! then, the unbending palms and rugged dates,

Loud-whistling, strain in each recurrent blast,

Like things alive !—or fall, with roots uptorn,

\ The feathered algarobas, as the gale

Treads out its wasteful pathway to the sea 1

20
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Thus twice or thrice Nuuanu's high winds rage,

Threshing the vale till quakes the Island's heart

!

Ten other months are filled with nerveless rest,

Mid cooling breezes and down-dropping showers
;

At night the dark-blue vault arching the vale,

Studded with stars innumerable and bright

!

While fleecy clouds outdrifting to the sea.

Make shadows in the moonlight on the sward.
Here dwell the Islanders in peace, until

The blasts again sweep down from Northern seas.'

IV

The genesis of the fragment below was as follows :

During Stevenson's recuperation at Sans Souci in 1893,
Dr. Trousseau called on him daily, sometimes spending
an hour or two in his company, if time allowed. One day,

while they were discussing the novelist's writings about
the Pacific, the doctor asked Stevenson why he did not

write a Polynesian story in verse. The novelist replied

that a good story would not bear the cramping imposed
by poetic forms, and retain the details demanded by
interesting romance, adding that Moore had pointed out
the same difficulty while composing ' The Epicurean,'

which he tried in both forms. But Dr. Trousseau insisted

that the novelist's view was not well grounded, and begged
him to make the trial. ' Well, I shall try right here !'

cried Stevenson, as he drew some paper from his pocket,

adding :
' You will oblige me, doctor, by not speaking

until you shall have finished your cigar. This will give

me ample time to put your views to shame.' Therewith
he began writing, and within half an hour handed the

doctor the following :

The Pirates' Island

' 'Twas on a Monday evening we sailed forth,

And veered into the purple and the gold

Of our warm Southern sea. We were but six

—

Four stalwart natives and two whites—who sailed

Upon that unknown course. Never had they.

My brown Samoans, ventured so ; nor would
Have ventured now, had I not been with them
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To urge hearts on. When we had been five days

Or more upon the main, and yet no land

Or atoll came in sight, I knew that we
Had missed our port, for on my chart there lay,

Across our course, the sea-famed island where,

'Twas said by ancient chiefs, great treasure lay,

Hidden long years ago by pirates bold,

Who seized the lumb'ring carracks (from the Isle

Of Spices) coming far from o'er the sea.

And on this flitting isle Samoans say.

Within a hollow mountain near the shore,

Were hid canoes full of bright shining gold

In lumps and wedges, fit for kingly state
;

With black and yellow pearls for Chieftain's ears,

From the warm seas that wash the shores of Ind.
' It was this tale that since their childhood's day

Had pricked their curiosity, and made
Them bold to rove ; to leave the cava bowl,

The bursting bread-fruit, and the luscious gold

Of rip'ning plantains, to follow o'er the waves,

That chance might bring to wealth, or death—or both.
' So when I told them, " Children, we are lost

!"

The lad Upolu fell to wailing in

The native way, until Chief Kimo sternly said,

" Now hush thee, silly one, or thou wilt shame

Thy parents and thy tribe. Let not . . .
." '*

At the bottom of the sheet the author had written :

' Sir,
' This is not first chop, but it is enough. You will

see that prose is the best by long odds for story-tellers who
depend on realistic action for their interest. You may
preserve this as a sample of how the plausible suggestions

of our well-meaning friends may fail in practice.
' I sign myself, sir,

' Your obedient servant,
' R. L. S. {his faihtre):

* Mr. Simpson, after reading the above fragment, says that while

Stevenson was at Sans Souci in 1893, he told about a similar trip which

he made with a number of Samoans in a whale-boat, between the

islands of Upolu and Tutuilu, during which they ran off their course,

but finally came safe to port. Mr. Simp.son thinks that Stevenson had

the adventure in mind when he wrote the lines.
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NOTE F.—BLACKBIRDING

At the decline of the whahng industry in the Pacific many
of the officers and sailors settled in the different island

groups, with the result that in many places, where condi-

tions allowed, were soon planted and partially developed

various of the tropical and semi-tropical industries, now
fully established. As these progressed, the need of

labourers increased, and, as there were present at all ports

unscrupulous seamen with vessels of various tonnage, the

trade of kidnapping natives from the more distant islands

for labourers—or blackbirding, as it was called—was soon

in full career. Nor was this worst form of human slavery

and injustice confined to the island plantations, for soon

came demands from the Central American coast, and the

wretched natives from many groups were taken by ship-

loads to that unhealthy country to die. It is estimated

that nearly seventy thousand of the Pacific Islanders have

been from time to time thus passed from happiness to

slavery by the inhuman blackbirders. This impressment

of native labour has been carried on in the last few years,

and probably is not yet extinct in the Southern ocean.
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FATHER DAMIEN'S REPORT

As the document is little known, is almost impossible to

get, is very typical of the priest Damien, and will go far

towards settling portions of the sectarian dispute that raged
around his name before Stevenson's death, it was thought
advisable to reproduce here the priest's special report

sent to the Board of Health at Honolulu during the Legis-

lative Session of 1886. The report, besides other facts

and comments, contains the personal experiences of Father
Damien during thirteen years' residence and labour among
the lepers of Kalawao. The following is the full text,

bearing date March 11, 1886 :

By special providence of our Divine Lord, who during
His public life showed a particular sympathy for the
lepers, my way was traced towards Kalawao in May,
A.D, 1873. I was then thirty-three years of age, enjoying

a robust, good health—Lunalilo being at that time King
of the Hawaiian Islands. . . .

A great many lepers had lately arrived from the different

islands ; they numbered 816. Some of them were old

acquaintances of mine from Hawaii, where I was previously

stationed as a missionary priest ; to the majority I was a

stranger.

The Kalaupapa landing-place was at that time a deserted
village of three or four wooden cottages and a few old grass

houses. The lepers were allowed to go there only on
the days when a vessel arrived ; they were all living at

Kalawao—about eighty of them in the hospital, in the
same building we see there to-day. All the other lepers,

with a very few kokuas (helpers), had taken their abode
311
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further up towards the valley. They had cut down the
old pandanus, or puuhala groves, to build their houses,
though a great many had nothing but branches of castor-

oil trees with which to construct their small shelters.

These frail frames were covered with ki leaves {Draccena
terminalis), or with sugar-cane leaves—the best ones with
pili grass. I myself was sheltered during several weeks
under a single pandanus tree, which is preserved up to

the present in the churchyard. Under such primitive
roofs were living pell-mell, without distinction of ages or

sex, old or new cases, all more or less strangers one to

another, those unfortunate outcasts of society. They
passed their time with playing cards, hula (native dance),

drinking fermented ki-root beer (home-made alcohol), and
with the sequels of all this. Their clothes were far from
being clean and decent on account of the scarcity of

water, which had to be brought at that time from a great
distance.

The smell of their filth, mixed with exhalation of their

sores, was simply disgusting and unbearable to a new-
comer. Many a time, in fulfilling my priestly duty at

their domiciles, I have been compelled not only to close

my nostrils, but to run outside to breathe fresh air. To
protect my legs from a peculiar itching which I usually
experienced every evening after my visiting them, I had
to beg a friend of mine to send me a pair of heavy boots.

As an antidote to counteract the bad smell, I made myself
accustomed to the use of tobacco, whereupon the smell
of the pipe preserved me somewhat from carrying in my
clothes the obnoxious odour of the lepers. At that time
the progress of the disease was fearful, and the rate of

mortality very high.

These are a few of my recollections of what I have seen
and experienced at the beginning of my labour here. The
miserable condition of the Settlement at that time gave
it the name of a living graveyard, which name I am happy
to state, and hope to prove hereafter, is to-day no longer

applicable to our place.

From the accession of King Kalakaua to the throne up
to the present time His Majesty's Government, assisted

by Christian charity, has endeavoured little by little,

according to means and circumstances, to improve the
situation of the lepers, and to make them more comfortable.
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Consulting my own observations and experiences only,

without any memorandum book or register, I intend to show
here what contributes much towards the comforts and
benefits of lepers, and what is obnoxious or injurious to

them, and will prove these two statements by putting our
good situation and comfort in parallel with what I found
here at my arrival, as already explained.

The food on which a leper has to live exercises a great

influence on the disease. Our Hawaiian taro, containing

a great quantity of starch, and being easy of digestion,

is our best vegetable. So far I have never seen any bad
effects from it, even in fevers and other temporary ailments
to which our lepers are so often subjected to. Hawaiian
people in general, but especially our lepers, cannot go
well without it. I remember that some ten years ago,

the place having been about three months without taro

on account of the scarcity of that vegetable, several

deaths occurred in consequence of it, and the majority
of the people looked emaciated, although they had plenty
of rice and sweet potatoes.

The administration having to supply weekly from 600
to 700 people, each with twenty-one pounds of cooked
taro, a few words concerning the manner how it is obtained
may be desirable.

At the northern side of Molokai are three large vallej^s

—

viz., Halawa, Wailau, and Pelekunu, in which the culti-

vation of taro is the chief business of a considerable number
of natives. On them especially we have to rely for our
regular supply. The high cliffs preventing all overland
road traffic, the cooked taro, or paiai, has to be brought
by sea either in open boats or a small schooner, as was
done from the beginning, or in a small steamer latterly.

The steamer's service has been highly appreciated by
the public on account of its regularity, schooners and
boats being often prevented by caJm or rough weather
from arriving when the food is wanted ; unavoidably, our
people are then deprived of their good poi, which is left

to rot where it was cooked, causing great loss to all con-
cerned. If poi cannot be obtained, the issue of rice or
hard bread takes its place, of which there is always a
certain quantity on hand, though it is recognised that,
with the exception of the Chinese, neither native nor
foreigner could live on rice as principal food, .
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A certain number of our people, with their more or less

mutilated hands, succeed in raising a few sweet potatoes,

which answer well for a change in the diet, or in case of

emergency. Unfortunately some of our Hawaiians are

much addicted to the use of a certain beverage made of

sweet potatoes, which they allow to ferment, and thus

obtain an obnoxious intoxicating drink. They are very

fond of it, but it makes them excited, and has a bad effect

on their system, as have all other alcohols, and I wish to

express here my sincere thanks to our local administration

for having wisely prohibited the use of it.

Besides their regular food, a pint of good milk provides

them advantageously with a wholesome, nourishing

beverage in the line of diet. The question naturally occurs

to the mind of the reader, How can a sufficient quantity of

milk to supply such a number of people be procured ?

May I be allowed to explain my views on this ?

This Settlement, in the greatest part affording the best

kind of grazing for stock, I would suggest to the adminis-

tration with all my might to increase as much as possible

the number of good milch cows. Unfortunately, on
account of the great amount of meat wanted—about

5,000 pounds a week—and the frequent failure of the arrival

at the regular time of beef-cattle, our butchers are some-

times obliged to kill off more or less of our valuable milk

stock, which keeps the latter on a decrease, and therefore

lessens terribly the supply of milk.

I beg leave to be allowed to make here a suggestion for

the benefit of the Board of Health and for the lepers.

May it be proposed at the next Legislature to make, besides

the regular appropriation for the support of the lepers, an
additional one, such as to provide the necessary means
for buying at once as many head of cattle as our beautiful

plain for grazing can support—say from 500 to 1,000 head,

of which a certain number should be used for breeding and
milk, and the rest for beef-cattle. In regard to salmon
as a substitute for meat, I simply will state that it may
do once in a while, but the less the better.

From the landing-place of Kalaupapa up to Kalawao
we have no regular water-stream. Fortunately, at the

upper part of the Kalawao valley there is one, but the

water is not very abundant, though sufficient, if properly

managed, to supply this one village. When I first arrived
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here the lepers were obliged to carry their water in oil-cans

from that gulch on their shoulders, or on horses, under

the greatest difficulty ; there also they used to wash their

clothes. The scarcity of water at times accounted, to

some extent, for their living very dirty.

In the summer of a.d. 1873 we received some water-

pipes, and all our able lepers were only too willing to help

in laying them, and in building a small reservoir. Since

then Kalawao has been well supplied with good water for

drinking, bathing, and washing, and has been proved to

be a better place for living than Kalaupapa, where the

people continue to resort to rain or brackish water, and in

dry seasons they are obliged to come to Kalawao for it.

On studying this question of water supply, I was informed

that at the terminus of the valley called Waihanau ('Water

arise'), which valley is located a little more than one mile

south-east of Kalaupapa, is a natural reservoir. At one

time, in company with two of our intelligent white men
and some of my boys, I went to investigate the truth of

it, and, after a 2,000 feet of travelling in the gulch, we
arrived at this truly beautiful reservoir, built by Nature's

hand in the form of a circular basin ; its diameter in one
direction is 72 feet, and 55 feet in the other. On sounding

its depth, we found 12 feet of water at a short distance from
the bank, and 18 feet towards the centre. The water
being ice-cold, none of my boj^s dared to swim across to

ascertain its true depth close to the high cliff, where
probably it is deeper. The water looks very clear, and has

an excellent taste. I should remark here the statement

which a native who, during the period of ten years, has

made it his business to deliver water to my part of

Kalaupapa for a certain fee, made to me—viz., * That if

no other source in the vicinity affords any water during

the dry seasons, this basin has never failed to furnish any
amount needed.' The above statement was acknowledged
to be true by a great many more of the old residents who
had seen that reservoir, and confirmed it. This, and the

large overflow in connection with the drainage from above,

leaves me to conclude that there must be a large feeding

source below. This reservoir is perfect and permanent in

itself, without incurring any expense or labour.

Now, instead of going to Waikolu to obtain a water-

supply for Kalaupapa, as was intended, which would be,
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besides the difficulty of labour of building a reservoir,
and for laying from such a distance, say over five miles,
the amount of pipes required for that purpose, a very
large expense to the Government, therefore I simply
recommend the laying of good pipes from this Waihanau
reservoir. The question of supplying water for Kalaupapa
has been for a long time under discussion, and never
thoroughly investigated, under the impression that it

would cost too much, and there the matter rests at present.
My desire being to see the work carried on without any

further delay, once I was sure of getting this supply of
beautiful water at a comparatively short distance, and,
wishing to give all the information necessary, I have taken
the pains to measure the exact distance, which I found to
be from the reservoir to the Kalaupapa store-house
13,680 feet. All this distance is on an uninterrupted
gradual decline, and having on hand a better reservoir,

and a surer supply of water than we have at Kalawao with
a 2-inch pipe for half the distance, and a i|-inch pipe
for the remaining part, without a doubt the Kalaupapa
village can be abundantly supplied with good pure water.
And having here a man capable of executing such a work,
with many hands to assist him, I think that the expense
above the cost of the pipes would be but a little.

Good ventilation being in general one of the first con-
ditions of hygiene, it is much more necessary for our lepers,

on account of the foetid exhalations from them being much
greater than from any other disease.

In previous years, having nothing but small, damp huts,
nearly the whole of the lepers were prostrated on their

beds, covered with scabs and ugly sores, and had the
appearance of very weak, broken-down constitutions. In
the year 1874 the great question was how to improve the
habitations of the unfortunate people, the Government
appropriation being at that time barely enough to provide
them with food.

During that winter a heavy south wind blew down the
majority of their half-rotten abodes, and many a weak
leper laid there in the wind and rain, with his blankets
and clothes damp and wet. In a few days the old grass
beneath their sleeping-mats began to emit a very un-
pleasant vapour. I at once called the attention of our
sympathizing agent to the fact, and very soon there
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arrived severed schoonerdoads of scanUing to build solid

frames with. All lepers who were in distress received, on
application, the necessary material for the erection of the

frames, with i-inch square laths to thatch the grass or

sugar-cane leaves to. Afterwards rough North-West boards
arrived, and also the old material of the former Kalihi

Hospital. From private and charitable sources we re-

ceived shingles and flooring. Those who had a little

money hired their own carpenters ; for those without

means the priest, with his leper boys, did the work of

erecting a good many small houses. Besides, some new-
comers who had means built their dwellings at their own
expense.

In 1878, after inspection of the Settlement by a special

committee, of which Your Excellency, then a member of

the Assembly, was chairman, sent by the Legislature to

Kalawao, the Board of Health, having obtained a larger

appropriation by a special recommendation of the com-
mittee, at once erected a good many comfortable houses,

and also provided several other comforts for the lepers,

of which they were greatly in need of.

Lime has always been supplied by the Board of Health
gratuitously for whitewashing the cottages, and thus,

little by little, at comparative small expense to the Govern-
ment, combined with private or charitable resources, were
inaugurated the comfortable houses which constitute to-day
the two decent-looking villages of Kalawao and Kalaupapa.
I estimate the number of houses at present, both large and
small, somewhat over three hundred, nearly all white-

washed, and, so far, clean and neat, although a number
of them are not yet provided with good windows. These
houses, of course, cannot have the proper ventilation they
need, and naturally create an unpleasant and unhealthy
smell. I therefore humbly pray that the Board be kind
enough to take steps and see that this still-existing evil

be soon remedied. In conclusion, I am happy to remark
that, if I compare the present with the past, the unfor-

tunate people of to-day are not only more comfortable
and better off in every respect, but their disease in general
is a great deal milder and less progressive, and, in conse-

quence, the death-rate is not so high. This is greatly due
to the improvement in the houses.

The Settlement being situated at the northern side of
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the island, and backed at the south by very high and steep

mountains, the chmate is naturally cool. The winter

season brings forth generally a long spell of cold weather.

The disease, too, at a certain stage, interferes much with

the free circulation of the blood, and therefore our lepers

often complain of cold. Those who have suitable warm
clothes to protect themselves from the inclemency of the

weather resist it generally very well ; but for those who,

through neglect or destitution, have barely enough to cover

their nakedness, the cold and damp weather has a bad
effect. They then begin to feel feverish, and cough badly ;

swelling in the face and limbs sets in, and if not speedily

attended to the disease generally settles on the lungs, and

thus hastens them on the road to an early grave. On my
arrival I found the lepers in general very destitute of warm
clothing. So far they had received from the Administra-

tion a suit of clothes and a blanket ; but some of them
being very neglectful and filthy, in a few months nothing

remained but rags. Those who had friends in the outer

world were fortunate in receiving from time to time a few

articles of clothing, but the friendless and the poor suffered

greatly. There was no store at the time within the limits

of the Settlement where they could buy a new garment or

other necessaries, and those who received or could earn

some money had to entrust it to the captain of the schooner

to buy for them what they were in want of.

We all greatly felt the necessity of a suitable market

store, and, on a very sound principle, the Molokai store

was inaugurated by the Board of Health in the summer of

1873. To start with, a thousand dollars out of the appro-

priation was invested to lay in the first stock, and with a

certain percentage above the cost price to cover current

expenses, the store has, since then, been running on its

own account, supplying our people with any article they

may wish to buy. Every year the Board issues an order

for six dollars to each leper to enable them to buy at the

said store what they are in want of, especially in the line

of clothing. So far this store has proved to be a success,

and a great convenience to the people here, and we could

not do very well without it.

Besides the allowance by the Board of Health, Christian

charity has given a helping hand in the matter of clothing,

and assisted us, to our great satisfaction. In previous years
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it was nothing unusual to receive from time to time a cart-

load of clothing for distribution to the needy—for instance,

such as was received a year and a half ago from the hands
of Her Majesty Queen Kapiolani, and those who assisted

her in filling the leper subscription. Thanks for aid in the

past. May the future prove that untiring perseverance of

charity continues to assist the Board of Health in supply-
ing the unfortunates of Molokai with all their necessities,

especially with warm clothing, because, may I here remark,
that the yearly allowance of six dollars to provide clothes

and other indispensable articles is quite insufficient for

those who have no private means, and no friends or rela-

tives to give them a helping hand. I beg to lay this state-

ment, based on a long experience, before the Honourable
Board of Health for future consideration.

The allowance granted by the Board, combined with
Christian charity and some private industry, of which I

intend to speak of hereafter, has greatly ameliorated the
condition of our lepers, and provided them with compara-
tively good clothes.

Leprosy is a constitutional disease by which generally
the circulation of the blood is partially obstructed, the
nerves and muscles more or less paralyzed, and the limbs
are often disabled in one place or the other, which varies
in almost every case.

A person afflicted with leprosy, who quietly gives him-
self up to the ravages of the disease, and does not take
exercise of any kind, presents a downcast and sloughy
appearance, and threatens soon to become a total wreck.
Therefore exercise, as a daily occupation, is highly recom-
mendable to invigorate the system, giving fresh impetus
to the general movement of the muscles and to the free

circulation of the blood, thus averting many pains, sores,

and other consequences of a prostrated constitution.
In former days (from 1866 to 1873) all the lepers, being

collected at the rather small village of Kalawao, the
majority of them passed their time in sleeping, drinking,
and playing cards, while only a few others cultivated the
fields

; and horses being limited at that time, a minimum
number of the inmates could enjoy the exercise of a horse
ride.

Later on, all that tract of land at Kalaupapa having
been annexed to the Leper Settlement, travelling was at
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once increased to a great extent. Going from one village
to the other became not only a healthful exercise and
pleasure, but of a frequent necessity. Horses, too, have
increased, and are easily procured. This tract includes a
very fertile piece of cultivated land ; over two hundred
acres are fenced in along the foot of the mountains. Every
leper is privileged to occupy any vacant portion of it he
may choose to cultivate, as some were already accustomed
to do in the Kalawao fields.

Travelling on foot, riding horseback, and cultivating the
soil, are the most healthy occupations of our lepers. Let
me, therefore, bring to notice that, up to the present date,
about nine-tenths of the entire population are enjoying
these invigorating occupations and exercises, while pre-

viously only about one-tenth could do so. Such daily
exercise as can be obtained here does not only strongly
aid in checking the disease in its rapid progress, but also

averts many ailments which otherwise might befall the
victim. Inducements of this kind, in regard to daily
exercise for the welfare of all afflicted, which this Settle-

ment affords cannot likely be got up in any asylum in

the world.

In regard to the wholesome exercise obtained by culti-

vating the soil, a few facts showing how it has been and
should continue to be encouraged may here be brought
under observation. Soon after that piece of land mentioned
above had been put at the disposal of the lepers, many,
whose hands were not too much mutilated, began at once
to plant a patch of sweet potatoes, and very soon had an
abundant crop.

During winter, when the boats which had to supply the

Settlement with taro were prevented from arriving on
account of the bad weather, the local administration was
fortunate enough to get a weekly supply of sweet potatoes
from those who had a quantity at their disposal, and
thus not only prevent a temporary famine, but the money
usually paid to the outsider for paiai was paid into the
hands of our lepers, and little by little money came into

circulation among the poor people. This being a great

encouragement, very soon the majority had some potatoes
of their own planted, and shortly afterwards they petitioned

the local administration to obtain instead of their weekly
rations its equivalent in money. This having been granted,
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numbers of lepers availed themselves of this opportunity
to obtain some cash to buy their little necessaries with.

This system of paying money instead of giving the
weekly supply continued for about eight years, varying in

amount according to the harvest of sweet potatoes, and
sometimes through the deficiency of taro. Besides the

great benefit of a healthy exercise for the sick, their monthly
ration money not only alleviated the condition of those
who availed themselves of it, but brought some money into

circulation, and created between the two villages many
other kinds of small industries.

The Leper Settlement store, too, at that time had a
larger business, because there was money in the hands of

the people who, in general, called there to provide for all

their different needs.

Up to within recently the people were in comparative
ease at the Settlement, but at present the system of paying
the equivalent of rations, on account of abuses, having
been taken away, though they have enough to eat, they
are nevertheless getting in very poor circumstances. This
system was very beneficial for the health and comfort of

the lepers, as I have shown, and not any more expensive
to the Board of Health ; therefore, in the interest of the
great majority, I humbly suggest that the Administration
will have the kindness to resume the old practical system.
On this important subject distinction has to be made

between married and unmarried kokuas. I think it is but
justice, and in accordance with Divine and human law,

that faithful husbands and wives of lepers should be
allowed to accompany their partners to their exile at
Kalawao.

In the fulfilment of my duties as priest, being in daily

contact with the distressed people, I have seen and closely

observed the bad effect of forcible separation of the married
companions. It gives them an oppression of mind which,
in many instances, is more unbearable than the pains
and agonies of the disease itself. This uneasiness of the
mind is in course of time partly forgotten by those unfortu-
nates only who throw themselves into a reckless and
immoral habit of living. Whereas, if married men or
women amve here in company with their lawful mates,
they accept at once their fate with resignation, and very
soon make themselves at home in their exile. Not only

21
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is the contented mind of the leper secured by the company
of his wife, but the enjoyment of good nursing and assist-

ance, much needed in this protracted and loathsome
disease, and which no other person could be expected to

impart.

I am happy to be able to state that the marriage ties of

lepers have been more respected by His Majesty's Govern-
ment during the past few years than they used to be ;

the physical and moral life at the Settlement has greatly

improved, and the lepers are much better taken care of.

Besides this, our good kokuas are not only of great help
and assistance to individual lepers, but they are also of

great value to the local administration for carrying on all

work needed for the welfare of the place. May I bring
to the notice of the honourable members of the Board of

Health that not only is our Settlement benefited by such
kokuas, but the public at large are rid of a dangerous
element, and I must assert that it is my solid opinion that
all persons, with a very few exceptions, who have cohabited
in the matrimonial state a certain length of time with a

leper are a standing menace to society at large, of which
only too many proofs have unhappily come under my
personal observation. I here leave the medical profession

to settle to what extent the danger of contagion or non-
contagion through cohabitation may extend.

I am happy to give the present Board of Health credit

for their lenient action in the control of lepers ; at the

same time I am obliged to mention that I disapprove the

coming of all others but married helpers to the Settlement
with the intention of making it their place of abode. My
disapproval of seeing unmarried helpers settle here is based
on the following reasons :

1. Because, with the exception of a few old people,

unmarried kokuas are not generally faithful and persevering

in assisting those patients in whose favour they were
permitted to come here.

2. They are, in general, a source of immorality, and a

temptation to lead the lepers into bad habits, and, through
their bad example, sometimes create trouble in the place.

3. Because, having no natural tie here, they, after long

intimacy with the lepers, may leave the place whenever
they choose, and, although the disease may not yet be
visible, it is highly probable that they carry the germs
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of it to their homes, and thus become a well-fitted medium
to spread the disease amongst their numerous friends.

4. They are of very little use here, if of any use at all.

They will not do anything for the poor sufferers except

for payment, with the proceeds of which they go gambling,

and generally go round from house to house and help to

consume the poor lepers' scanty rations ; they have no

fixed abode, and are too lazy to work for their own support

—in some instances they even try to obtain the lepers*

clothing by some means or other.

For these serious reasons I venture to recommend to

the authorities that they be more strict in the future than

they have been in the past years, and, to prevent imposition,

let proof be shown of legal marriage before a permit is

granted. Moreover, temporary visits which may be

allowed to elderly people should be always of the shortest

possible period, and the strictest severity should be resorted

to in order to prevent any healthy child or young person

from entering the Settlement.

I feel myself obliged to beg leave of Your Excellency to

be allowed to speak of a very serious matter, in which I

officially appear as one of the principal agents. To avoid

criticism I will, with a liberal mind, lay aside as much as

possible all difference of creed and opinion, and show how
needful a step has been taken for the temporal and eternal

welfare of our lepers by drawing a parallel between the

past and the present, and between those who yield and do

not yield to moral training.

Previous to my arrival here it was acknowledged, and
spoken of in the public papers as well as in private letters,

that the greatest want of the lepers at Kalawao then was
not having a spiritual leader or priest, the consequence of

which was that vice as a general rule existed instead of

virtue, and degradation of the lowest type went ahead as a

leader of the community. On the arrival of a new number
of lepers, the old ones were soon at work to impress them
with the erroneous axiom :

' Aole kanawai ma Keia wahi

'

{' In this place there is no law '). Not only in private con-

versation, but in public meetings, I myself heard this

doctrine proclaimed, and for a long time, indeed, I was
obliged to fight against its application being made to tlie

Divine law as well as to human law. In consequence of

this impious theory, the people, mostly all \mmarried, or

21—
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separated on account of the disease, were living pro-

miscuously without distinction of sex, and many an
unfortunate woman had to become a prostitute to obtain

friends who would take care of her, and the children,

when well and strong, were used as servants. When once
the disease prostrated them, such women and children

were cast out, and had to find some other shelter; some-
times they were laid behind a stone wall and left there to

die, and at other times a hired hand would carry them to

the hospital. The so-much-praised ' aloha '* of the

natives was entirely lacking here, at least in this respect.

As already mentioned in other pages, the Hawaiian
' hula 't was organized after the pagan fashion, under the

protection of the old deity Laka, who had his numerous
altars and sacrifices, and I candidly confess that I had
hard work to annihilate Laka's religion and worship, and
thereby put a stop to the hula and its bad consequences.

Though the people had reached the climax of despair both
of soul and body, may it be said to their honour that I

found them less addicted to sorcery and the doings of the

'kahuna lapaaus', or native doctors, than I had found

the old natives in Hawaii—circumstances which encouraged

me much to stay permanently amongst them, with the

quasi-certain hope of my ultimate success as a Catholic

priest.

By a short digression, I will here speak of another source

of immorality—viz., the evil of intoxication. I first have
to explain how they obtain the material. There grows

very abundantly along the foot of the mountains a plant

which the natives call ' ki ' {DraccBua terminalis), the

root of which, when cooked, fermented, and distilled,

gives a highly intoxicating liquid. The process of dis-

tilling being very crude and imperfect, produces, naturally

enough, a liquor which is totally unfit for drinking. A
short time after my arrival the distilling of this horrible

liquid was carried on to a great extent. Those natives

who fell under the influence of it would forget all decency,

and run about in a nude condition, acting as if they were

totally mad. The consequence can be easier imagined

than written on paper. The local authorities have

endeavoured to stop all those horrible proceedings, but

* A term of endearment or greeting. f National dance.
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for a long time they were unsuccessful. It being dis-

covered that certain members of our police were in league
with the evil-doers, the ' luna nui ' and myself went
round, and both by threats and persuasion they finally

delivered up their implements which were used for dis-

tilling ; some of the most guilty perpetrators were con-
victed, but were pardoned under the condition never to

do it again.

For a long time, as above stated, under the influence of

the pernicious liquor, they would neglect everything else

except the hula, prostitution, and drinking. As they had
no spiritual adviser, they would hasten along the road of

complete ruin. A good many of the sick and prostrated
were left lying there to take care of themselves, and several
of them died for want of assistance, whilst those who
should have given a helping hand were going around
seeking enjoyment of the most pernicious and immoral
kind.

As they were so many dying people, my priestly duty
towards them often gave me the opportunity to visit

them at their domiciles, and although my exhortations
were especially addressed to the prostrated, often they
would fall upon the ears of public sinners, who, little by
little, became conscious of the consequences of their

wicked lives, and began to reform, and thus, with the hope
in a merciful Saviour, gave up their bad habits.

Kindness to all, charity to the needy, a sympathizing
hand to the sufferers and the dying, in conjunction with a
solid religious instruction to my listeners, have been my
constant means to introduce moral habits among the
lepers. One of the great moral improvements which helped
to do away with licentiousness was the granting of inter-

marriage licenses between lepers who were not prevented
from marriage by a previous marriage tie, and many a
couple are to-day living at the Settlement in a decent
manner.

I am happy to say that, assisted by the local adminis-
tration, my labours here, which seemed to be almost in
vain at the beginning, have, thanks to a kind Providence,
been greatly crowned with success, as at present there are
very little, if any at all, of the above-mentioned evils

committed.
Leprosy, from time immemorial up to the present, has
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always been recognised as an incurable disease. In laying
my views before Your Excellency, with regard to medicine,
I must draw distinction between a developed and an
incipient case. In regard to the first, a judicious medical
treatment may be followed up, with advantage, to

ameliorate the condition of a leper, to alleviate his pains,

and to stay somewhat the progress of the disease ; but not
with the view of obtaining a perfect cure, for such a blessed

effect we must look for, and only hope, in a supernatural
gift [sic].

Perchance, in the near future, through the increasing

interest and untiring perseverance in the study of the
disease by the most intelligent physicians and scientists,

a proper specific for the cure of leprosy may be discovered,

which to my knowledge has not yet been found.
In regard to an incipient case, where the disease is not

yet developed, there, in my opinion, with proper medicine,
good diet, cleanliness, complete separation from all leprous

persons, and other necessary means, taken with perse-

verance—there only the hope to eradicate the disease from
the system, or at least its progress entirely checked, may
be entertained. It is now about twenty years since this

settlement was established, and this term may be divided
in three separate periods.

As I arrived here at the end of the first period, 1866 to

1873, I can only state how I found things at that time. I

remember well that the poor people were without any
medicine, with the exception of a few physics and their

own native remedies, from which, I judge, it had been the

same from the inauguration of the settlement. It was a
common sight to see people going around with fearful

ulcers, which, for the want of a few rags, or a piece of lint,

and a little salve, were left exposed to dirt, flies, and
vermin. Not only their sores were neglected, but anyone
getting a fever, diarrhoea, or any other of the numerous
ailments that lepers are so often heir to, was carried off

for want of some simple medicine.
In the same year of my arrival at the Settlement, 1873,

there arrived a white man, a leper himself, who had been
assistant to the doctors at the Kalihi Hospital. He had
quite a practical knowledge of simple medicines, and having
been put in charge of our hospital, he especially attended
to the patients there, while I, for my part, attended largely
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to those living outside. Our stock of medicine, the greatest

part of which was always supplied by the Board, consisted

of the most common necessities. Very soon the people,

perceiving that by the use of such simple medicines as we
had to dispose of, their troubles were greatly ameliorated,

therefore they begun to call more and more for the simple

remedies, and thus gradually a perceptible improvement

took place. As we had no doctor during this second

period, we tried to do the best we could.

During the period of now about eight years, from 1878,

we have been under the treatment of four different

physicians, to whom the Government has furnished, at

great expense, all the different medicines they may have

applied for. May I be permitted to direct Your Excellency

to the annual reports of those intelligent gentlemen, and
be excused for not expressing any judgment about their

different treatments ?

THE END

BILLING AND SONS, LTD., PRINTERS, GUILDFORD
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8 Coloured Plates and 30 Woodcuts.
Crown 4to, cloth, js. 6d.

Chaucer for Schools. With the Story
of his Times and hi^; Work. By Mrs.
H. R. Haweis. With Frontispiece,
Demy Svo, cloth, 2J,-. 6rf.
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CHAPPLE (J. M.).—The Minor
Chord. Crown 8vo, cloth 35. i>d.

CHESS, The Laws and Practice
of. With an Analysis of the Openings.

By Howard Stauntox. Edited by

U. B. WoRMALD. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5^.

The Minor Tactics of Chess : A
Treatise on the Deployment of the

Forces in obedience to Strategic Principle.

By V. K. YOUN'G and E. C. Howell.
Fcap 8vo, clolh, 2s. dd.

The Hastings Chess Tournament.
The Authorised Account of the 230 Games
played Aug.-Sept., 1895. With Annota-
tions by PiLLSBURY, LaSKER, TARRASCH,
Steinitz, Schiffers, Teichmaxn, Bar-
DELEBEN, BLACKEURNE. GUXSBEKO,
TiNSLEY, Mason, and Albix : Biographi-

cal Sketches, and 22 Portraits. Edited by

H. F. Chf.SHIRE. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.

CLARE (AUSTIN), Stones by.
For the Love of a Lass. Post Svo,

illustrated boards, 2s.

By the Rise of the River. Crown
Svo, cloth, ss. bd.

Crown Svo, cloth, bs. each.

The Tideway.
Randal of Randalholme.

CLTVE (Mrs. ARCHER), Novels
by. Post Svo, cloth. 31. bd. each ; illus-

trated boards, 2s. each.

Paul FerroU.
Why Paul Ferroll Killed his ISTife.

CLODD (EDWARD). —Myths
and Dreams. Crown Svo, cloth, 3.?. 6rf.

COATES (ANNE).—Rie's Diary.
Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

COBBAN (J. MACLAREN),
Novels by.

The Cure of Souls. Post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

The Red Sultan." Crown Svo, cloth,

3J. bd. ;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2,>.

The Burden of Isabel. Crown Svo,

cloth, 3s. bd.

COLLINS (J. CHURTON, M.A.),
Books by. Cr. Svo, cloth, 3,>i-. 6ii. each.

Illustrations of Tennyson.
Jonathan Swift.

COLLINS (MORTIMER and
FRANCES), Novels by. Crown Svo,

rloth, 35. 6rf.«each ;
post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2.?. each.

From Midnight to Midnight.
You Play me False.
Blacksmith and Scholar.
The Village Comedy.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s, each.

Transmigration.
A Fight with Fortune.
Sweet Anne Page.
S^Areet and Twenty.
Frances.

COLLINS (WILKIE), Novels by.
Cr. Svo, cl., ?i. td. each : post Svo, picture
boards, 2s. each ; cl. Jimp, 2s. bd. each.

Antonina. | Basil.
Hide and Seek
The Woman in White.
The Moonstone.

|
Man and W^ife.

The Dead Secret.
I

After Darlc.
The Queen of Hearts-
No Name I My Miscellanies.
Armadale. | Poor Miss Finch.
Miss or Mrs.?
The New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The LaiH and the Lady.
The t-vio Destinies.
The Haunted Hotel.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebel's Daughter.
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science. 1 'I Say No.'
A Rogue's Life.
The Kvil Genius.

I
Little Novels.

The Legacy of Cain.
| Blind Love

Popular Editions, medium Svo, bd. each.

The Moonstone.
The Wfoman in TVhite.
Antonina. | The New Magdalen.
The Dead Secret. I No Name.
Man and Wife | Armadale.
The W^oman in Ttfhite. Large Tvpk,

Fine Paper Eurnox. Pott Svo, cloth,

gilt top, 2i. net ; leather, gilt edges, is net.

The Frozen Deep. Large Type
Edition. Fcap. Svo, cloth, is. net

;

leather, is. bd. net.

COLmAN'5 (GEORGE) Humor-
ous Works :

' Broad Grins,' ' My
Nightgown and Slippers,' &c. With
Life and Frontis. Crown Svo, cl.. 3,':. bd.

COLQUHOUNTM. J.).—Every
Inch a Soldier. Crown Svo, cloth,

3s bd.; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

COLT-BREAKING, Hints on. By
W. M. Hutchison. Cr. Svo, cl.. 3s. bd.

COMPTON (HERBERT), by.
The Inimitable Mrs. Massing-
ham. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. td.

Crown Svo, cloth, 6s. each.

The W^ilful IWay.
The Queen can do no Wrong
CO^pITR (E. H.).—Geoffory

Hamilton. Crown Svn, cloth, 3V. <,d

CORNISH (J. F.).^
Crown Svo, c'oth. <>'.

-5our Grapes.

C O R N W A L L.— Popular
Romances of the West of England :

The Drolls, Traditions, aud Suptistition.'i

of Old Cornwall. Collected by Robert
Hunt, F.R.S. With two Plaies by
Gf;okge Cruikshan k. Cr.Svo, cl . l^^j.

COTES (V. CECfL).—Two Girls
on a Barge. With 44 Illustrations by

F H. Toavnsenp. Crown Svo, clotb,

3i' ^st

Crown
jvo, cloth, 2s. bd.
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CRADDOCK (C. EGBERT), by.
The Prophet of the Great Smoky

Mountains. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. bd. ;

post 8V", Illustrated boards, 25.

His Vanished Star. Crown
cloth, 3i. i)d.

Svo,

CRELLIN (H. N.).—Romances
of the Old Seraglio. With 28 lUusts.

by S. L. Wood. Crown Svo, cloth, 35. dd.

CRESSWELL (HENRY). —A
Lady of Misrule. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

CRIM (MATT).—Adventures of
a Fair Rebel. Crown Svo, cloth, zs. 6d. ;

post Svo, illustrated boards, 2.?.

CROCKETT (S. R.) and others.
Tales of our Coast. By S. R.

Crockett, Gilbert Parker, Harold
Frederic, 'Q.,'and W.Clark Russell.

With 13 Illustrations by Frank Brang-
WYN. Crown Svo, cloth, 35. 6d.

CUMMINQ (C. F. GORDON),
Works by. Demy Svo, cloth, 6s. each.

In the Hebrides. With 24 Illustrations.

In the Himalayas and on the
Indian Plains. With 42 illustrations.

Two Happy Years in Ceylon.
With 28 Illustrations.

Via Cornwall to Egypt.
CUSSANMJOHN E.).—A Hand-

book of Heraldry; including instruc-

tions for Tracing Pedigrees and De-
ciphering Ancient MSS., &c. With 408
Woodcuts and 2 Coloured Plates. Crown
Svo, cloth, 6 J.

DAUDET (ALPH0N5E).-The
Evangelist ; or, Port Salvation.
Translated by C. H. Meltzer. Crown
Svo, cloth, 3s. td. ; post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2S.

DAVENANT (FRANCIS).—Hints
for Parents on the Clioice of a
Profession for their Sons when
Startinjr in Life. Crown Svo, is. 6d.

CROKER (Mrs. B. M.), Novels
by. Crown Svo, cloth, 31. 6d. each

;

post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each ;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Pretty Miss Neville^
Proper Pride.
A Bird of Passage.
Plana Harrington.
Two Masters. I

Interference.
A Family Likeness.
A Third Person. | Mr. Jervis.
Village Tales & Jungle Ti'agedies.
The Real Lady Hilaa.
Married or Single?

^
Crown Svo, cloth, 35. 6d. each.

Some One Slse. | Infatuation.
In the Kingdom of Kerry.
Miss Balmaine's Past.
Jason. I

Beyond the Pale.
Terence. With 6 lUusts. by S. P.^get.

The Cat's-paw. With 12 Illustrations

by Fred Pegram.

To Let.* Post Svo, picture boards, 2i.

;

cloth limp, zs. td.

Popular Editioxs, medium Svo, td. each.

Diana Bi^rrington.
Pretty Miss Neville.

DAVIDSON (HUGH COLEMAN).
—Mr. Sadler's Daughters. Crown
Svo, cloth, 3s. td.

DAVIES (Dr. N. E. YORKE-),
Works by. Crown Svo, is. each ; cloth,

IS. td. each.

One Thousand Medical Maxima
and Surgical Hints.

Nursery Hints : A Mother's Guide in

Health and Disease.

Foods for the Fat: Dietetic Cure of

Corpulency.Gout, and excessive Leanness.

Aids to Long Life. Crown Svo, 2s.

;

cloth, 2.5. td.

DAVIES' (Sir JOHN) Complete
Poetical Works. Edited with Notes,

by Rtv. A. B. Grosart, D.D. Two Vols.,

crown 810, cloth, 3^. td. each.

DEFOE (DANIEL). — Robinson
Crusoe. With 37 Illusts. by George
Cruikshank. Large Type, Fine Paper
Edition. Pott Svo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net ;

leather, gilt edges, 3;;. net.

DE~gI]ER1N~(MAUR1CE), The
Journal of. With a Memoir by Sainte-
Beuve. Translated by Jessie P. Froth-
ingham. Fcap. Svo, half-cloth, 2^. td.

CRUIKSHANK'S COMIC AL-
MANACK. Complete in Two Series
The First, from 1835 to 1843 ; the
Second, from 1844 to 1S53. A Gathering
of the Best Humour of Thackeray,
Hood, Albert Smith, &c. With nu-
merous Steel Engravings and Woodcuts
by Cruikshank, Landells, &c. Two
Vols., crown Svo, cloth, 7,?. td each.

The Life of George Cruikshank.
By Blanchakd Jerrold. With 84 Mus-
tratitfns and a Bibliography. Crown Svo,

cloth, 3s. td.

DE MAISTRE (XAVIER).—A
Journey Round my Room. Trans-
lated by Henry Aiiwell. Post Svo,

cloth, IS. ti.

DEMILLE (JAMES).—AStrange
Manuscript found in a Copper
Cylinder. Crown Svo, cloth, with 19

Illustrations by Gilbert Gaul, 3j. <id. ;

post Svo, illustrated boards. 2s.

DERBY (THE) : The Blue Ribbon
of the Turf. With Brief Accounts of

The 0,jks, By Louis Henky Cukzon.
Crown Svo, cloth, Zi.^,
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DEWAR (T. R.). — A Ramble
Round the Globe. With 220 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7^. 6d.

DE WINDT (HARRY), Books by.
Through the Go!d-Fields of
A aska to Bering Straits. With
Map and 33 Illust. Demy 8vo, cloth, 6^.

True Tales of Travel and Adven-
ture. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3jr. Od.

DICKENS (CHARLES), About
Englaad with. By Alfred Rimmur
With 57 Illustrations. Sq.Svo, cloth, ss.6d

DOBSON (W. T.).-Poettcal In-
Kenuities and Eccentricities. Post

8vo. cloth, 2s. I d.

DICTIONARIES.
The Reader's Handbook of
Famous Names in Fiction,
Allusions, References, Pro-
verbs.Plots, Stories,and Poems.
By Kcv. E. C. Brewer, LL.D. Crown
8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d.

A Dictionary of Miracles:
Imitative, Realistic, and Dogmatic. By
Rev. E. C. Brewer, LL,D. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 3i. td.

Familiar Allusions. By William A.

and Charles G. Wheeler. Demy 8vo,

cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

Familiar Short Sayings of Great
Men. With Historical and E.xplanatory

Notes by Samuel A. Bent, A.M. Crown
8vo, cloth, Ts. 6d. *

The Slang Dictionary : Etymological,
Histoiical, and Anecdotal. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 6i. f}d.

Words, Facts, and Phrases: A
Dictionary o£ Curious, Quaint, and Out
of-the-Way Matters. By Eliezer
Edwards. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3.5. td.

DONOVAN (DICK), Detective
stories by. Po.st f,vo, illustrated

bosrds, 2s. each : cloth limp, 2s. 61^. each.

The Man.Hunter.
Riddles Read. | Linkbyliink.
Cauglit at Last.
Suspicion Aroused*
Tracked and Taken.
Who Poisoned Hatty Duncan?
A Detective's Triumphs.
In til e Grip of the Law.
From Intormation Received.
Tracked to Doom. ,,- /

Crown 8vo. cloth. 30I fi-i. each.

The Records of Vincent Trill,
of the Detective Service. —Aisu
picture cloth, riat back, 2s.

The Adventures of Tyler Tatlock,
Private Detective.

Deacon Erodie ; or. Behind the Mask.
Tales of Terror.

DILKE (Sir CHARLES, M.P.).
—The British Empire. Crown 8vo
buckram, 3.r. (td.

DOBSON (AUSTIN), Works by.
Thomas Bewick and his Pupils.

With 95 l Uusts. 8q. 8vo. cloth. 3^. bd.

Crown 8vo, buckram, ts. each.

Four Frenchwomen, With Four
Portraits.

Eighteenth Century Vighettes.
In Three Series, each 64-.

A Paladin of Philanthropy, and
other Papers. With 2 Illustrations.

Side-walk Studies. With 5 lUusts.

DUNCAN (SARA JEANNETTE,
Books by. Cr. Svo. cloth, •]$. 6d. each.

A Social Departure. With in
Illustrations by K. H. TOWNSEND.

An American Girl in London.
With 80 Illustrations by F. H. Townsend.

The Simple Adventures of a
Memsahib. With 37 Illustrations b\
F. H. Townsend.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3:. 6d. each.

A Daughter 6f To-Day.
Vernon's Aunt. With 47 Illustrations

by Hal HURsr.

Crown Svo, cl., 31. 6d. each ; picture cl.,

fiat back, 2s. each ; post Svo, illustrated

boards. 2s. each ; cloth limp, 2s. 6rf. each.

The Man from Manchester.
The Mystery of Jamaica Terrace.

Dark Deeds. Crown 8vo, ...'loth limp'

2s. Cfi.
; picture cloth, flat back, 2.v.

The Chronicles of Michael Dane-
vitch. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. bd.

;
post

Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth limp,

2i. (^d.

Wanted! Crown Svo, picture cloth, flat

back, 2s.; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. ;

cloth limp, 2s. Cd.

DOWLINQ (RICHARD). — Old
Corcoran's Money. Cr. Svo, cl., 3^. bd.

DOYLE (A. CONAN).—The Firm
of Qirdiestone. Crown Svo, cloth, ss. bd.

DRAMATISTS, THE OLD.
Edited by Col. Cunningham. Cr. Svo,

cloth, with Portraits, 3.f. bd. per Vol.

Bon Jonson's ISTorks. With Note?,

Critical and Explanatory, and a Bio-

graphical Memoir by William Gifford.
Three Vols. ,>.•.. .t

•

Chapman's "Works. Three Vols. Vol.

I. contains the Plays complete ; Vol. II.,

Poems and Minor Translations, with an
Essay by A. C. Swinburne; Vol. III.,

Translations of the Iliad and Odyssey.
Marlowe's "Works. One Vol.

Massinger's Plays. From Gifford's
Te.xt. One Vol.

DUBLIN CASTLE and Dublin
Recollections of. „, By ASociety,

Native. Crown Svo, cloth, bs.

DUTT CROMESH C.).—England
and India: Progress during One
Hundred Years Crown Svo, cloth, is.
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EARLY ENGLISH POETS.
Edited with Introductions and Notes,

by Rev. A. B. Grosart, D.D. Crown

8vo, cloth, IS. 6d. per Volume.

Fletcher's (Giles) Complete
Poems. One Vol.

Davies' (Sir John) Complete
Poetical Works. Two Vols.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete
Poetical Works. Three Vols.

EDQCUMBE (Sir E. R.

PEARCE). — Zephyrus: A Holiday

in Brazil and on the i^iver Plate. W itn

41 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5^

FARRER (J.
Three Essays,

EDWARDES (Mrs. ANNIE),
Novels by. .„ ^ .

A Point of Honour. Post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 2s.

Archie Ijovell. Crown 8vo, cloth,

7,3 bd. : post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

A JPJaster Saint. Cr. ^vo, cloth. 3s. (>d.

EDWARDS (ELIEZER). Words^
Facts, and Phrases: A Dictionary of

Curious, Quaint, and Out-of-the-W ay

Matters. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. dd.

EQERTON (Rev. J. C.).-
Sussex Folk and Sussex Ways.
Wiih Introduction by Rev. Dr. H. Wace
and Four lUusts. Crown 8vo, cloth, ss.

^^QLESTWT (EDWARD).—
Roxy. Post SvOjjUustrated^oards, 2i^

ENQLISHMAN"(An) in Paris:
Recollections of Louis l^hilippe and the

Empire. Crown 8vq, cloth. 3^. td.

ENGLISHMAN'S HOUSE, The:
A PracticalGuide for Selectingor Building

a House. By C. J.
Richardson. With

Coloured Frontispiece and 534 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3:;. t>d.

ANSON).—War

:

Crown 8vo, cloth, M. td .

FENN (Q. MANVTLLE), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. ^(i. each ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s, each.

The New Mistress.
Witness to the Deed.
The Tiger Lily.
The White Virgin.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. td. each.

A Woman Worth W^inning,
Cursed by a Fortune.
TheCaseof Ailsa Gray.
Commodore Junk.
Black Blood. 1

In Jeopardy.
Double Cunning.
A Fluttered Dovecote.
King of the Castle.
The Master of the Ceremonies.
The Story of Antony Grace.
The Man with a Shadow.
One Maid's Mischief.
This Man's Wife.

Crown 8vo. cloth, gilt top, 6s. each

The Bagof Diamonds, and Three
Bits of Paste.

Running Amok. I
Black Shadows.

The Cankerworm.

A Crimson^ime. Crown 8vo, cloth,

6s. ;
picture cloth, flat back. 2,9

.

FICTION, a Catalogue of, with

Descriptive Notices and Reviews of a

Thousand Novels, will be sent free by

CHATTO & WIXDUS upon appllgji^t^,,

FIN=BEC. TheCupboard Papers:
The Art of Living and Dining. Post 8vo,

doth. 2s. dd-

EYES, Our: How to Preserve

Them. By JOHN BROWNING. Crown

8%'o, cloth, IS-

FAMILIAR ALLUSIONS: Mis-

cellaneous Information, including Cele-

brated Statues, Paintings, Palaces,

Country Seats, Ruins, Churches, Ships,

Streets, Clubs, Natural Curiosities, &c.

By W. A. and C. G. Wheeler. Demy
8vo, cloth, Ts. 6d. net

FIREWORK-MAKINQ,TheCom-
plete Art of; or. The Pyrotechms s

Treasury. By THOMAS KENTISH. With

267 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. cloth, 3^ _orf^

FAMILIAR SHORT SAYINGS
of Great Men. By S. A. Bent, A.M.

Crown 8vo, cloth, y.c. 6d

FARADAY (MICHAEL), Works
by. Post 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. each.

The Chemical History of a
Candle: Lectures ael.vered before a

luvenilc Audience. Edited by WILLIAM
Crookes, F.C.S. With numerous

Illustrations. „„ ..

On the Various Forces of Nature,
and their Relations to each
other. Edited bv WILL!.>M CV30KES,

F.C.S. With Illustrations.

FITZGERALD (PERCY), by.

JUittle Essays : Passages trom the

Letters of CHARLES LAMB. Post 8vo,

cloth. 2s. 6d.
, Lt . Aj .

Fatal Zero. Crown 8vo, cloth, $s. 6rf.

.

post 8vo, illustrated boards , 2s.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25. each.

Bella Donna. I
Polly.

The Lady of Brantome.
Never Forgotten.
The Second Mrs. TiUotson.
Seventy-five Brooke Street.

Sir Henry~Irving. With Portrait.

Crown 8vo, cli>th. is. f>d.

FLAMMARION (CAMILLE),
Works by. ^ /-„„.„i

Popular Astronomy: A General

Description of ihc Heavens Translated

bv T ELLARD GORE, F.R.A.3. With

Three Plates and 2SS Illustrations,

Medium 8vo, cloth, los. dd.

Urania: A Romance. With 87 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5f,
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FLETCHER'S (GILES, B.D.)
Complete Poems : Christ's Victorie in

Heaven, Christ s Victorie on Earth,

Christ's Triumph over Death, and Minor
Poems. With Notes by Rev. A. B.

Gros.\RT, D.D. Crown 8vo, cloth, Ji. 61;.

FORBES (Hon. Mrs. WALTER).
—Dumb. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35 f>d.

FRANCILLON (R. E.), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. hd. each

;
post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

One by One I A Real Queen.
A Dog and his Shadow.
Ropes of Sand. With Illustrations.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Queen Cophetua. | Olympla.
Romances of the Iiavr.
King or Knave?
Jack Doyle's Daughter. Crown 8vo<

clnth, 3i. bd.

FREDERIC (HAROLD), Novels
by. Post 8vo, cloth, is. td. each;
illustrated boards, 2^. each.

Seth's Brother's 'Wife.
The Lawton Girl.

FRY'S (HERBERT) Royal
Guide to the London Charities.
Edited by John Lane. Published
Annually. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. td.

QARDENINQ BOOKS. PostSvo,
IS. each ; cloth, is. td. each.

A Year's IflTork in Garden and
Greenhouse. By George Glenny.

Household Horticulture. By Tom
and Jane Jerroi.d. Illustrated.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.
By Tom Jerrold.

GAULOT (PAUL), Books by.
The Red Shirts: A Tale of 'The

Terror.' Translated by JOH.v de Vil-
LIERS. Crown 8vo, cloth, with Frontis-
piece by Stanley Wood, 3^. 6d. ; picture
cloth, flat back, at.

Crown 8\o, cloth, 6.s. each.
Itove and Lovers of the Past.

Translated by C. Laroche. M.A.
A Conspiracy under the Terror.

Traiislated by C. Laroche, M.A. With
lIlustratiiMis and Facsimile::.

GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZITVET
The. IS. Monthly. Contains Stories,
Articles upon Literature, Science, Bio-
graphy, and Art, and ' Table Talk' by
SYLVANUs Urban.

*«* Bpu7id Volumes /or recent years, %s. td.
each. Covers for binding. 2s. each.

GERARD (DOROTHEA).—

A

Queen of Curds and Cream. Crown
8vo , cloth. 3i. 6rf.

ERMAN POPULAR sTORiES.
Collected by the Brothers Grimm and
Translated by Edga'; Taylor. With
Introduction by John Ruskin, and 22
Steel Plates after George Ckuikshan'k.
Square 8vo, clnth. ijilt edges, yj. C'u'.

GIBBON (CHARLES), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, do.h. 3^. 6d. each;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Robin Gray.
The Golden Shaft.
The Flower of the Forest.
The Braes of Yarrovif.
Of High Degree.
Queen of tne Meadonr.

Post Rvo. illustrated boards, 2,r. each.
The Dead Heart.
For Lack of Gold.
What Will the W^orld Say?
For the King.

| A Hard Knot.
In Pastures Green.
In Love and War.
A Heart's Problem.
By Mead and Stream.
Fancy Free.

| Loving a Dream.
In Honour Bound.
Heart's Delight.

| Blood-Money.

GIBNEY (SOMERVILLE).

—

Sentenced I Crown 8vo, cloth, i.s. 6d.

GILBERT'S (W. S.) Original
Plays. In 3 Series, post 8vo, 2s. td. each

The First Series contains : The Wicked
World — Pygmalion and Galatea —
Charity—The Princess—The Palace of
Truth—Trial by Jury— lolanlhe.

The Second Series contains : Broken
Hearts — Engaged — Sweethearts —
Gretchen — Dan 1 Druce—Tom Cobb—H.M.S. 'Pinafore'—The Sorcerer—
The Pirat(S of Penzance.

The Third Series contains; Comedy and
Tragedy — Foggerty's Fairy — Rosen-
crantz and Guildenstern— Patience

—

Princess Ida—The Mikado- Ruridigore
—The Veomen of the Guard—The Gon-
doliers—The Mountebanks— Utopia.

Sight Original Comic Operas
written by W. s Gilbert. Two Series,
demy 8vo, cloth, 2S. 6d.e:ich.

The First Series contains : The Sorcerer
—H.M.S. ' Pinafore '— The Pirates of
Penzince — lolanthe— Patience— Prin-
cess Ida—The Mikado—Trial by Jury.

The Second Series contains : The Gon-
doliers—The Grand Duke—The Yeomen
of the Guard— His E.xcellencv— Utopia,
Limited— Riiddigore-The Mountebanks
- Haste to the Weddmg.

The Gilbert and Sullivan Birth-
day Book: Quotations for Every Day
in the Year, selected from Plays In' W'.
S. Gilbert. Compiled by A. Watson.'
Royal iCmo, cloth, 2,5. 6d.

GILBERT7wTlUAM).—J^^
Duke, Costermonger. Post 8vo, illus-
trated boards, 2s.

QISSING (ALGERNON), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each.A Secret of the North Sea.

Knitters in' the Sun.
The W^ealth of Mallerstang.
An Angel's Portion.
Baliol Garth.
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QLANVILLE (ERNEST), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3i. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Lost 'Heiress. With 2 Illustra-

tions by HUMK NiSBET.

The Fossicker: A Romance of Mash-
onaland. Two lllusts. by HUME Nisbet.

A Fair Colonist. With Frontispiece.

The Golden Rock. With Frontispiece

by Stanley Wood. Cr. Svo, dolh, 3^. td.

Tales from the Yeld. With 12

Illustrations by M. Nisbet. Crown Svo,

cloth, 3^. 6rf.

Max Thornton. With 8 Illustrations

by J. S. Crompton, R.I. Large crown
Svo. cloth, gilt edges, 5^.

QLENNY (GEORGE).—A Year's
Work in Garden and Greenhouse:
Practical Advice as to the Management
of the Flower, Fruit, and Frame (jarden.

Post Svo, Is. ; cloth, \s. td.

GODWIN
of the
cloth, 2.5.

(WILLIAM). —Lives
Necromancers. Post Svo,

GOLDEN TREASURY of
Thought, The : A Dictionary of Quo-
tations from the Best Authors. By
Theodore Taylor. Cr. Svo, cl., 3^. td.

GOODMAN (E. J.)—The Fate of
Herbert Wayne. Cr. Svo, cl., 3,;. td.

GORE (J. ELLARD, F.R.A.S.).
—The Stellar Heavens: an Introduc-

tion to the Study of the Stars and
Nebulae. Crown Svo, cloth, 2s. net.

Studies in Astronomy. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

GRACE (ALFRED A.).—Tales
of a Dying Race. Cr. Svo, cl., 3s. f-d.

GREEKS AND ROMANS, The
Life of the, described from Antique
Monuments. By ErN-ST Guhl and W,
Koner. Edited by Dr. F. Hueffer.
With 545 lllusts. "Demy Svo, cl.. 7s. td .

GREENWOOD (JAMES).—The
Prisoner in the Doclc. Crown Svo,

cloth 3s. (>d.

HAIR, The: Its Treatment in
Health, WeaknesSi and Disease.
Translated from the German of Dr. J.

PiNCUs. Crown Svo, xs. ; cloth, \s. td.

HAKE (Dr. T. GORDON), Poems
by. Crown Svo, cloth, ts. each.

New Symbols.
Legends of the Morrow.
The Serpent Play.

Maiden Ecstacy. Small 4to, cloth, 8i.

HALL (Mrs. S. C.).—Sketches
of Irish Character. With Illustra-

tions on Steel and Wood by Cruik-
SHANK. MaCLISE, GILBERT, and HARVEY.
Demy Svo, cloth, 7^. td.

HALL (OWEN), Novels by.
The Track of a Storm. Crown Svo,

picture cloth, fiat b.ick, 2s.

Jetsam. Crown Svo, cloth
, 3^. td.

Crown Svo, cloth, ts. each.

Eureka. 1 Hernando.

GREY (Sir GEORGE). — The
Romance of a Proconsul. By James
Milne Crown Svo, buckram, ts.

GRIFFITH (CECIL).—Corinthia
Marazion. Crown Svo, cloili. 3.?. td.

GRIFFITHS (Major A.).—No. 99,
and Blue Blood. Crown Svo, cloth,

flat back. 2s.

QUNTER (A. CLAVERING).—

A

Florida Enchantment. Crown Svo,

cloth, 3.t. td.

GUTTENBERQ (VIOLET),
Novels by. Crown Svo, cloth, ts. each.

Neither Sess nor Greek.
The Power of the Palmist.

HARTE'S (BRET) Collected
Works. LIBRARY EDITION, in Ten
Volumes, crown Svo, cloth, ts. each.

Vol. I. Complete Poetical AKD
Dramatic Works. With Port.

, II. The Luck of Roaking Camp—
'

Bohemian Papers—American
I/EGENDS.

„ III. Tales of the Argonauts-
Eastern Sketches.

„ IV. Gabriel Conroy.
V. Stories — Condensed Novels.

\, VI. Tales of the Pacific Slope.
VII. Talesofthe Pacific Slope— II.

\Vith Portrait by John Pettie.

„ VIII. Tales of Pine and Cy'press.

IX. Buckeye and Chapparel.
X. Tales of Trail and Town.

Bret Harte's Choice Works in Prose

and Verse. With Portrait and 40 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo, cloth. 3?. td.

Bret Harte's Poetical Works, in-

cluding -Some Later Verses.' Crown
Svo, buckram, 4.T. td.

Some Liater Verses: Crown Svo,

art linen, <^s.
.••.•

In a Hollow of the Hills; Crown
Svo. picture cloth, fl^it back, 2s.

Condensed Novels. (Two Series in

One Volume.) Pott Svo, cloth, gilt top,

2s. net ; leather, gilt edges
,
3^. net.

Q-own Svo, cloth, ts. each.

On the Old Trail.
Under the Redwoods.
From Sandhill to Pine.
Stories in Uiglit and Shadow^.
Mr. Jack Hamlin's Mediation.
Crown Svo, cloth. 35. 6d. each : post Svo,

illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Gabriel Conroy.
fi. W^aif of the Plains. With 60 Illus-

trations by Stanley L. Wood.
A W^ard of the Golden Gate. With

59 Illustrations bv Stanley L. Wood.
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HARTE'S (BRET) Works-co«/.
Crown Svo, cloth 3^. 6d. each.

Susy. With 2 lliusts. b-y J. A. Christie.
The Bell-RingeF of Angel's, &c.

With 39 lUusis. by Dudley Hardy, &c.

Clarence : A Story of the American War.
With 8 Illustrations by A. JULE GOODMAN.

Barker's Luck, &c. With 39 Illustra-

tions by A. FoRESTiER, Paul Hardy, &c.

Devil's Ford, &c. With Frontispiece.

Tbe Crusade of the 'Sxcelsior.'
With Frontis. byj. BERNARD PARTRIDGE.

Three Partners; or, The Big
Strike on Heavy Tree Hill.
With 8 Illustrations bvj. GuLlcn.

Tales of Trail and Town. With
Frontispiece by G. P. JACOMB HOOD.

Condensed Novels. New Series.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d. each
;
picture cloth,

flat back, 2s. each.

The Luck of Roaring Camp, and
Sensation Novels Condensed.

A Sappho of Green Springs.
Colonel Starbottle's Client.
A Prot6g4e of Jack Hamlin's.

With numerous Illustrations.

Sally Doivs, &c. With 47 Illustrations

by W. D. Almond and others.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

An Heiress of Red Dog.
The Luck of Roaring Camp.
Callfornian Stories.

Post Svo, illus. bds., 2s. each ; cloth, 2s. td. each.
Flip.

I
Maruja.

A Phyllis of the Sierras.

HALLIDAY (ANDREW).-
Every-day Papers. Post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 2.s.

HAMILTON (COSMO), Stories
by. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d. each.

The Glamour of the Impossible.
Through a Keyhole.
*j* The two stories may also be had bound

ia one Volume, crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

HANDWRITING, The Philo-
sophy of. With over 100 Facsimiles.

By Don Felix de Salamanca. Post
8vo, half-cloth, 2s. 6d.

HANKY-PANKY: WhIteMagJc,
Sleight of Hand, &c. Edited by W.
H. Cremer. With 200 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, cloth, 4J. td.

HARDY (Rev. E. J.). — Love,
Courtship, and Marriage. Crown
Svo, cloth, 3j. 6d.

HARDY (IZA DUFFUS), Novels
by. Crown Svo. cloth, ts. each.

The Lesser Evil.
Man, Woman, and Fate.
A Butterfly: Her Friends and

her Fortunes.

HARKINS (E. F.).—The Schem-
ers. Crown Svo, cloth, (Js.

HARDY (TH0MA5). — Under
the Greenwood Tree. Post Svo, cloth,

3^. dd. ; illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth

iimp, 2,r. 6d. Also the Fine Paper
Edition, pott Svo, cloth, gilt top, 21. net

;

leather, gilt edges, 35. net.

HAWEIS(Mrs. H. R.), Books by.
The Art of Beauty. With Coloured

Frontispiece and 91 Illustrations. Square
Svo, cloth, 6s.

The Art of Decoration. With
Coloured Frontispiece and 74 Illustra-

tions. Square Svo, cloth, 6j.

The Art of Dress. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Post Svo, IS. ; cloth. Is. 6d.

Chaucer for Schools. With the Story

.

of his Times and his Worlt. With a
Frontispiece. Demy Svo, cloth, 2s. dd.

Chancer for Children. With 8

Coloured Plates and 30 Woodcuts.
Crown 4to, cloth, 3^. 6d.

HAWEIS (Rev. H. R.).—Ameri-
can Humorists: Washington
Irving, Oliver Wendell Holmes,
James Russell Lowell, Artkmus
Ward, Mark Twain, and Bret Harte.
Crown Svo, cloth. 6s.

HAWTHORNE (JULIAN),
Novels by. Crown Svo cloth, 3s. td,

each: post Svo.illustrated boards, 2i. each.

Garth. | Bllice Quentin.
Fortune's Fool. | Dust. Four Ulusts.

Beatrix Randolph With Four lllusts.

D. Poindexter's Disappearance.
The Spectre of the Camera.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Miss Cadogna.
I
Love—or a Name.

Sebastian Strome. Cr. Svo, cl., 35. td.

HEALY (CHRIS), Books by.
Crown Svo, cloth, gilt top, 6.?. each.

Confessions of a Journalist.
The Endless Heritage.

HECKETHORN (C. W.), Books
by. Crown Svo, cloth, 6j. each.

London Souvenirs.
London Memories: Social, His-

torical^a^dTopographical^^^

HELPS (Sir ARTHUR), Books
by. Post Svo. cloth, 2s. 6d. each.

Animals and their Masters.
Social Pressure.

Ivan de Biron. Crown Svo, doth,
3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards. 2s.

HENDERSON (ISAAC).—Agatha
Page. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

HENTY (Q. A.), Novels by.
Rujub, the Juggler. Post Svo, cloth,

3i. 6d. ; illustrated hoards, 2.?.

Colonel Thorndyke's Secret. Small
demy Svo, cloth, gilt edges, 5s.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6rf. each.
The Queen's Cup.
Dorothy's Double.
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HERMAN (HENRY).-A Leading
Lady. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6(/.

HERTZKA (Dr. THEODOR).—
Preeiand : A Social Anticipation.
Translated by Arthur Ransom. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6.S.

ESSE-WARTEQQ (CHE=
VALIER ERNST VON).— Tunis:
The Land and the People. With
22 Illustrations. Crown 8vo chjth, 3s. 6rf.

HILL (HEADON).—Zambra the
Detective. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 61/.

;

picture cloth, flat back, 2.s, ;
post 8vo,

illus; rated boards, 2s.

HILL (JOHN), Works by.
Treason-Felony. Post 8vo, illustrated

boa If Is, 2s.

The Common JSncestor. Crown
8vo, eioth, 3.f. f)d.

HINKSON (H. A.), Novels by.
Cr-iwn 8vo, cloth, 65. each.

Fan Fitzgerald. | Silk and SteeL

HOEY (Mrs. CASHEL).— The
Lover's Creed. Post 8vo, illustrated
boards. 2i.

HOFFMANN (PROFESSOR).—
King Koko. .A. Magic Story. With 25
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, i.f. net.

HOLIDAY, Where to go for a.
By E. P. SHOLL, Sir H. Maxwell, John
Watson, Jane Barlow, Mary Lovett
Cameron, Justin H. McCarthy, Paul
Lange, \. W. (.raham, J. H. Salter,
Phcebe Allen, S. J. Beckett, L. Rivers
Vine, and C. F. Gordon Cumming.
Crown 8vo, cloth, is. td.

HOLMES(OLIVER WENDELL),
fiooks by.

The Autocrat of the Breakfast-
Table. Illustrated by J. Gordon
Thomson. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2i. td.

;

pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, -is. net.; leather,

silt edges, 3^. net. — Another Edition,
post 8vo, cloth, 2.V.

The Autocrat of the Breaktast-
Table and The Professor at the
Breakfast-Table. In one Vol. Post
8vo, half-cloth, 2s.

HOOD'S (THOMAS) Choice
Works in Prose and Verse. With
Life of the Author, Portrait, and 200
Illustra'ions. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. (id.

Hood's 'Whims and Oddities. With
85 Illusts. Post 8vo, half-cloth, 2s.

HOPKINS (TIQHE), Novels by.
For Freedom. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. dd. each.

'Twixt Love and Duty.
The Incomplete Adventurer.
The Nugents of Carriconna.
Nell Hatfenden. Witli 8 Illustrations.

HOOK'S (THEODORE) Choice
Humorous Works; including his Ludi-

crous Adventures. Eons Mots, Puns,
Hoaxes. With Life and Frontispiece.

Crown Bvo. cloth, 3s. td.

HORNE (R. HENQ 1ST).—Orion.
With Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s.

HORNIMAN (ROY). — Bellamy
the Magnificent Crown 8vo, cl., 6jr.

HORNUNQ (E. W.).—The Sha-
dow of the Rope. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

HUGO (VICTOR).—The Outlaw
of Iceland. Translated by Sir Gilbert
Campbell. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. td.

HUME (FERGUS), Novels by.
The Lady From Nowhere. Cr. 8vo,

cloth, 3s. kd.
;
prcture cloth, flat back, 2s.

The Millionaire Mystery. Crown
Svo. cloth, 3s. td.

The "Wheeling Light. Crown Svo,

cloth, gill top 6.S.

HUNGERFORD (Mrs.), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6a'. each ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each

;

cloth limp, 2s td. each.

The Professor's Experiment.
Nora Creina.
Lady Verner's Flight.
Lady Patty.
The Red-House Mystery.
Peter's VTife.
An Unsatisfactory Lover.
April's Lady.
A Maiden All Forlorn.
The Three Graces.
A Mental Struggle.
Marvel. | A Modern Circe.
In Durance Vile.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. bd. each.

An Anxious Moment.
A Point of Conscience.
The Coming of Chloe. I Lovlce.

HUNT'S (LEIGH) Essays: A
Tale for a Chimney Corner, &c.
Ed. bv E. Ollier. Post Svo. half-cl. 2,s-.

HUNT (Mrs. ALFRED), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. dd. each ; post
Svo, illustrated boards, is. each.

The Leaden Casket.
Self-Condemned.
That Other Person.

Mrs. Juliet. Crown Svo, cloth, 3't. (td.

HUTCHINSON (W. M.).—Hints
on Colt- Breaking. With 25 Ulustia-
tions. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. dd.

HYDROPHOBIA: An Account of
M. Pasteur's system. By Renauu
SOZOR, M.B. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

IDLER Illustrated Magazine
(The). Edited by Robert Barr. i^d.

Monthly. Bound Volumes, 5s. each
;

Cases for Rindin", is. f^d. each.
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IMPRESSIONS (The) of
AUREOLE. Post 8vo, cloth. 2?. 6d.

INDOOR PAUPERS. By One of
Them. Crown 8vo, i.v. ; cloth, is. 6d.

INMAN (HERBERT) and
HARTLEY ASPDEN.—The Tear of

Kalee. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6.;.

IN MEMORIAM: Verses for every
Day. Selected by LuCY RidlkY. Small
8vo, cloth, 2.!, 61/. net ; leaths r. $s. 6d. net.

INNKEEPER'S HANDBOOK
(The) and Licensed Victualler's
Manual. By J. Trevor-Davies.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

IRISH WIT AND HUMOUR,
Songs of. Edited by A. Percev.\l
Graves. Post fevo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

IRVINQ (Sir HENRY). By Percy
FuZGERALD. With Portrait. Crown
8vo, cloth, I.S. 6d.

JAMES (C. T. C.).—A Romance of
the Queen's Hounds. Post 8vo,

cloth limp, IS. 6d.

JAMESON (WILLIAM).—My
Dead Self. Post 8vo. c'.oth, 2s. 6d.

JAPP (Dr.
Pictures.

A. H.).—Dramatic
Crown 8vo, cloth. 5.t.

JEFFERIES (RICHARD), by.
Xlie Open Air. Post 8vo, clotn, 2s. 6d.

Large Tyi>e, Fine Paper Edition, pott

8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net ; leather, gilt

edges, 3.C. net.

Nature near London. Crown 8vo,

buckram, 6.?. ;
post Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Life of the Fields. Post 8vo,

cloth, 2s. 6d. : Large Type, Fine Paper
Edition, pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s, net

;

leather, gilt edges, ^s. net.

The Bulogy of Richard Jefferies.
By Sir Walter Besant. With a Photo-
graph Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

JENNINGS (H. J.), Books by.
Curiosities of Criticism. Post 8vo,

cloth, 2s. 6d.

Lord Tennyson. With Portrait. Post
8vo, cloth, I.?, td.

JEROME (JEROME K.).—Stage-
land. With 64 Illustrations by J. Ber-
nard Partridge. Fcap. 4to, is.

JERROLD (DOUGLAS). — The
Barber's Chair; and The Hedgehog-
Letters. Post 8vo, half-cloth. 2s.

JERROLD (TOM), Works by.
Posi 8va. Is. each : cloth. i,s'. 6d. each.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.
Household Horticulture. W.tli

Illustralii)ns.

JESSE (EDWARD). — Scenes
and Occupations of a Country Life.
Post 8vo, cloth, 2s.

JOHNSTON (R.).—The Peril of
an Hmpire. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6i.

JONES (WILLIAM, F.S.A.),
Books by. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 35. (>d. each.

Finger-Ring Lore: Historical, Legend-

ary, and Anecdotal. With numerous
Illustrations.

Crovrns and Coronations. With 91
Illustrations.

JONSON'S (BENTWorks. With
Notes and Biographical Memoir by
William Gifford. Edited by Colonel

Cunningham. Three Vols., crown 8vo,

cloth, ss. 6d. each.^
JOSEPHUS, The Complete

Works of. Translated by William
Whiston. Containing ' The Antiquities

of the Jews,' and ' The Wars of the Jews.'

With 52 Illustrations and Maps. Two
Vols., demy 8vo, half-cloth, 12s. bd.

KEMPT (ROBERT).—Pencil and
Palette : Chapters on Art and
Artists. Post 8vo, cloth, 25. 6d.

KERSHAW (MARK).—Colonial
Facts and Fictions: Humorous
Sketches. Post 8vo, illustrated boards,

2.S. ; cloth, 2s. fid.

by.KING (R. ASHE), Novels
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

' The Wearing of the Green.'
Passion's Slave. | Bell Barry.

A Drawn Game. Crow'n 8vo, cloth,

r,s. (id. : post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2.;.

KIPLINcTPRrMER (A). Includ-
ing Biographical and Critical Chapters,

an Index to Mr. Kip'ing's piiacipal

Vv^ritmgs, and Bibliographies. By F. L.

K.vowles. With Two Portraits. Crown
8vo. cloth, 3.?. dd.

KNIGHT ^WILLIAM and
EDWARD). — The Patient's Vade
Mecum : How to Get Most Benefit
from Medical Advice. Crown 8vo,

cloth, II, td.

KNIGHTS (The) of the LION.
Edited by the Marquess of I.okne.
Crown 8\o, cloth. 6.?.

LAMBERT (GEORGE). — The
President of Boravla. Cr«wn 8vo,

cloth, 35. fvi^

LAMB'S~(CHARLES) Complete
Works in Prose and Verse, including
' Poetry for Children ' and ' Prince Uorus.'

Edited by K. H. Shepheijd. With 2

Portraits and Facsimile of the ' Essay on
Roast Pig.' Crown 8vo, cloth, 3.1. dd.

The Essays of Blia. Post Svo, half-

cloth, 2s.

Little Essays : Sketches and Characters
by Charles Lamb, selected from his

Letters by Percy Fitzger.\ld. Post
Svo, cloth, 2x. (id.

The Dramatic Essays of Charles
Lamb. With Introduction and Notes
by Brander Matthews, and Steel-plate

I'o trait. Fcap. Svo, h.ill-cloth, 2s. (iJ,
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LANDOR (WALTER SAVAGE).
—Citation and Examination of

William Shakespeare, &c., before

Sir Thomas Lucy, touching Deer-steaUng,

iqth September, 1582 ; and A Confer-
ence of Master Edmund
Spenser with the Earl of Essex, touch-

ing the state of Ireland, 1595- Fcap. 8vo,

half-Roxburghe, 2^. dd.

LANE (EDWARD WILLIAM).
—The Thousand and One Nights,

commonly called in England The
Arabian Nights* Entertain-
ments. Translated from the Arabic

and illustrated by many hundred Engrav-

ings from Designs by Harvey. Edited

by Edward Stanley Poole. With

Preface by STANLEY Lane - Poole.

Three Vols., demv 8vo, cloth, 22^. (id.

LILBURN (ADAM).—A Tragedy
in Marble. Crown 8vo, cloth, %s. 6d.

LINDSAY (HARRY), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d. each.

Rhoda Roberts.
The Jacobite.

Crown 8vo. cloth, 6.s'. each.

Judah Pyecroft, Puritan.
The Story of Leah.

LOWE (CHARLES).— Our
Greatest Living Soldiers. With 8

Portraits. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

LARWOOD (JACOB), Books by.
Anecdor.es of the Clergy. Po3t8vo,

half-cloth, 2s.

Theatrical Anecdotes. Post 8vo,

cloth, 2s. bd.

Humour of the Law: Forensic
Anecdotes. Post 8vo, cloth, 2.t.

LEHMANN (^R. C). — Harry
Fludyer at Cambridge, and Conver-
sational Hints for Young Shooters.
Cmwn 8vo, is. : cloth, is. 6d.

LUCY (HENRY W.).—Gideon
Fleyce. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d. ; post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

LEIQii (HENRY S.).—Carols of
Cockayne. "" Crown 8vo, buckram, 5t.

LELAND (C. Q.).—A Manual of
Mending and Repairing. With Dia-

grams. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5?.

LEPELLETIER (EDMOND). —
Madame Sans-G6ne. Translated by

John de Villieub. Post 8vo, cloth,

V?. ('d. ; illustrated boards, 2s.

LEYS (JOHN K.), Novels by.
The liindsays. Post 8vo, illustrated

boards, 2.i.

A Sore Temptation. Crown 8vo,

. clotli, 6s. ^ .

LINTON (E. LYNN), Works by.
An Octave of Friends. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 35. M.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d. each
;
post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s. each.

Patricia Kemball. |
lone.

The Atonement of Leaiii Dundas.
The W^orld "iafell Lost. With 12

illustrations.

The One Too Many.
Under wrhlch Lord? With 12 Illusts.

My Cove.'
I

Sowing the Wind.
Paston Carevy, I

Dulcie Everton.
VTith a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the family.

Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. td. each.

"Witch Stories.
Ourselves: Essays on Women.
Freeshooting : lixiracts from JIis. Lynn

Linton's Works,

McCarthy (JUSTIN), Booksby.
The Reign of Queen Anne. Two

Vols., dtniy 8vo, cloth, 12^-. each.

A History of the Four Georges
and of William the Fourth.
Bv Justin McCarthy and Justin
HuNTLY McCarthy. Four Vols., demy
8vo. cloth, 125. each.

A History of Our Own Times,
from the Accession of Queen Victoria to

the General Election of 1880. Library
Edition. Four Vols., demv 8vo. cloth,

12s. each.—Also a Popular Edition,

in Four Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, bs. each.

—And the Jubilee Edition, with an
Appendix of Events to the end of 1886,

in 2 Vols., demv 8vo, cloth, -js. 6d. each.

A History of Our Own Times,
Vol. v., from 1880 to the Diamend Jubilee.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 1 2s. ; crown 8vo, cli ith, 65.

A History of Our Own Times,
Vol. VL, from the Diamond Jubilee, 1897,

to the Accession of King Edward VII.

Demv 8vo, cloth, 12s. [Shortlv.

A Short History of Our Own
Times. Crown 8vo, cloth, 65.—Also a

Popular Edition, post 8vo, clolh limp,

25. 6d. : and the Cheap Edition, medium
8vo, 6d.

Reminiscences. With a Portrait. Two
Vols., demv 8vo, cloth. 2^5.

The Story' of an Irishman. Detny
8vo, clotli , I2.>-.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. bd. each ;
post 8vo, pict.

boards. 25. each ; cloth limp. 2,?. 6rf. each.

The "Waterdale Neiglifcours.
My Enemy's Daughter.
A Fair Sa.xon.

|
Linley Rochford,

Dear Lady Disdain.
The Dictator.
Miss Misanthrope. With 12 Illusts.

Donna Quixote. With 12 Illustrations.

The Comet of a Season.
Maid of Athens. \V 1 1 h 1 2 I llustrations.

Camiola.
Red Diamonds. | The Riadla Ring.

Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. Od. each.

The Three Disgraces.
|
Mononia.

'The Right Honourable.' By Justin
McCarthy and Mrs. Campbell Prakd.
Crown 8vo, clolh, 65.
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McCarthy (J. H.), works by.
The French Revolution. (Consti-

tuent Assembly 1789-91.^ Four Vols.,

demvSvo, clotli, I2x. each.
An Outline of the History of

Ireland. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is.tid.

Ireland Sinee the Union—1798-
1886 Crown Svo, cloth, Os.

Hafiz in London. 8vo, cold cloth, 3^. 6d.
Our Sensation Novel. Crown Svo,

i.r. ; cloth, i^. 6d.

Doom: An Atlantic Episode. Crown Svo, i.s.

Dolly : A Sketch. Crown Svo, Js.

liily Lass. Crown Svo. is. ; cloth, is. 6rf.A London Legend. Cr. Svo, cloth, ssfid.

MACCOLL (HUGH), Novels by.
Mr. Stranger's Sealed Packet.

Post .Svo •\ Li^trat. d bo.irds 2s.

Ednor Y/hitlock. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6.;
_

MACDONELL (AQNES). —
Quaker Cousins. Post Svo, boards, 2.?.

MacDONALD (Dr. QEORQE),
Books by.

Works of Fancy and Imagination
Ten Vols., i6mo, cloth. },'ilt, in case, 21s
or separately, Grolier cloth, 2^. 6d. each

Vol. I. WiTHix AND WmiouT— The
Hidden Life.

II. The Disciple — The Gospel
Women—Book of Sonnets—
Org.-w Songs.

III. Violin Soxgs—Songs of the
Days and Nights-A Book
OF Dreams—RoABsiDE Poems
—Poems for Children.

IV. Parables— Ballads — Scotch
Songs.

V. & VI. Phantastes
VII. The Portent.
VII J. The Light Princess — The

Giant's Heart—Shadows.
IX. Cross Purposes—The Golden

Key—The Carasoyn—Little
Daylight.

X. The Cruel Painter—TheWow
o'RiwEN—The Castlk—The
Broken Swords—The Gray
Wolf—Uncle Cornelius.

MACKAY (Dr. CHAS.).-Inter-
ludes and Undertones. Cr.Svo;cloth.6j.

Poetical Works of George Mac-
Donald. Two Vols., crown Svo,
bucKram, 12^.

A Threefold Cord. Edited by George
MacDonald. Post Svo. cloth, 5.r.

Phantastes. With 25 Illustrations by
j. Bell. Crown Svo, cloth, 35. 6d.

Heather and Snow. Crown Svo, cloth.

Sw 6 J.
; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Lllith. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

MACKENNA (S. J.) and J. A.
O'SHEA. — Brave Men in Action:
Stories of the British Flag. With 8 Illus-

trations by Stanley l. Wood. Small
demv Svo, cloth, gilt edges, 5,?.

MACKENZIE (W. A.).—The
Drexel Oream. Crown Svo, cloth, ts.

MACLISE Portrait Gallery (The)
of !liustriou6 Literary Characters :

85 I'ortraits by Daniel Maclise ;

With Memoirs, Biographical, Critical,

and Bibliographical, by WiLUAM Bates,
B.A. Crown Svo. cloth, 3^. 6d.

MACQUOID (Mrs.), Works by,
illustrated by T. R. MacQDOID. Square
Svo, cloth, 6s each.

In the Ardennes. With 50 lUtrstrations.

Pictures and Legends from Nor-
mandy and Brittany. 34 lUusts.

Through Normandy. vVith 92 lUusts.

About Yorksjiire. With 67 Illusts.

MacGREQOR (ROBERT).—
Pa&times and Players: Notes on
Popular Games. Post Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

MACHRAY (ROBERT), Novels
by. Crown Svo. cloth. 6s. each.

A Blow over the Heart.
The Mystery of Lincoln's Inn.

MAGICIAN'S Own Book, The:
Performances with Eggs. Hats, &c.
Edited by W. H. Cremer, With 200
Illustrations. Crown Svn, cloth. 45. 6d.

MAGIC LANTERN* The, and its

Management. By T. C. HePWORTH.
With 10 Illusts. Cr. Svo, is.; cMh.ls.6d.

MAGNA CHARTA: A Facsimile of
the Original in the British Museum, 3 feet

by 2 feet, with Arms and Seals emblazoned
in Gold and Colours. 5.?.

MALLOCK (W. H.), Works by.
The New Republic. Post Svo, cloth,

3i'. 6d ; illustrated boards, 2s.

The Nevf Paul and Virginia. Post
Svo, clot h, 2s- 6d.

Poems. Small 4to, parchment, 8j.

Is Lite W^orth Living 7 Crown Svo,
cloth, 6^.

MALLORY (Sir THOMAS).—
Mort d' Arthur: Selections from the
Stories of King Arthur and the Knights
of the Round Table. Edited by B.
M. Ranking. Post Svo, cloth, 2s.

MARQUERITTE (PAUL and
VICTOR), Novels by.

The Disaster. Translated by F. Lebs.
Crown Svo, cloth, ^s. 6d.

The Commune. Translated by F. Lees
and H. B. Douglas. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

mXr1,6wE'S "WoHcs^lncluding
his Translations. Edited with Notes by
Col. Cunningham, Cr. Svo, cloth, 3.;. 6d .

MARSH (RICH ARD).—

A

Spoiler of Alen. Cr. Svo, 6s. [Shortly.

MASON (FINCH).— Annai77>f
the Horse- Shoe Club. With 5 Illus-

tratjons. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.
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MASSINQER'S Plays. From the
Text of William Gifford. Edited by
Col. Cunningham. Or. Svo, cloth, 35. 6rf.

MASTERMAN (J.) .—Half - a -

dozen Daugiiters. Post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

MATTHEWS (BRANDER).—

A

Secret of the Sea. Post Svo, illus-

trated boards, is. ; cloth, 2 1. td .

MAX O'RELLTlBoTks by.
Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. dd. each.

Her Royal Highness Woman.
Between Ourselves.
Rambles in lATomanland.

MERIVALE (HERMAN).—Bar,
Stas;e, and Platform: Memories.
With Portrait. Crown 8vo, cln'h. 6.t.

MEADE (L. T.), Novels by.
A Soldier of Fortune. Crown Svo,

cloth, 3s. dd. ; post Svo, illust. boards, 2s.

Crown Svo. cloth, 3^. dd. each.

, The Voice of the Charmer.
In an Iron Grip. | The Siren.
Dr. Rumsey's Patient.
On the Brink of a Chasm.
The Way of a W^oman.
A Son of Ishmael.
An Adventuress.
The Blue Dia.mond.
A Stumble by the ISTay.

Crown Svo, cloth, 0?. eacli.

This Troublesome World.
Rosebury.

MERRICK (LEON.), Novels by.
The Man virho nras Good. Post Svo,

illustrated boards, zs.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3,t. dd. each.

This Stage of Fools.
Cynthia.

MILLER (Mrs. F. FENWICK).—Physiology for the Young; or,

The House of Life. With numerous
Illustrations. Post Svo, cloth, 2s. dd.

MILTON (J. L.).—The Bath in
Diseases of the Skin. Post Svo, \$. ;

cloth, \s. 6d.

MINTO (WM.).—Was She Good
or Bad? Crown Svo, cloth, \s. dd.

MITCHELL (EDM.), Novels by.
The Lone Star Rush. With 8 Illus-

trations by Norman H. Hardy. Crown
Svo, cloth, 3i. dd.

Crown Svo, cloth, 6^. each.

Only a Nigger.
The Belforts of Culben.

Crown Svo, picture cloth, flat backs, 2s. each.

Plotters of Paris.
The Temple of Death.
Towards tl^e Eternal Snovifs.

MITFORD (BERTRAM), Novels
by. Crown Svo. cloth, ^s. dd. each.

The Gun-Runner. With Frontispiece.
Renshavr Fanning's Quest. With

Froniispiecc by Stanley L. Wood.
Triumph of Hilary Blachland.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. dd. each : picture cloth,

flat backs, is. each.
The liuck of Gerard Ridgeley.
The King's Assegai. With 6 Illus-

trations bv Stanley L. Wood.

Haviland's Chum. Cr. Svo. doth. 6^.

MOLESWORTH (Mrs.).

—

Hathercourt Rectory. Crown Svo,
cloth, 3.S. dd. ; post Svo, illust. boards, zs.

MONCRIEFF (W. D. SCOTT-).
—The Abdication: An Historical
Drama. With 7 Etchings. Imperial
4to, buckram, 21.J.

MONTAGU (IRVING).—Things
1 Have Seen in War. With 16 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo. cloth, 6,?.

MOORE (THOMAS), Works by.
The Bplcurean; and Alclphron.

Post Svo, half-cloth. 2.?.

Prose and Verse: including Suppressed
Passages from the Memoirs of Lord
Byron. Edited by R. H. Shepherd.
With Portrait. Crown Svo, cl oth, y.-. dd.

MURRAY (D. CHRLSTIE),
Novels by. Crown Svo, cloth, 31. dd.

eich; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2i. each.

A Life's Atonement.
Joseph's Coat. With 12 Illustrations.

Coals of Fire. With 3 Illustrations.

Val Strange. I Hearts.
The W^ay of the W^orld.
A Model Father.
Old Blazer's Hero.
Cynic Fortune.
By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.
Bob Martin s Little Girl.
Time's Revenges.
A W^asted Crime.
In Direst Peril.
Mount Despair.
A Capful o' Nails.

Crown 8vn. cloth. 3^. dd. each.
This Little W^orld.
A Race for Millions.
The Church of Humanity.
Tales in Prose and Verse.
V.C. : A Chronicle of Castle Barfield.

Making of a Novelist. With Portrait,

My Contemporaries in Fiction.

Crown Svo, cloth, ds. each.

Despair's Last Journey.
Verona's Father.

His Own Ghost. Crown Svo, cloth,

3c. dd. ;
picture cloth, flat back, zs.

Joseph's Coat, Pori'LAR Epition,
nu-cijuril Syo, (•,/.
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MURRAY (D. CHRISTIE) and
HENKY HERMAN. Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. td. each ; post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 2s. each.

One Traveller Returns.
The Bishops' Bible.
PaulJones's Alias. With Illustrations

by A. FORKSTIKR and G. NiCOLET.

MURRAY (HENRY), Novels by.
Post 8vo, cloth, 2,T. td. each.

A Game of Bluff.
A Song of Sixpence.
MORRIS (Rev. W. MEREDITH,

B.A.). — British Violin - Makers,
Classical and Modern. With numerous
Portraits, Illustrations, and facsimiles of

Label

s

. Demy 8vo, cloth, 10;. 6d. ne t

.

MORROW (W. C).—Bohemian
Paris of To- Day. With 106 Illustra-

tions by Edouard Cucuel. Small demy
8vo, cloth, 6,f.

MUDDOCK (J. E.), Stories by.
Crown 8vo, cloth. 35. td. each.

Basile the Jester.
Youn^ Lochinvar.
Tlie Golden Idol.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Dead Man's Secret.
From the Bosom of the Deep.
Stories Weird and IfiTonderful.

Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2?. : cloth, 2.?. 6d.

Maid Marian and Robin Hood.
With 12 Illustrations by St.axley L
Wood. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3i. dd. ; picture
cloth, flat back. 2s.

MY FIRST BOOK. By Walter
Besa.mt, ].'\mes Payn, W. Clark Rus-
sell, Grant Allen, Hall Caine,
George R. Sims, Rudyard Kipling,
A. CONAN Doyle, M. E. Braddon,
K. W. Robinson, H. Rider Haggard,
R. M. Ballantyne, I. Zangvvill,
MOKLEY ROBERTS.D. CHRISTIE MURRAY,
Marie Corelli, j. K. Jerome, John
Strange Winter, Bret Harte, ' Q.,'

Robert Buchanan, and R. I,. Steven-
son. With Prefatory Story by Jerome
K. Jerome, and 185 Illustrations. Demy
8vo, art linen. 3^. 6rf.

NISBET (HUME), Books by.
• Bail Up.' Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. (>d.

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Dr. Bernard St. Vincent. Post Svo,

illustrated boards, 2.?.

X<essons in Art. With 21 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. td.

NORDAU (MAX).—Morganatic:
A Romance. Translated by Elizabeth
Lee. Crown 8vo, cloth, uilt top. 6.?.

NORRIS (W. E.), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. td. each ; post Svo,
illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Saint Ann's.
Billy Bellew.
M iss Wentwortii's Idea. Crown Svo,

clotli, j>'. td.

OHNET (GEORGES), Novels by.
Post Svo, iilustrjited boaids, 2s. each.

Doctor Rameau. | A Last Love.

A Weird Gift. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. td.
;

post Svo, illustrated boards 2s.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d. each.
Love's Depths.
The W^oman of Mystery.

The Money-Maker. Translated by
V. 1^>THVV•ELL. Crown Svo. doth, fi.f.

OLIPHANT (Mrs.), Novels by.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2^-. each.

The Primrose Path.
The Greatest Heiress in England.

Wlliteladies. Crown Svo, cloth, with 12
lUusirations by ARTHUR HOPKINS and
Henry Woods, 31. td. ; post Svo, pic-
ture boards, 2,r.

The Sorceress. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3f. til.

ORROCK (James), Painter, Con-
noisseur, Collector. By Byron
Webber. Illustrated with nearly loo
Photogravure Plates and a number of
Drawings in half-tone. Two Vols., small
folio, buckram gilt, lo guineas net.

O'SHAUQHNESSY (ARTHUR),
Poems by.

Music and Moonlight. Fcap. Svo,
cloth. 7,9. td.

Lays of France. Cr. 8vo. cloth, lot. td.

OUIDA, Novels by. Crown «vo,
cloth. 3i. td. each

; post &\'c\ illustrated
boards, 2^. each.

Tricotrin.
Rufflno.
Othmar.
Frescoes.
Wanda.
Ariadne.
Pascarel.
Chandos.
Moths.
Puck.
Idalia.
Bimbi.
Bigna.
Friendship.
Ooilderoy.

Popular Editions, medium Svo, td. each.

A Dog of Flanders.
Cecil Castlemaine's
Gage.

Princess Napraxine.
Held in Bondage.
Under Two Flags.
Folle-Farine.
Two Wooden Shoes.
A Village Commune.
In a W^inter Cicy.
Santa Barbara.
In Maremnia.
Strathmore.
Pipiscrello.
Tvro Oltenders.

Under Two Flags.
Held in Bondage.
Strathmore.

Morhs.
Puck.
Tricotrin.

Syrlin. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. td. ; po^t
Svo, picture cloth, flat back, 2s. ; illus-
trated boards, 2s.

Two Little Wooden Shoes. Largh
Type Edition. Fcap. Svo, cloth, is. net

;

leather, is. td. net.

The Waters of Edera. Crown Svo,
cloth. },s. td. : picture cloth, H ;t back, 2s.

W^isdom, Wit, and Pathos, selected
from the Works of Ocida by F. SYDNEY

a Morris. Post Svo, cloth." :;<,—Cue \F
Edition, ilhisiratcd b.iardv -j.
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PAIN (BARRY).—Eliza's Hus-
band. Fcap., 8vo, i.t. ; cloth, is. 6d.

PALMER (W. T.), Books by.
Crown Svo, cloth, with Frontis., Os, each.

IJake Country Rambles.
In Lakeland Dells and Fells.

PANDURANQ HARI; or,
Memoirs of a Hindoo. With Preface

by Sir Bartle FRERE. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards. 2.r.

PARIS SALON, The Illustrated
Catalogrue of the, for 1905. (Twenty-
seventh Year.) With over 300 Illustra-

tions. Demy 8vo, 3^^ [Preparing.

PASCAL'S Provincial Letters.
With Introduction and Notes by T.

M'Crie, D.D. Post 8vo, half-cloth, 2^.

PAYN (JAMES), Novels by.
Crown 8vo. 3^. bd. each ; post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s. each.

liost Sip Slassingbcrd.
The Clyffards of Clyffa.
A County Family.
Less elack than We're Painted.
By Proxy. |

For Cash Only.
High spirits.
A Confidential Agent.
A Grape from a Thorn. 12 Illusts.

The Family Scapegrace.
Holiday Tasks.
The Talk of the To'wn. 12 Illusts.

The Mystery of WJirbridge.
The Word and the W^ill.

The Burnt Million.
Sunny Stories.
A Trying Patient.

Post Svo, illustr.ited boards, 2S. each.

Humorous Stories. |
From Exile.

The Foster Brothers.
Married Beneath Him.
Eentinck's Tutor.
Walter's W^ord.
A Perfect Treasure.
Like Father, Like Son.
A Wonian'a Vengeance.
Carlyon's Year. I Cecil's Tryst.
Murphy'B Master. | At Her Mercy
Some Private Views.
Found Dead. I

Mirk Abbey.
Gvifendoline's Harvest.
A Marine Residence.
The Canon's W^ard.
Not "Wooed, But W^on.
Twro Hundred Pounds Revirard,
The Best of Husbands.
Halves. | a "What He Cost Her.
Fallen Fortunes.
Kit : A Memor.y. |

tfnder One Roof.
Glovk'-W^orm Tales.
A Prince of the Blood.
A Modern Dick IVhittingtou.

With Portrait. Crown Svo, cloth, ^s.bd.;

picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

Notes from the ' News.' Crown Svo,

cloth, is. 6d.

Walter's W^ard. Popular Edition,
mediunj Svo, 6d. />

PASTON LETTERS (The), 1422-
1509. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by JAMES Gairdner. Six Vols.,

square demy Svo, art linen, gilt top,

I2S. 6d. net per Tolume, or £$ iSs. the set.

(Sold only in sets.)

PATERNOSTER (Q. SIDNEY).
—The Motor Pirate. With 12 Illusts.

byC. K.Sykes. Crown Svo, cloth, 3i.6rf.

PAUL(MARQARET A.).—Gentle
and Simple. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d. ;

post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s,

PAYNE~(WILL). — Jerry the
Dreamer. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

PENNELL = ELMHIRST (Cap-
tain E.).—The Best of the Fun.
With 8 Coloured Illustrations by G. D.
Giles, and 48 others by J. Sturgess and
G.D.Giles. Medium 8\o, cloth, 16^.

PENNELL (H. CHOLMONDE-
LEV), Works by. Post Svo, cloth,

2s. 6d. eacli.

Puck on Pegasus. With Illustrations.

Pegasus Re-Saddled. With 10 Full-
page Illustiations bv G. Du Maurier.

The Muses of Mayfair: Vers de
Soci(5t(5. Selected bv H. C. Pevnell.

PENNY (F. E.).—The Sanyasi.
Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

PHELPS (E. S.), Books by.
Beyond the Gates. Post Svo, cl., is. td.

Jack the Fisherman. Illustrated by
C. W. Reed. Crown 8io, cloth, is. f>d.

PHIL MAY'S Sketch-Book: 54
Cartoons. Crown folio, cloth, 2s. 6d.

PHIPSON (Dr. T. L.), Books by.
Crown Svo, cloth, 5^. each.

Famous Violinists and Fine
Violins.

The Confessions of a Violinist.
Voice and Violin.

PiLKlNGTON (L. L.).—Mallen-
der's Mistake. Crown Svo, cloth, 6,?.

PLANCH E (J. R.), Works by.
The Pursuivant of Arms. With

6 Plates and 209 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, cloth, ys. f>d.

Songs and Poems. Edited by Mrs.
Mackarness. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

PLUTARCH'S Lives of Illus-
trious Men. With Life of Plutarch
by J. and W. Langhorne, and Por-
traits. Two Vols., Svo, half-cloth, ios.6d.

POE'S (EDGAR ALLAN) Choice
Works : Poems, Stories, Essays.
With an Introduction by Charles
Baudelaire. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

POLLOCK (W. H.).—The Charm,
and Other Drawing--Room Plays.
By Sir Walter Besant and Walter
H. Pollock. With 50 lUijstrations.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3^, 6d.
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PRAED (Mrs. CAMPBELL),
Novels by. Post 8to, illus. boards, 2j. ea.

The Romance of a Station.
The Soul of Countess Adrian.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. bd. each ; post 8vo

illustrated boards, zs. each.

Outlaw and Lawmaker.
Christina Chard.
Mrs. Tregaskiss. With 8 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth, %s. 6d. each.

Nulma.
I

Madame Izan.
•As a TBTatch in the NighE.'

PRICE (E. C). — Valentina.
Crown Svo, cloth, y,s. 6d.

PRINCE5S OLGA.—Radna.
Crown Svo, cloth, 6^.

PROCTOR (RICHARD A.),
Works by. Crown Svo. cloth, 6^. each.

Easy Star Xiessons. With Star Maps
for every Nicht in the Year.

Familiar Science Studies.
Mysteries of Time and Space.
The Universe of Suns.

Saturn and its System. With 13

steel Plates. Demv Svo. cloth, loj. 6d.

Flowers of the Sky. With 55 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo, cloth, 3.5. 6d.

TSTages and Wants of Science
IJyorkers. Crown Svo, is. td.

PRYCE (RICHARD). —Miss
Maxwell's Affections. Crown Svo,

c)., 3i. bd. ;
post Svo, iUust. boards, 2s.

RAMBOSSON (J.). — Popular
Astronomy. Translated by C. B.

Pitman. With 10 Coloured Plates and
63 Woodcuts. Crown Svo, cloth, 3i. td.

RANDOLPH (Col. Q.).—Aunt
Abig-ail Dykes, Cr. Svo, cloth, 75. fid.

RICHARDSON (FRANK), Nov-
els by. Crown Svo, cloth, 3.5. dd. each.

The Man who Lost his Past. With
50 Illustrations by Tom Browx'E, R.I.

The Bayswater Miracle.

Crown 8<o, cloth, 6j. each.

The King's Counsel.
Bemi-Society.
There and Back.

RIDDELL (Mrs.), Novels by.
A Rich Man's Daughter. Crown

Svo, cloth, T,s. bd.

Weird Stories. Crown Svo, cloth,

3i. dd. ; post Svo, picture boards, 2s.

Post Svo, illustrated board.s, 2^. each.

The Uninhabited House.
Prince of W^ales's Garden Party.
The Mystery in Palace Gardens.
Fairy Water. | Idle Tales.
Her Mother's Darling.
The Kun's Curse.

READE'S (CHARLES) Novels.
Collected Libr.'VRy Edition, in Seventeen

Volumes, crown Svo, cloth, 3^. fid each.

I. Peg W^offlngton; and Christie
Johnstone.
Hard Cash. ^ .,

The Cloister and the Hearth.
With a Preface bv Sir Walter Bes ant.

' It is Never Too Late to Mend.*
The Course of True Love Never
Did Run Smooth ; :iiid Single-
heart and Doubleface.
The Autobiography of a Thief:
Jack of all Trades; A Hero and
a Martyr; 'Xhe W^andering Heir.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The Double Marriage.
Griffith Gaunt.
Foul Play.
Put Yoiirself in His Place.
A Terrible Temptation.
A Simpleton.
A Woman-Hater.

IS- The Jilt ; and Good Stories ofMan
and other Animals.

16. A Perilous Secret.
17. Readlana; and Bible Characters.

Id Twentj'-one Volumes, post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s. each.

Peg W^offington. | A Simpleton.
Christie Johnstone.
' It is Never Too Late to Mend.'
The Course of True Love Never

Did Run Smooth.
Autobiography of a Thief; Jack
ot all Trades; James Lambert.

Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The rouble Marriage.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
Hard Cash. I

Readiana.
Foul Play. I

Griffith Gaunt.
Put Yourself in His Place.
A Terrible Temptation.
The Wandering Heir.
A Woman Hater.
Singleheart and Doubleface.
Good Stories of Man, &c.

The Jilt ; and other Stones.

A Perilous Secret.

Large Type. Fine Paper Editions. Pott

Svo, cloth, gilt lop, 2^. net each : leather, gilt

edges, ?i-. net each.

The Cloister and the Hearth.
' It is Never Too Late to Mend.'

Popular Editions, medium 3vo, (td. each.

The Cloister and the Hearth.
' It is Never Too Late to Mend.'
Foul Play.

I

Hard Cash.
Peg WofBngton; and Christie

Johnstone.
Griffith Gaunt.
Pui Yourself in Eia Place.

Fcap. Svo, half-Koxburghe, 2s.(id. each.; cloth,

i.v. net ea. ; leather, gilt top, is.fxl. net ca.

Christie Johnstone. With Frontis.

Peg WoJfington.
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READE'S (CHARLES) Novels—
ci^yitintied.

The Wandering Heir. Large Type
Edition, pott 8vo, cloth, 15. net ; leather,
IS. f'd. net.

The Cloister and the Hearth.
EDlnuN DE LUXE, with 16 Photogravure
and 84 half-tone Illustrations by Matt
B. Hewerdine. Small 4to, cloth, 6^. net.

—Also in Four Vols., post 8vo, with
Frontispieces, buckram, gilt top, 6i. the
set.

Bible Characters. Fcap. 8vo, i.;.

Selections from the IfiTorks of
Cha''Ies Reade. Edited by Mrs. A
IRH A i)^ Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

RIMMED (ALFRED), Works by.
Squ;ire 8vo, cloth, ^s. 6it. each.

Rambles Round Eton and Harrow
With 52 Illustrations.

About England vfith Dickens.
With 58 Illustrations.

RIVES (AMELIE), Stories by.
Crown 8vo, clotli, 3.$. 6d. each.

Barbara Derlng.
Meriel : A Love Siory.

ROBINSON (F. W.), Novels by.
TNTomen are Strange. Post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 2>.

The Hands of Justice. Crown Svo,
cloth, T,s. 6d. : post 8vo, illnst. bds., 2.c.

The Woman in the Dark. Crown
8vo, cloth, 3,r. 6d. ; post8vo, illust. bds., 2.t.

ROBINSON (PHIL), Works by.
Crown Svo, cloth. 6,;. each.

The Poets' Birds.
The Poets' Beasts.
Poets' Reptiles, Fishes, Insects.

ROLFE (FR.). — Hadrian the
Seventh. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

ROLL OF BATTLE ABBEY,
THE: A List of Principal Warriors who
came from Normandy with William the
Conqueror. 1066. In Gold and Colours. 55

ROSENGARTEN(A.).—A Hand-
book of Architectural Styles. Trans-
lated by W. Collett-Sa.ndaRS. With
630 Illustrations. Cr. Svo, cloth, 75. 6d.

ROSS (ALBERT).—A Sugar
Princess. Crown 8vr>, cloth, -^s. 6d.

ROWLEY (Hon. HUGH). Post
8v \ cloth, 2s. 6d. each.

Puniana: or, Thouijhts Wise and Other-
wise : a Collection of the Best Riddles,
Conundrums, Jokes, Sells, &c., with
numerous Illustrations.

More Puniana. With numerous Illusts.

RUNCIMAN (J AS.), Stories by.
Schools and Scholars. Post 8vo.

cloth, is. Od
Skippers and Shellbacks. Crown

avi), cloth, 3s. ijU.

RUSSELL (W. CLARK), Novels
by. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s. each.

Overdue. | W^rong Side Out.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d. each
;

post Svo,
illustrated boards, 2s. each : cloth, 2s. 6d. each.
Round the Galley-Fire.
In the Middle vyatch.
On the Fo'k'sle Head.
A Voyage to the Cape.
A Book for the Hammock;
The Mystery of the ' Ocean Star.'
The Romance of Jenny Harlowe.
The Tale of the Ten.
An Ocean Tragedy.
My Shipmate Louise.
Alone on a IVide W^lde Sea,
The Good Ship ' Mohock.'
The Phantom Death.
Is He the Man 7 { Heart of Oak.
The Convict Ship.
The Last Entry.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3.$. 6d. each.

A Tale of T\ao Tunnels.
The Death Ship.

The Ship: Her story. With 50 Illustra-

tions by H. C. Seppings Wright.
Small 4to. cloth. 6s.

The ' Pretty Polly.' With la Illustra-

tions by G. E. Robertson. Large
crown Svo, cloth, t'ilt edges, ss.

The Convict Shi^.'. Popular Edition,
medium Svo, 6d.

RUSSELL (DORA), Novels by.
A Country S^iireetheart. Post 8vo,

illus. boards, 2s. ; pict. cloth, flat back, 2s.

The Drift of Fate. Crown 8vo, cloth,

3^. 6d. ;
picture cloth, fiat back, 2s.

RUSSELL (HERBERT).-True
Blue. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

RUSSELL (Rev. JOHN) and his
Out-of-door Life. By E. W. L.

D.wiES. With Illustrations coloured by
hand. Royal Svo, cloth, 165. net.

SAINT AUBYN (ALAN), Novels
by. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d. each ; post

Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

A FellODir of Trinity. With a Note
bv Oliver Wendell Holmes.

The Junior Dean.
Orchard Damerel.
The Master of St. Benedict's.
In the Face of the W^orld.
To His Own Master.
The Tremlett Diamonds.

Crown Svo, doth. t,s. 6d. eacll.

The Wooing of May.
Fortune's Gate.
A Tragic Honeymoon.
Gallantry Bcwer.
A Proctor's Wooing.
Bonnie Maggie Lauder.
Mrs. Dunbar's Secret.
Mary Unwin. With 8 lUustratiom.
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SAINT JOHN (BAYLE). — A
Levantine Family. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3^. td.

ST. MARTIN'S LIBRARY, The.
Pott Svo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net each

;

leather, gilt edges, 3j. net each.
Liondon. By Sir Walter Besant.
All boi;^s and Conditions of Men.

By S ' Walter Besant.
Vlrginibus Puerisque. By Robert

Louis Stevenson.
Men and Books. Bv R. L. Stevenson.
Memories and Portraits. By

Robert LO' is Stevenson.
Neiar Arabian Nights. By Robert

Louis Stevenson
The Pocket R. L. S.
The Life of the Fields. By Richard

Jefferies.
The Open Air. Bv Richard Jefferies.
"Walton and Cotton's Complete

Angler.
Sketches. By Mark Twain.
Under the Greenmrood Tree. By

Thomas Hardy.
The Cloister and the Hearth. Bv

Charles Ki:ade.
'It is Never Too Late to Mend.'

By Charles Reade.
The Deemster. Bv Hall Caine.
The "HToman in fPhite. By Wilkie

COLLIN'S.

Condensed Novels. By Bret Harte.
The Decameron of Boccaccio.
Robinson Crusoe. By Defoe. With

Cruikshank's Illustrations.

The Autocrat of the Breakfast
Table. By Oliver Wendell Holmes.
With Illustrations by J. G. Thomson.

SALA (Q. A.).—Gaslight and
Daylight. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2i.

SCOTLAND YARD, Past & Present
By Ex-Chief-Inspector Cavanagh. Post
Svo, illustrated boards, 2j. ; cloth, 25-. 6rf.

SECRETOUT.The: One Thousand
Tricks with Cards; with Entertaining
Experiments in Drawing-room or
'White' Magic. By W. H. Cremer.
With 300 lUusts. Crown Svo, cloth, 4^. dd.

SEOUIN (L. Q.), Works by.
The Counii^y of the Passion
Play (Oberammergau) and the
Highlands of Bavaria. With Map and
37 Ilhistrations. Crown Svo, cloth, 3.r. i>d

Walks in Algiers. With Two Maps
and i6 Illustrations. Cr. Svo, cloth, 6.?.

SENIOR (WM.).-By Stream
an<l Sea. Post Svo, cloth, 2s. dd.

SERJEANT (ADELINE), Novels
by. Crown Svo, cloth, 3.v. 6</. each.

Under False Pretences.
Dr. Endicott's Experiment.

The Missing Elizabeth.
i-Vith, (.1.

Crown Svo,

iShorth.

SEYMOUR (CYRIL). — The
Magic of To-Morrow. Crown 8vo,
cloth, bs.

SHAKESPEARE the Boy: Home
and School Life, Games and Sports,
Manners, Customs, and Folk lore of the
Time. By W. J. Rolfe. With 42 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo, cloth. 3j. td.

SHARP (WILLIAM).-Children
of To-morrow. Crown Svo, cloth, bs.

SHELLEY'S (PERCY B.)
Complete Worlcsin Verse and Prose.
Edited by R. H ERNE SHEPHERD. Five
Vols., crown Svo, cloth, zs. 6d. each.

Poetical 'BTorks, in Three Vols. :

Vol. I. Introduction ; Posthumous Frag-
ments of Margaret Nicholson ; Shellev's
Correspondence with Stockdale ; Wandering
Jew ; Queen Mab ; Alastor ; Rosalind and
Helen ; Prometheus Unbound ; Adonais.

Vol. II. Laon and Cythna : The Cenci

;

Julian and Maddalo ; Sw'ellioot the Tvrant
;

The Witch of Alias ; Epipsychidion ; Hellas.
Vol. III. Posthumous Poems ; The

Masque of Anarchy ; and other Pieces.
Prose ISTorks, in Two Vols. :

Vol. I. Zastrozzi and St. Ir\'yne ; the
Dublin and Marlow Pamphlets ; A Refu-
tation of Deism : Letters to Leigh Hunt, and
Minor Writings and Fragments.

Vol. II. Essays; Letters from Abroad;
Translations and Fragments, edited by Mrs.
Shelley. With a Biographj', and Index.

SHERARD (R. H.).-Rogues.
Crown Svo, cloth, is. td.

SHERIDAN'S (RICHARD
BRINSLEV) Complete Works.
Including Drama, Prose and Poetry,
Translations, Speeches ; and a Memoir.
Crown Svo, cloth, 3v. 6d.

The Rivals, The School for Scan-
dal, &c. Post 8vo, haU-cloih, 2,s.

Sheridan's Comedies: The Rivals
and The School for Scandal.
Edited by Brander Maithe\v.s. With
Illustrations. Demy 8vo, buckram, 12s. 6U

SHIEL (M. P.), Novels by.
The Purple Cloud. Cr.Svo cii>th, 3.5. 6rf.

Unto the Third Generation. Cr. 8vo,
cloth, 6s.

SIDNEY'S (Sir PHILIP) Com-
plete Poetical Works. With Por-
trait. Edited by the Rev. A. B. Grosart,
Three Vols., crown Svo, cloth, T,s.6d. each.

SIGNBOARDS: Their History, in-
eluding Anecdotes of Famous Taverns
and Remarkable Characters. By Jacob
Larwood and John Camden Hoiten.
With Frontispiece and 94 Illustrations'.
Crown Svo, cloth, 3v. fjii.
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SIMS (GEORGE R.), Works by.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, is, each ; cloth

limp, 2s. 6a!. -each.

The Ring o' Bells.
Tinkletop's Crime. | Zeph.
Dramas of Life. With 60 Illustrations.

My Two Irtnves.
| Tales of To-day.

Memoirs of a Landlady.
Scenes from the Show.
The Ten Commandments.

Crown Svo, picture cover, \s. each ; cloth,

IS f>d. each.
The Dagonet Reciter and Reader.
The Case of George Candlemas.
Qagonet Kitties.
Young Mrs. Caudle.
The Life W^e Live.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. dd. each ;
post Svo,

picture boards, 2^. each ; cloth zs. dd, each.
Mary Jane's Memoirs.
Mary Jane Married.
Dagonet Abroad.

Crown Svo, cloth, ^j. Q)d. each.

Once upon a Christmas Time.
With 8 Illustrations by Chas. Green, K.I.

In London's Heart.
A Blind Marriage.
"Without the Limelight.
The Small-part Lady.
Biographs of Babylon.
Among My Autographs. With 70

Facsimiles^

Picture cloth, flat back, 2,?. each.
Rogues and Vagabonds.
In London's Heart.

Ho^j? the Poor Live; and Horrible
London. Crown Svo, leatherette, i,j,

Dagonet Dramas. Crown Svo, \s.

Rogues and Vagabonds. Crown
«vo, cloth, 3i. (id. : post Svo, iUust. boards,
2.S. ; cloth limp, 2i. td.

SINCLAIR (UPTON). — Prince
Hag-en. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. dd.

SISTER DORA. By M. Lonsdale,
Demy Svo, 4^. ; cloth, bd.

SKETCHLEY (ARTHUR).—

A

Match in the Dark. Post Svo, illus-

trated boards, is.

SLANG DICTIONARY (The): Ety-
niological. Historical, and Anecdotal
Crown Svo, cloth, ts. bd.

SMART (HAWLEY), Novels by.
Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. bd. each

;
post Svo,

picture boards, 2,9. each.
Beatrice and Benedick.
Long Odds.
"Without Love or Licence.
The Master of Rathkeily.

Crown Svo, cloth, 35. td. each.

The Outsider. | A Racing Rubber.

The Plunger. Post Svo, picture bds., zs.

SMITH (J. MOYR), Works by.
The Prince of Argolis. With 130

Illustrations. Post Svn. cloth. "Ks. C>d.

The W^ooingofthe W^ater\Yitch.
Wish Illustrations. Post Svo, cloth, bs.

SNAZELLEPARILLA. Decanted
by G. S. Edw.\rds. With Portrait of G. H.
S.MAZELLE, and 65 Illustratio'ns. Crown
Svo, cloth, 3y. 6d.

SOCIETY IN LONDON. Crown
Svo, IS. ; cloth, IS. 6d.

SOMERSET (Lord HENRY).—
Songs of Adieu. Small 410, Jap
vellum, 6s.

SPEIGHT (T. W.), Novels by.
Post Svo, illustrated tioards, 2s. each.

The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.
By Devious Ways.
Hoodwinked ; & Sandycroft Mys-

tery. I The Golden Hoop.
Back to liife.
The LoudTwater Tragedy.
Burgo'a Romance.
Quittance in Full.
A Husband from the Sea.

Post Svo, cloth, Is, td. each.

A Barren Title.
Wife or No Wife.

Crown 8vo cl )th, 3^. td. each.
The Grey Monk;
The Master ofTrcnance.
A Minion ot the Moon.
Her Ladyship.
The Secret of Wyvern To'wers.
The Doom of Siva.
The W^eb of Fate.
The Strange Experiences of MP.

Verschoyle.
As it was Written.

Stepping Blindfold: Cr. Svo, cloth, 6^.

SPENSER for Children. By M. H.
TOWKY. With Coloured Illustrations by
W. J. Morgan. Crown 4to, cloth, 3^. dd.

SPETTIGUE (H.
H eritage of Eve.

H.). — The
Cr. Svo, cloth, 6s.

SPRIGQE (S. SQUIRE). —An
Industrious Chevalier. Cr. Svo, 6?.

STAFFORD (JOHN), Novels by.
Doris and I. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. dd.

Carlton Priors. Crown Svo, cloth, 6^.

STAG-HUNTING with the
' Devon & Somerset.' By P. Evered.
With 70 lUusts. Cr. 4to, gloth, 16^. net.

STANLEY (WINIFRED). —

A

Flash of the Will. Cr.Svo, cioth, 6s.

STARRY HEAVENS Poetical
Birthday Book. Pott Svo, cloth, 2^. 6d.

STEDMAN (E. C.).—Victorian
Poets, Crown Svo, cloth, <)s.
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STEPHENS (RICCARDO).—The
Cruciform Mark Cr. 8vo. cl., 3.;. 6rf.

STEPHENS (R. NEILSON).—
Philip Winwood : The Domestic His-

tory of an Aiaerican Capiain in the Wai
of Independence. Cr. 8vr> cloth, zs. td.

STERNDALE (R. ARMITAGE).
—The Afghan Knif*. Post 8vo, cloth,

is. dd. ; illustrated boards, 2s.

STEVENSON^TR- LOUIS),
Works by. Cr. 8vo, buckram, 6s. each.

Travels witlt a Donkey. With a

Front'spiece by Walter Ckane.
An Inland Voyage. With a Frontis

piece bv Walter ckane.
FamUiaJp Studies of Men & Books.
The Silverado Squatters.
The Merry Men.
Underwoods: Poems.
Memories and Portraits.
Virginibus Puerisque.
Ballads.

I
Prince Otto.

Across the Plains.
Weir of Hermiston.
In the South Seas^
Songs of Travel. Cr. 8vo, buckram, ss.

NeiH Arabian Nights. Crown 8vo.

buckram, 6s. ; post Svo, illustrated

boards, zs.—POPULAR Editio.n. medium
Svo. 6d.

The Suicide Club; and The Rajah's
Diamond. (From New Araeia.n
NiGHiS.) With 8 Illustrations by \V. J.

Hen'NESSY. Crown 8vo, cloih, -^s. 6d.

The Stevenson Reader. Edited by
Lloyd Osbolrne. Post Svo, cloth,

2s. 6d. ; buckram, gilt top, ^s. 6d.

The Pocket R.L.S.: Favourite Pas-

sage* i6mo, cl., zs. net ; leather, 3^. net.

Large Type, Fike Paper Editions. Pott

Svo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net each ; leather,

gilt edges, 3.;. net each.

Virginibus Puerisque.
Familiar Studies ot Men & Books.
New Arabian Nights.
Memories and Pov'traits.

R. Xi. Stevenson : A Study. By H. B.

Baildon. With 2 Portraits. Crown
Svo. buckram, 6j.

SUNDOWNER, Stories by.
Told by the Taffrail. Crown Svo,

cloth, 3.S. 6d.

The Tale of the Serpent. Crown
8vo, cloth, flat back, 2*.

SURTEES (ROBERT). —
Handiey Cross; or, Mr. Jorrocks's
Hunt. With 79 Illustrations by JOHN
Leech. Post Svo, cloth, 2s.

SWIFT'S (Dean) Choice Works,
in Prose and Verse. With Memoir, Por-

trait, and Facsimiles of Maps in 'Gulliver's

Travels.' Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. (>d.

Gulliver's Travels, and A Tale of
a Tub. Post 8vo, half-cloth, 2s.

Jonathan Swiit: A Study. By J.

CHUuruN Collins. Cc. Svo, cl., 3s. td.

STOCKTON (FRANK R.).—The
Young Master of Hyson Hall. With
36 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth,

3s. i>d. ;
picture cloth, flat back, is.

STRANGE SECRETS. Told by
Percy Fitzgekald, Conan Doyle
Flokence Marryat, &c. Post Svo,

illustrated boards, is.

STRUTT (JOSEPH). —The
5ports and Pastimes of the People
of England. Edited by Willlvm
Hone. With 140 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, cloth, 3s. 6</.

SUTRO (ALFRED). — The
Foolish Virginsi Fcp.Svo, «.;c!., is.Grf.

SWINBURNE'5 (ALGERNON
CHARLES) Works.

Selections from Mr. Swinburne's
Works. Fcap. Svo, 6s.

Atalanta in Calydon. Crown Svo, 6s.

Chastelard: A Tragtdy. Crown Svo, is.

Poems and Ballads. First Series.

Crown Svo, 9s.

Poems and Ballads. Second Series.

Crown Svo. gs.

Poems and Ballads. Third Series.

Crown Svo, 7s.

Songs before Sunrise. Crown Svo,

IDS. 6rf.

Both'well: A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 12s. 6(i.

Songs of Tviro Nations. Crown Svo, 6^.

George Chapman, (in Vol. H. of G.
Chapman s Works.) Crown Svo, 3s. (sd.

Essays and Studies. Crown Svo, 12.S.

Ereciitheus : A 1 raged v. down Svo, 6s.

A N Ota on Charlotte Bronte. Crown
Svo, 6t.

A Study of Shakespeare. Crown
Svo, Ss.

Songs of the Springtides. Crown
Svo. 6s.

Studies in Song. Crown Svo, 7s.

Mary Stuart: A tv.-igedy. Crown Svo, 8s.

Tristram of Lyonesse. Crown Svo, q.?.

A Century of Roundels. Small 4to,Ss.

A Midsummer Holiday. Cr, Svo, 7s.

Marino Faliero: A Tr.ijjedy. Crown
Svo, 6s.

A Study of Victor Hugo, down
,Svo, 6s.

Miscellanies. Crown Svo, 12s.

Locrine : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, (\s.

A Study of Ben Jonson. Crown
Svo, 7s.

The Sis'ers: A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.

Astrophel, &c. Crown Svo, 7s.

Studies in Prose and Poetry.
Crown Svo, gs.

The Tale of Balen. Crawn Svo. 7s.

Rosamund, Queen of the Lom-
bards: .-V Tr;igcdy. Crown Svo, 6s.

A Channel Passage. Crown Svo, 7;:.

The CoUected^Poem^ of Algernon
Charles Sivinburne. In Vols.,

crown Svo, 6s. net each, or 36s. net the Set,

(Can be subscribed for only in Scts.j
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TAINE'S History of English
Literature. Translated by Henry Van
Laun. Four Vols., demy Svo, cloth, 305.

—Popular Edition, Two Vols., crown
Svo, cloth, 15J.

TAYLOR (BAYARD).—Diver-
sions of Echo Club. Post Svo, cl., 25.

TAYLOR (TOM). — Historical
Dramas: 'Jeanne Darc' "TwixtAxe
AND Crown,' 'The Fool's Revenge,'
' Arkwright's Wife,' ' Anne Boleyx,"
'Plot AND Passion." Crown 8vo, li. each.

TEMPLE (SIR RICHARD).—

A

Bird's-eye View of Picturesque
India. With 32 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6.?.

THACKERAYANA : Notes and
Anecdotes. With Coloured Frontispiece
and Hundreds of Sketches by W. M.
THACKiiRAY. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. td.

THAMES, A Pictorial History
of the. By A. S. Krausse. With 340
Illustrations. Post Svo, cloth, \s. 6d.

THOMAS (ANNIE), Novels by.
The Siren's "Web. Cr. Svo, cl., 3,1. 6d.

Comrades True. Crown Svo, cloth, 6,?.

THOMAS (BERTHA), Novels by.
In a Cathedral City.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3.?. 6d,

Crown Svo, cloth, 6s. each.

The House on the Scar.
The Son of the House.

THOMSON'S SEASONS.and The
Castle of Indolence. With Intro-

ducti.n by Allan Cunningham, and 48
Illustrations. Post Svo, half-cloth, is.

THORNBURY (WALT.), Books by
The Life and Correspondence of

J. M. IflT. Turner. With 8 Coloured
Illustrations and 2 Woodcuts. Crown
Xvo, cloth, 3.?. bd.

Tales for the Marines. Post Svo,

illustrated boards. 2s.

TIMBS (JOHN), Works by.
Crown Svo, cloth, ^s. fhi. each.

Clubs and Club Life in London.
With 41 lllustr.-tions.

English Eccentrics and Eccen-
tricities. With 48 Illustrations

TOMPKINS (HERBERT W.).-
Marsh-Country Rambles. With a
Frouttspiece. Crown Svo, cloth, ds.

TREETON (ERNEST A.).-The
Instiifator. Crown Svo, cloth, 6t.

TROLLOPE (T. A.).—Diamond
C 'it Diamond. Post Svo, illus. bds , 2.!.

TROLLOPE (ANTHONY), Novels
by. Crown Svo, cloth, 2,s. (id. each; post
Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each

The 'SSray "VSTe Live Now.
Frau Prohmann. | Marion Fay.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Land-Leaguers.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Kept in the Dark.
The American Senator.
The Oolden Lion of Granpere.

TWELLS (JULIA H.),—Et tu,
>ejaPe I Ciuv/n Xvo. <.lolh, ds.

TROLLOPE (FRANCES E.),
Novels by. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6d,

each : post Svo, illustrated hoards, 2s. each.

Like Ships upon the Sea.
Mabel's Progress. |

Anne Furness.

TWAINS (MARK) Books.
Author's Edition de Luxe of the
Works of Mark Tvrain, in 23
Volumes (limited to 600 Numbered.
Copies), price 12s. 6d. net per Volume,
(Can be subscribed for only in Sets.)

UNIFORM LIBRARY EDITION. Crown
Svo. cloth. 35. 6rf. each.

Mark Tiarain's Library ofHumour.
With iqy Illustrations by E. W. Ke.mklk.

Roughing It: and The Innocents
at Home. With 200 Illusuations by
F. A. Hraser.

The American Claimant. With Si

Illustrations by HAL HuRST and others.

' The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
With III Illustrations.

Tom Sawyer Abroad. With 26
Illustrations bv Dan H!-,vrd.

Tom Sawyer, Detective, With Port.

Pudd'nhead Wilson With Portrait

and Six Illustrations by Louis Loeb.
'A Tramp Abroad. With 314 lllusts.

•The Innocents Abroad: or. New
Pilgrim's Progress. With 234 Il'.u'ts.

»The Gilded Age. By Mark Twain
and C. D. Warner. With 212 lllusts.

*The Prince and the Pauper.
With ;go Illustrations.

* Life on the Mississippi. 300 lllusts.

* The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn. 174 lllusts. bv E. W. Kemrie.

* A Yankee at the Court of King
Arthur. 220 lllusts. bv Dan Beard.

* The Stolen White Elephant.
»The £1,000.000 Bank-Note.
A Double-barrelled Detective

Story. With 7 IlIustiation-<

The Choice W^orks ofMark TVifain.
With Lite, Portrait, and Illustrations.

*,* The Books marked * may be had also in

post Svo, picture boards, at 2^. ea"ch.

Crown Svo. cloth, 6^. each.

Personal Recollections of Joan of
Arc. Witii 12 lllusts. by K.V.DCMONI). 1

More Tramps Abroad.
The Man that Corrupted Hadley-

burg. W ilh Frontispiece.

Mark Twain's Sketches. Pott Svtv'f

cloth, gilt top, 2r.net ; leather, gilt edgei
2s. net; picture boards, 7s,

,t
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TYTLER (C. C. FRASER-).—
Mistress Judith. Crown 8vo, cloth,

35. td.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2i.

WALT WHITMAN, Poems by.
Edited, with Introduction, by W. M. Ros-

SETTI. With Port. Cr. 8vo, buckram, ts.

TYTLER (5ARAH), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. td. each ;

post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 25. each.

Burled Diamonds.
The Blacktaall Ghosts.
What She Came Through.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Bride's Pass.
Saint Mungo's City.
The Huguenot Family.
Lady Bell. | Noblesse Oblige,
Disappeared.
Beauty and the Beast.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. bd. each.

The Macdonald Lass.
The vritch.Wife.
Rachel Langton.
Mrs. Carmichael's Goddessess
Sapphira
A Honeymoon's Bclipse.
A Young Dragon.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.

Three Men of Mark;
In Clarissa's Day.
Sir David's Visitors.
The Poet and his Guardian Angel.

Cltoyenne Jacqueline. Crown 8vo,

picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

UPWARD (ALLEN).-The
Queen Against Owen. Crown Svo,

cioth, 31. bd. ; picture cloth, flat back, 2s. ;

post 8vo, picture boards, 2s.

WARDEN (FLORENCE), by.
Joan, the Curate. Crown 8vo, cloth,

3?. 6rf. ;
picture doih, flat back, 2s.

A Fight to a Finish. Cr. Svo, cl., zs. 6d.

Crown Svo, cl^th. 6s. each.

The Heart of a Girl. With 8 Illusts,

What Ought She to Do?
Tom Dawson.

WARMAN (CY).—The Express
Messenger. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3r. 6d.

WARNER (CHAS. DUDLEY).—
A Roundabout Journey. Cr. 8vo, 6f.

WARRANT to Execute Charles I.

A Facsimile, with the 59 Signatures and

Scsls 2s

Warrant to Execute Mary Queen
of Scots. Including Queen Elizabeths

Signature and the Great Seal. 2s.

WASSERMANN (LILLIAS).—
The Daffodils. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d_

WEATHER.HowtoForetellthe,
with the Pocket Spectroscope. By V.

W. CORV. W;th 10 lllusiratiuns. Crown.

Svo, Is. : cloth, IS. 6d.

WEBBER (BYRON).—Sport and
Spangles . Crown Svo. cloth, 2s.

WERNER (A.). — Chapenga's
White Man. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

VANDAM (ALBERT D.).-A
Coutt Tragedy. With 6 Illustrations

by J. 3. Davis. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

VASHTI and ESTHER. By
• Belle ' of The World. Cr. Svo. cl.. 3^. (id.

VIZETELLY (ERNEST A.),

Books by. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6rf. each.

The Scorpion.
The Lover's Progress.
With Zola In England . 4 Ports.

APath of Thorns. Crown Svo, cloth, 6i.

Bluebeard: An account of Comorre the

Cuscd and Gilles de Rais. With 9 Illus-

trations. Demv Svo, cloth, 9s. net.

WAGNER (LEOPOLD).—How
to Get on the Stage, and how to

Succeed there. Crown Svo, cloth. 2s. (id.

WALLER (S. E.).—Sebastiani's
Secret. With 9 Illusts. Cr. Svo, cl., 6s

WALTON and COTTO N '

S

Complete Angler. Edited by Sir H ARhis

Nicolas. Pott Svo, cloth, gilt top, 2s.

net ; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.

WESTALL (WILL.), Novels by.
Trust-Money. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. dd.;

post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Crown Svo, cloth. 6s. each.

As a Man Sows. I
The Old Bank.

As Luck would have It.

Dr. Wynne's Revenge.
The Sacred Crescents.
A Very Queer Business.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. (hI. each.

A W^oman Tempted Him.
For Honour ana Life.
Her Two Millions.
Two Pinches or Snuff.
With the Red Eagle.
A Red Bridal. |

Nigel Fortescue.
Ben Clough. I

Birch Dene.
The Old Factory.
Sons of Belial. 1

Strange Crimes.
Her Ladyship's Secret.
The Phantom City.
Ralph Norbreck's Trust.
A Queer Race. Red Ryyington.
Roy of Roy's Cor 't.

The Old Factory . .Medium Svo, td.

- The
Crowu

WESTBURY (ATHA).-
Shadow of Hilton Fernbrook.
8.'o, cloth, 3s. bd.
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WHEELWRIGHT (E. G.).—A
Slow Awakening:. Crown 8vo cloth, 6s.

WHiSHAW (FRED.), Novels
b}'. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. td. each.

A Forbidden Name.
Many IBfays of liOve. With 8 lUusts.

Crown Svo, cloth, 6s. each.
Mazeppa.
Wear the Tsar, near Death.A Splendid Impostor.

WHITE (GILBERT).— Natural
History of Selborne, Post Svo, cloth, 2s,

WILDE (LADY).—The Ancient
Legends, Charms, and Superstitions
of Ireland, erowii 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

WILLIAMS (W. MATTIEU), by.
Science in Short Chapters. Crown

Svo. cloth, -js. bd.

The Chemistry of Cookery. Crown
8vo. cloth, 'if.

A Simple Treatise on Heat. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth, 2s. td.

WILLIAMSON (Mrs. F. H.).—

A

Child Widow. Post Svo, illust. bds., 2s.

WILLS (C. J.), Novels by.
An Easy-going Fellow. Crown Svo,

cloth IS. t)d.

His Dead Past. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

WILSON (Dr. ANDREW), by.
Chapters on Evolution, "w'lth 259

likistrations. Crown Svo, cloth, yr 6d
lieisure-Time Studies. Wiih Illustr'a-

tions. Crown Svo, ci'Ah. 6s.

Studies in Life and Sense. With 36
Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth, 3,?. 6d.Common Accidents, and how to
Treat Them. Cr. 8vo, is. -, cloth, is.6d

Glimpses of Nature. With 35 Iliustra-
tions. Crown Svo, cloth. 3^. 6d.

WINTER (JOHN
by. Posr Svo, 2,s-. each

Cavalry Life.
RegLmental LegendSc

STRANGE),
cloth,2.5. 6(i. each.

Cavalry Life and Regimental
Legends, together. Crown Svo, cloth,
3s. 6d. ; picture cloth, flat back, 2s. -

WISSMANN(HERMANN VON).—
My Second Journey througrh Equa-
torial Africa. With 92 Illustrations.
Demy Svo, cloth, 16^. *

WOOD (H. F.), Detective Stories
by. Post Svo. illustraled boards 2s. each.

Passenger from Scotland Yard.
The Englishman of the Rue Cain.

WOOLLEY (CELIA PARKER).—
Rachel Armstrong:. Post %vo,ns.6d.

WRIGHT (THOMAS), by.
Caricature Historyofthe Georges;

or. Annals of the House of Hanover.
With Frontispiece and over 300 Illustra-
tions. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

History of Caricature and of the
Grotesque in Art, Literature,
Sculpture, and Painting. Illus-

trated by K. W. Fairholt. Crown Svo,
cloth, 7s. 6d.

WYNMAN (MARGARET).—My
Flirtations. With 13 Iilu.-;trations by
Bern.^rd Partridge. Post Svo, cloth. 2.s-.

ZANGWILL (LOUIS).—A Nine-
teenth Century Miracle. Crown Svo,
cloth, 3s. 6d,. : picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

ZOLA (EMILE), Novels by.
Uniform Edition. Translated or Edited,
with Introductions, by Ernest A. Vize-
TELLY. Crown Svo, doth, 3s. 6d. each.

His Masterpiece. | I'he Joy of Life.
Germinal.
The Honour of the Army.
Abbe Mouret's Transgression.
The Fortune of the Rougons.
The Conquest of Plassans.
The Dram-Shop.
The Fat and the Thin. | Money,
His Excellency.
The Downfall.
Rome.
Lourdes.
Paris.

The Dream.
Doctor Pascal.
Truth.
"BTork.
Fruitfulness.

Popular Editions, medium Svo, 6d. each.

The Dram-Shop. |
The Downfall.

Rome.
Ififith Zola in England. . By Ernest

A. VIZEXELLY. Wittv*4 Portraits. Crown
Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d. •

THE PICCADILLY NOVELS.
Library Editions, many Illustrated, crown Svo, cloth, 3*. W.each.

By Ups, ALEXANDER.
Viderie's Fate.
A Life Interest.
Mona's (.'hoice.

By W. mans Wit.
The COit of Her Pride.

Barban.
A. Fight with Fate.
A Golden Autumn.
Mrs. Crichton's Creditor,
The Step-mother.

M.

A Missing Hero.

AlitiEN.—Green as Grass.By F.

By ia. ANDERSON.— Othello's Occupation.

By Q. W. APPLETON.—Rash Conclusions.

Philistia.
I
Babylon.

Strange Stories.

For Maimie's Sake.
In all Shades.
Tlie Beckoning Hand.
The Devil's Die.
This Mortal Coll.

The Tenis of dhera.

By GRANT ALCEN.
The Great Taboo.
Dumaresq's Daughter.
Duchess of Powyslaoil.
Blood Koyal.
Ivan Greet's Masterpiece.
Tlie Scallywag.
At IVIarket Value.
Under Scaled Orders.

ARTEUUS WARD'S WORKS, Complete.

By EDWIN L. ARNOLD.
Phra the Phoenidan. 1 Constable of St. Nicholas.

,(
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r.y ROBERT BARR.
In a Steamer Chair I A Woman Intervenes.

From Whose Bourne. | Revenge I

Bv FRANK BARRETT.
A Prodi8ar<; Progress. The Harding Scand-i
Woman of Iron Bracelets. Under a Strange Mask.
Fettered for Life. A Missing Witness.

Was She Justified!

By 'BBIiIjE,'—Vashti and Esther.

By ARNOLD BENNETT.
The Gates of Wrath.

|
The Grand Babylon Hotel.

By Sir W. BESANT and J. RICE.
Ready-Money Mortiboy.
My Little Girl.

With Harp and CronTi.
This Son of Vulcan.
The Golden Butterfly.
The Monks of Thelcma,

By Ceha's Arbour.
Chaplain of the Fleet.
The Seamy Side.
1 he Case of Mr. Lucraft.
In Trafalgar's Bay.
The Ten Years' Tenant.

By Sir WALTER BESANT.
AM Sorts and Conditions.
The Captains' Room.
All in a Garden Fair.
Dorothy Forster.
Uncle Jack.

|
Holy Rose.

World Went Well Then.
Children of Gibeon.
Herr P'ulus.
For Faith and Freedom.
To Call Her Mine.
The Revolt of Man.
The B^ill of St. Paul's.
Armorel of Lyonesse.

S. Katherine's by Tower.
Verbena Camellia Stepha^
The Ivory Gate. [notis

The Rebel Queen.
Dreams of Avarice.
In Deacon's Orders.
The Master Craftsman.
The Ci y of Refuge.
A Fountain Sealed.
The Changeling.
The Fourth Generation,
The Chann.
rhe Alabaster Box.

The Orange Girl.

By AMBROSE BIERCB.—In Midst of Life.

By HAROLD BINDLOSS.-Ainslies Ju-ju.

By M. KoD. BODKIN.
Dora Myrl.

|
Shillelagh and Shamrock.

"atsey the Omadaun.
By PAUL BOURGET.-A Living Lie.

By 3. D. BRAYSHAW.-Slum Silhouettes.

By H. A. BRYDEN An Exiled Scot.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN.
Shadow of the Sword.
A Child of Nature.
God and the Man.
Martyrdom of Madeline.
Love Me for Ever.
Annan Water.
Foxglove Manor.
The Charlatan

The New Abelard.
Matt.

I
Rachel Dene.

Master of the Mine.
The Heir of Linne.
Woman and the Man.
Red and White Heather.
Lady Kilpatrick.
Andromeda.

GELBTT BURGESS and 'STILL IR'SSTIN.
The Picaroons.

By HALL CAINE.
Shadow of a Crime.

|
Son of Hagar. | Deemster.

By R. W. CHAMBERS.—The King in Yellow.

By J. M. CHAPPLB.-The Minor Chord.
By AUSTIN CLARB.-By Rise of River.

By Mrs. ARCHER CLIVE.
Paul Ferroll.

| Why Paul FetroU Killed his Wife.

By ANNE COATES.-Rie's Diary.

By niACLAREN COBBAN.
The Red Sultan.

|
The Burden of Is.abel.

By WILKIE
Armadale, j After Dark.
No Name. ] Antonina
Basil. I Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret
Queen cf Hearts,
My Miscellanies.
The Woman in White.
The Law and the Lady.
The Haunted Hotel.
The Moonstone,
Man and Wife.
Poor Miss Finch.
Miss or Mrs.?

COLLINS.
The New Magdalen.
The Frozen Defcp.
The Two Destinies.
' I Say No.'
Little Novels.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebtjl's Daughter.
1 he Black Robe.
Heart and Science.
The Hvil Genius.
The Legacy of Cain.
A Rogue's Life.
Blind Love.

By WORT, and FRANCES COLLINS.
Blacksmith and Scholar. 1 You Flay Me False.
The Village Comedy. [ Midnight to Midnlj;h'.,

By M. J. COLQUHOUN,—Every Inch a Soldier.

By HERBERT COMPTON.
The Inimitable Mrs. Massingham.

By E. H. COOPER.-Geoffory Hamilton.

By Y. C. COTES.—Two Girls on a Barge.
By C. EGBERT CRADBOCK.

rh" Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains,
(lis Vanished Star.

By H. N. CRELLIN.
Romances of the old Seraglio.

By MATT CRIM.
The Adventures of a Fair Rebel.

By S. R. CROCKETT and others.
Tales of Our Coast.

By B. IB.
Diana Harrington.

CROKER.
Tne Real Lady Hilda.
Married or Single?
Two Masters.
In the Kingdom of Kerry
Interference.
A Third Person.
B yond the Pale.
M iss Balraaine's Past.
Terence.

|
The Cat's-paw,

By ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist ; or. Port Salvation.

By H. C. DAVIDSON.-Mr. Sadler's Daughters.
B? JAMES DE MILLE.

A Strange Manuscript Found in a Copper Cylinder.

By HARRY DE WINDT.
True Tales of Travel and Adventure.

By DICK DONOVAN.

Proper Pride.
\ Family Likeness.
Pretty Miss Neville.
\ Bird of Passage.
Mr Jervis.
Village Tales.
Some One Else.

|
Jason.

Infatuation.

Man from Manchester.
Records of Vincent Trill.

My*t. of famaica Terrace.
Deacon Brodie.

Tales of Terror.
Chronicles of Michifl
Danevitch (Detective

Tyler Tatlock, Private

RICHARD DOWLING.-Old Corcoran's Money.
CONAN DOYLE.—The Firm of Girdlestone.

By S. JEANNETTE DUNCAN.
A Daughter of To-day

|
Vernon's Aunt.

By ANNIE EDWARDES.
Archie LoveU.

1 A Pli.'ter Saint.

By G. S. ED'WARDS.-Snazelleparilla.
By G. MANYILLE FENN,

Cursed by a Fortune.
The Case of Ailsa Gray.
Commodore Junk.
The New Mistress.
\Vitness to the Deed.
The Tiger Lily.
The White Virgin.
Black Blood.
Double Cunning.

A Fluttered Dovecote.
King of the Castle.
Master of the Ceremonies.
The .Man with a Shadow.
One M.iid's Mischief.
Story of Antony Grace,
This Man's Wife.
In Jeopardy.
^\'oman Worth Winning.

By PERCY FITZGERAtD.-Fatal Zero.

By Hon. Mrs. VI. FORBES.-Dumb.
By R. E. FRANCILLON.

One by One. I A Real Oueen.
A Dog and his Shadow. | Ropes ot Sand.

Jack Doyle's Daughter.
Ry HAP.OLD FREDERIC.

Seth's Brother's Wife.
I
The L.uvtou Girl.

By PAUL GAULOT.-Thc Red Shirts.

By DOROTHEA GERARD.
.\ 'Jueen (T Cur*.'.^ and t'lvaui.

By CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray. I The Cr.ies of Yarrow.
Of High Degree. Queen of the Meadow.
The Gulden Shai't. | The Hower of the Forest.

By E. CLANYILLS.
The Lost Heiress.

^ |
The GoUL-n Rock.

TairColoiiist
j l-ossicker.

I
TaU-sIrom the Vc-ld.

By E. J. GOODMAN.
The Fate of Herbert W.iyii-.

By Roy. S. B/IRING GO LD.
Red Spider.

|
Eve.

Bm ALFRED A. GRACE.
Tales of a Dying Rac'c. .. .. . .

Qy CSCIw GRIFFITH. -Corint'hiaMaraiion.
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By A. CLAVERING CUMTEB.
A Florida Enchantment.

By OWEN HALIi.
The Track of a Storm |

Jetsam.

By COSMO HAMILTON.
Glamour of Impossible. | Through a Keyhole.

By THOMAS BARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

By BRET HARTE.
of Jack
IHamiin'i.

A Protegee
Clarence.
Barker's Luck
Devil's Ford.
Crusade of
Three Partners.
Gabriel Conroy.
New Condensed Novels.

' Excelsior.

A Waif of the Plahis

A Ward of the Golden
Gate. I Springs.-

A Sappho of Green
t ol. Starbottle's Ghent.
Susy.

I
Sally Dows.

Bell-Ringer of Angel's.

Tales of Trail and Town.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
G=rtli.

I
Dust. Beatrix Randolph.

Ellice Ouentin. David Pomdexter's Dis-

Sebastian Strorae. appearance.
Fortune's Fool. Spectre of Camera.

By Sir A. HELPS.—Ivan de Biron.

By I. HENDERSON. -Agatha Page.

By G. A. HENTY.
Dorothy's Double.

I

The Queen's Cup.
Rujub, the Juggler.

By HEABON HILL.—Zambra the Detective.

By JOHN HILL The Common Ancestor.

By TIGHE HOPKINS.
Twixt Love and Duty. I Incomplete Adventurer.

Nugents of Carriconna. | Nell Haflenden.

By VICTOR KUGO.—The Outlaw of Iceland.

By FERGUS HUME.
Lady from Nowhere.

I
The Millionaire Mystery.

By Mrs. HUNGERFORD.
Professors Experiment.
A Point of Conscence.
A Maiden all Forlorn
The Coming of Chloe.
Nora Creina.
An Anxious Moment.
April's Lady.
Peter's Wife.
Lovice.

Marvel.
Unsatisfactory Lover.
In Durance \ile.

A Modern Circe.

Lady Patty.

A Mental Struggle.

Lady Vemer's Flight.

The Rea-House Mystery.

The Three Graces.

By Mrs. ALFRED HUNT.
The Leaden Casket. I Self-Condemned.
That Other Person. | Mrs. Juliet.

By R. ASHE KING.—A Drawn Game.

By GEORGE LAMBERT.—President of Boravia

By EDMOND LEPELLETIER.
Madame Sans-Gene.

By ADAM LILBURN.—A Tragedy in Marble

By HARRY LINDSAY.
Rhoda Roberts.

I

The Jacobite.

B,y E. LYNN LINTON
Patricia Keiiiball.

Under which Lord?
• My Love 1 '

i
lone.

Paston Carew.
>owing The Wind
With a Silken Thread.

Atonement Learn Dundas
The One Too Many.
Dulcie Everton.
Ti.e Rebel of 'he Family
An Octave of Friends.

The World Well Lost.

By HENRY W. LUCY.-Gideon Fleyce.

B JUSTIN MCCARTHY,
A Fair Saxon.
Linley Rochford.
Dear Lady Disdain.
Tamiola. |

^!ononia.
W'aterdale Neighbours.
My Enemy's Daughter.
Miss Misanthrope.

D^nna Quixote.
Maid oiAthens.
The Comet of a Season.
The Dictator.
Ked Diamonds.
The Riddle Ring.
The Three Disgraces

JUSTIN H. McCarthy.—A London Legend
By GEORGE MACDONALD.

Heather and Snow. \
Phantastes.

By W. H. MALLOCK.-TheNew Republic.

By P. & y. MARGUERI^TE.-Th^ Disaster

MEADE.
On Brink of a Chasm,
1 he Siren.

The Way of a Woman.
A Son of Ishmael.
The Blue Diamond.

By L. T
A Soldier of Fortune.
In .Tn Iron Grip.
Dr. Ruiusey's Patient.
The "Voice of the Charmer
An Adventuress.

A Stumble by the Way.

By LEONARD MERRICK.
This Stage of Fools.

|
Cynthia.

By EDMUND MITCHELL.
The Lone Star Ru-h.

By BERTRAM MITFORD.
The Gun-Runner. I The Kind's Assegai.

Luck of Gerard Ridgeley. | Renshaw Fanniiig's (Juest.

The Triumph of Hilary Blachland.

Mrs. MOLESWORTH.—Hathercourt Rectory.

By J. E. MUDDOCK.
Maid Maiian and Robin I Basile the Jester.

Hood. 1
Golden Idol,

"r'oung Lochinvar.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY
A Life's Atonement
Joseph's Coat.
Coals of Fire.
Old Blazer's Hero.
Val Strange.

I
Hearts.

A Moael Father.
Hy the Gate of the Sea.

A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.

Cvnic Fortune.
The Wav of the World

Bob Martui s Little Girl.

Time's Revenges.
A Wasted Crime.
In Direst Peril.

Mount Desoair.
A Captul o" Nails.

Tales in Prose »rd Verse.
A Race for Millions.

This Liitle World.
His Own Ghost.
Church of Humanity.

V.C. : Castle Barfield and the Crimea.

By MURRAY and HERMAN.
The Bishops' Bible \

Paul Jones's .A.has.

One Traveller Returns.

By HUME NISBET.—'BailUpl'
By W. E. NORBIS.

Saint Ann's.
I

BiUv Eellew.
Miss Wentworth's Idea.

By G. OHNET.-A Weird Gift.

Love's Depths. I
The >\'oman of Mystery.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
Wliiteladies.

i

The Sorceress.

By OUIDA.
Idslia.

Ruffino.
Ariadne.

Held in Bondag:e.
Stratlimore. | Chandos.
Under Two Flags.
Cecil Castleniaiue's Gage.
Tncotrm | Puck.
Folle-Farine
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel. I

Signa.
Princess Napraxine.
T^^•o Wooden Shoes.

In a Winter City.

By G. SIDNEY PATERNOSTER
The Motor Pirate.

By MARGARET A. PAUL.
Gentle and Simple.

By JAMES PAYN

Friendship.
Moths.
Pipis'rello.

A Village Commune.
Bimbi. I Wanda.
Frescoes. I

Othmar.
In Maremma.
Syrlm.

i
GuUderoy.

Santa Barbara.
Tv.'o Oifeiiders.

The Waters of Edera.

High Spirits. | Bv Proxy.
The Talk of the Town.
Holiday Tasks.
For Cash Only.
The Burnt Million.

The Word and the Will.

Sunny Stories.

A Trying Patient.

Modern Dick Whittington

Lost Sir Massingberd
The Clyffaids of Clyffe.

The Family Scapegrace.
.^.County Family. [Painted.

Less Black than We're
A Confidential Agent.
.\ Grape Irom a Thorn.
In Peiil and Privation.

Mystery of Mirbridge.

By WILL PAYNE.—Terry the Dreamer

By Mrs. CAMPBELL PRAED.
Outlaw and Lawmaker. I Mrs. Tregaskiss.

Christina Chard. I
Nulma. I

Madame Uan
' As a Watch in the Night.'

By E. C. PRICE.—Valentina-

By RICHARD PRYCB.
.Miss MaxweUs Aiftctuns.

Bv Urs. J. H. RiDDELL.
Weird Stories. I

A Rich Man's Daughter.
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By CHARLES READE.

Woffington ; and Griffith Gaunt.
Christie Johnstone.

Hard Cash.
Cloijter and the Hearth.
Never Too Late to Mend,
T]ie Course of True
Love ; and Singleheart
and Doubleface.

Autobiography of
Thief; Jack of

Love Little, Love Long.
The Double Marriage.
}-'oul Play.
Put Yourself in His Place.
A Terrible Temptation.
A Simpleton.
A Woman-Hater,

a i The Jilt, & oth'r Stories
all & Good Stories of Man.

Trades ; A Hero and A Perilous Secret.
a Martyr ; and The Readiana ; and Bible
Wandering Heir. Characters.

By FRANK RICHARDSON.
Man Who Lost His Past. | The Bayswator Mystery.

By AHBLIE RIVES.
Barbara Dering.

|
Meriel

By F. W. ROBINSON.
The Hands of Justice. | Woman in the Dark.

By ALBERT ROSS.—A Sugar Princess.

By J. RUNCIMAN.-Skippers and Shellbacks.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL
Round the Gall ' Fire.Iley

In the Middle Watch.
( in the Fo'K'sle Head.
A Voyage to the Cape.
Book for the Hammock.
Mystery of ' Ocean Star.'

Jenny Harlowe.
An Oceap. Tragedy.
A Tale of Two Tunnels.

My Shipmate Louise.
Alone on Wide Wide Sea.
The Phantom Death.
Ls He the Man ?

Good Ship ' Mohock.
The GiDnvict Ship.
Heart of Oak.
The Tale of the Ten.
The Last Entry.

The Death Ship.

By DORA RUSSELL.-Drift otFate.

By HERBERT RUSSELL.—True Blue.

By BAYLE ST. JOHN.—A Levantine Family.

By ADELINE SERGEANT.
Dr.Endicott'sE.\periment

|
Under False Pretences.

By M. P. SHIEL.— The Purple Cloud.

By GEORGE R. SIMS.
Dagonet Abroad. In London's Heart.

Mary Jane's Memoirs.
Mary Jane Married.
The Stnall-part Lady.
A Blind Marriage,

C)nce uponChristmasTirae.
AVithoutthe Limelight
Rogues and \'agabonds.
Biogiaphs of Babylon.

By UPTON SINCLAIR.-PiinceHagen.
By HAWLBY SMART.

Without Love or Licence.
|
The Outsider.

The Master of RathkoUy. Beatrice and Benedick.
Long odds.

I A Racing Rubber.
By J. MOYR SMITH.-The Prince of Argolis.

By T. •». SPEIGHT.
The Grey Monk.
The M.aster of Trenance.
'I lie Web of Fate.
A Minion of Tlie Moon
Secret of Wyvern Towers.

The Doom of Siva,
As it was Written.
Her Ladyship.
The Strange Experiences
of Mr. V'erschoyle.

By ALAN bT. AUBYN.
A Fellow of Trinity.
The Junior Dean.
Master of St. B«^nedict's.
fu hi^ Own Master.
aliantay Bower.

In lace of the World.
'Jrchard Dajnerel.

The Tremlett Diamonds.
The Wooing of May.
A Tragic Honeyuioon.
\ Proctor s Wooing.
Fortune's Gate.
Bonnie Maggie Lauder.
Mary Unwin.

Mrs. Dunbar's Secret.
By JOHN STAFFORD.—Doris and I.

By R. STEPHENB.-The Cruciform Mark.

R. NEILSON STEPHBNS.-Philip WInwood.
By R. A. STERNDALE The Afghan Knife.

By R. L. STEYENSON.-The Suicide Club.

By FRANK STOCKTON.
1 he Voung Mister of Hyson Hall.

By SUNDOWNER.—Told by the TafTrail.

By ANNIE THOMAS.—The Siren's Web.
By BERTHA THOMAS.

In a Cathedral City.

By FRANCES E. TROLLOPE.
Like Ships Upon Sea. | Anne Furness.

Mabel's Progress.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
The Way we Live Now. I Marion Fav.
Frau Frohmanii.

| Scarborough's Family.
The Laiui-Leaguers.

By MARK TWAIN.
Choice Works.
Library of Humour.
The Innocents Abroad.
Roughing It; and The
Innocents at Home.

A Tramp Abroad.
The American Claimant.
Adventures Tom Sawyer.
Tom Sawyer Abroad.
Tom Sawyer, Detective.

Ptidd'nhead Wilson.
Tile Gilded Age.
Prince and the Pauper.
Life on the Mississippi.
Huckleberry Finn.
A Yankee at Court.
Stolen White Elephant.
;£"i.coa,coo Bank-note.
ADouble-barrelled Detec-

tive Story.

C. C. FRASER-TYTLER Mistress Judith.

By SARAH TYTLER.
What She Came 1 hrough.
Buried Diamonds.
The Blaokhall Ghos's.
The Macdonald Lass.
Witcli Wife. ] Sapphira.

Mrs. Carmichael's God-
desies.

Rachel Langton.
A Floneymoon's Eclipse.
A Voung Dragon.

ALLEN UPWARD.—The Queen against Owen.
By ALBERT D. YANDAM.-A Court Tragedy

By E. A. YIZETELLY.
The Scorpion.

;
The Lovers Progress.

By FLORENCE WARDEN.
Joan, the Curate.

| A Fight to a Finish.

By CY W^ARMAN express Messenger.
By A. WERNER.—Chapengas White Man.

By WILLIAM WESTALL.
Red Ryviiigton.
Ralph Norbreck's Trust.
I rust-inoney.
Sons of Belial,
Roy of Roy's Court.
With the Red Eagle.
A Red Briclal.

Strange Crimes.
Her Ladysliip's Secret.

For Honou' and Liie
A Woman Tempted Him.
Her Two Millions.
Two Pinches of Snuff.
Nigel Fortescue.
P.iich Defie.

|
Ben Clough.

The Pnantom City.
A Queer Race.
The Old Factory.

By ATHA WESTBURY.
The Shadow of Hiltuii Fernbrook.
By FRED WHISHAW.

A Forbidden Name
|
Many Ways of Love.

By C. J. WILLS—An Easy-going Fellow,

By JOHN STRANGE WINTER.
Cavalrv Lilt- : and Re;,'iiiient;il Legends.

By LOUIS ZANGWILL.
A Nineteenth Century Miracle.

By EMILB ZOLA
The Honour of the Army.
Germinal. | l^he Dr*>aiii.

Abbe Mouret's Trans-
crression. j Money.

The Conquest of Plassins.
DrimShop.

| Downfall.
His Excellency.

Ilis Masterpiece.
Tlic ^at .md the Thin.
Dr. PascBl.

| Joy of Life.
Fortune of the Rougons.
' - J Work.Lourdes.
Rrnie.
Paris.

CHEAP EDITIONS OF POPULAR NOVELS.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. facli.

Truth.
Fruittulness.

By Mrs. ALEXANDER.
*Iatd, Wife, or Witjow.
Blind Fate.
Valerie's Fate.

A Life Interest,
Mono's Choice.
By Womaius Wit.

By E. LESTER ARNOLD.
Phra the Phccnician.

ARTEiaVS WARD'S WORKS, Complete,

Philistia. I Babylon.
Strange Stories.
For Maimic's Sake.
In all Shades.
The Beckoning Hand.
The Devils Die.
The Tents of Sheni.
The Great Tabuo.

By GRANT ALLEN.
Dumaresq s Daughter.
OuchesJ of Powsyland.
Blood Royal.
Ivan Greet s Masterpiece
1 he Scallywag.
This JlortalCoil.
At Market V,-\h\e.

Under Sealed Orders,
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By FRANK BRRREXT
Fettered for Liie

I^ittle Lady Linton.

Between Life and Death.

Sin of Olga ZassouUch.
I'oUv Morrison.
Lieut. Barnabas.
Honest Davie

A Prodigal's Progress.

Found o\>ilty.

A Recoiling Vengeince.
For Live and Honour.

Tohn Ford. &c.
Woman of Iron Bracelets.

The Hirding Scandal.

A Missing Witness

By Sir W. BESaNT and J- RICE
neady-iVloney Mortiboy.

Mv Little Girl.

AVkh H.irp and Crown.
Tlii'iSon of Vulcan.

The Golden Butterfly.

The Monks of Thelema.

By Celia's .\tbour

Chaplain of the Fleet.

The Seamy Side.

The Ca'^e of Mr. Lucralt

In Trafali?.irs Bay.

The Ten Years' Tenant.

By C. EGBERT CRADDOCK.
The Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains.

By H. N. CRELtlN.—Tales of the Caliph.

MATT CRIM.—The Adyentures of a Fair Rebel.

By B. M. CROKER.-
Village Tales and JunglePretty Miss Neville.

Diana Barrington.
.\ Bird of Passage.
Proper Pride. |

• To Let.

.\ Family Likeness.
A Third Person.

Tragedies. 1 Mr. Jervis.

Two Masters.
The Real Lady Hilda.

Married or SingleJ
Interference.

By ALPHONSB DAUDET.
The Evangelist ; or, Port Salvation,

By JAMES DE fflII.I.E.-A Strange Manuscript.

Bv DICK DONOVAN.

By Sir WALTER BESANT
All Sorts and Conditions.

The Captains' Room.
All in a Garden Fair.

Dorothy Forster.

Uncle Jack. [TJien.

The World Went VeryWell
Children of Gibeon.
Herr Paulus.

For F.iith and Freedom.
ToCail Her Mine.
The Master Craftsman

The Bell of .St. Paul's.

The Holy Rose.
Artnorel of Lyonesse.

St. Katherineshy Tower.
Verbena CameUia Stepha-

The Ivory Gate. [notis.

The Rebel Queen.
Beyond Dreams Avarice.

The Revolt of Man.
In Deacon's Orders.

The City of Retuge.

In the Midst of Life.

Michael Danevitch.

In the Grip of the Law.
From Information Re-
ceived.
Tracked to Doom.
Link by Link.
Suspicion Aroused.
Riddles Read.

AMBROSE BIERCE
By FREDERICK BOYLE.

CampNotes^ |

Chronicles of No-mans

Savage Life. I

Land.

By BRET HARTB.
.

Luck of Roaring Camp. ^ Waif of the Plains

An Heiress of Red Dog. I
Ward of Golden Gate.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN

The Man-Hunter.
Tracked and Taken.
C.iught at Last

!

Who Poisoned Hetty
Duncan? | Wanted I

Man from Manchester.
A Detectives Triumphs.
Mystery Jamaica Terrace.

By Mrs. ANHIE EDWARDES.
A Point of Honour.

I

Archie Lovell.

By EDWARD EGGLESTON.-Roxy.
By G. MANVILLE FENN.

The New Mistress. I The Tiger Lily.

Witness to the Deed. I
The White Virgin.

By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Bella Donna. | Fatal Zero
Never Forgotten. | Polly.

Second Mrs. TiUotson

Shadow of the Sword.

A Child of Nature.

God and the Man.
Love Me for Ever.

Foxglove Manor.
TheMaster of the Mme,
Annan Water.

The Martyrdom of Ma-
deline.

The New Abelard.

The Heir of Linne.
Woman and the Man.
Rachel Dene. | Matt
Lady Kilpatrick.

By PERCY FITZGERALD and others.
Strange Secrets.

By R. B. FRANCILLON
King or Knave?
Romances of the Lavr.

Ropes of Sand.
A Dog and his Shadow.

BUCHANAN and MURRAY.-The Charlatan.

By HALL CAINE.
A Son of Hagar. ^ I

The Deemster
The Shadow of a Crime.

By Commander CAMERON.
The Cruise of th« ' Black Prince.

By HAYDEN CARRUTH.
The Adventures of Jones.

Bv AUSTIN CLARE.—For the Love of a Lass.

By Mrs. ARCHER CLIVE,
Paul FerroU. I

'Why Paul FerroU Killed his Wife.

By MACLABEN COBBAN.
The Cure 01 Souls. | The Red Sultan.

By C ALLSTON COLLINS.-The Bar Sinister.

Bv MORT. and FRANCES COLLINS.
Qwppt Anne Page.

I

Sweet and Twenty.

TTansnu"ration The Village Comedy.

From i^lidn ght to Mid- You Play Me F'alse.

ni?ht Blacksmith and Scholar.

A F?gh't with Fortune. I Frances.

By WILKIB COLLINS

Olympia.
One by One.
A Real Queen.
Queen Cophetua.

By HAROLD FRSDERIC.
Seth's Brother's Wife. 1

The Lawton Girl.

Prefaced by Sir BARTLE FRBRE.
Pandurang Hari.

By CHARLES GIBBON
Robin Gray
Fancy Free.

For Lack of Gold.
What will the World Say ?

In Love and War.
For the King.
In Pastures Green
Queen of the Meadow.
A Heart's Problem.
The Dead Heart.

In Honour Bound.
Flower of the Forest.

The Braes of Yarrow.
The Golden Shaft.

Of High Degree.
By Mead and Stream.
Loving a Dream.
A Hard Knot.
Heart's Delight.
Blood-Money.

Seventy - five Brooke
Street

The Lady of Brantome.

By WILLIAM GILBERT.-JamesDuke.

By ERNEST GLANVILLB.
The Lost Heiress. 1

The Fossicker.

A Fair Colonist.

By Bev. S. BARING COULD.
Red Spider. I

E'^'e-

ANDREW HALLIDAY.-Everyday Papers.

By THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE

Armadaie. |
After DarK.

No Name. 1
Antonina.

Basil. I
Hide and Seek.

The Dead Secret.

Queen of Hearts.

Miss or Mrs. ?

The New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The I .aw and the Lady.
The Two Destinies.

The Haunted Hotel.

A Rigue's Life.

My ^iiscelIani»s.

The Woman in 'White.

The Moonstone.
Man and Wife
Poor Miss Finch.
The Fallen Leaves,
Jezebel's Daughter.
The Black Robe.
Heart autl Science.
* I oav No !

The Evil Genius.
Little Novels.
Legacy of Cain.

Blind Love.

Quentin. | EUice Garth,

Fortune's Fool.

Miss Cadogna. I
Dust

Beatrix Randolph

i\iy l\IIbceu<i!ii-Tj.

Bv M. J. COLgUHOUN.-Every Inch a -Soldier

Love—or a Name.
David Poindexter'= Dis
appearance. [Camera

The Spectre of tha

By Sir ARTHUR HELPS.—Ivan do Biron.

By G. A. HENTY.-.RujubtheJUi'gler.

By HEADON HILL Zambra the Detective,

By JOHN HILL.—Treason-Felony.
By Mrs. HONGERFORD.

A Maiden all Forlorn.

In Durance Vile.

Mar^-el. I
Peter's Wife

A Mantal Slruggle.

A Modem Circe.

.Vpril s Ladj'.

Ladv Venier's Flight.

The'Red-House .Mystery

The Three Graces.
Uns^tisfa'etory Lover,
Ladv Patty.

I
NoraCreini

professor's Experia»ent.
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Two-Shilling NovBi^s—continwtd.
By Mrs. CASHEL HOEY.—The Lovers Creed

Mrs. GEORGE HOOPER The House of Raby.

By Mrs. ALFRED HUNT.
That Other Person.

|
The Leaden Casket.

Self-Condemned.

By HARK KERSHAW.
Colonial Facts and Fictions.

By R. ASHE KING.
A Drawn Game. [Green.' I Passion's Slave.
' Tlie Wearing of the | Bell Barry.

By EDMOND LEFELLETIER.
Madame Sans-Gcne.

By JOHN LEYS.-The Lindsays.

By E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Kemball.
The World WeU Lost.
Under which Lord I

Paston Carew.
' My Love !

' | lone.
With a Silken Thread.

The Atonement of Leam
Dundas.

Rebel of the Family.
Sowinff the Wind.
The One Too Many.
Dutie Everton.

By HENRY W. LUCY.-Gideon Fleyce.

By JUSTIN McCarthy.
Dear Lady Disdain
Waterdale Neighbours.
My Enemjr's Daughter.
A Fair Saxon.

I
Camiola,

Linley Rochford.
Miss Misantlirope.

Donna Quixote.
Maid of Athens.
The Comet of a Season.
The Dictator.
Red Diamonds.
The Riddle Ring.

By HUGH MACCOLL.
Mr. Stransjer's Sealed Packet.

GEORGE MflCDONALD.—Heather and Snow.
By AGNES MACDONELL.-Quaker Cousins.

By W. H. MALLOCK The New Republic.

By BRANDER MATTHEWS.
A Seciet of the Sea.

By L. T. MEADE.—A Soldier of Fort.me.
By LEONARD MERRICK.

The Man who was Good.
By Mrs. MOLESWORTH.

Hathercourt Rectory.

By J. E. MUDDOCK.
Dead Man's Secret.

|
From Bosom of the Deep.

Stories Weird and Wonderful.
By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY

A Bit of Human Nature.
Kirst Person Sinsriilar.

Bob Martin's Lhtle Girl.
Time's Revenues.
A Wasted Crime,
In Direst Peril.

Mount Despair.
A Capful o' Nails.

A Model Father,
Joseph's Coat.
Coals of Fire.
Val Str.-mje. 1 Hearts.
Old Blazer's Hero.
The Way of the World.
Cynic Fortune.
A Life's Atonement.

By the Gate of the Sea.

By MURRAY and HERMAN.
One Traveller Returns. | The Bishops' Bible.

Paul Jones's Alias.

By HUISE NISBET.
' Bail Up 1

I
Dr. fiernard St. Vincent.

By W. E. NORRIS.
Saint Ann's.

|
Billy Belle-.v.

By GEORGES OHNET.
Dr. Rameau.

| A Weird Gift.
A Last Love.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
Whiteladies. 1 The Greatest Heiress in
The Primrose Path. | England.

By OUIDA.
Held in Bondage.
Strathntore. I Chandos.
Idalia. iTricotrin.
Under Two Flapi.
Cecil CasUemaine's Gage.
Puck.

I
Pascarel.

FoUe-Farine.
A Dog of Fnanders.
Si^na.

I
Ariadne.

Princess Napraxine.
In a Winter City.
Friendship.

Two Little Wooden Shoes
Moths.

I
Bimbi.

Pipistrello.

A Village Commune.
Wanda. I Oihinar.
Frescoes. | GuUderoy.
In Maremma.
Ruffino.

I
Syrlin.

Sant.4 Barbara.
Two Oflfenders.
Ouida's Wisdom, AVit,
and Pathos.

By MARGARET AGNES PAUL.
Gentle and Simple.

By JAMES PAYN.
Bentinck's Tutor.
Murphy's Master.
A County Family.
At Her Mercy. I

Kit.

Cecils Tryst. | Halves.
The ClylTards of Clyife.

The Foster Brothers.
Found Dead.
The Best of Husbands.
Walter's Word.
Fallen Fortunes.
Humorous Stones.
^200 Reward.
A Marine Reiidence,
MirkAbbey ( High Spirits

Under One Rool.
Carlyon's Year.
For Cash Only.
The C.'.non's Ward,
The Talk ol the Town.

A Perfect Treasure,
What He Cost Her,
A Confidential A cent.
Glow-v/orm Tales.
The Burnt Million.

Sunny Stories.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
A Woman's Venijeance.
The Fajnily Scapejirrace.
Gwendoline's Harvest.
Like Father. Like Son.
Married Beneath Him.
Not Wooed, but Wen.
Lcii Bl.ick th.in We're
Painted. | By Proxy.

Some Private Views.
A Grape from a Thorn.
The Mystery of Mir-
brid^e. 1 Frcm Exile.

The Word and the Will.
A Prince of the Blood.Holiday Tasks.

A Trying Patient.

By Mrs. CAMPBELL PRAED.
The Romance of a Station I Christina Chard.
Outlaw and Lawmaker. | Mrs. Tregaskiss.

The Soul of Countess Adrian.

By RICHARD PRYCE.
Miss Maxwi.ll s .Affections.

By CHARLES READS.
It is Never Too Late to Foul Play. ( Hard Cash.
Mend. |

The jilt.

Christie Johnstone.
Tlie Double Marriage.

The War>dering Heir.
Singleheart. Doubleface.
Good Stories of Man, &c.

Put Yourself in His Place. Peg WofSnifton
Love Little, Love Long.
Cloister and the Hearth.
Course of True Love.
Autobiography of a Thief.

A Terrible Temptation.

By Mrs. J. H
Weird Stories.
Fairy Water.
Her'Mother's Darling.
The Prince of Wales's
Garden Party.

GritSth Gaunt.
A Perilous Secret.
A Simpleton.
Re.idianfi.

A ^\'olnan-Hate^.

RIDD3LL.
The Uninhabited Hous».
The Mystery in Palace
Gardens.

The 'bull's Curse.
Idie Tales.

By F. •57. ROBINSON.
Women are Strange.

|
The Woman in the Dark.

The Hands of Justice.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL.
Round the Gallev Fire.

On the Fo'k'sle Head.
In the Middle Watch
A Voyage to the Cape.
Book for the Hammock.
The Mystery of the

' Ocean Star.'
Romance Jenny Harlowe.
An Ocean Tragedy.

My .Shipiiirite Louise.
Alone on Wide Wide Sea.
Good Ship 'Mohock.'
The Phantom Death.
Is He the ManV
Heart of Oak.
The Convict Ship.
The Tale of the Ten.
The Last Entry.

By DORA RUSSELL.—A Country Sweetheart.

By GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.
Gaslight and Daylight.

By GEORGE R.
The Ring o' Bells.

Mary lane's Memoirs.
Mary Jane Married.
Tales of To-day,
Dramas of Lite.

Tinkletop's Crime.

SIMS.
Zeph.

I
My Two Wives.

Memoirs of a Landlady.
Scenes from the Show-
Ten Commandments.
Dagonet Abroad.
Rogues and Vagabonds.

ARTHUR SKETCHLEY.-A Match in the Dark.

By HAWLEY SMART.
Without Love orLicence. I The Master of Rathkelly.
Beatrice and Benedick. | The Plunger.

| Long Odds

By R. A. BTERNDALE.—The Afghan Knife.

By T. VT. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Back to Life.
Dyke. 'Ihe Loudwafer Tragedy

The Golden Hoop. Burgo's Romance.
Hoodwinked. Quittance in Full.

By Devious Ways. A Husband from the Sea
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By ALAN ST. AUBTN.
A Fellow of Trinity.
The Junior Dean.
Master of St. Benedict's.

To His Own Master.

Orchard Damerel.
In the Face of the World.
The Tremlett Diamonds.

By R. LOUIS
New Arabian Niglits.

STEVENSON.

By ROBERT SORTEES.-Handley Cross.

By WALTER THORNBURY.
Tales for the Marines.

By T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Diamond Cut Diamond.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
Frau Frohniann.
Marion Fay.
Kept in the Dark.
Tlie \\'ay We Live Now.

The I.and- Leaguers.
The American Senator.
Scarborough's Fauiily.

Golden Lion of Granpere.

By F. ELEANOR TROLLOPE.
Like Ships upon the Sea.

|
.\nue Furness.

Mabel's Progress.

By MARK TWAIN.
A Pleasure Trip. Stolen White Elephant,
The Gilded Aee. Life on the Mississippi.
Huckleberry Finn. Prince and Pauper.
Tom Sawyer. A Yankee at Court.
A Tramp Abroad. .^1,000,000 Bank-Note.

Sketches.

By C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.-Mistress Judith.

By SARAH TYTLER
Bride's Pass.

|
Lady Bell

Buried Diamonds.
St. Mungo's City.
Noblesse Oblige.

The Huguenot Family.
The Blackball Ghosts.
What She Came Through,
Beauty and the Beast.

Disappeared.

By ALLEN UPWARD.—Queen against Owen.
By WM. W^ESTALL Trust-Money.

By Mrs. WILLIAMSON,-A Child Widow.
By JOHN STRANGE WINTER.

Cavalrj- Life.
| Regimental Legends.

By H. F. WOOD.
The Passenger from Scot- 1 The Kngrlishman of th«
land Yard. | Rue Cain.

By MARC. WYNHAN.—My Flirtations.

NBW SERIES OF TWO-SHILLING NOVELS.
Bound in picture cloth, flat backs.

By BERTRAM MITFORD.By EDWIN LESTER ARNOLD.
The Constable of St. Nicholas.

By Sir WALTER BESANT.
St. K.^thcnnes by Tower.

| The Kebel Queen.

By H. BINDLOSS.—Ainslie's Ju-ju.

By McD. BODKIN, K.C.
Dora MyrI, the Lady Detective.

By DICK DONOVAN.
M.in from Manchester. I The Mystery of Jamaica
^\^nted : 1 Dark Deeds. | Terrace.

Vincent Trill, Detective.

By C. M. FENN.—A Crimson Crime.

By PAUL CAULOT.—The Red Shirts.

By Major ARTHUR GRIFFITHS.
No. 99 ; and Blue Blood.

By OWEN HALL.—Track of a Storm,

By BRET HARTE.
Luck Roaring Camp, &c.
In a Hollow of the HilU.
Sappho of Green Springs.

Col, Starbottle's Client.
Protegee ofJack Hai-Jin's
Saliy Dows.

By HEADON HILL.—Zambra, the Detective.

By FERGUS HUME.—The Lady from Nowhere.

By EDMUND MITCHELL.
Plotters of Paris.

|
The Temple of Death.

Towards the Eternal Snows.

The Luck of Gerard Ridgeley.
|
The King's Asseffal.

By J. E. MUDDOCK.
Maid Marian and Robin Hood,

By CHRISTIE MURRAY.-His Own Ghost.

By OUIDA.
I
Tiie Waters of Edera.

PAYN.—Modern Dick Whittington.

Syrlin.

By JAS.

By DORA RUSSELL.
A Country Sweetheart. | Tlie Drift of Fate.

By GEORGE R. SIMS.
In London's Heart. | Rogues and Vagabonds.

By FRANK STOCKTON.
The Young Master of Hyson Hall.

By SUNDCWNER.—T.-ila of the Serpent.

By SARAH TYTLER.—Citoyenne Jacqueline

ALLEN UPWARD.—Queen against Oweu.

By F. 'WARDEN. Joan, the Curate.

BYRON ^ffEBBER.—Sport and Spangies.

By JOHN STRANGE WINTER.
Cavalry Life ; and Regimental Legends,

By LOUIS ZANGWILL.
A Nineteenth-Century Miracle,

SIXPENNY COPYRIGHT NOVELS.
By GRANT ALLEN.-The Tents of Shem.

By WALTER BESANT.
Children of Gibeon. I All Sorts and Conditionsof
For Faith and Freedom. | Men. | The Orange Girl

By BESANT and RICE.
The Golden Butterfly. | Ready-Money Mortiboy.

The Chaplain of the Fleet.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN.
The shadow of the Sword.

By HALL CAINE.
A Son of Hagar.

j
The Deemster.

The Shadow of a Crime.

By IVILKIE COLLINS.
Armadale. | Antonina.
The Moonstpne.
The Woman in White.

By B. H.
Diana Barringtoo.

Manand Wi'e.
| NoName.

The Dead Secret.
The New Magdalen.

CROKER.
I
I'retty Miss Neville,

By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
A Short History of our own Times.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.-Joseph's Coat,

By OUIDA.
Puck.

I
Moths

I
Strathmore. | Tricotrin,

Held in Bondage. | Under Two Flags.

By JAMES PAYN.-Walter's Ward.
By CHARLES READE.

Griffith Gaunt. I Put Yourself in His Place.
Foul Play. | Hard Cash. The Cl.-.ister and the
Peg Woffington ; and I Hearth.

Christie Jolmstone. I Never Too Late to Mend.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL.-The Convici Ship,

By ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
New Arabi.n Nights.

By VILLIAH WESTALL.-The Old Factory.

By EHILE ZOLA.
The DownfaH. | The Dram-Shop. | Rome.
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